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INTRODUCTION l Welcome

2020
Rompa®
catalogue

Welcome
...to your 2020 Rompa® catalogue
Who are Rompa® and Winslow®?
Our aim is to improve the quality of life of people of all ages and all
abilities. ROMPA® offers sensory tools for choice, empowerment,
enjoyment, inclusion, meaningful occupation and comfort for
everyone - individuals, families, institutions and businesses - here
in the UK and globally. Created over 30 years ago, ROMPA® has
become the globally-recognised market-leader it is today.

Together we provide

• Carefully selected and unique products
• Professionally designed bespoke and meticulously
installed environments
• Excellent customer service
More products, discounts and offers are available online:

ROMPA acquired Winslow Resources 20 years ago. Winslow®
offers a wide range of therapeutic and educational materials
such as activities such as books, games, software, photo cards,
specialist therapeutic interventions and assessment tools. These
complement the ROMPA® range perfectly.
®

®

www.rompa.com
www.winslowresources.com
www.olderadults.co.uk

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
For sales and enquiries contact us today
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Snoezelen® What it means l INTRODUCTION

Our Snoezelen® Trademark and
what it means
In the late 1970s pioneer therapists Jan Hulsegge and
Ad Verheul experimented with a sensory tent at the
DeHartenburg Institute. The term Snoezelen® was coined
soon after, contracting the Dutch words “snuffelen” (to
seek and explore) and “doezelen” (to relax). Through years
of experience Rompa® has developed a range of products
and created bespoke environments based on the principles
of Snoezelen®, becoming the leading UK provider before
developing key partners around the world. Rompa® also
owns the trademark for the name Snoezelen® when applied
to products. You know you are buying quality when you buy
a Rompa® Snoezelen® product.
As Snoezelen® continues to grow, the principles and benefits
of Snoezelen® remain hugely significant to individuals with
a range of needs all over the world.
Snoezelen® continues to:
• Provide meaningful multi-sensory spaces and activities
• Reduce anxiety and offer calming solutions
• Build self-esteem
• Focus on the individual with a person-centred approach
• Respect each person’s choices, needs, pace and preferences

The official registered trademark of Rompa® Ltd

You will find us at …
www.facebook.com/rompaltd
www.facebook.com/winslowresource

NHS

www.twitter.com/rompaltd
www.twitter.com/winslowresource
www.instagram.com/rompaltd
www.pinterest.com/rompaltd
ROMPA® is on the NHS Supply Chain Network for Multi-Sensory.
Framework reference: 2016/S 041-066764.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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INTRODUCTION l How we work

How We Work

Website

Mail Order Service

Our websites provide additional information and downloads such as

You can purchase products from ROMPA® and Winslow Resources® easily in several ways.

• research papers and articles to learn more about multi-sensory approaches

• further product photographs, details and instructions to help you make the right
purchases for you

There is an order form at the end of this catalogue for you to complete.
You may wish to photocopy the form beforehand so you always have a spare for later
purchases. Further copies of this form are also available on our website.
Please ensure that all the necessary information is included. Missing or incorrect
information may lead to delays in processing.

You can buy on-line from our websites
You can visit our websites to purchase any of the products in this catalogue plus hundreds
of online exclusives. Take advantage of our easy-to-use search facility to quickly find the
products you require. Ordering is quick, easy and secure. Our websites are:

www.rompa.com
www.winslowresources.com
www.olderadults.co.uk

This can be e-mailed to us at : sales@rompa.com
Or

Sent to us (FREEPOST Rompa)
Please remember to include payment details or cheque with your order.

ROMPA®, Goyt Side Road, Chesterfield, S40 2PH.

Design and Installation Service

You can also phone our friendly Customer Services team to

If you require a whole bespoke environment rather than a few individual products, we
can help you make the most of your available space and budget.

place an order. Please have your credit card to hand.

As a proud British manufacturer we can make products to your specification in a large
range of colours, sizes and materials.

Phone: 01246 211 777

We offer a free of charge design service!

Our experienced and helpful Customer Services team will gladly answer your queries and
advise regarding product features and benefits. As you know the needs of those you are
buying for better than anyone else, we are unable to make recommendations regarding
which products are especially suitable for your client’s requirements. We will provide as
much help as we can to enable you to make those decisions.
You are very welcome to arrange a time to visit our showrooms to see and experience
our products first hand.

Our team of in-house designers will provide a room design to fit your specific requirements
and budget. Our design visuals are extremely detailed and in some cases offer a full 3D
visual of exactly how the real life room will look.
See the page opposite for details of how this popular and personalised service can work
for you.

Fundraising

draising

Getting the funds together to bring your sensory room project to life can be
a challenge. To help you get started we have put together a list of charities and
funding organisations. This list is available on our website.
A Rompa® 3D room design will allow you to share your vision in a visually impactful
way and may help you to secure funding for your sensory room.
www.rompa.com/fund-raising

Rompa®
can supply a VR “walk through”
visual for that added impact!
Contact us for further information.

To view our bespoke design in 360 VR Pano you will need our Rompa® VR
Goggles and your mobile phone, then access our URL through the web browser
in your mobile phone and slot the phone into the front of the goggles

“Occupational Therapy at Help for Heroes has the advantage of a well-resourced sensory room supplied by
ROMPA®, in our Tedworth House Recovery Centre. It is used to support our wounded, injured and sick Armed Forces
veterans who have been injured as a result of their military service. The sensory room is a calm, relaxing space to
deliver individualised sensory experiences and encourage relaxation. Sleep disturbances are a substantial issue
for our ex-service men and women and the positive impact the sensory room can have on our veterans’ ability to
switch off is significant. Without the sensory room we wouldn’t be able to deliver such an individualised approach
and the feedback we get from the beneficiaries is universally positive!”
Alexandra Lovett, Occupational Therapist, Help for Heroes

Important information : Please see our Returns policy at the back of our Index. Contact us for further information.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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FREE Design Service!

Design and Installations
Designing and installing a Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Environment doesn’t have to be difficult.
Using our 30 plus years of experience, Rompa® will manage the
project for you to ensure that your experience is stress free!

We will
visit...

1. Contact Us
Call us with your requirements or brief and we will arrange help and a visit if
required.

2. We’ll Meet to Discuss
An experienced Sales Advisor will visit you at an agreed date and time to take
measurements of the room and find out more about your needs.

3. We’ll Design For You
Based on the meeting with our sales advisor we will create a bespoke design
taking into account all of your needs.

4. We Quote

Plan

Call or
email us to
start your
project
now!

We will create an itemised quotation for your project so you can understand
where your investment is being placed and make amendments if required.

5. We Listen
When you are happy with your design and quotation (changes can be made if
needed) we agree on the project and you place an order with us.

6. If Required We Perform a
Site Survey

7. We Manufacture

Our trained installation team will visit
the room/area we will be installing
into and perform a site survey taking
accurate measurements of the area
so we can manufacture to the correct
specification.

Based on the site survey our
manufacturing team will produce
the items and equipment for your
project. The lead time for this is
typically 6 weeks. Need it quicker?
Contact us to find out if we can
produce it sooner.

8. We Install

9. We Train

We agree a time and date convenient
for you - our highly skilled installation
team will visit and install your brand
new environment.

Where possible we will train you
immediately after installation.
We want to leave you with an
environment that you know how to
use and maintain.

10. We Maintain
Maintenance packages are available
and can be tailored to your needs. We
will discuss these options with you.

3D Design

Installed Room

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Requires Basic Assembly
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Exclusive to ROMPA®

Aromatic

CE Certification

Customers Love
Baby Sensory
Cost Conscious

* Please allow 28 days for manufacture
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INTRODUCTION l Rompa® Bespoke Products

Each customer has their own
unique needs and specific
requirements.
Through our in-house manufacturing expertise we
are happy to meet these.
Like the product, but want to change it?
We can adapt many of our products accordingly.
For example, we can ...
• Put handles on our Floor Mats so you can move
these

• Attach pockets for shoes to the side of a ballpool
• Add a harness to a chair such as our Rocker
Want a new product altogether?
If you have your own vision for a product, such as a
piece of furniture, a tactile panel or a Soft Play item,
talk to us!
Let us create your dream
We are proud to be British manufacturers. This
enables us to offer you bespoke solutions.

concept
finished area

handles for ease of manouverability

bespoke
themes
(Gatwick
Airport)

special
pockets
for shoes

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
For sales and enquiries contact us today
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Rompa® Bespoke Products l INTRODUCTION

Many of the products in the Snoezelen®, Soft Play and Furniture sections are
made by ROMPA® at our Chesterfield premises.
These items can be made in a variety of sizes as well as fabrics and colours.
Look out for this symbol throughout the catalogue that indicates that a
colour choice is available.

www.rompa.com

Once you have selected your products, our order form can be found at the
end of this catalogue.
Where indicated, you will be asked to choose your required fabric and colour.
Details of fabrics and colours can be found at the end of this catalogue.

Why not contact us today with your ideas and
together we can realise your dream area...

Concepts
for Tactile Murals
& Panels based
on Customer
ideas

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Deluxe Wall Panels

Specialist
Lighting

Interactive
Wall Panels

Wireless
Controllers
Tactile

Projectors &
Accessories

Water
Snoezelen®

12
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Deluxe Wall Panels l SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS

Multi-Sensory
Environments
Bubble
Tubes

ess
llers

Fibre Optics

le
en®

••

Aroma

Sensory
Magic®

Outdoor
Snoezelen®

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Deluxe Wall Panels

Rompa® Wall Panels

Multi-Sensory-Visual, Audible & Tactile
Benefits of ROMPA® Wall Panels

1. Adjustable brightness
2. Multiple modes
3. Volume adjustable
4. Touch screen control
5. Integral mp3 player with sound card
reader
6. Intuitive user interfaces for both the
supervisor and the user
7. Appealing to children and adults
8. Compatible with ROMPA® wireless
controllers such as the ROMPA® Wi Fi App
Control Box, Talking Cubes and 8 Colour Controllers
9. Large display screen
10. Considerably lighter weight than previous
ROMPA® Wall Panels
11. Large illuminated push buttons with
corresponding fun sound effects
12. Can be wall-mounted or used in the Porter
13. Choose from a white, black, blue, cream,
red or green frame – please specify when
ordering
14. Textured frame - matt, glossy and textured
circles provide an exciting tactile experience
15. Statistics display to help monitor user
progress
See www.rompa.com for more information

14

C O L O U R
COMMAND CENTRE

Snoezelen® Colour Command Centre™ by ROMPA®
Rompa®’s largest interactive wireless controller. Rewarding and responsive; empowering and engaging.
Navigate through a spectrum of colours, patterns and levels of brightness on the large Colour Command
Centre. Be amazed as the room transforms as other Rompa® wireless products change colour to match.
Change the colour and the brightness of the large display as well as that of other ROMPA® products in
your room. Unique, in that this is both a ROMPA® Wi Fi controller and a Wi Fi controllable product.
• 2 modes of operation - passive and interactive
• Different effects such as solid colours, colour fading in and out, lights looping around the display
• Multiple illuminated push buttons at the base and within the display
• Use the panel buttons to select a base colour; then press the onscreen buttons to adjust the hues and
brightness of that colour
• Sockets for your own switches
• Can be use with a microphone for a sound to light effect to encourage vocalisation
Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm

RU22871

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
For sales and enquiries contact us today
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Deluxe Wall Panels l SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS

1500 UNIQUE PATTERNS

Watch the video: www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels
M ULTIFINIT Y

Takes
two panels

EXPLORER

Snoezelen® Multifinity Explorer™ by ROMPA®

Porter
Makes the ROMPA® Panels mobile and allows them to be pushed from room to room.
Perfect for use between chairs or beds. Ideal for where wall-mounting is not viable. For
2 ROMPA® Wall Panels. With 1 plug but includes an integral 6-socket extension lead.
Can also house 2 Light Sources inside and 2 Projectors (all to be purchased separately)
on the top central shelf. Not suitable for use with the Double Bubble Bonanza™ 22874.
Weight: 18kg

Create visually stunning infinity effects by selecting from a number of shapes, colours,
patterns and speeds. The panel is packed with sound effects and music which makes for
a truly exciting multi-sensory experience. With a huge range of effects to choose from!
Allows supervisors to match activity to need. Encourages interaction, visual tracking,
hand-eye co-ordination and an understanding of cause and effect. Features include:
• Over 1500 unique and easily selected pattern combinations
• Select from 8 shapes, 11 colours, 6 patterns and 3 speeds
• With circles, squares, triangles and more for early maths concepts
• Facilitates choice and control

• 3 modes of operation – passive, interactive and music

• Accessible and illuminated push buttons

Size: 77.5W x 71.5D x 140cmH

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm

RU22879

RU22869

• Sockets for your own switches

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Deluxe Wall Panels

AVAILABLE IN 6 COLOURS

FIREWORKS
EXTRAVAGANZA

✓ 5 Fireworks Effects
- Catherine Wheel, Radiating, Falling Stars, Strobe, Comet

✓ 5 Sound Effects
✓ 825 Pattern Combinations
✓ 11 Colours, 3 Speeds

Snoezelen® Fireworks
Extravaganza™ by ROMPA®
Visual, vivid and vibrant. A cracker of a wall feature for all year round!
Create visually, vivid and vibrant displays by selecting from a number of patterns,
colours and speeds each paired to sound effects. Rompa® appreciates that for some
users Fireworks could be associated with being ‘too loud and/or, over stimulating’ for
some users. This panel offers a number of different sound effect themes for a more
relaxing or varied sensory experience, for example, water or carnival sounds.
• With 825 unique and easy to use pattern combinations
• Offers 11 colours, 5 sound effects and 3 speed options
• 5 stunning fireworks effects including Catherine Wheel, Falling Stars, Radiating,
Comet and Strobe
• Use passively or interactively
• Accessible and illuminated push buttons
• Facilitates choice and control
• Sockets for your own switches
• Can be use with a microphone for a sound to light effect to encourage vocalisation

2 POPULAR PANELS IN 1!
16

• Sound effects and visual effects are closely linked for easier understanding
Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm

RU22872

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Deluxe Wall Panels l SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS

SOUND TO SIGHT
S H OW T I M E

Watch the video: www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels

✓ Bring Sound to Life
✓ Great for Teaching
✓ Use Alone or Together
✓ Fun & Competitive

AVAILABLE
IN 6
COLOURS

66 UNIQUE PATTERNS!
White

Snoezelen® Sound to Sight
Showtime™ by ROMPA®

Cream

Sounds are turned into a dazzling show of light, colour and movement. The panel
responds to both changes in pitch and volume to create an ever changing sensory
experience. Engaging, interactive and rewarding. Encourages learning, exploration
and fosters a feeling of choice and empowerment. Why not try clapping, whistling or
humming? Features include:

Blue

• With 66 unique and easy to use pattern combinations
• Offers 6 patterns and 11 colours, including a stunning graphic equaliser effect
• 3 modes of operation
• Responds to pitch (frequency) and volume
• To encourage vocalisation, use with one microphone or with two microphones (included)
for follow my lead activities, turn-taking and pair-work

Red

• Use for team-work or competitively
• Great for therapy and teaching
• With a sound effect button allowing non-verbal users to interact alongside their peers

Green

• Accessible and illuminated push buttons
• Sockets for your own switches
Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm

RU22870

Black

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Deluxe Wall Panels

DOUBLE BUBBLE
B O N A N Z A

Watch the video: www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels

✓ 42 Unique Effects
✓ Bubble Control via Buttons
✓ Absorbing / Distracting to Help Calm
✓ Patterns Control Bubbles & Colour

2 BUBBLE CHAMBERS IN 1!
Snoezelen® Double Bubble Bonanza™ by ROMPA®
Combines two Snoezelen® favourites – bubble tubes and wall panels. Bubbles and colour
can be individually controlled in each of the two chambers. Be amazed as the bubbles
dissipate in one chamber only to burst into life in the other. The panel is packed with
sound effects and music which makes for a truly exciting multi-sensory experience. The
stunning effects stimulate, empower and engage. Perfect for co-operative play, turntaking and follow-my-lead activities. Features include:
• With 42 unique effects
• With two bubble chambers – the bubbles and colour of each can be controlled
independently
• Great for pair work and co-operative activity
• Can be used by one person to promote bilateral movement
• Encourages choice and control
• 3 modes of operation – interactive, creative and music
• With gentle vibration for tactile input
• Accessible and illuminated push buttons to control bubbles and colour
• Can be use with a microphone for a sound to light effect to encourage vocalisation
Two people will be required to wall-mount this panel. Not compatible with Porter 22879.
Pump 20601-DBL to be purchased separately.
Weight: approx. 30kg when full
Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm

RU22874
RU20601-SPECIALPump for Snoezelen® Double Bubble Bonanza™

18

Bespoke Bubble Water Walls
ROMPA® can design, manufacture and install a bespoke bubble wall feature to meet
your needs. Beautiful and elegant yet robust and durable. Wi Fi and Sensory Magic®
compatible. As this product requires installation in an appropriate location by a suitably
experienced and qualified person, this product should be installed only by ROMPA®
personnel. Contact us for further information.

RU20971
RU21038

Inset into the wall
Wall mounted

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
For sales and enquiries contact us today
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Deluxe Wall Panels l SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS

COLOUR CATCH
C O M B O

Memory Colour
Match Game

Colour Fill Game

Colour Snap Game

4 GAMES IN 1 PANEL!
AVAILABLE
IN 6
COLOURS

Watch the video: www.rompa.com/deluxe-panels

✓ Memory Match
✓ Colour Snap
✓ Colour Fill
✓ Basic Colour Match
✓ Range of Difficulty Levels

White

Snoezelen® Colour
Catch Combo™ by ROMPA®

Cream

Includes 4 colour based games designed to improve memory,
colour recognition, motor skills but most of all to be great fun!
Inviting and purposeful, the panel fills with colour and light during
use and provides exciting visual and auditory rewards for taking
part. Matching is an important foundation skill for language and
mathematical concepts, whilst being an activity enjoyed by all ages.

Blue

• For passive and interactive use
• 4 games including Memory Match, Colour Fill and Simon Says
• Adjustable challenge levels for a range of abilities – from simple
games to more complex memory tasks

Red

• Easily-adjusted difficulty levels
• Accessible and illuminated push buttons
• Sockets for your own switches
• Can be use with a microphone for a sound to light effect to
encourage vocalisation
• Touch screen tracks your score and the high score for the session
• Displays scores to help monitor progress

See pages 105 for our
Hip Hop Activity Box and
Interactive Aroma Panel

Green

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm

RU22873

Black

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Premium Choices

•
•
•
•

Control the Environment
Set the Scene
Customise Themes
Empower Individuals

•Stimulates the senses in a selective,
structured and well balanced way

Portable Sensory Magic®
Includes touchscreen all-in-one PC with keyboard and mouse. Pre-loaded with the same
software as the wall-mounted version. Compatible with the same ROMPA® products as
the wall-mounted version.

RU21098

•Immersive themes and environments
•Huge opportunities for interaction,
learning, choice, control and empowerment
•Compatible with a large range of ROMPA®
multi-sensory products
•Allows otherwise unattainable experiences
•Customisable and continually updatable

20
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SENSORY MAGIC®
Immersive Environment
Control at your Fingertips

Sensory Magic®
Exclusively developed by ROMPA®, the large Sensory Magic® Touch Screen system allows easy
control of your Snoezelen® environment and features software that can be specifically tailored to
each customer’s needs.
• Accessible environmental control
• Inclusive - suitable for all ages
• Empowers users through interactivity, control and choice
• Operates Snoezelen® products such as bubble tubes, wall panels, projectors, lights and fibre
optics – these can be switched on or off at one point
• Plays music (e.g. mp3/4, CD, wav, iPod and more)
• Plays various media (e.g. pictures, photos, movies, internet)
• Set timed mood lighting that is compatible with ROMPA® Wi Fi controllers
• Fully customisable, immersive themes and environments through imagery, sound, colours and
aroma (e.g. underwater scapes)
• Assessment tool incorporated for outcome measures - monitor user progress
• ‘Bolt on’ more ROMPA® products at a later date - compatible with many ROMPA® products,
including the ROMPA® Interactive Lighting System
• User friendly – easy to operate touch-screen with a simple, intuitive navigation system
• Client-friendly – choose from our extensive range of Wi Fi products (e.g. our Deluxe 8 Colour
Wirefree Controller - see pages 14 to 25)
• Sleek, modern and robust
• Wireless for seamless and instantaneous control of individual products as well as whole rooms
This versatile system includes a touch screen, software, wireless keyboard and mouse, digital
projector and stereo speakers. For safety, it can be locked when not in operation. By using Sensory
Magic® with the wide range of compatible Multi-Sensory products made exclusively by ROMPA®,
users can create unique immersive environments and experiences like never before; and control
them. Both the fixed and portable systems require, but do not include, ROMPA® Wi Fi multisensory products and internet access for remote support - see www.rompa.com for compatible
products.
Meeting all appropriate CE and FCC standards, this cleverly conceived package is compact and
simplicity itself to use.
Please contact us for further information.

Size: typically 68W x 100H x 11cmD

RU20848
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TAKING CONTROL

with Rompa® wifi controllers
ROMPA® Wireless Controllers
Break free of wires
Huge choice of wirefree remote
controllers and controllable
products
Empowering and enabling
No hidden extras required
Wireless capabilities built into
key multi-sensory ranges as
standard

ROMPA® Wi Fi Colour Control Bumpas – Set of 8
Two of our most popular products combined – Bumpas and our 8 Colour Wirefree Controller. Choose the
colour of the lights in your room by pressing the corresponding coloured circle of the Bumpa. The high
contrast of the black and white adds visual interest. Great for encouraging interaction, understanding of
cause and effect, movement, turn-taking and provides a feeling of choice, control and empowerment. PVC.
Size: overall 115cmH x 20cmD; each Bumpa 30cmW

“Respect for the person’s own choice and
his own pace are a matter of course.”

RU22716

Snoezelen Another World book
“Even better than expected.
This
controller is fab! I really like the fact
it’s ‘oversized’ … my daughter absolutely
loves being able to change the colours
herself, but loves more the setting for
funny noises … it’s great ... Very pleased
with this item and definitely recommend
it.”
Lisa R., Verified Buyer, Bicester

Wireless Colour Controller Wall Mat
Bespoke
Solutions
We can incorporate our Wi Fi Controllers (such as the 8 Colour
Controller) into our ROMPA® cushioning. Contact us for more
information.

22

Press a circle on the wall mat to change the lights of ROMPA® products in the room to the corresponding
colour. Encourages an understanding of cause and effect, reaching, movement and interaction. A great
alternative to mobile controllers in environments where there is a risk of these being thrown, misplaced or
stolen. Also meets requirements of infection-control. Other sizes available by special order. PVC - please
specify background colour required when ordering.
Size: 90W x 115H x 10cmD

RU22867
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See the Deluxe 8 Colour Wirefree
Controller at www.rompa.com
• for free downloads
• for free music activities
• to see this fabulous switch
in use

8 Colour Wirefree
Controller
A much simplified version of 19847. Wirelessly
controls the colours of many of our products (Wall
Panels, Bubble Tubes, Light Source and so on),
but without sound, timer facility or LCD display.
Incompatible with Sensory Magic®. Includes a
charger for the integral battery.
Size: 37cm diameter x 12cmH

RU21006

Super Switch - Deluxe
8 Colour Wirefree Controller
The king of switches! Wireless and wonderful!
Controls 8 colours!
• With pre-recorded multi-lingual words and sounds
(colours, numbers, fun sounds and a musical scale so you
can play tunes)
• Wirelessly change the colours of products
• Timer facility to adjust the length of time a colour is
activated
• Rechargeable – includes charger which doubles up as a
plug if you forget to charge it
• Customisable - with a USB port so you can add your own
sounds
• Sounds can be removed altogether to avoid sensory
overload and to aid individuals who sensory avoid to grade
up their tolerance
• With 9 large, raised buttons to interactively operate
multiple products
• With 9 external 3.5mm jack sockets to add your own
switches
• Can be used with Sensory Magic®, Midi and Maxi Bubble
Tubes, Light Source, ROMPA® Wall Panels, Wi Fi Spotlight,
Wi Fi Mood Lighting, Wi Fi Colour Controller and more

• Additional controls on the underside including LCD
display with pre-programmed functions
• For all ages and abilities
Integral rechargeable battery included.
Size: 37cm diameter x 12cmH
“Clever piece of technology… We liked the fact it is wi fi … We
also like the fact it turns off bubbles too and you can use it
like a mini piano. All in all a really clever little piece of kit!”
Dawne, Verified Buyer, Bridport
“Amazing product … love it … would recommend it to anyone
who’s looking to buy one.”
Perianne W., Verified Buyer, Southport
“Even better than expected. This controller is fab! I really
like the fact it’s ‘oversized’ … my daughter absolutely loves
being able to change the colours herself, but loves more the
setting for funny noises … it’s great ... Very pleased with this
item and definitely recommend it.”
Lisa R., Verified Buyer, Bicester

RU19847
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Choice & Control

ROMPA® Wi Fi Microphone
Sound-responsive, wireless control of your Snoezelen® favourites. Change the intensity of a colour by
making a sound into the microphone, or change its colour altogether. Great for encouraging vocalisation
and for encouraging interactivity for those with physical disabilities who cannot access touch-responsive
switches. Compatible with ROMPA® bubble tubes, light sources, wall panels and many more ROMPA®
products. Rechargeable, a universal charger is included. The same size as a standard microphone, this
could be used with a microphone stand (to be purchased separately). With integral sensitivity and mode
indicators. Light weight (175g).
Size: 17.5L x 5.4cm diameter (2.4 to 3.6cm diameter at the handle)
ROMPA® Wi Fi Microphone
“This is used to interact with a number of pieces of equipment … It is easy to set up and use and
allows the children to play without wires getting in the way.”
Caroline Jones, Grant Co-ordinator, Gloucestershire

RU21917

See page 14 for the Colour Command Centre™ - a Deluxe
Wall Panel and a wirefree controller in one!
Wi Fi Override Transmitter
A discrete controller to allow carers, teachers and supervisors
to override our other Wi Fi controllers. Designed for situations
where a client has almost activated one of our Wi Fi controllers
but has not exerted enough pressure on a switch button, or has
missed the button. Intended to make sure a client receives
a reward for their efforts, and so keep clients motivated and
encouraged. Allows the carer to change and maintain the
colour of Wi Fi products when they are with clients and so avoids
the need to move, disturb or distract the client when they are
focused on the activity. Includes the infra-red handset (with 1
CR2025 button cell battery included), controller interface and
universal power supply. Requires a Wi Fi Controller (e.g. Deluxe
8 Colour Wirefree Controller) and Wi Fi responsive products such
as bubble tubes, light sources etc.
Size: handset 8.5L x 5.1 x 0.7cm

RU21918
Please see www.rompa.com for an up to date list of ROMPA®
Wi Fi Controllers and compatible responsive products
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GRE

EN

Blue!
Mini Talking Cube by ROMPA®

D
E
R

All the fabulous Wi Fi features of the Talking Cube - on a smaller scale! Talks, activates
and allows your own recordings. No programming required – plug and play! Perfect
for little hands. Compatible with an ever-growing number of ROMPA® products – wall
panels, bubble tubes and light sources to name just a few! Includes cube with zipped
cover, speaker and 9V battery.
Size: 15 x 15 x 15cm

RU20402
Talking Cube by ROMPA®
• A highly popular product in our Wi Fi range
• Can change Bubble Tube, Panel, Wi Fi LED Spotlight, Wi Fi Colour Wall
Controller, Wi Fi Mood Lighting and Fibre Optic colours
• No PC or programming required
• Audible and visual!
• Easily personalised with your own recordings and images
This wireless talking soft play cube is multi-purpose and has endless
educational applications. It enables the user to control the colours of the
sensory environment - throw or drop the cube and change the room colours.
Each of the 6 brightly coloured sides has a transparent pocket into which
you can add your own pictures, symbols, words or photographs. You can
easily customise each cube face with your own pre-recorded message, with
your voice! To promote colour recognition, simply roll the cube and listen
as the name of the uppermost colour is heard. Make the cube land on the
colour blue and be rewarded with the sound “blue!” Throw a green and
hear the word “green!” and so on. Ideal for developing the understanding
of cause and effect, colour recognition, picture recognition, reminiscence,
developing listening and motor skills, put dots in the pockets for use as a die
… the possibilities are endless!
Includes cube, speaker and 9V battery. This product has a zip for
manufacturing purposes only.
Size: Approximately 30x30x30cm.

RU18870
ROMPA® Wi Fi App Control Box
Control the colours of your Snoezelen® MSE using this Android tablet! Tap a colour
on screen and watch your favourite ROMPA® Wi Fi sensory products change to the
corresponding colour. Select one of eight colours at once. Individual ROMPA® Wi Fi
controllers can be paired with individual products to allow different groups in a room to
use products independently of each other. Simple and intuitive to use. Includes tablet,
App and ROMPA® Wi Fi interface unit. Works on an Android platform only at present.
Size: 14.5L x 6.5cm x 4cmH

‘Everybody is very pleased with the way the two areas look now.
The staff were particularly impressed with the Colour Match Panel and the Talking Cube. They all feel now that they can use the
rooms in a much more targeted way’.
Nursery Manager, Surrey
“Amazing product. Would highly recommend it. Works really well
… you can record your own voice over each side.”
Perianne W., Verified Buyer, Southport

RU21728
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Mobile Solutions
To find out more and watch
our new videos online go to:
www.rompa.com/manhattan-video

Low Maintenance
Infection Control
Benefits

Manhattan II
Our ever-popular Manhattan mobile unit has
evolved into a modern, sleek, multi-sensory
masterpiece! Movable from room to room,
the Manhattan II is practical, versatile, sturdy
and aesthetically pleasing. With built-in
speakers.
Includes:
• Bubble tube
• Music system
• Fibre optics and light source
• 8 Colour Wirefree Controller
• Projector
• Storage compartments
White unless another colour is specified.
Please note: the Manhattan is not intended to
be sat or stood upon.
Size: 72W x 78.5D x 159cmH (without the
projector)

Manhattan II with LED Waterless Rainbow Tube

RU20949

As 20949, but includes an LED Waterless Rainbow Tube instead of a Bubble Tube.

RU21774
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SENSTATIONTM... THE ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION!
s n o e z e l e n ®
SENSTATION

**Products on shelves & in drawers not included

Snoezelen® SenStation™
An all-in-one sensory solution. A mobile unit
featuring Snoezelen® favourites. On high quality
castors with brakes so moveable - these popular
multi-sensory resources can go to the users, rather
than users having to move to the products. Perfect
for those who don’t have a dedicated sensory
room. Stimulating, multi-functional, interactive
and practical. With sensory elements on all sides
to make maximum use of available space. Birch
ply with a lacquered finish as standard to help
protect the ply whilst it is wiped clean. Weight:
approx. 130kg

See pages 70 to
71 for more kit
solutions, including
our popular Sensory
Corner Kits

Includes:
• 2 Wall Panels of your choice (excluding Double
Bubble Bonanza™ and Hip Hop Activity Box)
• Waterless Rainbow Tube 125cmH
• Fibre Optics (100 stands x 2mL) and Light Source
• Milky Way Carpet Mat and Light Source
• Interactive Aroma Panel
• Projector and accessories
• Deluxe 8 Colour Wirefree Controller
• Storage cupboard, trays and shelves
Size: approx. 150L x 70W x 135cmH

RU22888
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Mobile Solutions
Snoezelen® Sensory Trolley
Multi-purpose and mobile. On high quality castors with brakes to allow the unit to be
moved from room to room. With an integrated tactile panel on one large side and
several colourful storage trays on the other. Trays have a built-in stop mechanism and so
can’t be accidentally removed. The tactile panel houses speakers which are safe to touch
and can be used to provide auditory input. One short side has a shelf for your music
system (not included) whilst the other has cut-outs for fibre optics. The flat top could
be used for further sensory resources such as a projector. With a 6-gang extension lead
inside. Requires just one mains socket. Supplied without additional sensory products so
that you can select the components most suitable for your clients’ needs. Not compatible
with our 21986 Hi-Fi Audio System.
Size: 116.5L x 58W x 103cmH

RU22960

Snoezelen® in a Bag
This kit is ideal for use in Snoezelen® environments.

Contents:
Kit Bag
Super Safe Plastic F.O 2M x 200 Strands
Light Source

Space Projector

Set of 4 Space Wheels

4 Linelite 4mm Mixed Colours

4 Linelite 8mm Mixed colours Magic Wands - Set of 8
Boing Ball - Set of 3

Massage Tube

Aromatherapy Kit

Aromatherapy Diffuser Professional

2 Replacement Diffuser Pads Chiffon Squares - Pack of 3
Koosh Balls

Eggs

Twirly Rainmaker

Fiddle Kit

Laser Sphere Projector

UV Lantern with Torch

Choice of 6 CDs
Contents may vary. Please specify choice of CDs when ordering (see
pages 198-199).
For 3 years and over. This pack may contain some small parts. Some of
these products will require batteries.

RU20850
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Complete Snoezelen®
Wagon
This fully equipped, compact and mobile Snoezelen® resource is an absolute must!
Manoeuvrable and space-saving, to give you maximum flexibility of use.
Considerable saving compared with buying the components individually. Includes:
• Snoezelen® Wagon,

• Wagon Cover,

• Light source and fibre optics,

• ROMPA® Midi Bubble Tube,

• Projector,

• Wheel Rotator,

• Choice of 2 effect wheels,

• Create Your Own Effect Wheel,

• Voice Responsive Dome,

• Massage Tube,

• Aroma Diffuser and Aromatherapy Kit,

• Portable CD Player,

• Laser Sphere Projector,

• Choice of 3 CDs,

• More than 25 tactile balls and rings

Snoezelen® Mobile Saver Pack
Move our popular panels, projector and fibre optics
from one room to another to create a Snoezelen®
space quickly and easily. Compact, this is the perfect
solution for those who don’t have a dedicated sensory
space. Requires just one wall plug socket. Includes:

Please specify choice of effect wheels and CDs. Various batteries required (to be
purchased separately).

• 2 panels of your choice from Multifinity Explorer™,
Sound to Sight Showtime™, Fireworks Extravaganza™,
Colour Command Centre™ and Colour Catch Combo™
(see pages 14 to 19)

Size: 70L x 79W x 110cmH

• Double Panel Porter

For 3 years and over. This pack may contain some small parts.

• Super Safe Fibre Optics 1m x 100 strands and Light
Source

Snoezelen® on the go!

RU18784
RU18737

Snoezelen® Wagon only. Components not included.

Contents may vary

• LED100 Projector, Wireless Wheel Rotator and
Underwater Effect Wheel
• Deluxe 8 Colour Wirefree Controller
Please specify panel frame colour required when
ordering.

RU23194
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Bubble Tubes

Bubble Tubes... the heart
of most sensory rooms

“A flood of air bubbles, a series of colourful,
glittering little balls … the visual stimulus
predominates and the tactile comes later … the
tactile sensation is especially valuable for blind
visitors … there is also auditory stimulus. The
stream of bubbles makes a gurgling sound and
there is the hum of the air pump.”
Snoezelen Another World book
“Absolutely STUNNING
We couldn’t be more pleased. We have only had
cheap tubes before this one and the difference
is astounding. When we first turned it on we all
took a gasp it was so beautiful. It’s so bright and
vibrant. The actual bubbles are huge. The gurgling
and vibration are very soothing. It’s extremely
sturdy and well built and shouts high quality
product. Fantastic product, highly recommended.”
Alexandra, Verified Buyer
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Rompa® Bubble Tubes
• All exclusive!
• Huge range
• Multi-sensory
• Multi-purpose
• For all ages and
abilities
• Easy to use, fill, empty
and maintain
• Waterless options
available where
infection control is
essential
We believe ours are the
best – your continued
loyalty suggests you, our
customers agree!
Uses of ROMPA® Bubble Tubes
1. To draw attention, encourage focus or to distract – colour, lights and bubbles are visually engaging
2. To lift mood (provide enjoyment)
3. To calm, encourage relaxation and reduce anxiety (which has physical and psychological well-being benefits)
4. For visual tracking opportunities e.g. with fish, balls, cubes … (which has implications for many activities of daily living such as
reading and writing)
5. To provide tactile input (hold/cuddle the cool and firm tube to feel the vibration through the whole body and access deep pressure)
6. To provide auditory input (soothing humming of the pump)
7. For meaningful communication and learning (the right level of activity), with switches and controllers, such as colour recognition,
social skills (turn-taking) and understanding cause and effect (and for supervisors to learn more about users’ sensory preferences
and needs)
8. To allow choice and control and so empower users (fundamental aims of Snoezelen®) through a variety of controllers, including a
microphone
9. To practice motor skills – pressing buttons on switches, throwing cubes, reaching up and around the tube …
10. To maximise space – bubble tubes can be tall and have compact bases. Combined with slim acrylic mirrors, a bubble tube corner
provide a striking and vibrant focal point in sensory rooms, bedrooms and more

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Bubble Tubes

Bubble Tubes...
the heart of most
sensory rooms

1

2

3

Reliable - robust, safe and sturdy ...
4
5

6

Use with our Wi Fi Controllers... See page 22 to 25
Bubble Tube Type
0.6m (73cm overall)

Midi

Maxi

Aquatic

Ball

✓

✓

✓

Giant Maxi

1.0m (107cm overall)

✓
✓
✓

1.5m (157cm overall)
1.75m (182cm overall)
(207cm overall)

Tube Diameter
Collar

Waterless Rainbow
(21475, 22019)

✓

1.3m (130cm overall)

2m

Relaxer

✓

10cm

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

15cm

15cm

20cm

20cm

14694

14694

15192

15192

10.5cm

15cm

Wi Fi Compatible

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Super Interactive Switch Box
compatible (see page 35)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Bubble Tubes l SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS
1. Giant Maxi Bubble Tube by ROMPA®
Double the bubbles! Twice as nice! 2 integral pumps for bubbles galore.
“Brilliant product. Amazing bubble tube. Perfect in my child’s sensory room.
Brilliant quality again by ROMPA®. Won’t shop anywhere else.”
Terri, Verified Buyer, Hull

RU19776

Base Dia 51cm Height 2m 207cmH overall

20cm

2. Ball-Bubble Tube by ROMPA®
Bubbles of air propel the multi-coloured balls to the top of the tube. They float gently
down again to start their journey once more.
Base diameter: 51cm, tube diameter 20cm

RU19767
RU19768
RU19769
RU19770

1M

107cmH overall

20cm

1.5M

157cmH overall

20cm

1.75M

182cmH overall

20cm

2M

207cmH overall

20cm

3. Aquatic Bubble Tube by ROMPA

Watch the multi coloured fish ‘swim’ up and down this captivating bubble tube, adding
extra visual stimulation.
Base diameter: 51cm, tube diameter 15cm

RU19777
RU19778
RU19779
RU19780

Low
Maintenance

®

ROMPA® Waterless Rainbow Tube
• Now includes new ‘bubble’ effects

Infection Control
Benefits

1M

107cmH overall

15cm

1.5M

157cmH overall

15cm

1.75M 182cmH overall

15cm

• Compatible with our ROMPA® wireless controllers

2M

15cm

• Includes a remote control to change the effect of Tubes in cushioned platforms

207cmH oveall

4. Relaxer Bubble Tube by ROMPA

®

For passive, non-interactive use only. As this tube is not intended to be handled, a collar
is not required.
Size: 1.30mH. Base: 34 x 34 x 12cm. Tube diameter 10.5cm.
“Great product, easy to set up and maintain, great effect with lights and bubbles.”
Michelle B., Verified Buyer

• New size available
• Compatible with the Super Interactive Switch Box 17274

Perfect for customers who love bubble tubes but need a water-free alternative!
Ideal for environments where infection control is of paramount importance.
Visual, vibrating and with a gentle sound and opaque tube. With more than 20
light effects to choose from, including static primary colours and moving light
patterns. Some effects are calming whilst others are stimulating. The speed of
the effect is adjustable. Also compatible with our Wi Fi controllers for interactive,
wireless control.
Size: 15cm diameter tube

5. Maxi Bubble Tube by ROMPA®

RU22019
RU21475
RU21919

Non-interactive but becomes controllable with the addition of one of our switches.

Size: 12L x 7.5W x 2.3cmH

Base diameter: 51cm, tube diameter 15cm

RU21970

RU23272

Size: 157cmH overall
Size: 182cmH overall
Additional remote control for ROMPA® Waterless Rainbow Tube
Additional batteries for remote control

19775 Maxi Bubble Tube with 14694 Collar and 20698 BCB Fluid
These were bought as package to replace a 20 year old Rompa tube … The collar is
essential to ensure safety and the conditioner to make sure the water stays clear
and safe. The tube reacts to our 8 colour wirefree controller and the children love
to change the colours in the tube and turn it on and off themselves. The large
diameter of the tube means it can be ‘cuddled’ by children who appreciate the
vibration and sounds the bubbles make.”
Caroline Jones, Grant Co-ordinator, Gloucestershire
“Amazing product. Very good buy and would recommend to anyone looking for
a bubble tube.”
Perianne, Verified Buyer, Southport

RU19772
RU19773
RU19774
RU19775

LED Waterless Rainbow Tube
Perfect for customers who love bubble tubes
but need a water-free alternative! Ideal for
environments where infection control is of
paramount importance. With multiple light
effects and 3 sound responsive functions. Some
effects are calming whilst others are stimulating.
Compatible with the ROMPA® Wi Fi range. DMX
controllable.

1M

107cmH overall

15cm

Size: tube 15cm diameter; base 40 x 40 x 7cm

1.5M

157cmH overall

15cm

RU21511

Size: 125cmH

1.75M

182cmH overall

15cm

2M

207cmH overall

15cm

RU21476

Size: 145cmH

RU21510

Size: 180cmH

6. Midi Bubble Tube by ROMPA®
A smaller Bubble Tube with all the
possibilities of the larger versions - at a fraction of the cost! Ideal for use in the home.
Size: 73cmH x 10cm diameter (base diameter 36cm)

Waterless Rainbow Tube as part of the
SenStationTM see page 27

RU19771
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Bubble Tube Accessories
1. Bubble Tube Balls - Set of 15
Spare balls for your Ball-Bubble Tubes.

RU15203
2. White Bubble Tube Balls - Set of 10

1

More subtle than the brightly coloured balls 15203, watching the repetitive
movements of these white alternatives can be calming. For Ball Bubble Tubes
only.

RU21799
3. Cubes – Set of 20
A simple but very effective way to add colour and additional visual interest
to your bubble tube. Assorted colours. Small parts, these are intended to be
inaccessible (within the bubble tube). Especially effective in Midi Bubble Tubes.
For larger Maxi bubble tubes, we suggest you purchase multiple packs.
Size: 1 x 1 x 1cm
“A great addition to our bubble tube nice and bright. We’re buying
more!!”

2

Emma H., Verified Buyer, Bewdley

4. Translucent Beads – Set of 50
Adds colour and additional visual interest to your
bubble tube, as well as subtle noise as these tap
against your bubble tube. Assorted colours. Small
parts, these are intended to be inaccessible (within
the bubble tube). Especially effective in Midi Bubble
Tubes. For larger Maxi bubble tubes, we suggest you
purchase multiple packs. Size: 2cm diameter

RU22806

RU21445
5. Fish & Sea Creatures - Set of 8

Colourful and visually appealing. Fish and creatures may be found at different levels of the bubble tube. Typically includes 6 fish, a
seahorse and a jellyfish but contents may vary according to availability. These are intended for use in bubble tubes. These are not
intended to be handled and are not toys.

RU21193
Collar
We recommend the use of a collar for further stability. The transparent collar fits over the top of the Bubble Tube and is secured to
the wall. The length of the collar can be adjusted to accomodate different sized cushioned platforms. Choose the appropriate collar
according to the diameter of your Bubble Tube. To be purchased separately from the bubble tube. Latex-free.

RU14694
RU15192

For Maxi and Aquatic Tubes

Size: 15cm dia

For Giant Maxi and Maxi Ball Tubes

Size: 20cm dia

3
“High quality, well made and
looks good. Very easy to fit.”
Kevin P.,
Plymouth

4

Verified

BUBBLE TUBE MAINTENANCE
Rapid Water Change Pump

Replacement Integral Pump

Offers quick, safe and easy means of emptying and
filling your bubble tube and Water Mattress. Includes
4m of tubing and power supply.

For Maxi Bubble Tubes.

RU20601
RU20601-SPECIAL Pump for Snoezelen® Double

Bubble Tube Filling Pump

Bubble Bonanza™

5

Buyer,

BCB Water Treatment Fluid

RU21005
Enables your ROMPA® Maxi Bubble Tubes to be filled from the base,
rather than via the top of the tube. Includes pump, tubing and power
cable to connect to the Maxi Bubble Tube’s power supply.

RU20908

Add monthly to the water in your Bubble Tube, Double Bubble Bonanza™ and Bubble
Water Walls to help prevent bacteria, smell and algae. Organic biocide that will not cloud
or damage the acrylic tube. Simple and safe to use. A single bottle can treat a 1m tube
for up to 2 years. Long shelf life – lasts up to 4 years. 500ml.

RU20698
To counteract the risk of bacterial growth in the bubble tube water the
following procedures are suggested:
* Monthly changing of the water using an appropriate pump
* Monthly addition of BCB Fluid
This information is given without prejudice and in good faith and infers no liability on ROMPA®’s part
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Custom-Made Cushioned Platforms

enquire about seating with storage
Cushioned Seats
by ROMPA®
Positioned next to the cushioned platforms and in front of wall mats (neither included) to allow clients to
comfortably enjoy the tactile experience of touching the bubble units. A cut out can also be made in the base
to allow accessibility to fibre optic spray units whilst leaving the mechanical parts safely hidden. This product
contains wood and has a zip for manufacturing purposes only. Vinyl - please specify colour when ordering.
Additional cushioning shown for illustration purposes.
Size: 50W x 90L x 30cmH

RU14900
Super Interactive Switch Box to make
your Bubble Tube Interactive
Interact with Maxi and Midi Bubble Tubes using this large
button circular Switch Box. Control the colours and the
flow of bubbles by pressing the appropriate buttons. The
controls on the underside of the Switch Box allow control
over the speed of colour change as well as when the
bubbles are activated. For further interactivity, this Switch
Box can be used with ROMPA® switches, giving the user
nine different display variations. Note: When used with
a switch, the switch overrides the circular buttons. Latexfree.
Size: 37cm diameter x 12cmH
“Super switch. Really pleased with this switch for our son,
adds a new level of interest to the bubble tube.”
Emma H., Verified Buyer, Bewdley

RU17274

Cushioned Platform
by ROMPA®
A foam padded wooden frame designed to encase the bases
of up to three Bubble Tubes. Allows access to the base of the
Bubble Tube for maintenance. When ordering, please state the
number of bubble tubes to be accommodated and the position
of platform. Tube hole is 30cm away from the wall edge as
standard. Vinyl - please specify colour when ordering (see page
6). Customised options available - We can manufacture these
in sizes and shapes to suit you at very reasonable prices. This
product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only. Bubble
tube(s) and mirrors to be purchased separately.
“Great product. Another great item built to last - Perfect
finishing touch to my son’s sensory room.”
Terri R., Verified Buyer

RU11201

Acrylic Mirror Panels
Reflections add another dimension to the Snoezelen®
environment. Enhance the visual effect of your Bubble
Tube with mirror panels, creating the illusion of more
Bubble Tubes! Much safer than glass, these acrylic mirror
panels fix to the wall from the level of the top of the
padded base using standard mirror fittings (not supplied).
Each panel has a similar sized wooden board which is
fixed to the wall first to ensure the mirror does not crack.
Acrylic Mirror Panel
“This was made to measure to fit alongside our
musical water bed, it is screwed to the wall and offers
a visual stimulation for children lying on the bed.
The mirror surface is clear and reflects well with little
distortion.”
Caroline Jones, Grant Co-ordinator, Gloucestershire

RU11160

Size: Non standard cost per square metre

ROMPA® can manufacture Cushioned Platforms to suit
your space exactly. You tell us the dimensions and shape
it needs to be be, how many bubble tubes it’s for and if
‘mouse holes’ are required for fibre optics. We will gladly
then prepare a quotation for you. We can of course also
supply mirrors in almost any size to compliment your
bespoke platform.
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One little box, many possibilities
exclusive!

The Snoezelen® Light Source
by ROMPA®
• The power house behind
fibre optic strands, mats,
cloths and curtains
• Wirelessly controllable
• Gentle and continuously
fading through colours

Can be used with:
• Fibre Optic Sprays

• Milky Way Mats • Shimmering Curtains

• Bamboo Fibre Optics • Fibre Optic Cloud • U V Fibre Optic Spray

Uses of ROMPA® Fibre Optics

Light Source by ROMPA®
With LED technology, this Wi Fi light source is cool-running and maintenance-free.
Compatible with Sensory Magic® and an interactive device such as Snoezelen®
Colour Command Centre™ wall panel, Wi Fi Microphone, Talking Cubes or 8 Colour
Wirefree Controller. Ideal for sensory stimulation, colour recognition, and developing
the understanding of cause and effect. Compact and can be wall-mounted.
Size: 18L x 8W x 5cmH

RU19210

“Very useful for our pupils with visual impairment”

• Maintenance-free
• ROMPA® exclusive

10 good reasons...

1. To provide visual stimulation and facilitate safe access to light, including amongst
visually-impaired users and those with PMLD – the fibres can be safely held
2. For learning opportunities e.g. colour recognition (the colour changes dynamically)
as well as colour matching and understanding cause/effect when used with controllers.
3. To provide tactile stimulation – the soothing weight of a harness across the lap or
stroking the tips across the hands, arms etc. like a brush. Some fibres are textured, such
as our Bamboo Fibre Optics
4. To provide sensory input to immobile and bed-bound users through ceiling-mounted
Clouds, Panels, Circles and Chandeliers. Using a fan near suspended strands to make
these move gently can increase the visual effect.

Diana Hunter, member of staff at Special School, Leeds

5. To separate off areas and visibly create zones within a space using Combs and
Curtains. Users can feel immersed and safely enclosed in these areas

“Pleasantly small compared to others and does the job really well. It all fits
neatly inside the plinth I bought.”

6. To maximise space – fibre optics can be threaded into carpets – we have options for
floors, walls and ceilings

Tina, Verified Buyer
Light Source, Fibre Optics, Maxi Bubble Tube
“All are brilliant products. Very happy with them. Worth every penny.”
Chloe B., Verified Buyer, Lincoln

7. To calm, soothe and encourage relaxation – through softly changing colours and by
providing a distraction from anxieties and discomfort
8. To help individuals on the Autism spectrum to concentrate and improve attention
9. To allow choice and control and so empower users (fundamental aims of Snoezelen®)
through use with a variety of controllers, including a microphone. Individual strands can
be used or whole harnesses, again facilitating choice and a person-centred approach.
10. To encourage motor skills and exploration – strands can be fanned out, threaded
through loosely-knitted items, draped over the body, wrapped around the body and
fingers can be passed through the tails

2-Port Light Source by
ROMPA®
With all the key features of our standard
light source, but with 2 ports so 2 fibre
optic products (e.g. Fibre Optic Harnesses,
Milky Way Carpets) can be operated
from one light source and one electrical
point. Especially useful in cushioned
platforms where space is tight. Allows
colour sequences of both products to run
in tandem.
Size: 18L x 8W x 5cmH

RU21452
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Fibre Optics provide light you can touch, hold, capture
and feel! Ideal for those with sensory avoidance and
difficulty enjoying the normal range of lighting effects.
Fibre optics stimulate and hold attention. They are safe
to touch, phthalate-, glass- and latex-free. Fibre Optics
from ROMPA® are three-strand and so are considerably
more effective than cheaper single strand options. Our
wonderful light sources complement these safe fibre optics
perfectly - they are quiet, cool, very compact and also
wirelessly interactive. Fibre optics are safe to handle but
should never be mouthed.
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Fibre Optic
Chandelier
Visually engaging and provides
a stunning focal point for the
Snoezelen® MSE. Control the
colours remotely with one of
our wireless controllers for
stimulation,
education
and
interaction, or passively for
relaxation by watching the colours
gently change in sequence.
Requires Light Source 19210
(to be purchased separately).
White base. Not intended to be
vigorously handled or pulled –
explore by touch with care. Other
sizes available by special order –
please contact us for a quotation.
Weight: 40kg.

exclusive!

Size: 68cm diameter x 200cmH

RU22591

Great for
bedrooms!
Wi Fi Starry Sky Panel

Star Ceiling Circle
A light-weight and easy to install ceiling centre-piece. Decorative, install out of reach
as this is not intended to be handled. Dark blue. Aluminium ring with a serge material
centre. Light Source (e.g. 19210) to be purchased separately.

A stunning night sky – indoors. Wirelessly controllable using any of ROMPA®’s many
Wi Fi controllers (e.g. 8 Colour Wirefree Controller, Wi Fi Microphone etc - see pages
22-25). Black. Most effective in darkened environments. To be ceiling mounted.
Includes light source 19210.
Size: 120 x 120 x 3.2cmD
Great for bedrooms!

RU20287

Size: 122cm diameter

Wi Fi Controllable

RU21966

Fibre Optic Ceiling Kit
Transforms your ceiling into a starry night sky. Visually stunning. To install, drill holes in
your ceiling and pass the fibres through. Requires access to the area behind the ceiling
or install in a separate board/drape to be attached to the ceiling. As there is no frame,
you choose the position of the fibre points, allowing creativity and bespoke formations
or uniformity if you prefer, regardless of the ceiling shape. Includes 100 fibre tails and
polycarbonate fittings for a neat finish. Can also be used in grout between wall tiles.
Some preparation and DIY skill required. Please also consider access to your ceiling and
seek professional advice if necessary.
Size: fibres 300cmL

Fibre Optic Cloud
Now Wi Fi compatible! Control the colours with our wirefree controllers!

allow wireless colour choice with any of our ROMPA® Wi Fi Controllers

Fantastic ceiling-mounted fibre optic feature. With integral LED lights that change
colour passively and interactively. Cloud is wood with a blue finish. Includes Light Source
19210. Size: approx 195 x 102cm

RU22878

RU20770

RU22877

Excludes light source. Please purchase 19210 Light Source separately to
Includes a basic non-interactive light source
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Light that you can touch,
hold and feel!

Compatible
with our
wireless
controllers!

use with
a Rompa®
cushioned
platform

Deluxe 8 Colour Wirefree Switch
Super Safe Fibre Optics, Light Source and 8
Colour Wirefree Controller
“The package of items work well together,
producing clear bright light effects which
change instantly when different buttons
are pressed. The fibre optics are very
effective for our sight limited children and
for those with autistic spectrum conditions
and PMLD, the children love to wrap the
fibres around themselves and run their
fingers through the fibres as the colours
change, they also love to change the colour
of the room when all the fibre optic are in
use. The items are all well made and easy
to use.”
Caroline Jones,
Gloucestershire

38

Grant

Co-ordinator,

Super Safe Plastic Fibre Optics
The ultimate in fibre optic safety!
These plastic tails are the safest fibre optic option available. Use of all fibre optic products should be supervised. Fibre
optics should never be mouthed. Requires light source 19210 or 21452 for 2 harnesses.

RU17903
RU19869
RU17905
RU17907
RU17908
RU19870
RU19871

1m x 100 strands without light source
1m x 150 strands without light source
2m x 100 strands without light source
2m x 150 strands without light source
2m x 200 strands without light source
3m x 150 strands without light source
3m x 200 strands without light source
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Rompa® Fibre Optics

“Really good product. My son just loves this. He hasn’t
stopped playing with it since it arrived. Amazing feeling of
the little bumps and it’s very bright too.
Perianne W., Verified Buyer, Southport

Ultra Violet Fibre Optics
Now plastic for improved safety!
Sparkling, captivating, stunning and now glowing too! Fibres twinkle like your usual
fibre optics, but there’s more! Double their effectiveness and use them under UV light for
glow-in-the-dark strands and extra visual appeal. With crimped ends.

Jumbo ‘Bamboo’ Fibre Optics

Requires light source 19210 or 21452 for 2 harnesses.

Visually appealing as you would expect of fibre optics – and highly tactile too! Chunky
strands encase the polymer fibre optics for further safety. Requires light source 19210
or 21452 for 2 harnesses. Easy to grip. With crimped ends. Phthalate-free. Translucent.

RU17557
RU17558

RU20473
RU20475

100 strands x 1m long
100 strands x 2m long

1m x 20 strands
2m x 20 strands
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Curved Fibre Optic Comb
Curved wooden ‘comb’ to hold up to 200 fibre optic strands. Use as a beautiful curtain to
separate off a corner. To be wall-mounted on solid walls. Fixtures not included. Please
order your fibre optics and light source separately. Approximate weight: 15kg
Size: 122cm x 122cm

RU19545

Fibre Optic Torch by ROMPA®

A spectacular shimmering curtain of fibre optics which continually change colour. Place
at the entrance of your SNOEZELEN® or attach to the wall for visual stimulation. The 66
plastic fibre optic strands should not be vigorously pulled. Requires light source 19210.

A compact and portable light source with a mini multi-texture fibre optic harness. As
this does not need plugging into the mains, this can be easily moved from room to
room, and is light-weight enough for many clients to be able to hold safely to enjoy light
comfortably. With different colour, step and fade modes of operation. Includes 3 AAA
batteries. Accommodates our other fibre optic harnesses although larger options are not
recommended for use with this torch. Not compatible with ROMPA® Wi Fi controllers or
Wi Fi responsive products. 3W (our Light Source 19210 is 15W).

Size: 2mL x 1mW

Size: (torch) approximately 15cmL

RU21748

RU21936

Shimmering Curtain

Fibre Optic UFO

Fibre Optic Comb
Allows your fibre optics to be spread out on the wall in a beautiful waterfall effect. Holds
up to 200 strands. Please order fibre optics separately.
Size: 120cmL

RU17164

40

Captivating, fine fibre optics. Visually
stimulating. Requires 3 AAA batteries. For decorative purposes only.
Size: overall height 31cm

RU16692
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Non-Standard Milky Way Mat
Fibre optic carpet mat made according to your requirements. Multiple light sources
may be required. Lay the mat on top of existing flooring/cushioning or attach to the
wall. Avoid using in doorways or other areas where heavy wear is likely. Heavy weights
such as hoists and wheelchairs should not be pushed over the mat. Available in black,
cream, blue, red or green. Please contact us for further information.

RU11726

Bespoke Fibre Optic Mats

Looking for the ultimate in fibre optic carpet mats?
Wanting a personalised design? ROMPA® offers
bespoke mats – you tell us the size, shapes or word
you want on the carpet mat and we will supply a
made to order mat with a real wow factor!

use on the floor or
wall mounted
Milky Way Mat

Colours

Green

This high quality carpet mat has optical fibres woven into the pile, creating a stunning,
shimmering effect of continually changing colours. Lay the mat on top of existing
flooring/cushioning or attach to the wall. Avoid using in doorways or other areas
where heavy wear is likely. Heavy weights such as hoists and wheelchairs should not be
pushed over the mat. Requires light source 19210 (see page 36).
Available in black, cream, blue, red or green. Please specify your choice of colour when
ordering.
Size: 2m x 1m

RU14726
Blue

Red

Black

Cream

Interactive Mats
Our interactive carpet mats are both visually stimulating and ideal for encouraging
movement - walking, crawling and reaching. When pressure is applied to the mat, the
fibre optic display is illuminated, giving control to the user. Avoid using in doorways or
other areas where heavy wear is likely. Heavy weights such as hoists and wheelchairs
should not be pushed over the mat. Colours as shown. Includes Light Source 19210.
Size: 130 x 130cm

RU16344
RU16345
RU16347

Space Walk
Star
Shapes
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- Make
a Sound

Move
within the
Beam...

ROMPA® Interactive Lighting System
Music through movement! A whole new meaning to air-guitar and pretend drums!
Interact with beams of coloured light by passing a hand, foot or reflective bat through them
Trigger sounds at the wave of an arm … Activate chords at the sweep of a bat … Play interactive music
games whilst setting off images, videos and graphics
• ‘Indestructible’ beams act as powerful visual reference points for participants
• Turn-key operation

• Fits within the Curriculum

• Audio-visual effects in real-time

• Recognizable rhymes, tunes and fun sound effects

• Pre-programmed yet easily updated

• Safe, hygienic and effective – nothing to trip over or touch!

See these effects in more detail on
our ever-expanding website.
Visit www.rompa.com to see these
products in action!

• Space-saving

• Multiple beams can be installed together

• Helps understanding of cause and effect and stimulates hand-eye co-ordination, interaction as well as
motor, musical and listening skills • Compatible with Sensory Magic®

Includes:
• PC or Laptop
• Control Box

• Cool-running beams with long-life low voltage bulbs, all cables and accessories
• Software

• Reflective bats

• Reflective floor pads

• Manuals

For fixed installation – contact us about our Design and Installation services.
Optional extras for wall projection if required:
projector and whiteboard/screen

Features:
• Numeracy play

• Timer Control

• New musical features

• … even more to inspire and empower participants to influence their own environment and get couchand mouse-potatoes moving!
This range is extensive and evolving. Contact us for information about further options.

RU20127
RU20128
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8 beam system
4 beam system
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Break
the beam...

Other options are available, including projectors and mobile systems with 2 or
4 beams. Options also available for water environments. Contact us for more
information.
“A valuable resource for customers using our
service at Goscote Centre. It provides multiple
benefits where our customers can explore the
sensory environment via the use of interactive
beams. Uploading photographs personal to the
individual using the system creates a unique
experience which can be comforting, whilst
enhancing learning and play. The sessions are
tailored and personalised to meet individual need
which is an objective we aim to achieve throughout
our day to day service delivery. We use our system
in many ways e.g. to develop interactive skills
within small groups to encourage the users to take
turns to activate the beams. For customers who
benefit from visual stimulation seeing images that
change as a result of their actions develops their
understanding of cause and effect”.
Emma Partridge, Senior Reablement Officer,
Day Opportunities & Employment Adult Social
Care
“The system has been a very accessible and
exciting for our pupils. It is very responsive to the
smallest movement so even our more physical
disabled pupils have been able to produce sound
and contribute to a greater sound installation,
for example, our iPad Orchestra. Pupils were very
keen to give it a go and experiment with the sound
effects”.
Ellen Croft, PMLD Curriculum Leader, Leicester
“Excellent for immediate engagement in a huge
range of activities that can cover pretty much any
area of the curriculum. For first-time musicians
it can be used as an errorless method to explore
an instrument or for those struggling to engage
in maths, it can be subtly woven into numeracy-

based activities… Easy to use which enables all the
staff, regardless of their IT capabilities … One of
the greatest features is that it can be completely
customised to suit the needs of a wide variety of
learner profiles… Our learners have loved using
the Optimusic system and are also realising the
health benefits as ‘Chase the Beam’ has become
enormously popular”.
Chris Buckley, Head of Education, School in
Seaford
“We use our Opti-music in all our themes created
within our Curriculum Sensory Space.
These have included themed sessions such as the
circus where students had the opportunity to sit
or lay in a sensory swing and move around with
batons or stick on pads to break the beams making
various circus themed noises whilst pretending to
be Acrobats.
On the Farm - students had great fun taking turns
to guess what animal would appear on the screen
and what noise they could hear when breaking the
beams.
In our Native Americans theme the students had
the opportunity to make up tunes using the drum
programme and each took turns breaking a beam
matching colour symbols to colour beam to create
a drum beat for a pretend Pow Wow.
The Opti-music has become a valuable piece
of equipment in our Curriculum Sensory Space
and has given our students the opportunities
to develop both fine and gross motor skills,
concentration skills, social skills and most
importantly independence by being able to
explore and create to their own level of abilities”.
Clare Coombs (HLTA), School, Bracknell

- Change
a Sound
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Taking interactive
to new levels!

The systems offered here by
ROMPA® have been specifically
developed for the special needs
market. Created on the foundations
of a sound understanding of
disabilities, these are purposeful
first and foremost, and not simply
adaptations of audio visual
products for able-bodied users.
Ask us for a demonstration of the
Mobile Interactive Floor and you’ll
be in no doubt why this is the best
system available.

Interactive Wall Projection
Imagine looking into a mirror and seeing yourself playing drums, splatting critters or
tapping stars to change their colour and to make sounds. A movement of the hand or
a flick of a finger can trigger any number of audio-visual events around you …
• Truly immersive, responsive and rewarding for individuals and groups
• Encourages movement and interaction by providing real-time audiovisual feedback
by way of effects, object interactions and rewarding activities
• Includes a wide variety of engaging app experiences designed for learning, therapy
and play
• Control avatars, interact with friends, control music and visual effects and much
more
• Any part of the body can be a controller making it simple to adapt for the needs of
all participants
• Supports full body interaction, with enhanced accessibility options to interact using
eye gaze, touch, mouse, game controllers, voice control and switches
• Launch apps and control the system with the controller app for Apple and Android
devices
• Customisable - make your own apps with interactive objects and effects, video
layers, voice control
• Create accounts and keep track of user interaction with HD recordings of in-screen
activity and watch back instantly
Available in two forms:
• Fixed installation with wall projector
• Mobile unit with projector
Both come with UST Projector, Gaming PC, Software, Tracking System, Sound System
and all necessary cables.

Ceiling-Mounted Interactive Wall Projection
Imagine looking into a mirror and seeing yourself playing drums, splatting critters or
tapping stars to change their colour and to make sounds. A movement of the hand or a
flick of a finger can trigger any number of audio-visual events around you. Truly immersive,
responsive and rewarding. For individuals and groups. Fully customisable. ROMPA® can
install this for you – please contact us for information.

Mobile Interactive Wall Projection

Size: projection 1.5m to 2m wide; optimum distance projector to wall 35cm - 45cm

A flexible alternative to a permanently-fixed system.

RU22590

RU23172
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Size: 74.5W x 56.6D x 63.5cmH
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Control dynamic interactive displays using gesture
and movement.
• Swipe your foot across the floor to kick a virtual football,
walk through a pond to make fish swim, run through
leaves to scatter them in all directions or step on the
correct answer buzzer in a multiple choice quiz.
• Visual, audible and super-responsive
• The opportunities for learning, imagination, interaction
and enjoyment are endless.
• Empowering and encourages choice and control
• Easy to use and customise
To find out more and watch our videos on line go to www.
rompa/interactiveprojection

Immersive Projection
Environments
Combine an interactive floor with an interactive wall or choose 360° interaction
for a truly immersive environment …
Gesture-based, users move to create dynamic effects on the surfaces around
them. Make waves in the ocean, escape to a countryside dawn, explore outer
space – it’s up to you where you can go and what you can do!
Using highly responsive hardware, the latest motion-tracking technology and
inviting, easy-to-use software with pre-loaded and editable themes, these
systems offer endless opportunities for education, leisure and therapy. These
environments bring learning to life and help to engage and include individuals
of all abilities, as well as facilitating virtual experiences that may otherwise be
inaccessible.
With edge blend technology your immersive room can feature content that
can seamlessly wrap around corners, use curved projection or produce large
panoramic landscapes. Projectors can also operate individually for multiple and
independent activities in one area. What’s more, customers can customise the
imagery and sounds to suit personal need, adding their own photos, videos or
music to tailor the environment to their requirements.
As each room is different and hardware is available in a range of specifications,
please contact us for a quotation.

Our younger children and babies like the fish, within days of installation
we saw how the fish swimming around and reacting to the children by
swimming away made a child sit unaided for the first time in his efforts to
reach the fish and then laugh for the first time when it swam away. Our older
children like the poppies and leaves whereby a wave of the hand can clear
away leaves or poppies showing part of another picture below, we use this
to teach the children turn taking and waiting, they take turns to clear the
leaves away and then all wait while the leaves reappear before all clearing
them together. Although expensive this piece of equipment is worth every
penny.”
Caroline Jones, Grant Co-ordinator, Gloucestershire
Although expensive this piece of equipment is worth every penny.”
Caroline Jones, Grant Co-ordinator, Gloucestershire

Ceiling-Mounted Interactive Floor Projection
All the functionality of the mobile system in a permanent location. Perfect for dedicated
Snoezelen® multi-sensory rooms, for environments where infection-control is an issue
or where users have challenging behaviours. ROMPA® can install this for you – please
contact us for information.

RU21758
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Interactive Projection
Sand Box
Wonderful for therapy, education and entertainment for children, adults and older
adults.
Combines the responsiveness and activity opportunities of interactive projection
with the palpable experience of sand for a highly multi-sensory experience.
Interactive augmented reality allows users to transform sand into the earth’s
surface with lakes, mountains, volcanoes and valleys; to dig up dinosaur fossils;
to play ‘football’ and much, much more. Loose materials such as sand allow
imaginative play and creative activity whilst providing tactile sensations that
promote fine motor skills, tactile perception and hand-eye coordination. White
frame as standard - other colours available upon request.
Includes:
• Table frame with metal reservoir for sand, laminated board top (to turn this into
an interactive table), additional legs (to adjust the height) and projector arm
• Projector with 3D depth sensor, USB and HDMI cables
• Marble sand (recommended by therapists for motor skills development as
especially mouldable)
• 94 wooden sensor objects – for the Interactive table games
• Wireless keyboard
• Software featuring activities for sand and table
Assembly and set up required on receipt - 2 people required. Telescopic legs are
available separately for the Large option for wheelchair users - contact us for more
information.

RU23415

190kg, including 98kg of marble sand Size: 110 x 83 x 200cmH

(240cmH with additional legs)

RU23416

Large 274kg, including 154kg of marble sand Size: 160 x 110 x

250cmH (290cmH with additional legs)
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Cost-Conscious Mobile
Interactive Floor Projection
Similar functionality to our Mobile Interactive Floor Projection but without the heightadjustability in the frame. Customisable, with hundreds of themes, images, videos and
audio files as well as a full training manual. Simple to operate and easily moved from
room to room by either lifting it using the integral handle or pushing it on its wheeled
frame. Petite enough to fit in a car. Once out its frame, it can also be laid flat for
interactive wall projection (additional unit required) or used as a stand-alone DVD player
to run a film on a wall. Lamp-based with 3500 lumens and so produces a much brighter
and sharper image than the Compact version. Requires just one wall socket. Weight:
15kg
Size: 42W x 20D x 72cmH (out of frame); 59W x 43D x 72.5cmH (in frame); image size:
1.6mW x 1mH

RU23385
RU23418

Upgrade camera and software to allow interactive wall projection. Usually
fitted at time of ordering the Cost-Conscious Mobile Interactive Floor Projection but could be
fitted retrospectly if required
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Mobile Interactive
Floor Projection
Brilliant manoeuvrable and extremely flexible version of this popular system!
• Interactive and highly responsive
• Real-time multi-sensory experiences
• Meaningful and engaging activities to promote understanding of cause and
effect
• Height-adjustable for variable image size – for projection onto table tops as
well as large floors
• Multi-access for peer inclusivity including via eye-gaze
• Multi-platform control including devices such as Apple iOS and Android
• Compact and installation-free
• Includes 500 applications and 35 templates
• Easily customisable to create person-centred content
• Includes the highest quality and clarity short-throw projection available
• Perfect where ceiling access is limited or unwanted
• 4000 lumens for bright and sharp image
Weight: 53kg

ENJOYED BY
ALL AGES

Size: 48W x 48D x 72cmH; image size: 1.3mW - 3.6mW (dependent on height
of frame)

RU22589

Compact Mobile Interactive
Floor Projection

W:12cm H:19cm D:15cm

Our smallest system that was designed to make interactive projection accessible, affordable
and easy at home, so families can replicate the benefits of the larger interactive systems
their children access at school within the comfort of the home. Extremely portable and
lightweight with no set up required. Includes themes, imagery, videos and sound effects
for plug and play use, as well as click-together foam flooring and a full training manual.
Roughly the size of a shoe box and weighing just 1.7kg, this allows parents to transform
a bedroom or lounge floor into a fun and interactive environment. LED-based and lowvoltage (one plug). 1000 lumens so the projected image is considerably less sharp than
that of the other two mobile options. Wall-mountable. Optional trolley available for
projecting onto a table top or wheelchair tray - contact us for more information.
Size: 12W x 15D x 19cmH; image size: 1.2mW x 0.9mH

RU23386
RU23417

Wheeled Frame
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Rainforest
Creeks DVD

Restful DVDs
Striking yet undemanding images set to soothing music. Perhaps require less
intellectual concentration than other relaxation DVD titles, and so encourage
relaxation without the need to work out what will happen next.

RU20087
RU20088
RU20089

Dreamscapes

Flowing water amongst the calming greenery of the rainforest. Relaxing sights and
sounds of nature. Approx 75 minutes.

RU20515

45 minutes

Kaleidovisions

61 minutes

Starlight

56 minutes

Ocean
Tranquility DVD
Transports to somewhere serene and almost magical … Atmospheric music, natural
sounds and stunning film. Approx 76 minutes.

Forest Cycle
Rides DVD

RU20514

Three 20 minute cycle journeys through a beautiful park at different times of the year.
Each has a different pace.

RU55990

Nature’s Alarm
Clock DVD
3 soothing films: Dawn Chorus (birdsong in the morning forest), Refreshing Water
(bubbling creeks, mountain lakes and waterfalls), Sunrise Beaches (gently lapping waves
as the sun rises over the sea). Approx 105 minutes.

Forest Seasons DVD

RU20482

Filmed in the woods and forests of France and Holland at different times of the day and
year. With music and nature sounds. Approx 90 minutes.

RU20484

Water Melodies DVD
A harmonious blend of music and nature. The beauty
and diversity of water as it glides, falls and dances
through the Earth’s wonderful scenery. Approx 85
minutes.

RU20513

Butterflies and
Flowers DVD
Garden delights – flora and mini beasts from tropical and temperate climates. 3 films
with relaxation music; 2 with nature sounds. Approx 80 minutes.

RU20483
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Water Effects Projector
Projects a circle of colour with a rippling water effect. Various colours and can be stopped
on one colour. Contains LEDs for minimal heat and maintenance. For use indoors, in dry
environments.
240V. Weight: 4kg
Size: 31 x 26.5 x 20cm

RU20777

BENEFITS:
• Multi-sensory – visual and audible
• Takes up minimal space
• Excellent clarity of imagery and sound
• Includes remote control for easy operation
• Customisable content for person-centred care
• Economical as speakers, tripod, remote, storage
bag and sound card all included
Home Projector Set

Ocean Wave Projector
Compact, colourful and calming, with 7 beautiful and dynamic visual effects. Portable
and ideal for domestic use, such as for projecting onto bedroom walls at night time.
Multi-sensory, it contains speakers and includes 4 sounds (forest, ocean wave, flowing
water and birds, nature). Can be connected to your phone, computer or tablet. Music
can also be played via your own TF card. With volume control, track selection and light
control buttons on front. USB charged (includes USB cable, audio cable and remote
control with timer options). Remote control requires 2 AAA batteries. Not a toy.
Size: 12.6cm diameter x 10.5cmH

Compact but high quality. Projects a sharp image in a darkened environment.
Suitable for small spaces and can be used a few metres from your wall. With a
light output of over 500 lumens. Includes 16GB micro SD card with both still and
moving images such as soothing flower fields, under water scenes, aquarium
vistas, forest scapes and waterfalls. The SD card can be expanded or overwritten with your own images if you prefer more person-centred content. An
alternative to the revolving and repetitive imagery provided by the traditional
Snoezelen® LED Projectors which project part of an image at any one time.
Includes compact speakers and a table stand. Can be linked to a PC and HDMI
cables (neither included). Model may vary subject to availability.
Size (projector): 10.5 x 10.5 x 3.7cmH

RU22944

RU23124
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Space Projector
A slim-line projector to suit smaller sensory areas, including
the home. Especially suitable for a child’s bedroom. With
an LED and so does not emit heat. Includes one easy-tochange Space Liquid Wheel. Ideal for modest budgets. A set
of four different coloured wheels and Effect Wheels now also
available. Silver-coloured. Latex-free.
Size: 25L, 24cmH

RU23209
RU17461

Set of four Space Liquid Wheels Please note:
these accessories are not compatible with the ROMPA®
Projector range

Space Projector Saver Pack
Buy the Space Projector and the Set of four Space Liquid
Wheels together for an additional saving.

RU19743
Laser Sphere
Projector
Mesmerising moving and colour
changing light effects. Remove the
frosted top and beautiful effects
are projected onto your wall.
Tiltable so angle can be adjusted.
Good value. Includes low voltage
adapter.
Size: 13L x 10.5W x 14cmH

RU20378
Multi-Colour
Star Projector
Compact lamp with dynamic star effect
inside that projects a moving and colourful
pattern on the ceiling. Calming and
unusual in that the unit itself is equally as
visually appealing as the effect it projects.
Simple one-button operation. Inexpensive
and great for use at home, including in
bedrooms. The prism-type top adds to the charm. As the transparent dome rotates,
the mechanism can be heard (this is not loud but operation is not silent). Requires 3 AA
batteries (to be purchased separately). For 3 years and over. This is for visual purposes
only - it is not a toy.
Size: 14cmH x 13.5cm diameter

RU23113

Starlight Projector

Enchanting effects for visual stimulation. Projects a realistic-looking rainbow onto your
wall or ceiling. Perfect for bedrooms and home use. With LED lights for maintenancefree use. Requires 4 AAA batteries (to be purchased separately). For 5 years and over.

Compact and portable light unit that
projects a starry sky on a surface
immediately above it. Ideal for use in
a bedroom. Easy operation – press the
domed top to activate. Economical, this
will not project the night sky effect over
distance. Requires 4 AA batteries (not
included). This is for visual purposes
only - it is not a toy.

Size: 23cmL x 14cmH

Size: 14cm diameter x 4cmH

RU19460

RU23068

Rainbow In My Room

Affordable and attainable magic!
Now includes sunlight rainbow crystal – position in a sunny window and watch the
rainbows dance around your room! Now with two modes – instant or fade.
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Aura Projector
The perfect projector for the home. High quality, and an appropriate brightness for
bedrooms (LED100 and LED Projectors are brighter for multi-sensory Snoezelen®
environments). Features include:
• Timer

• Dimming control

• LED so no bulb changes and no heat

• Compatible with our extensive range of effect wheels
• Includes a Liquid Wheel
(cannot be specified)
• Built in Wheel Rotator
• Wi-Fi connectivity
Not compatible with the Panoramic Rotator, Distortion Wheel, Clip-on Prism, Multi-Facet
Mirror or the ROMPA® Wi-Fi range.
Size: 20 x 20 x 20cm

RU22662
Aura Projector Saver Pack
Includes Aura Projector (with built-in Wheel Rotator and Liquid Wheel included) as well
as the Sun and Starry Sky Effect Wheels (see page 54). The Sun wheel can be used in the
morning and the Starry Sky wheel in the evening as visual temporal prompts for getting
up and going to bed.

RU21508

Laser Sky Projector
Create Your Own Effect Wheel
Use this clear wheel to create your own effects for the LED Projector, LED100 Projector
and the Aura Projector. Use pens, clear materials and photographic transparencies to
create effects that meet your needs. Create your own bespoke and personalised beautiful
effects. Buy our Sticker Packs separately for use with this Wheel at www.rompa.com
Size: 15cm diameter

RU22336

No need to wait for night time to see the beauty
of a stellar sky! Illuminating, twinkling, dazzling,
starry spectacle! Compact yet transforms a whole
ceiling. Ideal for domestic use. Can be wall mounted.
Includes AC adapter.
Size: 28 x 24 x 21cm

RU19908

Magnetic
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White Projection Umbrella
Portable and quickly set up projection surface. Perfect where space is limited and walls
are too ‘busy’ or too dark to project onto. Ideal for getting small projected images close
to a viewer’s face. Inexpensive and practical resource for projector activities. Great
for those without a permanent dedicated sensory room. Can be used in a tripod. For
reflection only - not intended for handling or play.
Size: 110cm diameter.

RU18882
Panoramic Rotator
The Panoramic Rotator projects the
central image of the effect and at
the same time sends the same image
orbiting around the room. It attaches
to the lens of the Projector.
Size: 10 x 7 x 7cm

RU22636

Wireless Magnetic Wheel Rotator
Liquid Mood Wheel
Select a Liquid Mood Wheel to reflect an appropriate mood. Please choose Magnetic
Mood Wheels for use with Magnetic Rotators, the ROMPA® Rainbow Wi Fi Projector and
the Aura Projector. These wheels are ideal for relaxation.
Size: 15cm diameter

RU22374
RU22375
RU22376
RU22377

Required to turn the Effect Wheel in the LED100 Projector 22612 and LED Projector
22611. Operates automatically once placed in these Projectors, without the need for
any cables to connect this to the projector. 1 revolution in 2 minutes.
Size: approximately 12H x 8.5W x 5cmD

RU22614
Wireless Magnetic Variable Speed Wheel Rotator

Red-Pink, Magnetic

Allows the speed of the rotation to be adjusted according to need and preference. Turns
the Effect Wheel 3 rotations per minute at its fastest setting to 1 rotation in 4 minutes
at its slowest setting. Direction-adjustable - set to clockwise or anti-clockwise rotation.

Aqua-Green, Magnetic
Orange-Yellow
Blue-Purple

Size: approximately 12H x 8.5W x 5cmD

Liquid Wheel

RU22406

The Liquid Wheel is a popular choice.
Coloured fluids move between the glass
casing, continually changing form.
Size: 15cm diameter

RU22354

Soft Colours, Magnetic

RU22355

Strong Colours, Magnetic

Magnetic Adapter
Turn your own existing Standard Wheel Rotator with a spindle into a Magnetic Wheel
Rotator so that you can use Magnetic Effect Wheels and Magnetic Liquid Wheels too. An
inexpensive alternative to buying a separate Magnetic Wheel Rotator.

RU22394
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LED100 Projector
Compact, portable and ideally suited to the home. Perfect for bedrooms or smaller
Snoezelen® rooms. 20W LED-lit so low heat, low noise and minimal maintenance. Bright
yet economical to run. Requires a Wireless Wheel Rotator 22614 or 22406 (two if using
a Distortion Wheel) and an effects wheel. Compatible with Clip-on Prism, Panoramic
Rotator and Wireless Wheel Rotator. 12V. Weight: 1.85kg
Size: 21.5L x 12.5W x 8cmH (27cmH with bracket)

RU22612

LED Projector
Energy-efficient, cool running, quiet and virtually maintenance-free. Integral 40W
LED lamp provides bright, white light and typically lasts 100,000 hours. Low power
consumption. Compatible with accessories and wheels such as the Clip-on Prism.
Requires Wireless Wheel Rotator 22614 or 22406. Can be used on a table top
(under supervision). Directly connect your own switches to stop/start the rotated
image. With 85mm lens. 1200 Lumens. Weight: 3.3kg
Size: 37L x 13.3W x 23cmD (including bracket)

SNOEZELEN LED100 Projector Saver Pack by
ROMPA®

RU22611

LED100 Projector, Magnetic Wheel Rotator, choice of 3 Magnetic
Effect Wheels (see pages 54-55), choice of 3 Magnetic Liquid
Wheels (see page 52), 2 Magnetic Create Your Own Effects
Wheels (see page 51).

SNOEZELEN® LED Projector Saver Pack

®

RU22337
SNOEZELEN® LED100 Projector Starter Saver Pack

Contents: LED Projector, Magnetic Wheel Rotator, Choice of 3 Magnetic Effect
Wheels (see pages 54-55), Choice of 3 Magnetic Liquid Wheels (see page 52) and
2 Magnetic Create Your Own Effects Wheels (see page 51).

RU22338
SNOEZELEN® LED Projector Starter Saver Pack

LED100 Projector, Magnetic Wheel Rotator and choice of 3 Magnetic Effect Wheels (see
pages 54-55).

LED Projector, Magnetic Wheel Rotator and choice of 3 Magnetic Effect Wheels
(see pages 54-55).

RU22339

RU22340

See pages 54 - 55 for Effect Wheel choices

Spring

Autumn

Summer

Winter

Four Seasons Effect Wheels Saver Pack
Buy all four of the Magnetic Seasons Wheels with the 4-facet prism and save more!

RU22341
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Effect Wheels provide an opportunity to
change the appearance of the walls and
ceiling of your Snoezelen® MSE quickly
and easily. Replace the wheel in your
projector to
• suit individual preferences
• provide new visual interest
• theme the room
• imply temperature or a time of day/year
•encourage reminiscence and conversation
• foster learning in educational settings
• choose between relaxing wheels and
more stimulating wheels
• stimulate appetite
Please note the
symbol which
highlights all the wheels that are exclusive
to ROMPA®.
Size: 15cm diameter

15

14

17

Project what you love!
Travel

Space

Magnetic wheels

1
2
3
4
5

RU22342
RU22343
RU22344
RU22345
RU22347

Magnetic wheels
Safari

11

Tropical Birds

12

Jungle

13

Africa

14

RU22390
RU22391
RU22392
RU22393

Space Ritual
Planets
Starry Sky
Sun

Beach

Interests and Personal Preferences
Educational

Magnetic wheels

Magnetic wheels

15

6

16

7
8
9
10

54

16

RU22378
RU22379
RU22380
RU22381
RU22382

Farmyard

RU22387
RU22388

Trains
Fluffy

Seaside
Emotions

Sensory

Magical Kingdom

Magnetic wheels

Shapeland

17

RU22370

Sensory
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19

18

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Nature
Magnetic wheels

18
19
20
21
22
23

RU22830
RU22357
RU22359
RU22361
RU22362
RU22363

Seasoned Woods
Garden
Autumn
Birds
Feathered Friends
Butterfly

Seasons / Time / Weather

Waterscapes

Magnetic wheels

Magnetic wheels

24
25
26
27
28

RU22365
RU22366
RU22826
RU22827
RU22829

See these effects in more detail on
our ever-expanding website.
Visit www.rompa.com to see these
products in action!

Underwater

29

Waterfalls

30

Tropical Fish

31

Deep

32

Dolphins & Whales

33

RU22828
RU22349
RU22350
RU22351
RU22352

Cloud
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter
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Wi Fi LED Spotlight
Compact, cool-running and maintenance-free spotlight. Choose one colour light all the
time (6 options and white), from several colour changing programs or use interactively
with a ROMPA® Wi Fi controller and Sensory Magic®. Visual effect is easily adjusted
using DIP switches underneath, as is speed of colour change. No need for a colour wheel
or lamp changes. With integral, angle-adjustable bracket. For indoor use only.
Weight: 0.8kg

Size: 18 x 12 x 10.5cm

“Really good and better with Wi Fi switch.”
Tina B., Verified Buyer, Gosport

Mirror Ball
When a Spotlight is shone onto the Mirror Ball, reflections of light are cast all around the
room creating a magical atmosphere. The mirror ball is attached to a drive unit (motor)
- not included - which rotates the ball. The drive unit needs to be fixed to the ceiling or
overhead support and connected to a 240v mains supply. Typically with glass facets.
Locate out of reach (not intended to be handled).

RU20547
RU20546

RU20878

20cm diameter
30cm diameter

Motor
Our recommended means of revolving a mirror ball.
Requires ceiling-mounting.

RU18524
RU18525

Motor 1 - 11/2 RPM
Motor 1/2 RPM

Battery-Operated
Motor Set
The portable option for your mirror
ball. Offers freedom from plugs and
sockets and flexibility of location.
Approximately 2.5RPM. Includes
motor, charger and 2 rechargeable
batteries. Will hold a mirror ball up to
0.9kg (typical 15cm - 25cm mirror ball)
- to be purchased separately.
Size: 17cmH

Portable Mini Spotlight
Perfect for highlighting smaller areas with colour. With a removable bracket for
suspension from a ceiling. Considerably cooler-running than traditional spotlights.
Compact and safe. Pre-programmed, including sound- responsive effect. Not especially
suited to use with mirror balls. Rechargeable, or use the included 12V adapter as a power
supply. With a remote control.

RU22587

Wall Bracket

Size: 12cm diameter x 9cmH

Suitable for use where existing ceiling is too high or not strong enough. Drive unit
not included.

RU22969

RU14817
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Compatible
with our wireless
controllers!

Wi Fi Colour Wall Controller
Walls awash with colour! Dramatic and striking lighting from one compact unit! Provides
a flood of colour using ultra bright, low-maintenance LED bulbs. Suitable for indoor use.
The light colour can be controlled wirelessly using one of ROMPA®’s wirefree controllers
and Sensory Magic®. Easy to install. 240V. Black or white - please state colour choice
when ordering.
Size: 1mL
• Multiple modes including ROMPA® Wi Fi responsive, sound-responsive and single
colour
• Easy to access lighting menu and digital display on the unit
• Bright and visually appealing
• Effective way to add colour in a darkened environment
• Includes angle-adjustable brackets
• Maintenance-free

RU20259

Wi Fi LED Strip Light System

Bright, multi-action lighting for indoors and out. With LED lights for maintenance-free,
cool-running, low-energy and long-lasting use. Safe to handle, although we recommend
that these are used for decorative purposes only.

Lighting that’s as flexible as it is interactive. Perfect for edging, highlighting and
bordering walls, stairs, ceilings, doorways or virtually wherever you want in your
indoor area. Includes 5m of self-adhesive Wi Fi LED Light Strip and power supply.
Compatible with our Wi Fi controllers and Sensory Magic® for remote control of
colours. Not intended to be handled - install out of reach such as behind a short
pelmet at ceiling height.

Colours may vary. 240V.

RU21002

LED Rope Light

Size: 10mL

RU18960
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Perfect
decorations for
Halloween &
Christmas!

Remote Control ‘Candles’ – Set of 2

Voice Responsive Dome
by ROMPA®
With coloured lights and LEDs! Make a sound and the dome responds with the attractive
glow of light. Ideal for encouraging sounds and one to one or group interaction or
turn taking. Includes a sensitivity control. Electrical Specification: Low voltage 12v dc
operation with separate external mains power supply.

With LEDs for safe atmospheric lighting. Realistic-looking, the ‘flame’ flickers and the
outside is made of wax. They smell lovely too! Ideal for those who enjoy the ambiance
of candles, but who may forget to extinguish them, or who could easily burn themselves
on the real thing. Includes remote control (ON/OFF, with CR2025 battery). Requires 3
AAA batteries per candle (to be purchased separately).
Size: 15H x 7.5cm diameter

RU22267

Size: 17cmH x 30cm diameter

RU16351

Mini Fish Tank
Soothing ‘virtual’ aquarium. Watch the fish ‘swim’ and
the light colour change. Inexpensive yet effective.
Requires 3 AA batteries. For decorative use only (not
intended to be handled). For 3 years and over.
Size: 7L x 7W x 23cmH

RU23115

Reflective Foil

Jellyfish Tank

Size: approx. 35 x 20 x 8cm

Transforms a lifeless wall into a visual feature – on a budget. Inexpensive way to quickly
and safely add ‘mirrors’ to your room. Can be quickly cut to the shape and size you
require, especially with cutting guidelines on reverse. Self-adhesive but may require glue/
double-sided tape etc to wall-mount. Polyethylene. Toy is for illustration purposes and is
not included. Size: 150 x 58cm

RU22831

RU19912

Relaxing and visually appealing mood light with 5 neon jellyfish inside. Colour phasing
or single colour modes. Mains powered - low voltage adapter included. For decorative
purposes only – not intended to be handled. For 14 years and over.
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Light l SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS

Cosmic Effect Net
Decorative lighting to enhance your Snoezelen® room. To be used on a ceiling or out
of reach on a wall. Includes controller for choice of eight different light sequences.
With LED bulbs. Colours may vary (lights and net), as may size subject to availability.
Size: 440 x 150cmW

RU16217

See page 30-35 for
Bubble Tubes

LED Ceiling Panels - Set of 4
Transform an uninspiring or dark space into an inviting, cozy environment. The ultrathin LED panels replace the desired number existing ceiling tiles. The high-quality image
helps create an atmosphere and provide an illusion of daylight, as if it were a real window.
Consists of 60x60 cm LED panels, graphic photo, adapter and white aluminium lifter.
Several different sets and designs are available, including Clouds Air Balloon; Clouds Oak
Leaf; Clouds Pink Blossom; Clouds Sun; Fish and Balloons. Please contact us for further
information.
• Large and bright visual display – visible from a distance, for visually impaired users,
multiple users
• A set so looks more realistic than a single panel
• Simple to install – standard ceiling panel sizes
• Suitable for all ages and abilities
• Can be enjoyed regardless of ability – does not require any intellectual reasoning or
prediction
• Realistic artwork – looks real
• Static so won’t cause dizziness – motionless unlike Projectors and Effect Wheels
• Colourful and clever optical illusion – implies access to the outside in rooms that have
no natural light
• Great for individuals who are bed-bound, who spend hours looking at a ceiling and who
are otherwise unable to access outside spaces

Light Diffraction Panels - Set of 10
The silver faced card panels have etched patterns which reflect light at differing
angles. When illuminated by a spotlight with colour wheel, an animated effect is
created. Place beside bubble tubes etc. to create an attractive display.
Size: each 43 x 43cm

• Cheerful and bright – could help lift mood – soothing, universally-liked motifs
• Distracting in medical treatment areas and dentists
• Makes maximum use of minimal space – good for small rooms with larger budgets
• Could be used to generate a theme e.g. with outdoor aromas, aquatic bubble tubes etc

RU21491

RU14053
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SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS l Sensory Profile Sets

Sensory Profile Packs

Contents may vary subject to availability

Originally designed by the highly respected Senior Lecturer Lesley Collier of Brunel University London to manage set patterns of behaviour that may be a result of sensory
processing difficulties. These difficulties may be experienced by all generations from those with no clinical problems through to those with diagnoses such as Autism, Anxiety,
Learning Disabilities, Alzheimer’s disease, Schizophrenia and Stroke, amongst others. Based around the Model of Sensory Processing (Dunn, 2001. To identify which sensory
type you fall within the Sensory Profile will need to be completed. Each pack includes products that will provide a more appropriate level of stimulation to each of the senses,
including movement (proprioceptive and vestibular stimulation). The Home Packs are intended for use by families.

Sensory Seeking

Sensory Sensitive

This person seeks out sensory experiences in everyday life and has a high sensory
threshold, meaning they require lots of stimulation or a more intense sensory stimulus in
order to respond. In order to achieve this they will actively seek out sensory experiences,
e.g. people who like theme park rides. Typically includes flashing, tactile and sound balls;
Infinity Light Wand; Twirly Whirly Rainmaker; Tactodiscs; Bag of Feelies; Massage Tube;
MohDoh™; Rainbow Slinky; Water Wiggly; Musical Mat and Space Blanket.

This person readily notices sensory stimuli and may be uncomfortable or distracted by
them. He or she has a low sensory threshold, meaning they do not need much sensory
stimulation in order to respond. However, rather than manage this level of stimulation
they are easily distracted by it, e.g. being distracted by an untidy room. Typically includes
Fibre Optic Lamp; Colour Changing Egg; Animal Sound Tin; Rhythm Pals; Dolphin; Aroma
Mouse; Aromatherapy Kit; Aroma Huggabuddy (animal may vary); Chiffon Squares;
Jumbo Kaleidoscope and Jungle Bowling.

RU21174
Sensory Seeking Home Pack
Typically includes Infinity Light Wand; Flashing Rainbow Knot Ball; Space Blanket; Diddy
Rainboshaker; Massage Tube; Hedgehog Ball; MohDoh™; Rainbow Slinky and Water
Wiggly.

RU21201

RU21175
Sensory Sensitive Home Pack
Typically includes Colour Changing Egg; Glostars; Animal Sound Tin; Aroma Huggabuddy
and Chiffon Squares.

RU21203

Low Registration
This person does not notice or misses sensory events in everyday life that others readily
notice or is slow to respond to sensory stimulation. He or she has a high sensory threshold,
meaning they require lots of stimulation or a more intense sensory stimulus in order to
respond. However, despite this need they do not actively seeking sensory stimulation
out, e.g. not noticing someone entering the room. Typically includes Spiral Glitter Wands;
Spotty Spinner Ball; Shape Shakers; Foot Massage Rolls; Aroma Diffuser; Aromatherapy
Kit; Name That Smell; Gymnastic Ribbon; Critters Bean Bag Set and Koosh Balls.

RU20937

Sensory Avoider
This person deliberately acts to reduce or prevent exposure to sensory stimuli. This
individual has a low sensory threshold, meaning they do not need much sensory
stimulation in order to respond. As a result, they actively find ways to avoid too much
sensory input during the day, e.g. only eating familiar food when in a foreign country.
Typically includes; Bird Mobile; music CD; Rain Tube; Sensory Squares; Vibrating Neck
Cushion; Sparkly Play Foam; Aroma Mouse; Aroma Oil; Aroma Huggabuddy; Eggsercizers
and Bowling Set.

RU21176

Low Registration Home Pack

Sensory Avoider Home Pack

Typically includes Spiral Glitter Wand; Infinity Light Wands; Shape Shakers; Hedgehog
Ball; Aroma Oil; Gymnastic Ribbon and Koosh Ball

Typically includes Bird Mobile; Music CD; Sparkly Play Foam; Aroma Huggabuddy and
Eggsercizer.

RU21202

RU21204
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Saver Packs l SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS

Exploring the Senses Kits

Contents may vary subject to availability

Fully portable kits packed with all you need to stimulate the senses! Each Deluxe Kit includes a Kit Bag, whilst each Budget Kit includes a storage tub. Every kit represents a
saving compared with purchasing the contents individually. Contents may vary. See www.rompa.com for details of the components included.
For 3 years and over. This pack may contain some small parts. Some of these products will require batteries.

Visual Kit Deluxe
Includes UV Lantern and UV-responsive products, Space Blanket, light up and glow in the
dark resources, mirrors and high-contrast items.

RU21982

Tactile Kit Deluxe
Includes tactile cushions, balls, brushes, massagers, activities and blanket.

RU21978

Visual Kit Budget

Tactile Kit Budget

Includes Space Blanket, light up and glow in the dark resources, mirrors and highly
colourful items.

Includes tactile balls, massagers, activity and blanket.

RU21983

Sounds Kit Deluxe
Includes lots of musical instruments and noisy novelties for auditory activities. Also
includes Talking Tins for you to record your own sounds.

RU21979

Aroma Kit Deluxe
Includes diffuser, oils, Huggabuddy, balls, Soothersack and activities.

RU21984

RU21980

Sounds Kit Budget

Aroma Kit Budget

Includes musical instruments and noisy novelties as well as a Talking Tin.

Includes diffuser, oil, Huggabuddy, balls and putty.

RU21985

RU21981
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We believe that multi-sensory resources should be accessible and affordable.
That is why our range continuously grows to include budget-friendly options as well as
deluxe and highly interactive offerings. These options tend to have less functionality than
some of our other products, but are nonetheless valuable for providing multi-sensory input.
These products may be of special interest to families who have experienced the benefits of
multi-sensory environments in schools, hospitals, clinics or other large settings and who wish
to replicate these benefits at home on a more modest scale.
Look out for this logo that indicates cost-conscious options throughout this catalogue

Our best-selling Cost-Conscious options include:
• Fibre Optic
UFO – see
page 40
• Fibre Optic
Laser Sphere
Projector – see
page 50

• Colour Acrylic
Mirror – see

• Infinity Lights
Mirror – see page
165

page 164

• 3-in-1 Aroma
Lamp with
Speaker – see
page 213

• Vibrating Neck
Cushion – see
page 190

Also look out for our Saver Packs, kits which are more economical than purchasing the components individually. Our Snoezelen®
Sensory Corner Kit remains a firm favourite with families – see page 71.
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Saver Packs l SNOEZELEN® MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENTS
Sights Set

Snoezelen® Storage Sets Tower

Complete set to stimulate the sense of sight
and for visual perception activities. Typically
includes a Linelite Wand, Glow Gloves,
UV Scarves, Spiral Glitter Wands, Colour
Changing Egg, Flashing Rainbow Knot
Ball and Colour Acrylic Mirrors. Contents
may vary. Recommended for use with the
Storage Tower 21801 (to be purchased
separately). For 3 years and over. This set
may contain some small parts.

Mobile drawer unit with four coloured trays.
Perfect for use with the Touch Set, Sounds
Set, Sights Set and Smells Set. Facilitates
the colour co-ordination of resources and
activities by their main sense for ease of
use.
Size: 38 x 30 x 86 cm high. Drawers: 35 x
24.5 x 17.5 cm

RU21801

Snoezelen® Storage Sets

RU21804

Tower

RU21810

Visual Set

Complete Snoezelen Storage
Sets Tower Saver Pack Includes the Tower
®

and each Set.

Smells Set
Complete set to stimulate the sense of smell and for aroma activities. Typically includes
an Aroma Diffuser and replacement cartridges, Aroma Oils, Aroma Balls, Scented Sound
Die and Aromatherapy CD. Contents may vary. Recommended for use with the Storage
Tower 21801 (to be purchased separately).
For 3 years and over. This set may contain some small parts.

RU21805

Aroma Set

Mini Sensory Saver Pack
Many of your sensory favourites in one affordable set. An excellent visual, tactile,
audible and olfactory collection. Includes:
•a vibration pillow

•a massage tube

•an aroma diffuser

•aromatherapy oils

Sounds Set

Contents may vary subject to availability.

Complete set to stimulate the sense of hearing and for musical and auditory perception
activities. Typically includes Scented Crystal Bell Balls, Groan Tube, Mini Rainstick,
Thunder Eggs, CD, Animal Sound Tins, Voice Changer, Tambourine, Drum and a Wiggly
Giggly Ball. Contents may vary. Recommended for use with the Storage Tower 21801 (to
be purchased separately). For 3 years and over. This set may contain some small parts.

RU17748

RU21803

•at least ten sensory balls

•two CDs

All the components can be easily transported in ROMPA®’s Kit Bag 17887.

Portable Midi
Bubble Tube by ROMPA®
Rechargeable, portable bubble tube for
freedom from plugs and sockets! Allows
greater flexibility of use as you are not
limited by the position of your wall sockets.
Extremely safe and practical. Contains LED
lights for maintenance-free use. Charge
lasts approximately 3-4 hours. Compatible
with Super Interactive Switch Box 17274.
Not compatible with ROMPA®’s Wi Fi
controllers. Low voltage. Includes battery
charger. Latex-free.
Size: 73cmH x 10cm diameter

RU18516

Touch Set
Complete set to stimulate the sense of touch and for tactile perception activities.
Typically includes a Sensaring, a Hedgehog Ball, Massage Rolls, a massager, a Massage
Tube, Kinetic Sand, Sparkly Play Foam, a Water Wiggly, a Cushion and a Space Blanket.
Contents may vary. Recommended for use with the Storage Tower 21801 (to be
purchased separately). For 3 years and over. This set may contain some small parts.

RU21802

Tactile Set
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Non-Traditional Multi-Sensory Environments
Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Environments and much more …
• Vehicles

• Airports

• Shopping centres
• Leisure Centres

• Calming
/ De-escalation

• Sensory
Bathrooms
• Pool Areas
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Multi Purpose Rooms l MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE

… in …

• Schools • Hospitals • Shopping centres • Airports • Vehicles
• Prisons and offenders’ institutes • Residential and care homes • Private houses
• Leisure Centres • Football Clubs and Sporting Venues … and more!
• Residential and
care homes
• Reminiscence
Rooms

• Outdoor
Areas
• Sensory
Gardens

• Football Clubs

IMAGINATION...

• Specialist
small rooms

INTERPRETATION...
INSTALLATION
• Soft Play
• Sensory
Integration
Spaces
• Sensory Gyms
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Baby Sensory

There are lots of products
throughout this catalogue that
are useful for baby sensory
activities. Look out for this logo

Making Music with Mummy
- Baby Sensory Saver Pack
A variety of sounds and instruments to grab baby’s attention as well as
encourage tot’s movement, co-ordination and listening skills. Exposure
to music helps children differentiate and identify sound patterns, learn
through repetition and provides the foundation skills for literacy and
numeracy. Contents may vary but typically include rainsticks, shakers, Pull
& Play Xylophone, PipSquigz, Rhythm Pals - Set of 4 and a CD.

RU23397

All

Products

Moving with Mummy - Baby Sensory Saver Pack
Get babies and tots grabbing and gripping, throwing and turning, sorting and
spinning – encourage a variety of motor skills to help in later childhood with
imaginative and social play, as well as activities of daily living, such as holding
pencils and cutlery. Contents may vary but typically include Jungle Bowling,
Spin and Feed Shape Sorter, Oibo cubes, Mini Top and set of 6 tactile balls.

RU23398

See and Stimulate - Baby Sensory Saver Pack
As baby grows and his/her vision develops, these resources can be used to
encourage focus, visual tracking (following objects with the eyes), colour
and depth perception, object recognition, social awareness (looking at own
reflection) and hand-eye co-ordination. This pack provides opportunities for
play (essential for learning) as well as opportunities for identifying any sight/
developmental problems. Contents may vary but typically include Mystery
Sensory Balls (for sound as well as reflection), Flip Fish (for colour as well as
tactile stimulation), Crab Mirror (for bathtime play), Oibo cubes (for motor
skills) and a Parachute (useful for supervised family/group activity such as
lifting and lowering the parachute over a lying tot to create a soft breeze).

RU23399

Sensory Play Pony
Explore, pat, hug or ride this precious pony. With rattles, textured tabs, a shatterproof mirror, a photo frame, crinkle
fabric flap, zipped pocket and fringe to capture attention and encourage interaction and early learning. Squeeze his ear
to play trotting and neighing sounds. Soft, multi-sensory and intended to nurture baby’s growing developmental skills
– physical, cognitive and social. Use under supervision to encourage fine motor skills, dexterity, hand-eye co-ordination,
listening and later imaginative play, language, counting and colour recognition. Non-slip bottom helps prevent slipping.
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included). For 9 months and over.
Size: 56cmL (71cmL including the feet) x 23W x 40.5H (to top of head)

RU23370
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School Sensory Spaces l MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE
Interactive sensory environments that use sensory input to help students
concentrate, learn and develop. Helpful for calming anxiety, providing stimulation
so learners can focus, whilst their individual needs are met. These spaces provide
opportunities for students to move, jump, bounce, rock and fidget … working minds
and muscles, burning off energy and strengthening motor skills. Equally importantly,
these areas allow users the chance to calm down and rest.

School Sensory Spaces

School Sensory Spaces Saver Pack
A collection of carefully selected products to use in a classroom, gym or corridor.
Especially effective when purchased in multiples to accommodate a group of learners.
The components can be used in a variety of ways e.g. Multi-Purpose Ball can be sat on
in the Ball Stand or rolled over prone students to provide deep pressure input; The Tactile
Multi-Purpose Cushions can be sat on or used as part of trail for balance, core strength,
spatial awareness and co-ordination. As many of the products have multiple uses, these
can energise and stimulate users or be used to calm and relax learners. More economical
than purchasing parts separately. Contents may vary, but set typically includes:
• Large Balance Dome

• Bumpy Multi-Purpose Ball

• Ball Stand

• Tactile Multi-Purpose Cushion (one 32cm and one 39cm)

• Jumping Seat

• TeeterPopper™

• Hilltops - Set of 5

• Tactodiscs

• Sensory Circles Set

• 6 Sensarings

RU23210

Sensory Gym Saver Pack
A comprehensive set based upon the growing popularity of Sensory Gyms in
Australia and America. Provides a range of movement opportunities for users
with additional needs (e.g. ASD), making gyms and leisure centres more inclusive
and accessible to the whole family. More economical than purchasing parts
separately. Contents may vary, but typically includes:
• Balanza® Seesaw

• Hip Hop Jumping Cushion

• 3 Concertina Mats

• Giant Saucer

• Low Wedge

• Low Steps

• Floppy Island

• Rocker ‘n’ Roll

RU23208
Recommended extras:
Convertible Climbing Wall – see page 143
Platform Swing – see page 137
Beano Swing – see page 133
Ballpool – see pages 106-107
Hanging Sausage – see page 109
Tactile activity wall panels – see pages 173-177
As we know each environment is as unique and distinctive as the individuals who
use them, this saver pack is intended as a starting point. For specific requirements
and tailor-made solutions to best suit your environment, please contact us for
further information.

As swings very much complement this Pack, we recommend the Haley’s Joy® Swings and
accessories. These are not included as three sizes are available and some schools may
prefer more permanently fixed suspension options.
Your space, your way … mix and match resources from this catalogue for a bespoke
solution and for multiples of your most popular resources.
See our Sensory Circuits Saver Pack on page 143 for another accessible and
multi-purpose option
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Multi-Purpose Reminiscence Furniture

Transform any space into a multi-sensory
reminiscence area with our innovative, space
saving sensory furniture range…
Space can be at a premium in care homes and you may not always be able to have a Snoezelen®
Multi-Sensory Environment and a reminiscence room. We have addressed this problem by
combining traditional furniture with Snoezelen® multi-sensory products.

Have an unused space that you would like to turn into a valuable resource? Use
our expertise and our free design service!
Contact us today on 01246 211 777 to discuss how we can
help you to transform your area.
Our team can help you to create an environment which feels
like it is from another era that can also be transformed into
a fully functional sensory room providing calming effects.
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Compatible with

ROMPA’s remote colour
controllers to encourage
empowerment and choice.
For more information visit
www.olderadults.co.uk
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Multi-Purpose Reminiscence Furniture l MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE
Grandfather Glow Clock
Classically styled with surprisingly contemporary
benefits. With a large, traditional-looking and working
clock for orientation. The column is attractively
illuminated to provide relaxing and gentle light that
softly changes colour and bathes the surrounding area
in subtle hues. Purposefully designed to exclude the
weight, bulk and noisy chiming of the real thing, this
stunning alternative intentionally includes soothing
sensory features to captivate and comfort. Mainspowered. Clock requires 1 AA battery.
Weight: approx. 18kg
Size: 58L x 60W x 200cmH

RU22793
Retro Rocking Chair
Faux Flame ‘Fireplace’
A focal point for any room. Far safer and more
practical than a real fire, this visually appealing
centrepiece implies warmth but does not heat
up, avoiding the risk of injury and discomfort.
Adds character and sensory comfort to rooms
that have central or underfloor heating. The
mood lit area changes colour slowly to attract
and keep attention whilst the retro styling is
reminiscent of household styles of yesteryear.
Mains-powered.

Allows repetitive rocking movements which are soothing and calming. The comfortable
cushions to the seat and back are available in hardwearing and easy to clean faux
leather. With arm rests and a sloped back to encourage a restful seated position. Prefer
a static chair? No problem! Simply unscrew the curved bases from the legs using an
Allen key. Please specify cushion colour required when ordering: Amber, Aubergine, Light
Green, Chestnut, Zinc or Azure.
Size: 88L x 62W x 90cmH; Seat 49W x 47cmH

RU22789

Size: 104L x 45W x 129cmH

RU22792
Multi-Purpose Television
With all the definition, reliability
and quality of a modern TV with the
reassuring and nostalgic appearance
of early models. The old-style exterior
deceptively houses an up-to-date
television, allowing viewing of
favourite programmes. Also includes
a DVD Player as well as HTMI and
VGA ports at the back for use as a
projector for our Sensory Magic®
system (see www.olderadults.co.uk).
With an integral shelf for storage.
Mains-powered.

Infinity Table
A generously-sized table with a beautiful and engaging visual effect. Safely enclosed
lights give the illusion of continuing deep within the spacious table. These maintenancefree LEDs automatically change colour in a gentle cycle to provide soothing mood
lighting and to maintain interest. With an integral shelf for additional storage of books,
magazines and so on. Mains-powered.
Weight: approximately 23kg

Weight: 25kg
Size: 74L x 40W x 77cmH

RU22791

RU22794

Fibre Optic Table

Illuminated Book Case
Perfectly displays treasured trinkets,
prized possessions and beloved
belongings. Spacious shelving allows
books, nostalgic items, reminiscence
resources, activities and comforting
objects to be stored in a tidy and
accessible way. No ordinary book case,
this sturdy ROMPA® unit has built-in
LEDs to better show items placed on
it and to provide subtle and colourchanging lighting.
Weight: 36kg
Size: 95W x 28D x 129cmH

RU22795

Size: 110L x 65W x 40cmH

Large enough to keep necessities
to hand with the added benefit of
sensory activity. When not being
used to hold drinks, reading glasses
etc. on the top, the 100 fibre optic
strands can be placed over the user’s
lap to provide soothing mood lighting
that can be safely held, touched
and explored. The strands can be
stroked, whilst their weight over the
knees is in itself calming. The strands
change colour softly in sequence to
maintain interest. With an integral
shelf for additional storage of books,
magazines and so on. Mains-powered.
Weight: 12kg
Size: 40L x 50W x 40cmH; 100cmL
fibre optic harness

RU22790
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Sensory Solutions

Sensory Solutions at Home and Work

At Home Sensory
Starter Pack
Great kit for domestic use. Provides sensory input into bedrooms. Affordable,
requires minimal space and is an ideal gift. Some components require batteries.
Contents may vary but set typically includes:
• Massage Tube
• Vibrating Cushion
• Mini Fish Tank
• Infinity Mirror
• Oasis Aroma and Sound Diffuser
• Starlight Projector

At Home Family Saver Pack
by ROMPA®
Carefully chosen products designed to bring Snoezelen® magic into your home. Offering
you a saving compared with individual purchases, this pack is perfect for domestic
bedrooms, hospices, respite centres etc. Avoids the typically gender-associated colours
and may suit shorter-term accommodation and rooms that will be used by several people
at different times. Includes: White Mini Bean Bag, Space Projector, Midi Bubble Tube,
Mint Hedgehog Balls, Vibration Pillow, Aroma Diffuser and Aromatherapy Kit, Glostars,
Mirror with Cushioned Frame and Fibre Optic UFO. Contents may vary subject to
availability. Please obtain guidance from your professional advisor as to the suitability of
this package for your client.

• Hedgehog Ball

For 3 years and over. This pack may contain some small parts. Some of these products
will require batteries.

RU23408

RU19567

Well-Being At Work Saver Pack
A pack of sensory solutions for use in the workplace. Small
changes that make a large impact on self-esteem and
company morale. Intended to help individuals with ‘hidden
disabilities’ (e.g. Asperger’s) to discreetly manage anxiety
from the additional challenges they face in the workplace.
These non-intrusive and age-appropriate resources can help
with focus, stress and communication. Equally valuable for
neuro typical employees during working life. Helps create a
supportive and inclusive work environment, to the benefit of
these individuals, their colleagues and the economy in general
as people with additional needs find access employment
easier. Contents may vary, but typically include fidgets and
stress balls, aromatherapy tools, chews, air cushion, ear
defenders, communication fans, book and storage bag. See
our website for a full contents list and more packs like this

RU23282
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- Designed for
easy install.
- Ideal for small
spaces.
- Great Value!

• Transform a corner of a room into an
interactive Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory
Environment – ideal for those with little
space and limited budgets.

Deluxe Snoezelen® Sensory Corner Kit
Snoezelen Sensory Corner Kit
®

Transform a corner of a room into an interactive Snoezelen® Multi-sensory Environment.
Ideal for those with minimal space, this kit includes some of our most popular products
and has been designed to be easily installed. Comprehensive and affordable. Includes:
• Maxi Bubble Tube 1.5mH

• Fibre Optics 2m x 200 strands

• 2 Curved Mirrors 165 x 80cm
• 8 Colour Wirefree Controller

• Light Source

• Cream Curved Cushioned Platform 80 x 80 x 30cm
• Bubble Tube Collar (15cm)

Makes the most of minimal space. Includes some of our most popular products and is
easily installed. Comprehensive, affordable and highly interactive. Includes:
• Maxi Ball Bubble Tube 1.5mH
• Light Source

• Fibre Optics 2m x 200 strands

• 2 Curved Mirrors 165 x 80cm • Cream Curved

Cushioned Platform 80 x 80 x 30cm

• Deluxe 8 Colour

Wirefree Controller • Bubble Tube Collar (20cm) • Multifinity
Explorer™ Panel

• Panel Porter • Milky Way Mat (2 x 1m) and

We recommend that BCB Fluid and a Rapid Change Water Pump are purchased
separately.

Light Source
We recommend that BCB Fluid and a Rapid Change Water Pump are
purchased separately.

RU22517

RU22981
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Sleep Resources

Sick and tired of being
sick and tired?

...Z Z

ZZ

Inadequate sleep affects mood and productivity as well as
increasing the risk of weight gain, Alzheimer’s, stroke, absenteeism,
accidents and errors. With busy lifestyles, large workloads and
increased travel we are more likely to experience stress-related
insomnia. These resources provide safe and pleasant alternatives
to potentially addictive and harmful medication.
Wi Fi LED Strip
Light System
and Laser Sky
Projector - both
are great for
bedrooms!

On the Go

For all ages

See page 215 for
Sleep MohDoh™

Laser Sky Projector
No need to wait for night time to see the beauty of a stellar sky! Illuminating, twinkling,
dazzling, starry spectacle! Compact yet transforms a whole ceiling. Ideal for domestic
use. Can be wall mounted. Includes AC adapter.

See page 99 for our Standard Mattress

Size: 28 x 24 x 21cm

RU19908

Sleep Tight™ Weighted Blanket
Helps clients to become calm and comfortable to encourage restful sleep. Suitable
for clients weighing over 9kg (20 lbs) who have difficulty calming down to get to sleep.
With a curved neck cut-out to help prevent the blanket from bunching around the face.
Designed by an Occupational Therapist with over 25 years of experience. Triple-stitched
for robustness and so the filling is safely contained. The hygienic filling is BPA-free,
phthalate-free, and lead-free. As a general guideline, blanket weight should be from 1525% of client body weight, although we recommend that you seek professional advice as
to the suitability of these products for your particular client. Colours may vary.
Machine washable.

RU21592

Extra Small 2.3kg (5 lbs) Size: 91.5 x 81cm

Approximate age: 3 years

- User’s approximate weight: 10-16 kg (22-35 lbs)

RU21547

Small

3.6kg (8 lbs)

Size: 106.5 x 91.5cm

Approximate age: 4-5 years

- User’s approximate weight: 16-20kg (36-45 lbs)

RU21593

Medium 5.4kg (12 lbs Size: 137 x 106.5cm (54” x 42”)
Approximate age: 6-10 years - User’s approximate weight: 21-32kg (46-70 lbs)

RU21543

Large
7.3kg (16 lbs)
Size: 183 x 137cm (72” x 54”)
Approximate age: 11-15 years - User’s approximate weight: 32-63kg (71-140 lbs)

RU21591

Extra Large
11.3kg (25 lbs)
Size: 203 x 145cm (80” x 57”)
Approximate age: 16 years to adult - User’s approximate weight: 64kg (141 lbs+)
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Cover for Sleep Tight™ Weighted Blanket
These purpose-made covers for your Sleep Tight™ Weighted Blanket make cleaning
even easier. Whilst the Blankets are washable, having removable covers makes ongoing care and regular washing especially efficient, especially in multi-user settings.
Covers also allow personalisation and quick décor changes of your room. Available
in Navy Blue corduroy, Tan corduroy and Blue Waves cotton (Navy on reverse).
Please specify colour and fabric choice when ordering. Cover only.

RU21765
RU21766
RU21767
RU21768
RU21769

Extra Small
Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large
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Aroma Mist Diffuser
Stylish and contemporary diffuser for
use with essential oils and blends to
fragrance your surroundings within a
10-20m range. Ultrasonic, so not heat
or flame operated. With mood lighting
– choose colour phrasing or a single
colour to create a relaxing atmosphere.
Includes auto shut-off, mini humidifier
and low energy consumption features.
Power adapter (24V DC, rated power
12W) and filling cup included. For
aromatic purposes – not intended to
be handled. Includes free Goodnight
blend
Size: 9cm diameter x 17cmH

RU23248

Sleep Robot

Contact us
for bespoke
cushioning for
bedrooms

For relaxation to naturally induce a good night’s sleep. Cuddle this portable and awardwinning device when resting, reading or at bedtime to improve well-being. Promotes
good sleep hygiene and helps regulate breathing. Calming and soothing, with preprogrammed sounds (scientifically proven white noise, nature sounds and lullabies) and
soft coloured lighting. Personalisable – upload your own sounds such as audiobooks.
With iOS Android compatibility and Bluetooth connectivity. Its shape encourages
nestling whilst the removable and washable sleeve (60˚C) feels soft and comfortable.
Includes charger. For 8 years and over.
Size: 45.5L x 20W x 13cmH

RU23389

Bedside Lighting Tablet
A sleek, ergonomic, high-quality, table-top light for the home. A cost-effective and nonpharmacological aid for the self-management of sleep problems. Keeping on ordinary lamps
prevents quality sleep which can lead to ill-temper and impacts on health. Switching on ordinary
lamps suddenly can be startling and discomforting. Particularly valuable for older adults as it
reduces anxiety, provides peace of mind and a sense of security, helps spatial awareness and can
help reduce falls by avoiding the need to fumble for a light switch in the dark. Especially useful for
bedrooms as a nightlight because it provides a low-level glow which allows un-interrupted, quality
sleep. On waking at night this provides a focus in a room, allowing items such as spectacles, water,
phone and other essential personal items to be easily identified without switching the main light
on. With LCD backlight technology to produce an even distribution of light. Controlled by a touch
panel - switch on anywhere along the main edge. The brightness can be altered by touching two
small ‘bright’ and ‘dim’ zones. When switched off, it remembers its previous light setting. Coolrunning and with low power consumption. With non-slip feet and resistance to spills.
Size: 40L x 40W x 2.5cmH

RU22110
RU22111

Warm White Light: for in the home or as a nightlight
Cool White Light: for illuminating displays and work surfaces
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Water Resources

The Complete
Snoezelen®
Water Resource

Water offers a change from the normal environment. It
provides pleasure and can have enormous therapeutic
value, assisting in relaxation, improving circulation and
restoring mobility. Add SNOEZELEN® with water in the
bathroom, spa pool or Jacuzzi and add another dimension
to sensory stimulation. Create atmosphere using fibre
optics, aromatherapy and music. Dim the lights and take
sensory experiences to a different dimension.
ROMPA® can provide your Water Snoezelen® environment
- from a modest bathroom to larger pools. Please contact
us for further information.

Snoezelen® in the Bathroom

Benefits
• Transforms bathing into a multi-sensory activity through
pleasant aromas, sounds, lighting and tactile experiences
• Alleviates stress and agitation and provides a calming
environment
• Encourages choice, individual preferences and promotes
person-centred care
• Provides distraction and stimulation to reduce feelings
of anxiety and embarrassment for both the client and the
care-provider
• When introducing equipment designed for either battery
or mains use into a Water Snoezelen® environment,
obtain professional advice on equipment suitability and
installation.
• Under no circumstances should people in the water
handle electrical equipment, including items such as
speakers and lighting.

74

Spa Lights - Set of 2
Float on the water surface and project six different light displays across the bottom of the bath –
fade, flash, alternate, static etc. Alternatively, stand on a flat surface and project beautiful colour
changing light displays on nearby surfaces. Requires 3 AAA batteries (to be purchased separately).
Inexpensive and really effective.
Size: 9cm diameter

RU22301

Aqua Mood Light
Create a relaxing atmosphere in your bath with this colour-changing, waterproof LED light. The soft
lighting can be decorative and soothing as the colours fade in gentle rotation, or stimulating when
set to jump between colours, or to a fixed colour. Includes a remote control with CR2025 battery and
an 8-10m range approximately. Also suitable for use in vases, water features and ponds. Requires 3
AAA batteries for the light unit. Not for use in water deeper than 1m. For 6 years and over.
Size: 7cm diameter x 2.5cmH

RU22487
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Water Resources l MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE

• See pages
54 - 55 for our
wide range of
Effect Wheels
LED100 Projector for Water Environments
Less powerful than 22126, and lower voltage. Please purchase a Magnetic Wheel
Rotator and one or more Effect Wheel. 12V DC. Please seek advice from a suitably
qualified electrician regarding the safe installation of this projector.

RU23008
Projector for Water Environments
Provides distraction and visual stimulation during bathtime. Adapted for use in
damp environments, but equally useful in communal areas such as living rooms
and dining rooms. IP20 rated.
• Creates a large and ever-changing projection
• Provides age-appropriate imagery to promote conversation and to help bathers
to relax
• Easily personalised - use a different effect wheel according to individual interests
Please purchase a Wheel Rotator and one or more Effect Wheel
Size: 37L x 13.3W x 23cmD including bracket

RU22126

Large Colour Changing Lights
Following the popularity of the Large Colour Changing Egg, we’ve added two more mood
lights!
Equally large, light and lovely. Great for encouraging movement and exploration. Hollow
yet strong. Includes a small remote control to select one of sixteen colours, or to fade
through different shades. Rechargeable. Once charged for 6 hours, it can be taken off
the base station to provide 10 hours of light. For use indoors or out. Water-resistant with
an IP65 rating. Tested up to 80kg of load. Each.
22269 Ball - Winner of the 2018 Teach Early Years Awards, SEND category
“The children loved the ball – they all wanted to look at it, roll it and lay on it.
The practitioners were fascinated too, and felt it offered good value for money.”
Teach Early Years Award testers

RU21740
RU22268
RU22269

Large Colour Changing Egg Size: 42cmH x 30cm diameter
Large Colour Changing Pebble Size: 40 x 40 x 20cm
Large Colour Changing Ball

Size: 40cm diameter

Super Safe Plastic Fibre Optics for Water Environments
Provides the same effect as our usual Super Safe Plastic Fibre Optics but these
are specially treated for use in water environments such as bathrooms and pools.
Requires light source 19210 or 21452 for 2 harnesses. Please seek advice from
a suitably qualified electrician regarding the safe installation of the light source.

RU22957
RU22958

3m x 150 strands
3m x 200 strands
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Sensory Gardens

Sensory Gardens
Outdoor sensory spaces deserve the same care and attention as indoor
sensory environments to ensure their suitability, appeal and longevity.
To this end ROMPA® can provide you will an extensive range of products
for outdoors – from inexpensive decorations to large play structures
built to last for years. Many of the products featured here are freestanding and can be mixed and matched. We have more products to
choose from on our website, including options requiring professional
installation.
For garden projects with a larger budget, we can offer you bespoke and
tailor-made designs to make maximum use of your space.
Most of these resources are made to order. Please allow approximately
6 weeks for delivery.
Contact us for further information.

‘Grass’ Sofa
Quirky and innovative, this large sofa is suitable for outdoor use for adults and children.
Make it a feature of your garden and brighten up any outdoor area or patio! Weight approx
90kg - this product will require a 3 man lift.
Size: approx 209L x 85H (37 cm seat height).

RU22020

Sleeper Table & Benches
For outdoor lessons, socialising, eating al fresco or unstructured play. These can be concreted
into a fixed position or free-standing. Large and heavy (approximately 250kg) – two people
are required to unload this product on receipt. Basket shown for illustration purposes only
(not included).
Size: 120cmL; table 40H x 60cmW; benches 30H x 20cmW

Garden Design Service

RU22840

Includes:

• On-site visit from a Landscape Architect at a time that suits you
• Time to view the users of the space to understand their needs
• Detailed consultation with project team to ensure best use of all available
space
• Hand-drawn design by an experienced landscape architect
• Plan detailing individual elements

Benefits:
• The design meets your needs as closely as possible
• The price of the design is fully refunded from projects installed through
ROMPA®
• The design is yours to keep regardless of the provider you choose
• A tailored approach to your circumstances - traditional gardens to roof
gardens, playgrounds to urban settings
• Exceptional results that are multi-sensory, sympathetic to nature and
age-appropriate

Lovely for imaginative play, socialising, conversation and role-play. This delightful Red Cedar
seating facilitates easy and enjoyable communication to support learning as well as social
and emotional development. Includes 1 table and 3 seats. Can be free-standing or concreted
into position. Large and heavy (table approximately 45kg) – two people are required to
unload this product on receipt.
Size: table 56W x 43cmH; chairs 30W x 36cmH

RU22887
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Mushroom Table & Chairs

RU22842
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Duo
Cleverly designed outdoor instrument for a pair of performers. The notes are securely
attached to the resonators for maximum vibration with incredible tones and resonance.
Half the notes are aluminium; half are GRP (glass reinforced plastic) – each material
gives a distinct sound when played (aluminium produces a bright, clear tone when struck;
GRP is fast and punchy). The curved shape makes it easier for individuals with limited
range of movement, or players in wheelchairs, to reach all of the notes. Designed to be
inclusive, to allow two people to interact and make music together without the need
to look directly at each other, allowing them to concentrate entirely on the auditory
process, comfortably and in their own space (especially helpful for those on the Autism
Spectrum).
Size: 110L x 85W x 85cmH

RU23317
RU23318

Ground Fix
Surface Fix

Cavatina to be
used with the
Music Book

Music Book
Cavatina
A colourful, strong and weather-resistant instrument, similar to a xylophone with low to
high notes from left to right. Securely and individually attached to black resonators for
maximum vibration and resonance, the vibrant anodised notes have no wires or strings.
Incredible tones and melodies can be achieved, including by those with minimal musical
ability. Colour-coded notes allow you to create your own music sheets so that users can
play by colour. For supervised use, outdoors.
Size: 75L x 55W (x 84cmH)

RU23169
RU23170
RU23171

Ground Fix
Surface Fix
For Wall-Mounting

For use with the Cavatina, as the coloured notes of this xylophone correspond with the coloured
notes on the music sheets of this ‘book’. Simply follow the coloured notes on the sheets to play
a well-known song. A fun and inviting way to learn to read music. The 2 turning page options
have 4 music sheets (4 songs); the 4 turning page options have 8 music sheets (8 songs). See
our website or contact us for a list of available songs (to be specified when ordering). Available
songs include Skye Boat Song, Old MacDonald Had a Farm and Row, Row, Row Your Boat. Made
to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture. Cavatina to be purchased separately.
Size: 70W x 35D x 123cmH

RU23306
RU23307
RU23315
RU23316

2 pages, Ground Fix
2 pages, Surface Fix
4 pages, Ground Fix
4 pages, Surface Fix
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Outdoor Musical Instruments

Large Babel Drum
Provides a unique hand drumming experience that individuals of all ages will enjoy,
including those without drum experience. Lovely for exploring percussion music as well
as fostering an understanding cause and effect. Stainless steel with an 8-note layout in
G-Major. Create delightful melodies, mellow tones and beautiful sounds with remarkably
long sustain by striking the drum with your fingers. Securely mounted onto a frame for
permanent outdoor fixing. Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture.
Size: 41.5cm diameter; 51cmW overall x 108cmH

Akadinda
Large and loud! Accessible for up to 4 individuals to enjoy playing music outdoors at once. Ideal
for bringing people together for impromptu performances. The huge resilient notes are made
from hardwood which gives a natural mellow, low tone, tuned to the pentatonic scale in C major
A2-D5. The frame is made of treated timber. Inclusive - for adults and children over 4 years.
Suitable height for wheelchair users.

RU23158
RU23159

Ground Fix
Surface Fix

Size: 182.5L x 122W x 112cmH

RU23309
RU23310

Ground Fix
Surface Fix

Pentatonic Chimes – Set of 16

Tubular Bells – Set of 7

A symphony of 16 aluminium chimes, hand-tuned to a high quality for a rich, vibrant
and harmonic tones. Great for improvisation and creative activity in pairs or small
groups. No fail and inclusive, the pentatonic scale means that there are no wrong
notes. A delightful shared experience that encourages movement, listening skills, cooperation and enjoyment of music outdoors. Other sets of 6 Chimes are also available
– please contact us for more information. Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks
for manufacture.

Big, bold and beautiful, bringing lovely sounds, an amazing auditory experience,
vibrations and an architectural feature to your outdoor space. With outstanding
resonance, the aluminium bells produce deep tones which can be felt as well as heard.
Pentatonically-tuned ranging from A3 to C5. Durable, the central post is strengthened
and the outer tubes are fixed using stainless steel security screws at the top and
bottom. Each bell is capped to prevent debris falling inside the bell and dampening the
sound. The bells can be arranged in multiple ways, although a horseshoe formation is
recommended to create a surround-sound effect and noticeable vibrations for anyone
standing in the middle of this shape. Also includes 2 metal posts with a beater attached
by steel cables. Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture. Individual
bells can also be purchased – please contact us for information.

Size: longest chime 153cm; overall 192cmL

RU23165
RU23166
RU23167
RU23243

With stainless steel legs, Ground Fix
With stainless steel legs, Surface Fix
With Back Board for Wall-MountingSize: 153L x 192cmW (8.6cm from wall)
Set of 6 Notes only for wall-Mounting (no backboard)
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Size: 10cm diameter x 160 to 220cmH

RU23163
RU23164

Ground Fix
Surface Fix
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Rainbow Trio Ensemble
Compact and wall-mountable so minimal space is required. Small yet striking – equally well-made and audible as their larger
counterparts. Accessible and inclusive. Great for toddlers and younger children to discover music and express themselves through
sound and rhythm. Players can develop hand-eye co-ordination, listening skills and motor skills. Install indoors or out. The
Metallophone and Chimes are tuned to the pentatonic scale.
Size: drums 52 x 42 x 39cmD; Chimes 69.5W x 8.6D x 74.6cmH; Metallophone 31.5W x 30.5D x 36.5cmH

RU23308

Congas
A pair of single-headed African drums mounted onto a stainless steel post. With bright
colours and wonderful sounds for auditory and visual appeal. Inviting, engaging and
suitable for young and old. Made with heavy-duty ABS caps for strength and durability.
Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture. Small/Medium/Large
drums each product their own tones – please state height required. Made to order –
please allow up to 6 weeks for manufacture.

Rainbow Drums – Set of 5

Size: 20 and 25cm diameter drums (diameters are the same for each pair - only choice is
for the height); Small 52cmH; Medium 62cmH; Large 72cmH

Colourful and eye-catching, their appearance is as stunning as their sound. Vibrant and
inviting for all ages, this popular set allows group play, team work and co-operative as
well as creative enjoyment of music. Easy to play, rewarding, fun and great for outdoor
school performances, for helping welcome visitors to care home grounds and for music
therapy/learning. For even greater inclusion, incorporate into other rhythmic activities
such as movement/exercise, drama and dance. Colours as shown (other colours available
at an additional cost – please contact us). Made to order – please allow up to 6 weeks for
manufacture. Size: 16-40cm diameter x 55-85cmH

RU23161
RU23162

RU23156
RU23157

Ground Fix
Surface Fix (85cmH pole)

Ground Fix
Surface Fix
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Gardening, Growing and Messy Play

Planter with Trellis
Sand Pit
Spacious enough for a small army of diggers, sand castle makers and bucket-fillers.
Messy play is important for physical development (practising fine motor skills, handeye co-ordination etc.), intellectual development (exploration, understanding cause
and effect etc.) and it provides great sensory opportunities. Strong, the sides are made
from sleepers. With a terram liner. Excludes sand (requires approx. 4 tonne) and cover.
Assembly required. Free-standing. Large and heavy (approx. 240kg empty) – two people
are required to unload this product on receipt.

With the added benefit of a lattice frame to help support plants and provide a partial
screen to mask an unsightly wall. With a terram liner. Excludes soil (requires approx.
250kg). Free-standing. Requires assembly. One open area (not segmented). Large and
heavy (approx. 80kg empty) – two people are required to unload this product on receipt.
Size: 120 x 60 x 20cm; trellis 100cm above planter

RU22863

Size: 240 x 240 x 40cmH (10cm edge)

RU22861
Mud Potting Table
A work bench, accessories
station, shop counter … a
simple but useful addition
to your outdoor environment
to encourage meaningful
activity and movement.
Not intended to be used
as a seat. To be concreted
in place. Large and heavy
(approx. 40kg) – two people
are required to unload this
product on receipt.
Size: 100W x 50H x 20cmD
RU22859

Planter
Gardening is an enjoyable, meaningful and rewardable activity for a variety of ages and
abilities. Great for exercise, teamwork, physical fitness, mental health and well-being.
Helps make your outdoor space both relaxing and stimulating. Fosters a person-centred
approach as the plants you grow can be significant to individuals. With lots of sensory
possibilities – aromatic herbs, colourful flowers and foliage with different textures. Freestanding. With a terram liner. Excludes soil (approx. 250kg). Assembly required. One open
area (not segmented). Large and heavy (approx. 75kg empty) – two people are required
to unload this product on receipt.
Size: 120 x 60 x 20cm

RU22862
Mud Digging Bed

Mud Kitchen
Great for imaginative-, sensory- and role-play. Make mud pies, pretend to cook,
work in a make-believe café, use for planting or as an outdoor work/study station …
its uses are limited only by your imagination. Encourages movement, turn-taking,
co-operative play and motor skills. Made from pressure-treated Redwood. Includes
chalkboard and sink. Free-standing (moveable). Large and heavy (approx. 50kg) –
two people are required to unload this product on receipt.
Size: 100L x 50D x 120cmH

RU22857
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Marvellous for messy play! Gloriously
grubby, magnificently mucky and superbly
sensory! Encourages imaginative play,
creative interaction and learning whilst
building up sensory tolerances and social
skills – all at the same time as enjoying
fresh air and getting exercise. Could also
be used for planting and understanding of
science (seasons, weather, life cycles etc.).
Timber frame with a terram liner. Freestanding. Excludes soil - requires approx.
500kg. Large and heavy – two people are
required to unload this product on receipt.
Size: 200L x 200W x 20cmH

RU22858
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Dice Spinner
Encourage social games, turn-taking,
movement and healthy competition
amongst people of all ages. For younger
players, this is great for early maths
skills. For those with visual impairments,
the large scale and contrasting colours
help make this inclusive. Additional
installation costs may apply subject to
location.
Size: 120 x 150cm

RU23359
RU23411

Includes installation into

tarmac

Rustic Play Hut

Outdoor Storage Centre
Perfect for imaginative play as well as practical for storage. Use as a part of a play
kitchen, or to house balls and garden games/activities. Made from Duraply with an oak
finish and includes 3 clear trays. Accessories are for illustration purposes only. Flat pack
– simple assembly required. Weight: 26kg.

Encourages social skills such as turn-taking, sharing and co-operation as well as
communication and imaginative play. Also provides a shelter for observing nature
and wildlife. Use like a friendship bench – youngsters looking for a play mate can
wait inside the hut. A natural alternative to synthetic, plastic houses. With a coarse
bark finish for rustic appeal. Minimal assembly required. Can be free-standing or
secured to the ground. Large and heavy (approx. 100kg) – two people are required
to unload this product on receipt.
Size: 160W x 90D x 140cmH

RU22846

Size: 66W x 44D x 86cmH

RU23174

Sensory Exploration Table

Chalk Board

Take learning outside with this practical table with inset trays. Use to explore natural
objects, as an outdoor desk that helps to keep stationery to hand or as a potting table for
early science. Intended for children 3 to 6 years. Made of Medite Tricoya and stainless
steel fixings. Accessories are for illustration purposes only. Flat pack – simple assembly
required. Weight: 21kg

Creative genius, artistic flair and learning shouldn’t be restricted to indoors! Doublesided and big enough for groups to see/use together. Suitable for teaching, displaying
information and messages, group games and shared activity. Includes two posts to
be concreted in place for stability. Chalk to be purchased separately. Large and heavy
(approx. 50kg) – two people are required to unload this product on receipt.

Size: 90cm diameter x 53cmH

Size: 120L x 80H x 10cmD

RU23175

RU22848
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Outdoor Movement & Activity
Rope Ladder
Great for motor skills, strength-building and imaginative
play. Maximum weight supported: approx. 75kg. For 3
years and over.
Size: approx. 200H x 30W x 2cmD

RU22498

Flashing Lights Swing
Wonderful for sensory seekers! Combines movement with the additional visual
stimulation of colourful changing lights around the rim. Maximum weight supported:
113kg (17st 12lbs). For outdoor and domestic use only (not public areas). For 3 years
and over (small parts) but recommended for 8 years and over. With ON/OFF button on
base. Requires 3 AA batteries (not included).
Size: 28cm diameter x 6cmH; rope: approx. 180cmL (fixed loop at tend)

RU23176

Rope Ladder Frame
Trapeze Swing
Sit on the wooden bar or hang from it. Useful for balancing skills, building strength and
co-ordination. With synthetic hand holds (approx. 15 x 14cm), synthetic rope and metal
suspension rings. Maximum weight supported: 70kg. For 3 years and over.
Size: approx. 180H x 45W x 14cmD

A 3-D version of the Rope Ladder for more climbing and
holding possibilities.
Maximum weight supported: 120kg. For 3 years and over.
Size: approx. 180H x 58W x 58cmD

RU22499

RU22501

Disc Swing
Encourages movement and sensory activity in the garden at home to help support
Sensory Integration therapy interventions by a trained professional. Air-filled seat
for comfort. Made of synthetic materials for weather-resistance. Colours may vary.
Maximum weight supported: 70kg. For 3 years and over.
Size: approx. 175cmL x 28cm diameter

RU22496
All of these products encourage appropriate physical activity outdoors to
enhance the Sensory Integration therapeutic interventions carried out
by trained therapists indoors. These robust resources provide valuable
and inclusive components for sensory circuits in schools as well as fun and
engaging activities for the home garden.
All of these accessibly-priced swings are intended to provide play and sensory
activities at home to support, not replace, the interventions of trained
professionals. These simple swings are not intended as substitutes for our
TheraGym® swings which have been designed for professional and long-term
use, and which have multiple features, functions and benefits.

82

Nest Swing
Sit or lie (prone or on your back) to enjoy this fun swing. Metal ring with a strong
yet soft plastic cover. Includes ropes and metal suspension rings. Maximum weight
supported: 100kg. For 3 years and over.
Size: approx. 150cmH x 60cm diameter

RU22497
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Bullseye!
Encourage motor skills, gentle exercise, hand-eye co-ordination, turn-taking and
competitive activity. Use with groups or individuals. Also encourages maths skills and
provides learning opportunities outdoors. To be wall-mounted.
Size: 100 x 120cm

RU23361

Climbing Frame
Intended to encourage movement, exploration and play amongst early years children
(3 years and over). Free-standing and so installation-free. Heavy and sturdy enough
to remain in position during use, but could still be moved by several adults as required.
Safety surface is not required for use on well-maintained grass. Made to order – please
allow up to 4 weeks for manufacture.

RU23362 Climb and Clamber

Logs on one side; hand holds on the other. Requires a

minimum space of 477 x 450cm

Size: 177L x 150W x 100cmH

RU23363 Scale and Scramble

Logs on one side; rope ‘net’ on the other. Requires a

minimum space of 474 x 450cm

Size: 174L x 150W x 100cmH

Fitness Set

Arched Bridge
Adds interest, height/incline whilst the decking board surface provides a textural
variation to pathways. Can be enjoyed by walking and seated users (wheelchairs/trikes).
A handrail on each side offers support for children. Especially effective when used as
part of a sensory path with other textures and tactile input. Ready-assembled and
free-standing. Large and heavy (approx. 70kg) – two people are required to unload this
product on receipt.
Size: 100L x 120W x 100cmH (at highest point)

RU22851

Visit www.olderadults.co.uk to see our Fitness Set
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MULTI-PURPOSE & NON TRADITIONAL MSE l Outdoor & Decorative

Archway
A stylish structure to separate
different areas of the outdoor space.
An aesthetically attractive meeting
place too. Decorate with fabric,
ribbons or tie on messages to give
the arch symbolic meaning, such
as transitioning to a new situation.
To be concreted in place. Minimal
assembly required. Large and heavy
(approx. 50kg) – two people are
required to unload this product on
receipt.
Size: 134W (external)
(internal) x 200H x 80cmD

92cm

RU22852

Outdoor Projector Set
A powerful projector pack to add dynamic visual effects to your outdoor space during
darkness. Colourful and constantly changing to grab and maintain interest. Cool and
quiet-running. Includes 120W LED projector with build in cassette rotator and 19V
power adapter, 85mm lens and 2 effect cassettes. Projector is 8000 lumens with 3800
Lux brightness at 1m diameter. IP65 rated with the front cover fitted (adapter is not
IP65). Typically white exterior. Weight: 1.6kg
Size: 34L x 14W x 25cmH

RU23403
Capiz Solar Chime
Audible in a breeze and visually stunning –
with or without the mood lighting feature.
Requires 6 hours of full sun a day to
charge the light.
Weight: 950g.
Size: approximately 20cm diameter x
60cmH

RU21469
Wi Fi LED Cube
For indoors or out, including water environments. Control the colour of this contemporary
cube seat using any of our Wi Fi controllers. A fantastic – and safe – way to introduce
colour, light and interactivity to your garden, pool area or sensory room. Rigid plastic.
Rechargeable.
Size: approx 40 x 40 x 40cm

RU21001
RU23323

Colour Changing LED Cube ( IP65 rated but not compatible with ROMPA®

Wi Fi Controllers)

Size: 40 x 40 x 40cm

Pin Wheel

Garden Bells
High quality sound and craftsmanship.
Set in weather resistant stone. 7 brass
bells. For decorative purposes. Model may
vary according to availability.
Size: approx 48H x 33L x 25cmW

RU16870

A beautiful wheel of brilliant colour that
rotates in the lightest of breezes. Place
in the ground or fix to a wall or fence.
Perfect visual adornment for your sensory
garden. For decorative purposes only. Will
eventually fade after exposure to sun and
rain.
Size: 38cm diameter

RU18041
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See page 135 for Cacoon Swings

Os and Xs
A classic favourite in an accessible and re-usable format. Appealing to all ages,
traditional games such as this encourage strategic thinking, motor skills and social
activity. The high colour contrast and large scale facilitate inclusive play, including
amongst the visually impaired. Additional installation costs may apply subject to
location.
Size: 100 x 120cm

RU23360
RU23410

Includes installation into grass
Includes installation into tarmac

Acrylic Convex Mirrors
Visually stimulating features for indoors or out. Scratch-resistant, the mirrors provide
distorted and fun views to amuse young and old alike. With fixtures to attach to a flat
surface. Especially effective when used in multiples.

RU21920
RU21921
RU21922
RU21923
RU21924

Giant Dome Acrylic Mirror 78cm
Giant 9-Dome Acrylic Mirror 78cm
Large 16-Dome Acrylic Mirror 49cm
Large 4-Dome Acrylic Mirror 49cm
Large Dome Acrylic Mirror 49cm
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Seating, Positioning
& Furniture
Setees &
Chairs

Cushions

Bean Bags

Tumble
Forms
17490

95

Pos-Pods

Massage &
Vibrating
Furniture
Waterbeds
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Chatsworth Range l SEATING, POSITIONING & FURNITURE
2

1

3

4

Please specify
Colour choice

Chatsworth Chair

1

PVC - please specify colour when ordering.
Size: 75W x 80D x 75cmH

RU22519
RU22520
RU22521
RU22522
RU22807

With vibration
With high back

Size: 75W x 90D x 108cmH

5

With high back and vibration
Rocking Chair

Size: 75W x 80D x 75cmH

Chatsworth Chair Deluxe Fabrics

Lots more Chatsworth furniture options overleaf

2

Size: 75W x 80D x 75cmH

RU22553
RU22554
RU22555
RU22556
RU22797

Chatsworth Settee 3 Seat Deluxe Fabrics
Size: 190W x 80D x 75cmH

With vibration
With high back Size: 75W x 90D x 108cmH
With high back and vibration
Rocking Chair Deluxe Fabrics

Chatsworth Settee 2 Seat

Size: 75W x 80D x 75cmH

3

RU22581
RU22582
RU22583
RU22584

5

With vibration
With high back

Size: 190W x 90D x 108cmH

With high back and vibration

Chatsworth range

PVC - please specify colour when ordering.
Size: 135W x 80D x 75cmH

This ever-popular range is now better than ever

RU22523
RU22524
RU22525
RU22526

• Ergonomically designed
• With a higher cushion for additional back support

With vibration
With high back and vibration

Chatsworth Settee 2 Seat Deluxe Fabrics
Size: 135W x 80D x 75cmH

RU22557
RU22558
RU22559
RU22560

With high back Size: 135W x 90D x 108cmH
With high back and vibration

PVC - please specify colour when ordering.
Size: 190W x 80D x 75cmH

With vibration
With high back

• Stitched not nailed

4

• Multi-sensory, with eye-catching and tactile fabric options
• Contemporary and aesthetically pleasing for a multitude of
environments, including homes and waiting areas
• Softer, slimmer and more curvaceous styling

With vibration

Chatsworth Settee 3 Seat

RU22547
RU22548
RU22549
RU22550

• Solid foam with separate cushions but without a rigid wooden
frame

With high back Size: 135W x 90D x 108cmH

Size: 190W x 90D x 108cmH

With high back and vibration

• Supportive without compromising on comfort
• High back versions have 56.5cm deep seats
Available in a huge choice of colours. Choose from our standard
PVC or 2-tone options - Faux Leather combined with Tactile Fabric.
As these products have seams, they are not completely waterproof.
Where there is the occasional risk of incontinence amongst
furniture users, we recommend that PVC is chosen.
L/H refers to the left hand side from the perspective of the seated
user, not from the view of someone looking at the settee in front of
them
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SEATING, POSITIONING & FURNITURE l Chatsworth Range
2

1

22535

3

Please specify
Colour choice

1
22537

Corner Unit

1

Large Foot Stool

PVC - please specify colour when ordering.
Size: 90W x 90D x 75cmH

RU22535
RU22536
RU22537
RU22538

Size: 50L x 50W x 42cmH (inside space 42 x 42 x 22cmH)

With vibration
With high back

Size: 100W x 100D x 108cm

With high back and vibration

Corner Unit Deluxe Fabrics
Size: 90W x 90D x 75cmH

RU22569
RU22570
RU22571
RU22572

2

A larger alternative for adults and for more storage. Please state colour choice when
ordering. More stools available at www.rompa.com

RU22552
RU22586

Made from PVC
Made from Deluxe Fabrics

Chatsworth Scatter Cushion

3

A lovely finishing touch to complement your Chatsworth furniture. Provides additional
comfort and visual appeal. Choose the same colours and fabrics as your chair/settee
or choose contrasting shades and fabrics for extra visual and textural interest. Please
specify a maximum of two colours per cushion when ordering.
Size: 35 x 35cm

With vibration
With high back

Size: 100W x 100D x 108cm

RU22864
RU22865
RU22866

PVC
Faux Leather
Textured Fabric

With high back and vibration

The Chatsworth range includes individual pieces of furniture as
well as settees and corner units that can be placed together to
maximise the space available. These modular pieces can be used
in a variety of combinations and are perfect for waiting areas.
For example, team a 3 Seat settee that has a single arm with a
Corner Unit to fill a whole wall. A second settee with the opposite
single arm could be added to the other side of the Corner Unit to
fill 2 adjacent right-angled walls. With so many colours, sizes and
sensory options to choose from, it’s up to you!

1

To make the furniture even more comfortable and invitinglooking, why not add some scatter cushions? Choose matching
colours or contrasting shades for visual stimulation.
Remember, L/H refers to the left hand side from the perspective
of the seated user, not from the view of someone looking at the
settee in front of them.
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Chatsworth Range l SEATING, POSITIONING & FURNITURE

4

7

5

Please specify
Colour choice

6
8
Chatsworth L/H 2 Seat Settee

4

Chatsworth R/H 2 Seat Settee

PVC - please specify colour when ordering.

PVC - please specify colour when ordering.

Size: 122W x 80D x 75cmH

Size: 122W x 80D x 75cmH

RU22527
RU22528
RU22529
RU22530

RU22531
RU22532
RU22533
RU22534

With vibration
With high back

Size: 122W x 90D x 108cmH

With high back and vibration

Chatsworth L/H 2 Seat Settee Deluxe Fabrics

5

With vibration
With high back

Chatsworth R/H 2 Seat Settee Deluxe Fabrics

Size: 122W x 80D x 75cmH

Size: 122W x 80D x 75cmH

RU22561
RU22562
RU22563
RU22564

RU22565
RU22566
RU22567
RU22568

With vibration
With high back

Size: 122W x 90D x 108cmH

With high back and vibration

Chatsworth L/H 3 Seat Settee

6

Size: 122W x 90D x 108cmH

With high back and vibration

With vibration
With high back

Size: 122W x 90D x 108cmH

With high back and vibration

Chatsworth R/H 3 Seat Settee

8

PVC - please specify colour when ordering.

PVC - please specify colour when ordering.

Also available in Deluxe Fabrics - contact us for more information.

Also available in Deluxe Fabrics - contact us for more information.

Size: 177W x 80D x 75cmH

Size: 177W x 80D x 75cmH

RU22543
RU22544
RU22545
RU22546

RU22539
RU22540
RU22541
RU22542

With vibration
With high back

Size: 177W x 90D x 108cmH

With high back and vibration

7

With vibration
With high back

Size: 177W x 90D x 108cmH

With high back and vibration
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SEATING, POSITIONING & FURNITURE l Vibration & Massage
Positioner by Rompa® (A)
Same size and fabric/colour options as the Musical
Positioning Cushion but without the vibration and music
(entirely bead-filled). Please specify fabric and colour
when ordering.

RU18286
RU18483

A

B

Faux Suede

Horseshoe (B)

A cushioned platform to surround a Musical Positioning
Cushion or ROMPA® Positioner (both to be purchased
Musical Positioning Cushion by ROMPA
separately). Keeps the Musical Positioning Cushion/
Gives tactile and aural stimulation whilst providing comfortable support. The bean bag envelopes the user so the vibrations Positioner steady, makes access to it easier and provides
and the music from the special integral speakers can be felt in the body for a truly profound sensory experience. Requires additional seating area for a carer to rest alongside for
music system with provision for external speakers with a minimum output of 50w per channel. Available in PVC, Polyester reassurance. Also allows the Cushion/Positioner to be
or Faux Suede - please specify fabric and colour when ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only. raised at one end to form a back and head rest. This
product contains wood. PVC - please specify colour
See page 197 for Music System.
required when ordering.
®

RU15781
RU17781

Size: 145W x 100D x 60cmH

Size: 160L x 145W x 40cmH

Size: 145W x 100D x 60cmH Faux Suede

RU19546

Sage

Regent Blue

Claret

The Sensations E Chair
by ROMPA®
A soft cushioned chair incorporating music and vibration with a walnut-finish wooden
frame. Suitable for domestic use. Provides tactile and auditory stimulation when used
with a music system (not included). Available in a choice of fabric colours. Requires music
system with provision for external speakers with a minimum output of 100w (maximum
150w) per channel. We recommend the use of a suitable amplifier if used with ROMPA®’s
CD Music System 21986 (both available from ROMPA® contact us for further details).
This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 76W x 80D x 109cmH (outer measurements): 52D x 48cmW (inside measurements)

Massage Chair and
Foot Rest Set

RU16035

Comfortable relaxation furniture with heat, swivel function and multiple vibration
options. Stylish, affordable and suitable for a range of domestic and professional
settings. Large choice of dynamic massage functions to suit a variety of needs.
Features include:
• Built-in massagers in chair AND foot rest (either just the chair or both at one time)
• Warmth for optimal comfort
and choice of intensity)

• 10 mode vibration hand-held controller (with timer
• Integral pocket for controller

• Ergonomically designed, adjustable back rest recliner
Straight-forward though time-consuming assembly required (see instructions at www.
rompa.com). Mains powered (controller does not require batteries). Faux-leather
finish available in black, brown and cream – please specify when ordering.

Fold Up Massage Mattress

foot stool 50W x 47D x 36cmH, wood base 33cm diameter

Compact and comfortable. This Massage Mattress folds up for ease of transportation
and storage. It is extremely versatile and can be used on the floor, on top of a bed or on
a chair. The handset gives easy control of the mattress, including massage motors and
heat. May vary slightly subject to availability. This product has a zip for manufacturing
purposes only. Please note: the mattress is typically black - the items shown underneath
the mat are for illustration purposes only. Not suitable for those with thrombosis, epilepsy,
blood pressure problems, acute illness, varicose/inflamed veins or during pregnancy.

RU23288

Size: 170 x 60 x 8cm

Weight capacity: 135kg. Weight: 22kg.
Size: chair 83W x 68D x 104cmH, wood base 62cm diameter; seat 55W x 54D x
42cmH

RU20666
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A
A

B

B

C
Musical Water Bed
by ROMPA® (B)
Platforms
We can manufacture wooden platforms (with hoist access as required) to meet your
requirements. Please contact us for information.
See page 195 for our Amplifier

Water Mattress Conditioner
4 fl oz. 8 fluid ounces of conditioner should be added each year - either 4 fluid ounces
every six months or 8 fluid ounces annually.

RU12413
Microphone
RU20551

Fine vibrations of rhythm, tone and beat can be produced through your music
system, which connects to the bed. These are picked up through the skin as tactile
stimulations. The bed adapts to the body shape giving warmth, comfort and muffled
noise, possibly similar to foetal experiences in the womb. The bed has a wooden
base and is mounted on a giant loud speaker cabinet. The bed can also be used
for interactive stimulation by means of the included microphone to create your own
sounds. Not intended for long-term sleep nor to be used as a permanent alternative
to a bed. PVC - please specify colour choice when ordering .
Musical Water Bed
“The bed was easy to set up with good instructions on its set up and use.
The bed is a valuable asset in our sensory room serving to support, relax
and stimulate children at different times. The musical aspect of the bed is
especially useful for autistic children and those with PMLD who appreciate
the sensory feelings coming through the mattress from the speakers below.
The bed base and mattress are very well made and the speaker fitted into
the bed base and amplifier and microphone supplied are of good quality and
work well.”
Caroline Jones, Grant Co-ordinator, Gloucestershire

RU20191
RU20192
RU20193

Single

Size: 100 x 200 x 45cm

Double

Size: 140 x 200 x 45cm

Queen

Size: 160 x 200 x 45cm

Water Mattress by Rompa® (A)

Vibrating Floor by ROMPA®
This cushioned wooden floor vibrates automatically or in response to music or vocal
stimuli. It is particularly suitable for those with mild or total sight/hearing loss as it
provides valuable tactile stimulation. Also used for those with autism.
• Provides three methods of vibratory stimulation:
• Built in oscillator to vary frequency and extent of vibrations.
• Musical stimulation.
• Amplifier and leads supplied for ease of connection to any music centre or radio.
Used with the microphone provided it can help to stimulate vocalisation.
Vinyl - please specify colour required when ordering.
Size: 2m x 1m x 42.5cmH

A heated water mattress which moulds itself to the shape of the body giving total
unrestricted support without any pressure points. The gentle support by water allows
even the slightest movement to be felt. The special double isolated heater pad with
variable heat control maintains the mattress at a comfortable temperature. The
water mattress is designed to be used on the floor or a suitable strong support
capable of taking the total weight when filled - the double bed weight is half a ton.
Not intended for long-term sleep nor to be used as a permanent alternative to a bed.
The cover is made from strong, reinforced durable vinyl which can be wiped clean and
is available in a range of colours. Includes heater pad, fill kit, 17m (50ft) hose pipe,
water conditioner and instructions. Platforms for the Water Mattress can be made
to your specifications by special order. Vinyl - please specify colour when ordering.
This product contains wood.

RU20188
RU20189
RU20194

Single

Size: 100 x 200 x 20cm

Double

Size: 140 x 200 x 20cm

Queen

Size: 160 x 200 x 20cm

We can manufacture mattresses, headboards and wall cushioning to your
specification - please contact us to discuss your requirements.
See page 99 for the ROMPA® Seclusion Mattress

RU14925
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SEATING, POSITIONING & FURNITURE l Furniture

TheraGym® SensaDome

Cover for Multi-purpose Balls

An innovative seat for home, school and therapeutic settings that allows movement
whilst the user is seated. Enjoy a stimulating and energy-absorbing break from
conventional seating. Includes a latex-free therapy ball, a zipped removable cover that
can be washed in cold water and a pump. The durable 6-leg steel base has moulded,
sturdy, rubber feet.

Transforms your ball (not included) into a seat. Microfibre for comfort. The additional
reinforcement at the bottom helps prevent the ball from rolling. Grey.

Maximum weight supported: 150kg (300 lbs)

RU21778
RU21779

Medium

For users 114-140cm

Size: 48cmH

Large

For users 140-165cm

Size: 58cmH

• Soft, pleasant and ‘warmer’ texture
• Comfortable solution for those who don’t like the feel of PVC
• Keeps the multi-purpose ball in place
• Helps keep user in a seated position whilst still allowing movement up and down
• Hand-wash at 30° and air-dry

RU23064
RU23065

Size: 55cm diameter
Size: 65cm diameter

Multi-Purpose Ball
RU14572
RU14573

Size: 55cm dia
Size: 65cm dia

Tactile Wedges

Tactile Multi-Purpose Cushion

Activates muscles that support the spine, and encourages posture alignment. The sloped
shape encourages the pelvis to tilt forward. Ideal for clients who need sensory input to
stay focussed. Can also be used for balance training. Inflated.

Use on chairs to provide movement and tactile input and so encourage good posture
and concentration. Also useful on the floor for balance, co-ordination, stability and
movement activities. Inflated – adjust the level according to need. For 3 years and over.

RU19291
RU19292
RU23066

Small Size: 25 x 25 x 8cm

RU23128

Large Size: 33 x 33 x 8cm

Size: 32cm

Zipped cover for your Large Wedge 19292 (to be purchased separately). As
not all individuals like the plastic look and feel of the wedge, this helps make the wedge look
more like a conventional cushion and so less attention is drawn to it. Lycra. Hand/

Red. Recommended maximum weight supported: 45kg (tested up to 200kg)

RU23129

Blue. Recommended maximum weight supported: 120kg (tested up to

200kg)

Size: 39cm

machine-wash at 30°C.

Dynair Balance Seat
A great option for those who like to experience movement whilst seated. Suitable for
individuals with ASD, this is useful in the classroom, home, waiting area and as part of a
sensory circuit. Made of resilient and easy to clean Ruton. Maximum weight supported:
200kg. Blue or red – please specify preference when ordering.
Size: 28H x 36cm diameter

RU21967
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Large Double Rocker
Made for sharing! With room enough for two. PVC – please specify colour choice when
ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 130L x 120W x 82cmH

RU20998

Support Chair by ROMPA®
With a high back for extra support. The cushion seat is shaped with a slight downward
slant to the back and raised to a small humped edge at the front. This provides
comfortable support behind the knees. The seams are sealed for hygiene. Available in
vinyl only - please state colour required when ordering. This product contains wood and
has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 80W x 78D x 88cmH. Seat: 43W x 44cmD

RU12336

Large Rocker
The relaxation of a rocking chair combined with the softness and comfort of softplay.
With arms for support, the Large Rocker is made from hard-wearing PVC. Please specify
colour when ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 130L x 80W x 82cmH

RU16660

Cube Chair by ROMPA®
Unfold this ingenious cube to create a comfortable recliner which is moulded to fit body
contours. Fold it back up for convenient storage and it becomes a climbing block . The
choice is yours!
Available in blue as standard. Other colours may be available on request. This product
has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Folded size: 75 x 62 x 49cm. Unfolded size: 119L x 62W x 66cmH

RU15929

Retro Rocking Chair
Allows repetitive rocking movements which are soothing and calming. The comfortable
cushions to the seat and back are available in hardwearing and easy to clean faux
leather. With arm rests and a sloped back to encourage a restful seated position. Prefer
a static chair? No problem! Simply unscrew the curved bases from the legs using an
Allen key. Please specify cushion colour required when ordering: Amber, Aubergine, Light
Green, Chestnut, Zinc or Azure.

Extra Large Cushion
Extra large and extra comfy! Big enough for several people at once. Bead filled with
removable polyester cotton cover. Bold colours to brighten any classroom. This product
has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.

Size: 88L x 62W x 90cmH; Seat 49W x 47cmH

Size: 150 x 150cm

RU22789

RU17134
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SEATING, POSITIONING & FURNITURE l Bean Bags & Larger Cushions

Strong Velcro®
fastening for
easy assembly

Cloud Nine by ROMPA®
Fun, inviting safe enclosure with a range of accessories to suit different users and different requirements. Versatile and adaptable.
Well made from durable materials. Fire retardant and easy to clean. Please state colour choice for Frame and Mat when ordering
(PVC or Polyester. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Large and heavy - two people are required to unload this product on receipt.
•Safe

•Soft

RU17718

Cushioned Wall Frame

•Fun

•Durable

Weight: approx 40kg

Compatible with Floor Mat and Floor Cushion.

Can also be filled with balls to create a ballpool. PVC or PolyesterSize: 213.5L x 213.5W x 61cmH

RU17719
RU17720

Floor Mat

PVC. Weight: approx 15kg

Size: 15cmD

Cushion

Weight: approx 15kg

Size: approx 185 x 185cm. Height: approx 45cm but can vary as

RU20196

Cloud Nine Frame, Mat and Cushion - complete set

contents settle

Secondary Bean Bag
Comfortable and cool. Inviting, practical and
easy to move into a quiet corner for study or into
a group for conversation. Sky Blue, Lime Green,
Yellow, Orange, Pink or Purple – please specify
colour choice when ordering. Most effective when
used in multiples. Woven polyester. Each.
Size: 80cm diameter

RU22239

Nursery Bean Bag

Secondary Slab

Soft seating for tots. Great for younger users in the Snoezelen® MSE, sensory corner
of the classroom, library, reception or bedroom. Can be taken outside as made from
shower-proof and UV-resistant fabric. Soft and comfortable. Water-resistant. To be
stored indoors. Sky Blue, Lime Green, Yellow, Orange, Pink or Purple – please specify
colour choice when ordering. Most effective when used in multiples. Woven polyester.
Each.

Multi-function bean bag – flat as a large floor cushion; on its side as a hammock seat; or
propped against the wall as a chair. Can help focus and encourage study as it allows the
student to choose his/her most comfortable position – reclining, prone or seated. Great
for sixth form common rooms and after-school homework clubs. Sky Blue, Lime Green,
Orange, Pink or Purple – please specify colour choice when ordering. Woven polyester.
Most effective when used in multiples. Each

Size: 50cm diameter

Size: 125 x 120cm

RU22236

RU22240
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Floppy Island by ROMPA®

Bean Bags by ROMPA®
Comfortable and supportive bean bags which mould to the shape of the user. Sizes
suitable for children through to adults.
PVC or Polyester. Available in selected popular colours. Please specify on ordering. This
product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.

RU12802
RU16202

Rompa® Giant Bean Bag

Size: 90H x 90cm dia

Rompa® Midi Bean Bag

Size: 70H x 80cm dia

Supa Squashy Sofa by ROMPA®
Flop into this super squashy – and super comfy – sofa and it magically transforms itself
into an armchair shape. Enveloping the body, you won’t want to get off! Can easily be
wiped clean. Ideal for domestic use. Available in Polyester. Please specify colour when
ordering.
Size: approximately 195 x 95 x 40cm

RU17490
RU18708

Faux Suede

A large round, comfortable island filled with special granules which form to the body
shape to give gentle support. Ideal for use in a SNOEZELEN®, softplay room or relaxation
area. Covered in durable vinyl. Please specify colour choice when ordering. This product
has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 150cm diameter x 50cmH

RU12333

The Splodge by ROMPA®
Specially designed for teachers and therapists to use during interactive sessions. The
user can lie on the Splodge with the teacher/therapist sitting next to it or both can
climb aboard. The design adds to the sense of security as the central panels encourage
users to lean into the middle of the Splodge. The special fire retardant filling has been
researched to offer maximum support and positioning to the user while retaining
freedom and relaxation of limbs. Made in Polyester. Please specify colour when ordering.
16204 shown above.

RU16203
RU16204

Junior Splodge Size: 1.5m sq (approx)
Adult Splodge

Size: 1.5m x 2m (approx)

Sensory Cuddle by ROMPA®
Specially designed bean bag cushion. Allows children to comfortably rest closer to bubble
tubes or fibre optics. With an adjustable opening to accommodate bubble tubes of
different sizes or fibre optic harnesses (to be purchased separately). If using with bubble
tubes larger than our Midi Bubble Tube, we recommend the use of a collar. For children
up to 10 years approximately. Polyester. Please state colour choice when ordering.
Size: 130 x 150cm

RU20706
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SEATING, POSITIONING & FURNITURE l Bean Bags & Larger Cushions

Chunkies by ROMPA®
Chunkies are versatile wedge cushions filled with polystyrene beans which mould to the
body, creating a firm yet movable support. Useful for positioning, therapy and play. The
Small Chunky could be used for positioning on a bed, side-lying or with the user on their
tummy with it underneath their top half. The Large Chunky could be used for lying on the
floor with the user’s back on the slope; a taller person could lean on it with their tummy
on it; for providing relief from being in a wheelchair; for prone extension (strengthens the
back and neck muscles and encourages the head to be held up); neck extension; help
with sitting balance as you are building trunk support and for behind the knees (for those
who don’t like lying flat). To try to improve trunk control, start with support from a firm
Wedge and then reduce support with a different sized Wedge or Chunkies. Other sizes are
available by special request e.g. to fit in your own chairs. Covered in heavyweight durable
vinyl. Moisture proof and easy to clean. Please state the colour combination required.

RU14035
RU14036

Small

Size: 58W x 48D x 28cmH

Large

Size: 56W x 84D x 54cmH

Primary Chair
Comfortable seating for children in the Snoezelen® MSE, sensory corner of the classroom,
library, reception or bedroom. Can be taken outside as made from shower-proof and
UV-resistant fabric. Soft and water-resistant. To be stored indoors. Royal Blue, Forest
Green or Cream – please specify colour choice when ordering. Most effective when used
in multiples. Woven polyester. Each.
Size: 70cm diameter

RU22237

Foam Wedges by ROMPA®
A firm foam filled wedge covered in easy to clean heavyweight durable vinyl. Foam
Wedges are ideal for use on chairs with the pointed edge to the back. For someone
with increased tone and spasticity, the wedge puts someone in a more flexed position
at the hips. Also used for raising the feet for foot care; on a bed under pillows to raise
the head; during baby massage. Please state the colour required. Special sizes can be
made to order.

RU14037
RU14038

Small

Size: 38W x 46D x 18cmH

Large

Size: 50W x 50D x 23cmH

Fruit & Veg Bean Bags
Colourful, cheerful and comfortable. Great conversation prompts (wording in English,
French and Spanish). Made with fire-retardant, anti-microbial, durable, water/urineresistant fabric. Wipe clean only.
Size: Mini Bean Bags 38cm diameter x 20cmH; Large Bean Bags 38cm diameter x 48cmH

Primary Square
Far more comfortable than sitting on a hard chair, carpet or grass. As the child is snug
and therefore less likely to fidget, he/she can concentrate and participate fully on the
activity in the Snoezelen® room, classroom or outside area. Soft, bright and inviting.
Water-resistant. To be stored indoors. Sky Blue, Lime Green or Purple – please specify
colour choice when ordering. Woven polyester. Most effective when used in multiples.
Each.
Size: 70 x 70cm

RU22238
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RU23144
RU23145
RU23146
RU23147
RU23148
RU23149

Mini FRUit Bean Bags – Set of 4
Mini Veg Bean Bags – Set of 4
Mini FRUit & Veg Bean Bags – Set of 8
Large FRUit Bean Bags – Set of 4
Large Veg Bean Bags – Set of 4
Large FRUit & Veg Bean Bags – Set of 8
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Squashy Seat by ROMPA®
Flop into this comfy seat. The bead interior allows the seat to mould to your body.
Similar to a bean bag, this seat is less supportive than foam-filled alternatives and so is
unsuitable for those requiring more firm and supportive furniture. Please state colour
choice when ordering. Available in Polyester. This product has a zip for manufacturing
purposes only.
Seat height: approx 36cm. Floor to top of arm: approx 53cm
Size: 90 x 80 x 80cm

RU16712
Junior Squashy Seat
by ROMPA®

Flexicushion by ROMPA®

Specially designed for smaller bottoms! By
popular demand, a junior version of the
wonderful Squashy Seat. Soft and moulds
to body shape. Similar to a bean bag, this
seat is less supportive than foam-filled
alternatives and so is unsuitable for those
requiring more firm and supportive furniture.
Vinyl or Polyester - please state colour and
fabric choice when ordering. This product
has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.

Please state colour when ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes
only.

’Hinged’ cushioning that can be used as a seat against a wall or un-folded on the floor.
Comfortable, firm and supportive. Soft, yet will maintain its shape. Use several cushions
together for larger spaces. Non-slip base for stability. Portable. Easily folded up for
storage. Especially useful with the Porters. Available in Polyester. Each.

Size: Unfolded: 145L x 145W x 10cmD
As a seat: 145L x 72.5W x 10cmD

RU16713

Seat height: approx 27cm. Floor to top of
arm: approx 43cm
Approx size: 70 x 60 x 60cm

RU17159

Waterproof Bean Bag
Squorner by ROMPA®
A fabulous creation following the popularity of the Squashy Chair. So comfy you may not
want to get off! Sink in and relax! Bead-filled. Please state colour choice when ordering.
Available in Polyester. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only. The
Musical Squorner also contains wood.
Size: 90cmH x 80L x 80W. Seat 42 x 42cm. Height to seat: 40cm.

RU18833
RU19329

Musical Squorner by ROMPA® Requires a music system with provision for
external speakers with a minimum output of 50w per channel. The vibrations from your
music can be heard and felt.

Made from waterproof, antimicrobial and urine-resistant fabric with taped seams to help
prevent the ingress of fluids for infection control requirements. Durable, comfortable
and easy to wipe clean using alkaline-/solvent-free wipes or mild soap. Navy as standard
– can be made to order in other colours by special order. Flame retardant - the fabric
only is certified to Crib 5 and the filling is tested to Schedule 2 Part 1 for contract and
domestic settings.

RU23069
RU23070
RU23071
RU23072
RU23073

Small

Size: 70cm diameter x 68cmH

Medium

Size: 80cm diameter x 73cmH

Large

Size: 90cm diameter x 82cmH

Extra Large

Size: 115L x 90W x 82cmH

XXL

Size: 115L x 125W x 82cmH

Polyester Warm to the touch. Used to cover Bean Bags.

Blue

Dark Blue

White

Yellow

Orange

Red

Dark Green

Light Green
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De-escalation Rooms

See page 59 for LED Ceiling Panels

ROMPA® can design and install calming spaces for demanding environments such as schools with
students with Behavioural Emotional and Social Difficulties (EBD), offenders’ institutes and prisons. These
installed facilities provide a robust and safe environment where individuals with challenging behaviours
and aggressive tendencies have an opportunity to calm down and be encouraged to manage their own
behaviours. Intended to reduce risk and potential injury, these low stimulation rooms are designed to
foster the safety of the individual, peers and supervisors alike.
These spaces should only be used as part of a wider structured plan following good practice guidelines
and appropriate legislation. Use of these environments should always be for a carefully monitored and
minimal time, with the best interest of the individual at its heart.

Contact ROMPA® for further information

98
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Furniture for demanding
environments
Requests to include furniture in our range that would be appropriate for
demanding environments encouraged ROMPA® to design furniture and
cushioning to meet those needs. With the appearance and comfort of
standard furniture, these products have additional features:
•Light with no hard corners
•Durable, moisture repellent covers to withstand robust use
•Hand finished seams which replace zip fasteners
•Additional sealing of seams for improved hygiene
•Chairs that support body weight when seated which will collapse when
stood on.
ROMPA® furniture is manufactured from fire retardant materials (ROMPA®
is a member of the Furniture Industry Research Association (FIRA))
Call ROMPA for advice on the most appropriate furniture for your needs.
®

Please specify
Colour choice

Seclusion Furniture by ROMPA®
Specifically designed for use by clients with severe behavioural problems and unpredictable
tendencies. Features:
• no inner wood or metal frame, therefore no hard surfaces
• no zips, cords nor sharp edges
• client cannot hide objects in the chair
• client’s hands are visible
• low position and sloping armrests mean client cannot get up hurriedly
• available in Polyester or PVC - please specify when ordering

RU16742
From consultation with carers and medical staff at high risk units such as
Rampton Hospital, ROMPA® have developed Seclusion Furniture. With great
attention to detail, this thoughtfully conceived range promotes staff and
patient/inmate safety. Durable, and easy to clean, this furniture meets all
relevant safety and fire retardancy standards.

Seclusion Chair Size: 82L x 85W x 70cmH. The seat area is 50 x

45cm, and from the floor 23cm. Arms are 20cm wide.

RU16743
RU18738

Circular Seclusion Stool/Table

Size: 39cm dia, 24cmH

Rectangular Seclusion Stool/Table

Size: 78L x 39W x 24cmH

Standard Mattress

Seclusion Mattress by Rompa®

For domestic settings rather than for demanding environments, this foam filled mattress
is compatible with standard single bedding. Available in Polyester or PVC – please
specify colour and fabric choice when ordering.

Another popular product from the outstanding ROMPA® Seclusion Furniture range! No
inner frame, no zips, no cords. Sealed seams. Available in Polyester or PVC.

Size: 190 x 91 x 20cm

RU22486

Size: 190 x 91 x 45cmH

RU22485
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SEATING, POSITIONING & FURNITURE l Pos-PodTM System
Pos-Pod™ Modular Multi-System by ROMPA®
A brilliant positioning range that is invaluable as individual pieces and as a collection.
Mix and match the different sizes and fillings to obtain the desired level of support.
Modules can be joined together to create taller cushions or ‘beds’. Intended to
maintain stability, encourage a range of motion and promote better body alignment.
Can be used with ROMPA® Water Mattress and ROMPA® Mattress – sizes are also
compatible with many standard beds. Colours are vibrant and attractive, and the
fabric is extremely pleasant to the touch. Please specify colour required when
ordering.

Polytran
Extremely pleasant to the touch, this soft, matt-finish fabric is perfect for products
used for long periods of time. Latex- and –phthalate-free, as well as flexible, this
fabric is a knitted polyester with a polyurethane coating. It has an anti-bacteria and
anti-fungi coating. This fabric meets appropriate fire-retardancy standards and has
been specially selected for our Pos-Pod™ Modular Multi-System.
Ideal For: • Positioning Cushions

• Wedges & Rolls

Pos-Pod™ Wedge
Use horizontally to raise the upper body or legs, or vertically as a back support. Foamfilled and available in two different heights. When purchased in multiples, these provide
many prone and supine options. Excellent alternatives to seating for those unable to
control their upper body and sit unaided. Also provide opportunities for rolling or moving
up and down inclines.

RU20409
RU20410

Low

100 x 100 x 15cm

High

100 x 100 x 30cm

Experience the soft sensation for
yourself and request a fabric swatch!
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Pos-Pod™ Squashy Wedge
Bead-filled and available in two different heights.

BLUE

RU20411
RU20412

Low

100 x 100 x 15cm

High

100 x 100 x 30cm
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Pos-Pod™ ‘V’ Cushion
Bead-filled supportive cushion. Especially comfortable when placed behind the upper
back to support the shoulders and neck.
Size: 100 x 100cm

Pos-Pod™ Squashy Roll
Bead-filled and available in three different diameters. Could be used for leg abduction,
curved slightly to support the upper body, or in front of the stomach and legs to
encourage lying on ones side.

RU20778

Size: 100cmL

RU20418
RU20420
RU20422

20cm diameter
30cm diameter
40cm diameter

Pos-Pod™ Roll
Foam-filled and available in three different diameters. Can be used to help develop head
and trunk control and upper body weight bearing.
Size: 100cmL

RU20417
RU20419
RU20421

Pos-Pod™ ‘Tri-Bars’

20cm diameter

Attached to a base sheet, these triangular side supports may help prevent users from
rolling off the bed, ROMPA® Water Mattress or ROMPA® Seclusion Mattress.

30cm diameter

Size: 100 x 100 x 30cm

40cm diameter

RU20416

100

Bead-filled
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TUMBLE FORMS 2®
• Versatile, durable and colourful • Soft and comfortable
• Supplied with ventilation holes to maintain air pressure and shape
• Non-toxic and conform to flammability regulations
• Seamless to resist moisture absorption • Easy to clean
• Acceptable to tactile-defensive users who cannot tolerate the textures of cloth
• Perfect for those with dust allergies • Radio-opaque - can be used
in X-ray departments
Now with anti-microbial layer to maintain a cleaner, safer, odour-free surface!
Colours may vary.

Grasshopper® Multi System
Grasshopper® has 15 shapes and forms that allow multiple configurations such as side
lying, prone, supine, long leg sitting, roll sitting. Made from durable easy clean material.
Suitable for children and young adults.
Contents:- Padded Coaster Base with lockable castors 142 cm L, Wedges 1 x 20 cm H,
1 x 115 cm H, Accessory Wedge, 2 x Quarter Roll Supports, 3 x Abductor Modules,
Log - 122 cm, Trapezoid Module - 13 x 46 cm, Rectangular Module - 14 x 28 cm,
2 x wrap straps, 1 x hip strap, 1 x pull strap, 1 x side lying strap.
Base size:- 122 x 76 cm. Height with upright wedge 71 cm

RU30510
Universal Sidelyer
Allows physically disabled children to lie comfortably on their right or left side for
relaxation or group activities. Lightweight and brightly coloured with soft, seamless
upholstery which is urine-proof and easy to clean. Included are 2 soft, easy to use
straps that allow an infinite number of adjustments. Optional Support Block Module set
provides a headrest and leg abduction. Suitable for children and adolescents.
Size: Base - 107 x 58 cm Width to backrest - 36 x 23 cm

RU30520
RU30530

Optional Support Block Modules Size: 8 x 13 x 28cm

Positioning Seat Set
Allows a child to be positioned on the
floor for activities and peer interaction.
Includes Feeder Seat and Positioning
Seat Wedge, as well as a harness with
a 45° Hip Strap and quick release H-Belt
to help maintain the child’s position.
Contoured interior has a 90° seat to
back relationship to provide posturally
correct seating. Velcro® on the wedge
base allows the seat to be positioned in
an upright or reclined position.

RU30580
RU30600
RU30590

RU30590

Small
Medium

RU30580

Large

RU30600

Barrel Roll
Allows gentle rocking and rolling experiences for balance training. Encourages spatial
awareness and weight-shifting. Lie on the top of the tunnel and use rhythmically or
crawl through it.

Fits Child up to
Overall Height
Outside Width
Inside Depth
Inner Height

30580
Small Set
91cm
53cm
26.5cm
20cm
46cm

30600
Meduim Set
122 cm
68.5 cm
35.5 cm
24 cm
58.5 cm

30590
Large Set
152cm
86cm
43cm
33cm
73cm

Size: 56 x 51cm; Internal diameter 30.5cm

RU30210
Biform Wedge™

Strap Wedge
Easy to use, lightweight sturdy wedge includes two permanently-fixed positioning straps.
Gentle, firm support is provided by these adjustable straps. Strap is 43L x 11.4cmW.

RU30850
RU30860
RU30870

Innovative wedge combines built-in
lateral support with a dual angle wedge.
Position user at a higher or lower elevation
depending on which side of the wedge
is being used. Multiple wedges can be
nested together and secured with Velcro®
straps to expand positioning options.
Each wedge contains one strap.

RU30540

Size: 10 or 15 cm elevation,

46 x 56cm

Size: 10H x 51W x 56cmL

8° incline

Size: 15H x 51W x 56cmL

12.5° incline

RU30550

Size: 20H x 61W x 71cmL

12.5° incline

46 x 56cm

Size: 20 or 25 cm elevation,
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Soft Play

Ballpools
Interactive
Games &
Activities
Tunnels,
Cabins &
Hideaways

113
19964

113
21935

110
12636

107
18407

Wall &
Floor Mats
Wedges,
Steps &
Slides
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Walls l SOFT PLAY

“My daughter loves
them. I bought 3
of these bumpas.
Would highly
recommend these.”
Sonya, Verified
Buyer, Great
Yarmouth

ROMPA® Rainbow Bumpas
Create a rainbow using multiples of seven colours, or choose the same colour for them
all. It’s up to you! PVC. Each. This product contains wood. Please specify colour required
for each Bumpa when ordering.
Size (each Bumpa): 30W x 15cmD

RU20519
RU20216

Please contact us for more information!

Size: 115cmH

ROMPA® Rainbow Bumpas with Vibration

Size: 145cmH

All the colour and visual appeal of our ROMPA® Rainbow Bumpas – and now with
vibratory wonder! Press the bumpa where indicated to activate vibration. PVC. Each. This
product contains wood. Please specify colour required for each Bumpa when ordering.
Size (each Bumpa): 30W x 15D

RU20518
RU20324

Size: 115cmH
Size: 145cmH

ROMPA® Wi Fi Colour Control Bumpas – Set of 8
Two of our most popular products combined – Bumpas and our 8 Colour Wirefree
Controller. Choose the colour of the lights in your room by pressing the corresponding
coloured circle of the Bumpa. The high contrast of the black and white adds visual interest.
Great for encouraging interaction, understanding of cause and effect, movement, turntaking and provides a feeling of choice, control and empowerment. PVC.
Size: overall 115cmH x 20cmD; each Bumpa 30cmW

ROMPA® Rainbow Bumpas with Sound – Set of 8

RU22716

Soft Play meets music for a large scale xylophone with the X factor!

Brilliant Bumpas!

Made by ROMPA to suit you!
®

Available in different shapes, sizes and combinations. Non-interactive or interactive
with sounds, vibration and Wi Fi colour control options. Designed and made to
measure - contact us to discuss your requirements. Here are just a few suggestions
from the many Bumpa options available.

Vibrant, engaging, interactive and it sounds as good as it looks. Jumbo size makes music
accessible, fun and a shared experience. PVC. This product contains wood.
Size: each Bumpa 30W x 15cmD. Overall width: 240cm. Overall depth: 20cm

RU20323
RU20359

115cmH
145cmH

Wall Mats by ROMPA®
Available in phthalate-free and latex-free vinyl, with either flat or wavy ‘Deluxe’ tops.
Alternatively, wall mats can be made in Faux Suede or in Themed Fabric. ROMPA® offers
two standard heights – 115cm for small children and 145cm for older children and adults.
These can be used together for particularly high walls. Don’t forget our installations
service – mats can be made to measure and installed for you. Remember, our wall mats
are 10cm thick as standard for the ultimate in safety!
This product contains wood.
Phone our Installations team today on 01246 211 777 or see www.rompa.com for
more information.

RU19694
RU19696

Low

Size: 115H x 145 x 10cm

High

Size: 145H x 145 x 10cm
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Soft Play Trampoline by ROMPA®
The trampoline brings more activity into the Soft Play area. The metal frame is
completely encased and cushioned making an extremely safe way of experiencing this
type of movement. Can support weight up to 60kg (9st 6lb). PVC - please specify colour
choice when ordering.
Internal measurement: approx 90 x 90cm

Size: 45H x 145L x 145cmW

RU12638
Floor Mats by ROMPA®
Now available in a wider selection of sizes for use as landing pads or as play spaces. We
can make mats to your specification. Vinyl. This product has a zip for manufacturing
purposes only.
For associated ballpools see pages 108 - 109.

RU19707
RU19708

Size: 145 x 145 x 15cm
Size: 145 x 145 x 10cm

ALL ROMPA® SOFT PLAY MEETS APPROPRIATE
FIRE-RETARDANCY STANDARDS

Edge Blocks by ROMPA®
A firm but soft edging system for open sides of ROMPA® Soft Play areas. They present
an easily defined line between soft cushions and normal floor as well as retaining all the
products firmly in position. Wooden base is incorporated into edge block. Vinyl.
Size: 20cmW x 15cmH x any length

RU12643

per metre

Floor Mats
Don’t forget that our mats are ideal for Sensory Integration rooms too!
Floor Mats can be made with handles by special order. Should you need to
regularly remove floor mats (to allow wheelchair access for example), ROMPA® can
make easy-to-move floor mats to suit your requirements.
We can also manufacture mats using foam of different densities. Should you
require firmer mats with less ‘give’, we can make mats with a choice of higher
density foams.
Please contact us for further information.

Retaining Walls by ROMPA®
The Retaining Walls are fixed along the open sides of a ROMPA® MSE or Soft Play area
to create a low walled island. They are high enough to stop people rolling off the area
onto the floor, but low enough to give easy access. Wooden base is incorporated for
stability. Vinyl.
Size: 30cmW x 35cmH x any length per metre length

RU12642
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Floors & Corners l SOFT PLAY

H I P H O P
ACTIVITY BOX
CREAM
BLACK
WHITE
BLUE
RED
Wi Fi Interactive Stepping
Stones by ROMPA® Now Wi Fi compatible!
Move from step to step to create your own light show, and to now also activate ROMPA®
Wi Fi responsive products - wall panels, fibre optics, bubble tubes and more! Pressure
pads contained in a foam padded wooden box activate light of a corresponding
colour. Shine down a wall for maximum effect. Helps encourage reach and movement,
colour-matching, co-ordination, attention, awareness of cause and effect, core strength,
elevation, balance, spatial awareness and gross motor skills. This product contains wood.

GREEN

Size: 145 x 72.5 x 84cm max height

RU21172

Hip Hop Activity Box™ by ROMPA®

Stepping Stones by ROMPA®
Wonderful for clambering and climbing, ascending and
descending, balancing and jumping. Exploration and boisterous
movement in total safety. Fun, safe and enjoyable. Delightful
imaginary adventures – scale mountains and negotiate rocky
shorelines! Includes 1 block of 8 stones. Non–interactive – see
above for Interactive Stepping Stones. This product contains
wood.
Size: 145 x 72.5 x 84cm max height

RU21173
Ultra Violet Reactive Fabric
Vibrant yellow that glows under UV light! Perfect for
adding a visual boost to your Soft Play areas! Look
out for our UV logo that tells you which products can
be made with this fantastic fabric.

Rewarding, responsive and remarkably versatile! The vibrant illuminated screen and
matching interactive floor pad allows you to play games, create music and trigger
shows of light and colour. The panel has 6 unique modes and is packed with games,
sound effects and music for endless hours of fun and learning. Encourage movement,
creativity and composition, listening skills, meaningful activity and an understanding
of cause and effect. Enjoy passively or interactively in a targeted way, or simply to
allow exploration and choice at the user’s own pace. Features include:
• 6 modes of operation, including Simon Says and Create a Song
• Different levels of complexity – some modes are simple and others are more
challenging
• 10 different sound effects including musical instruments, animal and space sounds
• Accessible and illuminated push button
• Great for colour recognition and matching
• Can be use with a microphone for a sound to light effect to encourage vocalisation
This product contains wood.
Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm; floor 145 x 72.5 x 15cmH

RU22875
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SOFT PLAY l Ballpools

Pirate Boat
Ahoy there - get aboard this beauty of a boat my matey for Soft Play adventures aplenty!
Wonderful for imaginative and role play, as well as social interaction. Decorative and
inviting. Made from phthalate-free vinyl with a 4cm thick floor mat and non-slip base.
Colour as shown. Can be used as a ballpool - balls to be purchased separately (approx.
750 x 7.5cm balls required). Made to order - allow up to 8 weeks for manufacture.
Size: 200L x 160W x 50cmH

The Vibro Tub
by ROMPA®
Lie back and relax, feel the vibrations, listen to the music and watch the soft clear balls
gently change colour. Maximum use of minimum space makes it ideally suitable for
domestic use. Use a quality music system with at least 50w per channel. Alternatively
ROMPA® can supply Music System 21986 – See page 195. Requires balls.
Available in Vinyl. Interior is white unless otherwise specified. Please specify colour
choice for exterior. The walls are 15cm thick and contain wood.
Size: 145 x 145 x 72.5cmH

RU23343
RU23402

Approximately 750 blue 7.5cm ballpool balls

Solid Structure Ballpools for all applications
Some people want to release energy whilst others wish to sink back and relax. Whatever your
preference ballpools offer an inviting opportunity for a major change in environment.
They provide safety and support for limbs and body. They allow movement whilst providing touch
contact all over the skin area.
Use ballpools as an adventure, pulling and pushing, lifting and falling. They offer a chance to turn
the journey into a shared experience.

RU18549

Ballpools can be made to any size - 2, 3 or 4 sided. When ordering, please state the external
dimensions.
Ballpools are built around a wooden frame, and are cushioned with high quality, latex-free foam.
Contact ROMPA® NOW for advice on measuring or a price quotation for your tailor-made
ballpool.

KornerKurve Ballpool
by Rompa®
An inexpensive corner Ballpool.
This strong, well-made ballpool
offers tactile stimulation and
support for the body. A safe and
different place to relax in, without
the distraction of vibration
or lights. Requires balls (see
right). The walls are 20cm thick.
Interior is white unless otherwise
specified. Vinyl - please specify
colour choice for exterior (see
page 6). This product contains
wood.
Size: 145 x 145 x 72.5cmH
(approx)

RU18112

NUMBER OF BALLS REQUIRED FOR BALLPOOL
This table shows the number of boxes of balls required for standard sized
freestanding ballpools.
For non-standard ballpools, phone ROMPA® for advice before ordering balls.
FREESTANDING
BALLPOOLS

50cm walls

Ballpool 145cm2
Ballpool 217cm2
Ballpool 290cm2

3 boxes
7 boxes
14 boxes

7.5cm Diameter Balls
These larger balls provide less points of
contact with the body, and are popular with
active users. Recommended for situations
where there is any risk of ballpool balls being
mouthed.

72 cm walls
Ballpool 145cm2
Ballpool 217cm2
Ballpool 290cm2

90cm walls

1 box of approximately 500 balls.

RU13674
RU14346

Mixed colours
Clear balls (one box)

4 boxes
11 boxes
22 boxes

Ballpool 145cm2
Ballpool 217cm2
Ballpool 290cm2

5 boxes
14 boxes
29 boxes

Ballpool balls are available in a large range of colours and
quantities by special order – please contact us for a quotation.

One Piece Ballpools by Rompa®
Made from a foam covered wooden frame with a fixed vinyl base. Walls
are 20cm thick. Supplied in one piece. Balls to be purchased separately.
Please specify colour when ordering.

RU14140
RU14141

Size: 50cmH x 145 x 145cm
Size: 72.5cmH x 145 x 145cm

Net Washing Bag
Net bags for washing the balls are available.
Size: 93 x 81cm

RU15283
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Ballpools l SOFT PLAY

Four Sided Free Standing
Ballpools by ROMPA®
Supplied flat for self assembly. Velcro® strips attach the vinyl base to the padded wood
sides. Walls are 20cm thick. Balls to be purchased separately. Please specify colour when
ordering.

RU12647
RU12650
RU14144
RU14147
RU14153
RU12659

Size: 50cmH x 145cm square.
Size: 72.5cmH x 145cm square.
Size: 50cmH x 217cm square.
Size: 72.5cmH x 217cm square.
Size: 72.5cmH x 290cm square.
Size: 90cmH x 290cm square.

Illuminated Vibrating Ballpool by ROMPA®
Two of our products in one! The Illuminated Vibrating Ballpool includes everything
the Illuminated Ballpool does, but now we are offering vibration and music whilst
the colour of the balls change. Requires a quality music system with at least 50w
per channel - see 21986 on page 197. Vinyl. Interior is white unless otherwise
specified. Please specify colour choice for exterior when ordering (see page 6).
Includes 9 boxes of 7.5cm Clear Balls. This product contains wood.
Size: 217 x 217 x 72.5 cmH

RU19273

Corner Ballpool by ROMPA®
This economical 2-sided Ballpool fits into the corner of your room, using the room walls
to complete the structure. The vinyl base attaches to the sides with Velcro® strips. This
product contains wood. Fitting instructions included. Can be used with or without wall
cushions - please state preference. The walls are 20cm thick. Balls to be purchased
separately. PVC - please specify colour when ordering.
Size: 72.5cmH x 145cm walls
“Fantastic Item for where space is an issue. We ordered this product back in 2006 for
our daughter … and it’s still going strong! Really durable, tough vinyl … and not a rip or
tear in it 9 years on! I cannot praise highly enough how sturdy the walls are once fixed
… many a time ‘perched’ on by us when supervising daughter … and no dents from our
weight!! It’s a fantastic design that can fix into any corner, utilising your existing walls for
the rear 2 sides … It was easy to fix with the wooden brackets attached, and has stayed
put all these years with no problems at all! The inner floor mat is also tough … made
from heavy duty vinyl, which velcros on to the sides to fix. All in all, this ball pool scores
highly with me 11/10 … definitely a quality item that is well made and lasts many years,
as mine has proven!”
Lisa, Verified Buyer

RU14927

Illuminated Ballpool by ROMPA®
Watch the colour of the balls change as you lie in the ballpool. Colours change through
the clear balls creating a fascinating, relaxing experience. Supplied with a 240v isolating
transformer to 12v. The Illuminated ballpool is only suitable for use in a darkened room.
Four sided free standing ballpools have a wooden frame and can be tailor made to
your requirements. The walls are 20cm thick. PVC - please specify colour when ordering.
Supplied flat for self assembly.
Price inclusive of 3 boxes of 7.5cm Clear Balls.
Size: 145 x 145 x 72.5cmH

RU18407
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SOFT PLAY l Wedges & Platforms

Also Available
with Noise!

High Wedge
High Wedge With Tunnel
Covered in padded vinyl this wooden wedge is hollow making a fun hideaway. Walking
or climbing up the wedge will help develop balancing skills. Now includes cushioned
floor! Please specify colour required when ordering.

Combine with the High Steps and High Platform to create opportunities for
endless play. Made of dense foam. PVC - please specify colour choice when
ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 145 x 72.5 x 109cmH

Size: 145 x 72.5 x 109cmH

RU12618

RU12504

Noisy Wedge

Please specify
Colour choice

Slide down and activate an audible surprise! Movement is rewarded by a fun
sound! Safe and sensory way of encouraging motor skills. PVC - please specify
colour choice when ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes
only.
Size: 145 x 72.5 x 109cmH

RU20454
High Platform With Tunnel
Combine with the High Steps and High
Wedge. Inner wooden frame for strength.
PVC - please specify colour required when
ordering (see page 6).
Includes cushioned floor!
Size: 72.5 x 72.5 x 109cmH

RU12507

High Platform
Combine with the High Steps and
High Wedge. Inner wooden frame for
strength. Please specify colour choice
when ordering.
Size: 72.5 x 72.5 x 109cmH

Wide High Wedge
Combine with other high units such as the cabin, high steps and the high platform for
climbing, sliding and tumbling. Made from dense foam. PVC - please specify colour
choice when ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 145 x 145 x 109cmH

RU12506

RU12635

PVC Colour Choices

Dark Blue
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Sky Blue

Ice Blue

Yellow
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Waves by ROMPA®
Create hills and valleys to clamber
over and roll down. One wave is very
comfortable to sit and lie in or as a
support.
Made from dense foam. PVC - please
specify colour choice when ordering.
This product has a zip for manufacturing
purposes only.
Size: 72.5cmH x 145 x 72.5
Sold individually.

RU12623
Roly Poly Logs by ROMPA®
Scale this sausage-shaped stack!
Scramble up them, roll down them, descend these seriously fun bumps! Use next to
ROMPA® Ballpools, Cabins and Wedges. Really roly fun! PVC - please specify colour choice
when ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 145L x 145W x approx 48cmH

RU19448

Low Wedge
by ROMPA®
Wedges made from solid foam to ensure that they are stable for climbing and
running up, sliding, rolling, tumbling and somersaulting down. PVC - please
specify colour choice when ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing
purposes only.
Size: 72.5cmH x 145 x 72.5

RU12617

Hanging Sausage by ROMPA®
These encourage plenty of movement and physical exercise and can be used as punch
bags, swings and climbing poles. Also order one Hanging Bracket. Competent building
advice to be taken on fixture as Hanging Bracket will only hold a maximum of 450 kg.
Safety Rotational Device recommended. Includes 450cm long rope. PVC - please specify
colour choice when ordering.

RU12639
RU12640

Size: 200cmL x 30cm dia

Turn the Kopjie upside down and it becomes a comfy single seesaw to lie on. Can be covered in Polyester, Vinyl or Faux Suede.
Please specify colour choice when ordering.

Size: 150cmL x 30cm dia

Size: 35cmH x 100cm x 65cm

RU16006

PVC Colour Choices

Brown

Kopjie Wedge® by ROMPA®

Cream

Caramel

Orange

Pink

UV Yellow

White

Black

Purple

Lilac
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SOFT PLAY l Balance

Giants Causeway by ROMPA® - Set of 7
The combinations for the Giants Causeway are endless! 5 of the 7 hexagonal cushions
vary in height, yet each is interchangeable with the next. The colours are wonderful and
the cushions attach to one another with contrasting velcro which itself forms a pattern
on the side of each section. Stack’em or attach’em - they’re enormous fun! Height varies
between 15cm to 66cm.
Size of each cushion: 62cm across the flats (72cm point to point).

RU16008

Rainbow Spiral Play Set
Compare, sort, sequence and arrange the colourful pieces, then move up and
down the steps. Wonderful for learning (colour recognition, comparative concepts,
descriptive language, reasoning) as well as motor skills, balance and coordination.
Also lovely for social interaction and group play. The curved edges of the 7
removable pieces ‘hug’ the central column. Foam-filled Vinyl. Colours as shown.
Size: central column 40cm diameter x 49cmH; lowest step 14cmH; highest step
44cmH

RU23391

Corner Stairs
Soft steps for easier access to ROMPA® ballpools, Low Platforms and Cube Tubes.
Practical, whilst curved shape offers visual interest. Vinyl. Please specify colour choice
when ordering.
Size: 40/60/80/100W x 50cmH

RU23392

Low Steps by ROMPA®
Combine with the Cube Tube, Low Wedge
or Platform or use as entrance steps to
the ballpool. Made from solid foam.
PVC - please specify colour choice when
ordering. This product has a zip for
manufacturing purposes only.
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Size: 72.5cmH x 145 x 72.5

RU12636
RU17636

Faux Suede
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Wide High Steps
Walking or climbing up these wide steps will help develop balancing skills. Made
from dense foam. PVC - please specify colour choice when ordering. This product
has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.

Please specify
Colour choice

Size: 145 x 145 x 109cmH

RU12634

High Steps With Tunnel
Covered in vinyl these wooden steps are hollow making a fun hideaway. Walking or
climbing up the steps will help develop balancing skills. Includes cushioned floor. Please
specify colour choice when ordering.
Size: 145 x 72.5 x 109cmH

RU12505
Soft Play Island - Set of 15 pieces
Brilliant and inviting set for promoting motor skills, balance and coordination. The
circular block can be removed from the centre and used as a seat whilst the space
becomes a hiding place for toys or a small ballpool - balls to be purchased separately
(approximately 180 x 7.5cm balls required). Includes 5 slopes, central pentagon with
removable centre, 5 triangular corner mats and 3 cylinders. Pieces are joined by Velcro®
(apart from the triangular mats). Phthalate-free PVC with a non-slip underside.
Size: 220cm diameter x 46cmH

RU23333
RU23401

Approximately 200 7.5cm ballpool balls in mixed colours

Tunnel and
Mat Combo
Dual-purpose – use as a large mat to rest or play on OR as a tunnel to crawl through or
hide under. Colours as shown. Foam interior. Contains a zip and Velcro®. Made to order.

High Steps
Combine with other high units, such as the Cabin, Wedge and Platform.
PVC - please specify colour choice when ordering. This product has a zip for
manufacturing purposes only.

Size: 200L x 200W x 10cmH

Size: 145 x 72.5 x 109cmH

RU23376

RU12619
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SOFT PLAY l Balance
Please specify
Colour choice

Roller Tunnel
by ROMPA®
This Soft Tunnel has internal fibre board reinforcements to prevent collapse. It is great fun
to crawl through, climb on, and roll on. The Tunnel section can be used on or off the base,
which itself provides a nice soft shape to lie on. This unit creates endless opportunities for
imaginative play. PVC. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 72cm o/d, 55cm i/d, 145cm long. Base 145 x 72.5cm

RU12021

Step Rocker
Multi-purpose and motion-inducing! Climb, rock, balance and enjoy. Great
individually, but especially useful when purchased together. Engaging shape and
unique design to encourage movement and exploration. Colours as shown. Foamfilled with a phthalate-free and moisture-resistant fabric on the outside. Made to
order.

Crawl and Roll
Great for creative and imaginative play, as well as motor planning and co-ordination.
Use to encourage movement and problem-solving or to provide comfort as a hideaway
or pressure against the body. Vinyl exterior with a foam filling. Colours as shown. Made
to order.

RU23338
RU23339
RU23340

Small Step Rocker
Large Step Rocker
Step Rocker Set

Size: 45 x 60 x 45cm
Size: 60 x 60 x 60cm
Includes one Small and one Large Step Rocker

Size: 280cm internal diameter x 45cmW

RU23337

Cube Tube by ROMPA®

Rocker ‘n’ Roll

A foam cube with reinforced tunnel to crawl through. PVC. One colour as standard please specify when ordering (see page 6). The central area can be made in a different
colour for visual contrast and ease of use by those with visual impairments.

Soft ‘U’ shape to crawl under or lie in. Several seated youngsters can rock together to
foster co-operation and team play. The less able can be gently rocked by another person.
Foam interior with phthalate-free vinyl exterior. Please specify colour when ordering. This
product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.

Size: 72.5 x 72.5 x 72.5cm. Tunnel 56cm dia.

Size: 100L x 100W x 50cmH

RU14111

RU20046
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Tunnels & Hideawaysl SOFT PLAY
Custom-Made Dens and Hideaways

Cabin by ROMPA®
Fun hideaway with doorways positioned to suit your requirements. With cushioned
outer walls and roof. Supplied in two pieces. Inside walls and ceiling are white and
unpadded. Includes cushioned floor. This product contains wood. PVC - please specify
colour choice when ordering.
Size: 145 x 145 x 109cmH

RU18488

The e
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Ultim bins
in Ca
We can manufacture dens and hideaways to your specification.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements.

www.rompa.com

Deluxe Wi Fi Cabin by ROMPA®
Features include:

Tactile Tunnel
Fun, feely and fabulous. Soft ‘stalactites’ offer a wealth of tactile interest! Crawl through
and explore the contrasting textures. With real sensory appeal! Helps bring imaginative
and sensory play to your Soft Play area. PVC. This product contains wood.
Size: 145L x 90W x 90cmH

RU19963

• Wi Fi compatible colour-changing LED ceiling for increased light, visual appeal and
interaction
• Mirrors on the walls for increased visual appeal and to create a warm ambiance
• Cushioned floor for increased safety
• Doorways can be positioned to suit your requirements
• Maintenance free - the LEDs last approximately 100,000 hours!
• Wooden frame
• PVC - please specify colour choice when ordering
Size: 145 x 145 x 109cmH

RU21935
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Sparkling Tunnel
• Compatible with our Wi Fi controllers!
• Use with the Talking Cube or 8 Colour Controller for interactivity!
A fibre optic carpet brings oodles of visual and tactile appeal to the full-length central
tunnel. A soft 50mm thick mat provides a comfortable area to lie and crawl on. Includes
LED light source. Black carpet. Please specify vinyl colour required when ordering (see
page 6). We recommend that this product be installed near to a wall to allow the light
source to be wall-mounted out of reach. Can be switched ON/OFF. Switch included. This
product contains wood.

Illuminated Cabin by ROMPA®
Internally lit to add another visual element to the ever-popular Cabin. With cushioned
outer wooden walls and roof. Supplied in two pieces. Inside walls and ceiling are
white and unpadded. Doorways can be positioned to suit your requirements. Includes
cushioned floor. PVC - please specify colour choice when ordering.

Size: 90L x 90W x 90cmH; tunnel 64cmH x 64cmW

Size: 145 x 145 x 109cmH

RU19964

RU19029
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SOFT PLAY l Fun & Games

Puzzle Square by ROMPA®
Deceptively useful, these strong shapes can be arranged in many ways, including:
•Square

•Single stairway

•Fir tree

•Double stairway

•Hide away den

•Includes storage bag with zip.

Size: 60 x 60 x 60cm

RU17828

Playshapes - Set of 7 by ROMPA®
These brightly coloured geometric shapes are made of foam and covered with Polyester.
They are fire retardant and easily cleaned with a damp cloth. This product has a zip for
manufacturing purposes only. Set comprises: Triangle small 40 x 30 x 10cm, Brick 30 x 15
x 10cm, Cube 30 x 30 x 30cm, Triangle large 40 x 30 x 30cm, Pyramid 30 x 30 x 30cm,
Square 30 x 30 x 10cm and Disc 30 x 10cm thick. Set of seven shapes.

RU12358

Pocket & Mirror Trail – Set of 8
Place in any order to make a path or stepping stones. Lots of combinations and things
to explore. Stop and ‘reflect’ a while at the mirrors or pause for a poke in a pocket!
Encourages motor skills, climbing and reaching. Phthalate-free and meets appropriate
safety and fire-retardancy requirements. Colours may vary. This product has a zip for
manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 40cmW; Highest piece 300mm

RU20430

Caterpillar Mirror Bumps
Like all caterpillars, this cleverly-designed mini-beast can be transformed into a beautiful
butterfly. Contrasting colours and impact-resistant safety mirror panels ooze visual
appeal. Fire-retardant and made from phthalate-free vinyl. Colours may vary. This
product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 180L x 40cmH at highest point

RU20024

Double Mirror Set
Multi-purpose and multi-configurable. Highly visually stimulating and inviting. Create
a hall of mirrors, a soft play floor or use the pieces individually. The non-shatter plastic
mirrors can be removed (they are attached by Velcro®) so the remaining pieces can
be moved on. Wipes clean and stacks after use for compact storage. Colours of the
latex-free and anti-bacterial vinyl may vary. For 0 to 4 years. This product has a zip for
manufacturing purposes.

Olly Owl

Size (each panel): 60 x 60cm; stacks to 60 x 60 x 45cm

Size: 60L x 50H x 20cmW

RU22766

RU20022

114

Gorgeous rocker, seat and soft play friend. Carefully sized so his head is huggable and
the 20cm wide seat comfortably accommodates little legs. The back support offers a
little security. Made from phthalate-free fire-retardant vinyl. Appliqué design on one
side. Colourful, attractive and waiting to adorn your Soft Play! Colours may vary. This
product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
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Locomotive
- Set of 9 pieces
Choo choo!
We’re loco about this tip top train! Build the colourful pieces into a train. Pieces stack
loosely without fixtures for quick and easy construction. Versatile and highly attractive.
Hours of fun! This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: train 180L x 80W x 120cmH

RU18851

Baby Soft Play Set
Puzzle Block by ROMPA® - 24 Pieces
Unzip this lightweight vinyl bag to find a wonderland of Polyester geometric shapes.
They are packed in two layers which, unpacked, lie side by side to form a 150cm long
block. Crawl on, climb over or use the individual shapes to form your own design. The zip
up bag is provided for ease of storage and transportation.
A pattern is supplied with the bag - just in case you can’t fit your puzzle together again!
This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 50H x 150L x 75cmW

RU16018

Mini, modular and multi-purpose! Extremely visual with highly contrasting
colours purposefully chosen to stimulate infants’ sight development. The simple
contrasting patterns help to attract tots’ attention and encourage focus. The
different heights of the pieces encourage early movement, co-ordination and
exploration. The 12 foam-filled vinyl components can be arranged in different ways,
using some or all the pieces at one time. Large enough to invite young children to
play too whilst learning shape-matching, language development, social play and
comparative skills.
Size: 190 x 170 x 40cmH overall; Smallest piece 24.5 x 17.5 x 20cm; Largest piece
70 x 40 x 50cm

RU23393

Curvy Castle Constructors - Set of 11 pieces

Storage Box

Be king of the castle! Build a tower with turrets, a wavy wall with peep through window ...
creations are limited only by your imagination and the number of hours in a day! Bright,
bold colours. Soft foam covered in fire-retardant, hand-washable fabric. Recline in the
rocker shaped pieces; step in and out of the highs and lows; or balance on the half-circle.
So many options, so little time! This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.

Coming soon!

Size: builds a castle 120cm external diameter (80cm internal diameter) x 105cmH; pieces
20cmD x 30/45cmH

RU18844

An ideal storage solution for your smaller sensory items. With cushioned outer sides
and a detachable cushioned lid. Available multi-coloured (as shown) or in white.
Typically 95L x 55D x 59.5cmH
Sign up now at productnews@rompa.com to be notified as soon as this product is
available

RU23421
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Relaxer™ Travel Size Weighted Blanket
Helpful for calming during the day and to aid relaxation during daily activities that could
otherwise become stressful situations. Take it almost anywhere for convenience and
reassurance e.g. in the car, on the plane, at the dentist’s or hairdresser’s. Suitable for
children and adults. Affordable and portable. Designed by an Occupational Therapist
with over 25 years of experience. Triple-stitched for robustness and so the filling is
safely contained. The hygienic filling is BPA-free, phthalate-free, and lead-free. Cotton
outer for comfort and durability, even after repeated machine washes. Pattern-free to
avoid distraction and visual over-stimulation. With a scoop neck for comfort to avoid
discomfort around the face and neck. Colours may vary.
All the weight of the Relaxer™ Travel Blanket is on the person therefore the Travel Blanket
can weigh less than a weighted blanket used for sleeping.
“A great portable weighted blanket. My daughter has used this a number of times.
It really does help reduce her agitation in stressful situations”.
Tony C., Verified Buyer, Bristol

RU21594

Extra Small

age: 4 to 8 years

RU21595

age: 13+ years

RU21597

Size: 41 x 104cm (16” x 41”)

Small 3.6kg (8 lbs) Size: 48 x 99cm (19” x 39”)

age: 9 to 12 years

RU21596

2.3kg (5 lbs)

Approximate

User’s approximate weight: 16-36kg (35-79 lbs)
Approximate

User’s approximate weight: 36-50kg (80-110 lbs)

Medium

5.4kg (12 lbs) Size: 48 x 114cm (19” x 45”)

Approximate

User’s approximate weight: 50-64kg (111-140 lbs)
Large

7.3kg (16 lbs)

age: adult, within weight range

Size: 53 x 125cm (21” x 49”)

Approximate

User’s approximate weight: 64-82kg (141-180 lbs)

RU21598 Extra Large 11.3kg (25 lbs) Size: 69 x 127cm (27” x 50”) Approximate
age: adult, within weight range User’s approximate weight: 82-100kg (180-220+ lbs)
Cover for Relaxer™ Weighted
Blanket
These purpose-made covers for your Relaxer™
Weighted Blanket make cleaning even easier.
Whilst the Blankets are washable, having
removable covers makes on-going care and
regular washing especially efficient, especially
in multi-user settings. Covers also allow
personalisation and quick décor changes of
your room. Available in Navy Blue corduroy,
Tan corduroy and Blue Waves cotton (Navy
on reverse). Please specify colour and fabric
choice when ordering. Cover only.

RU21760
RU21761
RU21762
RU21763
RU21764

Extra Small

Wipe-Clean™ Waterproof Weighted Blanket
Made from high-tech, breathable, durable, waterproof, anti-microbial, flameresistant and soft-to-the-touch fabric. Ideal for hospitals. Stitched only at the
periphery for easier cleaning. With a contoured neck for comfort and visibility of
the user’s face. Weight is evenly distributed across the blanket. Royal blue. Wipe
clean with disinfectant soap or fabric-safe cleaner (not machine washable).

RU23139

Extra Small

Size: 91.5 x 81cm 2.3kg (5 lb)

Approximate age:

3 years – User’s approximate weight: 10-16kg (22-35 lbs)

RU23140

Small

Size: 106.5 x 91.5cm

3.6kg (8 lb)

Approximate age:

4-5 years – User’s approximate weight: 16-20kg (36-45 lbs)

RU23141

Medium

Size: 160 x 106.5cm

5.4kg (12 lb)

Approximate age:

6-10 years – User’s approximate weight: 21-32kg (46-70 lbs)

RU23142

Large

Size: 206 x 132cm

7.3kg (16 lb)

Approximate age:

11-15 years – User’s approximate weight: 32-63kg (71-140 lbs)

RU23143

Extra LargeSize: 216 x 145cm 11.3kg (25 lb)
16 years to adult – User’s approximate weight: 64kg+ (141 lbs+)

Approximate age:

Small
Medium
Large

See page 72 for Sleep Tight™ Weighted Blankets

Extra Large
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Weight & Balance Cushions - Set of 8
Weighted Animals
Lovely for home or the classroom. Designed to provide deep pressure input
throughout the day. Contains approximately 1.7kg (3.7 lbs) of beads. Hand wash
only in cold water and air dry.

RU21369

Weighted Snake Size: coiled 31cm diameter x 5cmH; head 10cmW

RU21370

Weighted Turtle Size: 20cmW x 5cmH

Size: 14 x 10cm

RU18850

Wristful Fidget™ - Set of 2

Weighted Cat
A soft – and functional – companion. Provides comforting pressure to the user to help
keep them grounded and focused. Intended for use at home, school or during therapy.
Valuable for individuals with learning difficulties or for older adults with Alzheimer’s.
Polyester. Colour as shown. Hand-wash only as filled with metal pellets. For 3 years and
over.
Weight: 1.8kg

Four pairs of cushions weighing 50g, 100g, 150, and 200g. Match the cushions by colour
or weight. Useful for balance, comparative activities, colour recognition, encouraging
conversation (e.g. adjectives), posture and almost infinite games. A wonderful alternative
to plain bean bags.

Size: 35L x 17W x 20cmH

RU23195

A pair of spandex wrist bands filled with soothing beads. Wear the band around the wrist
or stretch it in your hand and fidget with the enclosed beads. Either use provides gentle
pressure and can help calm and focus users. Discrete as it looks like a sports band. Can
be worn with one on each wrist or one at a time. Blue only. Machine-washable.

RU21770

Small

For children approximately 3 to 9 years. Weighs approximately 3 oz.

RU21771

Large

For people 10 years and older. Weighs approximately 4 oz.

Weighted Pencil Set
An innovative writing tool recommended for individuals with sensory processing issues
and/or fine motor skills. The weight and textured surface provide increased sensory input
and proprioceptive feedback to the hand whilst writing, which helps to increase focus,
hand-strength and dexterity; normalise writing speed; and/or decrease the grip force
used to hold a pen/pencil. Includes 1 aluminium hand-piece, 1 weighted tip, 1 pencil
adapter tip, 6 replacement pencils and 1 pencil sharpener. Weight: approx 60g (2 oz).
Size: approx 13cmL

RU21589
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Weighted Sensory Cushion
Curious and calming. The tactile and visual objects enclosed invite exploration
whilst the weight of the cushion may offer a sense of security. Large enough to
place across the lap or on a table for a shared activity. Large size and objects to suit
the visually impaired and those with limited fine motor skills. Objects selected are
appropriate for all ages. With double-stitched seams and thick PVC fabric for extra
safety. The cushion is quite rigid and so is not especially suitable for the frail.
Size: approx 65L x 40cmW

Cozy Caterpillar™ Compression Tube

RU20498
RU20499

Red
UV yellow with glow objects

Made from stretchable fabric to provide a unique proprioceptive and deep pressure touch
experience. Provides a gentle and comforting hug for a feeling of calmness. Very effective
for improved focus and calm for adults and children with anxiety, stress, ADHD, Autism
Spectrum Disorders, Sensory Processing Dysfunction. To be worn around the shoulders
and over the knees whilst sitting. The user’s head (and feet) remain free so he/she can
still see what is going on around them. Open at both ends for convenience and safety.
Made from triple-stitched Spandex for durability. Royal blue only.

RU22473
RU22474
RU22475
RU22476
RU22477

Extra Small For users 10-20kg Size: 76 x 25cm
Small

For users 21-32kg Size: 97 x 33cm

Medium

For users 32-50kg Size: 112 x 43cm

Large

For users 50-73kg Size: 127 x 46cm

Extra Large For users 73kg+

Size: 137 x 56cm

Round shape means
• Each fits nicely in the hand without
the tension caused by gripping a
dumbbell
• Ball can be rolled by a therapist to a
client, or by the client along a line of
tape on the floor
• Less risk of injury that with a
dumbbell if dropped

Weighted Ball (Medicine Ball)
Created for use by physiotherapists as a rehabilitation tool, this ball is invaluable for
exercise and controlled movement under professional supervision. Great for heavy work
to help those with sensory processing difficulties to feel centred. Helps build muscle and
develop strength, as well as improving balance, coordination, posture and proprioception.
Also excellent for exploration as its liquid centre (distilled water) offers a unique tactile
experience. The soft elastic rubber layer provides a quiet rebound and a pleasant feel.
Supplied inflated. Two sizes/weights allow grading up or down.

RU17363
RU19317

Sand Snake
Stand on the tactile snake and it will not roll to one side. Position the snake straight,
curved or coiled. The elastic textured material massages the feet. Ideal for use in
therapy for people with perception difficulties. Polyester cover with quartz sand inside.
The fabric is suitable for most allergy sufferers. Hand-washable at up to 40°C. Because
of its weight, can also be an excellent Sensory Integration tool for calming. Colours may
vary.
Size: 150L x 6cm diameter
• Useful for balance and co-ordination activities
• Some users choose to carry the snake wrapped around the hips to improve spatial
awareness

Size: 12cm diameter Weight: 1kg

• Can be coiled and sat upon to provide movement to promote concentration

Size: 16cm diameter Weight: 2kg

RU18991
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Extremely adjustable fit

Quickly removable

• Customisable weights
• Machine-washable

Weighted Vest
Made from soft, breathable, non-flammable material, these vests slip over the head
with ease and close at the shoulders and sides with Velcro® for easy adjustment
and a snug fit. Weight packs are inserted into the eight concealed pockets (four at
the front, four at the rear) of the vest. Each pocket has Velcro® to keep the weight
packs in place. The length of the vest can be adjusted by folding up the lower part
and securing using the Velcro® strip on the inside. Machine washable (remove the
weights beforehand). Available in five sizes, each at an affordable price so you can
choose the next size up as your child grows. Length is from the top of shoulder to
bottom of vest; width is the circumference, measurement around the waist.
“A good vest. My son has been wearing it with no fuss, which is a good sign.
I particularly like the side Velcro which allows you to adjust the vest, and
make it snug, just the way my son likes it.”
Junia T., Verified Buyer
on all the these items:

RU21578

Extra Small
Red
Includes 0.9kg (2 lbs) of weights
Size: 30.5-40.5cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest) x 61cmW

• Made of breathable
material for comfort
• Helps to reduce anxiety
• Adjustable Resistance
Deep Pressure Vest
Provides proprioceptive feedback and a sense of stability. Made of breathable, latex-free
perforated neoprene that’s designed to provide deep pressure to the body and to help the
user maintain a comfortable body temperature. Features 2 side and 2 shoulder closures.
Wash before wearing. Available in six sizes, each at an affordable price so you can choose
the next size up as your child grows. Length is from the top of shoulder to bottom of vest;
width is the circumference, measurement around the waist.
on all the these items:

(circumference, measurement around the waist)

RU21600

RU21565

x 51cmW (circumference, measurement around the waist)

Small
Blue
Includes 1.4kg (3 lbs) of weights
Size: 38-51cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest) x 76cmW

(circumference, measurement around the waist)

RU21575

Medium
Green
Includes 1.8kg (4 lbs) of weights
Size: 43-56cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest) x 86cmW

(circumference, measurement around the waist)

RU21576

Large
Black
Includes 2.7kg (6 lbs) of weights
Size: 48-61cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest) x 99cmW

RU21601

Extra Extra Small
Extra Small

BlueSize: 30.5cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest)
RedSize: 35.5cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest)

x 61cmW (circumference, measurement around the waist)

RU21552

Small

BlueSize: 43cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest) x

76cmW (circumference, measurement around the waist)

RU21545

Medium

GreenSize: 51cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest)

x 91cmW (circumference, measurement around the waist)

(circumference, measurement around the waist)

RU21556

RU21573

x 106.5cmW (circumference, measurement around the waist)

Extra Large
Grey
Includes 3.6kg (8 lbs) of weights
Size: 56-68.5cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest) x 112cmW

(circumference, measurement around the waist)

120

RU21564

Large
Extra Large

BlackSize: 58cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest)
GreySize: 66cmL (i.e. top of shoulder to bottom of vest)

x 122cmW (circumference, measurement around the waist)
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Squease Vest
Inflate to make the air tubing in the vest tighter to apply firm pressure to the
trunk and back, and so induce safe and secure feelings. For those with sensory
processing difficulties, this deep pressure on muscles and joints can be regulating,
help improve sensory integration and restore a balanced emotional state (e.g.
reducing stress or anxiety). Soothing for the over-stimulated and disorganised
nervous system, as well as increasing alertness and focus in an under-stimulated
nervous system. May help encourage self-regulation as the user controls the
amount of pressure exerted. Wear over a thin top, with other garments over the
vest. With Velcro® side and shoulder straps, zip at front, ventilation holes and
hand pump with quick release valve. Includes advice manual. Hand-wash and
air-dry. Nylon with a thermoplastic polyurethane coating. Contains rubber. XXS
and XS sizes are typically for 4-10 tears; S, M and L sizes are typically for teenagers
and adults. Approximate guide below - see size chart on our website for further
information. Extension straps available – contact us for more information.
‘At school, I am now able to carry out tasks that I would otherwise not have
dared to do, and I can complete them successfully! The vest makes me feel
less stressed when doing schoolwork.’
Chris
‘The deep pressure helps to relieve my anxiety. I have worn the garment
whilst driving my car (always a very stressful activity), which resulted in me
being very relaxed. I inflate the vest a couple of times per day for around
20 minutes at the time. After 10 minutes, I start to calm down and enjoy
wearing the vest for just a little longer.’
Marije
‘I love it – I feel like there’s a force field around me. I’m ‘living’ in my Squease
and really enjoying its benefits. In a shopping centre or going for a plane
– anything where there’s lots of noise or chaos, I really value the Squease.’

Binni-Sofa™
Multi-purpose, this wearable beanbag provides a unique and inviting solution for those
with sensory processing challenges. Intentionally snug to get into, but once on, it
provides comfort and soft pressure like a hug as well as stimulation and activity as need
arises. Offers deep proprioceptive input for those on the Autism Spectrum (some sensory
sensitive individuals sometimes crave deeper pressure). Designed to reduce children’s
anxiety about movement and potential falls, as well as improving body awareness.
Cleverly conceived with everyday use by both therapists and parents in mind. Practical,
the removable and stretchy zipped cover allows one or both inner cushions to be used
and facilitates machine-washing and -drying. The bead filling in the inner cushions gives
a pleasant sound element, especially when moved against the floor. One size (designed
for children 3-12 years but will fit a slim teenager/adult). Each. Colours may vary. For 3
years and over. Size: 40L x 42D x 24cmH

Dr. Wendy Lawson
RU23345

XXS For users up to 135cm (4’5”) or chest circumference 70cm (28”)

RU23346

XS For users up to 150cm (4’11”) or chest circumference 80cm (32”)

RU23347

S For users up to 170cm (5’7”) or chest circumference 90cm (36”)

RU23348

M For users up to 180cm (5’11”) or chest circumference 100cm (40”)

RU23349

L For users up to 190cm (6’3”) or chest circumference 110cm (44”)

RU23311
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Mishu™

Size: 178L x 140cmW

A fun, compact and portable weighted shoulder wrap intended to provide deep pressure
input. Similar to the effect of a tight hug or a deep massage, the Mishu™ may help those
with sensory processing difficulties to become more organized and focused. Reversible,
with a more neutral side for teenagers and adults and a decorated side to appeal to
children. The different textures add further tactile appeal. Removable and machinewashable and -dryable outer cover. Adjust the amount of weight inside according to
need. For 3 years and over.

RU21371

Size: 39H x 31W x 2cmD

Ball Blanket
Creates an intense feeling of security. The weight and movement of the hollow
polyethylene balls inside the blanket create pressure for a soothing effect. The
balls can be removed whilst the micro-suede blanket cover is machine washed.
With strong touch-fasteners. Colours may vary.

RU23312

Dolphin

revers
ible

Great weighted neck wrap with pleasant
cinnamon aroma and attractive design.
Can be heated in the microwave for use as
a heat pack or cooled in the freezer for use
as a cold press. Multi-sensory and suitable
for use by all ages. under supervision. This
is not a toy.
Weight: 2kg (4.4 lbs)
Size: 64cmL, 8cm diameter

RU18105

Lap Pad Set
Non-invasive method of providing propioceptive and tactile feedback for seated users.
Each pad holds separate weight strips (included). Weights are safely secured at both
ends so pad can be reversed. We recommend a suggested starting point the use of
weights totalling a maximum of 2.5% of the clients total body weight (this would be less
for a small child). Pliable and non-flammable. Polyester with PU foam. Colours may vary.
Size: 35 x 23cm

RU18633
RU21558

Neck Wraps

Large Weighted Lap Pad

Includes 3.6kg (8 lbs) of weights. Size: 61 x 25cm

Hours of therapy and snuggle time with these weighted neck wraps. Each made from
soft fabric. Can be heated in the microwave for use as a heat pack or cooled in the
freezer for use as a cold press. Suitable for use by all ages under supervision. This is not a
toy. Unscented. Weight: 1kg (2.2 lbs)
Size: 53L x 10Wcm

RU29144
RU29145
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Kitty Cuddle
Puppy Hugs
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The Vibro Tub
by ROMPA®
Lie back and relax, feel the vibrations, listen to the music and watch the soft clear balls
gently change colour. Maximum use of minimum space makes it ideally suitable for
domestic use. Use a quality music system with at least 50w per channel. Alternatively
ROMPA® can supply Music System 21986 – See page 195. Requires balls.
Available in Vinyl. Interior is white unless otherwise specified. Please specify colour
choice for exterior. The walls are 15cm thick and contain wood.
Size: 145 x 145 x 72.5cmH
‘The Vibro Tub is absolutely fantastic!’
Diana Hunter, member of staff at Special School, Leeds

RU18549

Body Roller
Provides deep pressure as the child crawls between the rollers for additional sensory
input. In a similar way to babies being calmed by swaddling and being wrapped tightly
in a blanket, deep pressure can be soothing and relaxing. Deep pressure is especially
beneficial for children with ASD and ADHD, and can help reduce tactile defensiveness in
those who cannot tolerate being touched (hypersensitivity or over sensitivity to touch).
Providing appropriate sensory input through a product like this Roller may reduce selfstimulation and self-harming amongst children craving deep pressure. Moving through
the rollers can help with motor planning, and can be used as part of imaginative play.
Tension and pressure are easily adjusted to each user’s specific needs – you can choose
the appropriate level of proprioceptive feedback for your child. The rolls are fully padded
which helps the child to relax. Available in red, green and blue – please specify colour
choice when ordering. User weight limit: 136kg (300 lbs).
Size: 100L x 75W x 58cmH

RU22083
RU22086
RU22087

Squeezer
Provides deep pressure for additional sensory input. In a similar way to babies being
calmed by swaddling and being wrapped tightly in a blanket, deep pressure can be
soothing and relaxing. Deep pressure is especially beneficial for children with ASD and
ADHD, and can help reduce tactile defensiveness in those who cannot tolerate being
touched (hypersensitivity or over sensitivity to touch). Providing appropriate sensory
input through a product like this Squeezer may reduce self-stimulation and self-harming
amongst children craving deep pressure. Moving through the rollers can help with
motor planning, and can be used as part of imaginative play. Tension and pressure
are easily adjusted to each user’s specific needs – you can choose the appropriate level
of proprioceptive feedback for your child. Masterfully crafted with a Baltic birch wood
frame. Cushioned foam rollers are covered in an easy-care polyurethane vinyl and they
squeeze and release pressure evenly and consistently. With hand holds for portability.
Colours may vary. Weight limit: 45kg (100 lbs)
Size: 85L x 60W x 38cmH

Elastic Straps for Body Roller - Set of 2
Wooden Elastic Anchor Points for Body Roller - Set of 2

RU21544
RU21772

Replacement band for Squeezer

Each.
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Haley‛s Joy®

on all products

A clever system created originally just for Haley and now
available just from ROMPA®!
Haley was a little girl who experienced challenges
centering herself and focusing. Her family searched
for ways to help her development and found Floortime
therapy. The first challenge her parents encountered
was gaining Haley’s interest and attention during these
interventions. With great delight they discovered that
Haley’s first experience on a vestibular swing proved to
be exactly what she needed, and it became her most
beneficial tool.

Built-in rotational
device

Foam padded
uprights

Haley’s grandfather, an engineer by trade, designed and
built her a portable vestibular swing, one which could
be moved to any room, and used to engage Haley in
therapy and developmental activities, such as puzzles
and reading.
For her family, the swing provided a practical solution.
For Haley, the swing provided pure joy.
Portable, practical and perfect for the Occupational
Therapist on the go.
Ideal for use in schools and domestic settings where a
permanent frame is not viable
Modular, with many accessories. Visit www.rompa.com to
see the full range

BENEFITS
• Frames set up and break down in just minutes
• No tools required
• Light-weight yet durable
• With foam-padded, high-strength aluminium uprights
• Functional and safe
• Switch between 1- and 2-point suspension
• Great for therapists in schools, hospitals, clinics and
homes

Size 1
• Weight capacity: 68kg (150 lbs)

• Footprint: 157 x 130cm

• Packs down into one bag just 86 x 20 x 20cm

RU22666
RU22669
RU22674
RU22989

• Size: 127cmH

Frame and Mat - Size 1
Platform Swing Small for Size 1 Frame Size: 81 x 61cm
Carrying Bag Size 1
Sensory Wrap Size 1 Maximum weight supported: 68kg (150 lbs)

Size: Chain 60cmL

RU22990

Reagan’s Ride Size 1 Maximum weight supported: 68kg (150 lbs)

Size: seat at bottom 30.5 x 30.5; seat 57cmH

RU22992

Interlocking Foam Padding Squares Size 1 Size: 178 x 178cm

Carrying Bag
Wide,
strap

adjustable

shoulder

Shoulder strap and handles – 2
ways to carry the system

‘Sockets’ with Velcro® fastenings
on the mat help keep the swing
feet in place

22674
Simple assembly – simple to use snap buttons on Frame

124
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on all products

Mobile and portable
• Light weight and easy to move from room to room, building to building
• Can be a viable alternative to a permanent system
• No need to worry about ceiling support loading
• Great for therapists without no/minimal dedicated space
• Frames fit into purpose-made bags (available separately)

Easy assembly
• Intuitive, simple and quick assembly – and packing away
• No tools required

Attention to detail
• Includes mat with anchors for the frame legs
• Covered swing chains
• Padding on the
frame legs

Size 3

Size 2

22670

Platform Swings Metal parts are covered
for comfort and safety
Size 1

Size 2
• Weight capacity: 113kg (250 lbs) • Footprint: 198 x 175cm

• Packs down into two bags just 117 x 15 x 15cm and 56 x 15 x 15cm • Size: 178cmH

RU22667
RU22670
RU22673
RU22675
RU22995

Frame and Mat - Size 2

Choice
• Frame allows linear and rotational movements (see details for each swing)

Platform Swing Small for Size 2 Frame

Size: 81 x 61cm

• 3 sizes of frames

Platform Swing Large for Size 2 Frame

Size: 122 x 61cm

• Several swings available to allow different positions (prone, seated etc.) and
achieve a range of therapeutic goals

Carrying Bag Size 2
Sensory Wrap Size 2 Maximum weight supported: 113kg (250 lbs)

Size: Chain 104cmL

RU22996

Reagan’s Ride Size 2 Maximum weight supported: 113kg (250 lbs)

See over for

Size: seat at bottom 43 x 43; seat 76cmH

RU22999

Interlocking Foam Padding Squares Size 2 Size: 178 x 236cm

RU22997

Balance Buddy Bolster Swing for Frame Size 2 Weight: 10kg (22 lbs)

details of the
Haley’s Joy®
Swings

Weight Capacity: 113kg (250 lbs)

Size 3
• Weight capacity: 136kg (300 lbs) • Footprint: 239 x 216cm
• Packs down into two bags just 147 x 15 x 15cm and 56 x 15 x 15cm • Size: 221cmH

RU22668
RU22671
RU22672
RU22676
RU23002

23003

Frame and Mat - Size 3
Platform Swing Small for Size 3 Frame Size: 81 x 61cm
Platform Swing Large for Size 3 Frame Size: 122 x 61cm
Carrying Bag Size 3
Sensory Wrap Size 3 Maximum weight supported: 136kg (300 lbs)

Size: Chain 144cmL

RU23003

Reagan’s Ride Size 3 Maximum weight supported: 136kg (300 lbs)

Size: seat at bottom 43 x 43; seat 76cmH

RU23005
RU23004

Interlocking Foam Padding Squares Size 3

Size: 236 x 236cm

Balance Buddy Bolster Swing for Frame Size 3 Weight: 10.4kg (23 lbs)

Weight Capacity: 136kg (300 lbs)
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Haley‛s Joy®
23004

Cushioned top for
comfortable use

Haley’s Joy® Sensory Wrap (23002)

Haley’s Joy® Balance Buddy Bolster Swing (23004)

Provides deep sensory pressure. The interior is made of a comfortable microfibre fabric.
The exterior is a durable woven nylon, which can be easily spot cleaned. Suspended with
easy-to-clean vinyl covered chains. To be suspended from 2 points of the Haley’s Joy®
Frames nearest to the Frame legs. Not intended to be suspended from a rotational single
suspension point. Can be used with the 22993 Haley’s Joy Carrying Bag for Sensory
Wrap.

Designed to help improve balance, core strength and reactions to maintain body
alignment. The foam padded frame is covered with an easily cleaned moisture/wearresistant vinyl. Suspended by 127cm vinyl-covered height-adjustable chains. Disconnect
the Balance Buddy Bolster from the chains and use it as a therapy roll on the floor.
Suspend from the 2 points nearest to the Frame legs, not the central point of the Haley’s
Joy® Frames. Compatible with 23001 Balance Buddy Carrying Bag.

Size: 102L x 51cmH

Size: 91cmL x 33cm diameter

Haley’s Joy® Carrying Bag for Sensory Wrap

Haley’s Joy® Carrying Bag for Balance Buddy Bolster Swing

Easily carry or conveniently store the Haley’s Joy Sensory Wrap with this durable nylon
bag. For use with all 3 sizes of the Sensory Wrap - Size 1 (22989), Size 2 (22995) and
Size 3 (23002).

Easily carry or conveniently store the Haley’s Joy® Balance Buddy Bolster Swing with this
durable nylon bag. For use with Balance Buddy Bolster 22997 Size 2 or 23004 Size 3.

®

Size: 109 x 20 x 20cm

Size: 91 x 51 x 33cm

RU23001

RU22993

Haley’s Joy® Reagan’s Ride
A soft seat swing that provides
surrounding pressure for enhanced
stimulation. The interior is made
of a comfortable microfibre fabric
that can be easily spot cleaned. The
exterior is made from high strength
fabric. The removable pillow
(included) is covered in a zippered
microfibre fabric case. The swing has
a 20cm total range of adjustment
up/down, which is independent
front to back, allowing the swing to
have some backward tilt (if desired).
Suspended with easy to clean vinyl
covered chains. To be used on the
linear suspension points of Haley’s
Joy® Frames or from a rotational
single point. Can be used with the
22994 Carrying Bag for Reagan’s
Ride.

Reagan’s Ride

23003

• Removable soft pillow
• Covered ropes for safety, comfort
and easier cleaning
• The soft microfibre fabric of the
Reagan’s Ride and Sensory Wrap is
pleasant to the touch

Haley’s Joy® Carrying Bag for
Reagan’s Ride
Size: 41 x 41 x 25cm

RU22994

Carrying Bag for Reagan’s
Ride Frame Size 1

RU23000

Carrying Bag for Reagan’s
Ride Frame Size 2 or 3
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One side is textured,
the other is smooth

Hanging Bracket
Purpose made bracket designed for fixing to timber or metal. Fixings
not included.
Note: Please ensure you ascertain from the appropriate authorities
that the fixing point is suitable and will hold up to 450kg.
Size: 13 x 30.5 x 10cmH

RU21928
Easy to

Safety Rotational Device

connect pieces

Provides a connection to a single suspension
point using the included Safety Snap, allowing
for smooth and safe rotation of equipment in
a clockwise or anticlockwise direction. Strong
aluminium body with steel roller bearing and
forged eye ring. Weight capacity: 725kg (1600
lbs)

Haley’s Joy® Interlocking Foam Padding Squares
Tested for heavy usage, this lightweight and durable foam padding will add
cushion and comfort underneath the On the Go Swing’s blue mat. This EVA
foam is closed cell, so it’s completely waterproof, non-toxic, lead-free, and
easily wiped clean with mild soap and water or a damp cloth. One side of
the padding has a herringbone texture, to provide grip. Comes with edges.

”Rolling Ridge Riding, Inc. (a therapy based horse riding centre in
Rockingham Co, NC) has used an “On the Go” swing from Haley’s Joy
for the past several years outside of our riding ring. Children can work
on the swing to receive sensory/vestibular input prior to their therapy
ride or afterwards. The swing allows linear and rotational motion. The
therapists volunteering with us and kids we serve absolutely LOVE
it! The swing is light weight making it easy to bring out to the preriding area. It is a snap to assemble and to take down and store as
well! Rolling Ridge Riding‘s kids have received so much help from our
smaller model swing, that we were excited (to the moon and back!) to
get a second bigger swing that will allow our larger children to benefit
from it as well! Additionally, the swings are light weight and so easily
transported in their storage bags that our therapists are able to use
them in different geographic locations as they serve our special needs
children in the community! Haley’s Joy swings are AMAZING!”
Kathryn Davis, Paediatric PT, Rolling Ridge Equestrian Therapy Inc, US

RU21559

Height Adjustment System
Provides you with the best way to vertically adjust your equipment for every client’s
individual needs. One of the most critical pieces of equipment to provide flexibility and
versatility for any therapy program. Includes a Safety Rotational Device (21559), 3m
Therapy Rope (21607), Safety Snap (21570), Vertical ascension device and a locking
carabiner (more than simply 21607 and 21546). An additional Safety Snap (21570) is
needed to secure the system to the end point of suspension and should be purchased
separately. Working load: 225kg (500 lbs)

RU21548
RU21607
RU21546

3m Therapy Rope
Height Adjuster only

Locking Safety Snap
Provides a connection between equipment and either an
accessory and/or the final point of suspension. With an
integral locking mechanism that screws closed over the
opening to prevent the snap from opening inadvertently.
Zinc-plated steel. Supports 25 Kilonewtons (255Kgf) and
meets requirements of EN362:2004.
Weight: 180g

“Our On the Go Swings have become the cornerstone of two sensorymotor rooms that our therapy team established in 2 of the school
districts we serve. The swings are very easy to set up and perfect
for the variety of students we serve with both vestibular and core
strengthening needs. The ease of set-up and take down allows us to
not only transport the swings but to reconfigure the room as we add
equipment and make changes to meet the needs of our students. Both
of our swings have the centre rotational device allowing us to use a
variety of swings that require either a single point attachment or 2
point attachment for linear movement. The safety and versatility of
these swings have made them the perfect choice for our students.”
Mary Kay Eastman, PT, MS, Therapy Coordinator, Athens-Meigs
Educational Service Center
Athens, Ohio

CEILING SUPPORT LOADING
Note: Please ensure you ascertain from the appropriate authorities that the
fixing point is suitable and will hold up to 450kg load at up to a 45° angle in
any direction.

RU23011
Vertical Bouncer Kit
Use with any swing for added bounce!
Specifically designed to enable controlled bouncing and vestibular
stimulation with any therapy equipment you attach to it. Includes 2
Single Vertical Bouncers, two 2 Double Vertical Bouncers, and 2 Safety
Snaps. Reinforced elastic loops are sewn onto the ends of the Single and
Double Vertical Bouncers. Weight capacity: 129kg (285 lbs)

RU21567
A helmet should be worn at all times when using Sensory
Integration equipment.
CEIILING HEIGHT
All hanging equipment requires a minimum ceiling height of 2.5m (8ft) and
should be positioned a clear distance of 1.8m (6ft) from any adjacent walls
and other obstacles.
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Leaf Chair & Stand Saver Pack

Leaf Chair

Buy both the stand and the chair together and save more!
Includes:

• Leaf Chair (14668)

The elegant leaf chair cradles the body and provides a gentle swinging motion to help
relaxation. Chair will support up to 100kg. Competent building advice to be taken
regarding fixture of the Ceiling Mounted Bracket. For ceiling suspension a Rotational
Safety device must be used. See page 140. Chain included with chair.

• Leaf Chair Stand (14669)

RU14670

Size: 165cmL

Leaf Chair available colours

The Leaf Chair is now available in a variety of different colours by special order! Contact
us for more information.
Blue

Green

White

Red

18299

14669

Black

RU14668

Leaf Chair Stand

Leaf Chair Corner Stand

An alternative, where ceiling fixing not feasible.
Chain & Leaf Chair not included.

For Leaf Chairs used in the corner of a room.
Chain & Leaf Chair not included.

Size: 210H x 152L x 215cmW

Size: 210H x 164cmL

RU14669

RU18299

Swing Seats
Ideal for vestibular sensory stimulation, these colourfast moulded polyethylene seats are
made to last. Includes webbed nylon safety harness, adjustable nylon ropes and pommel
for safety. Supports up to 159kg (350lbs). For use with Swing Frame 16884. Affordable,
sturdy, and great fun!

Swing Frame
For indoor use, the Swing Frame is designed to accommodate any one of the Swing Seats
at a time. Green. Easy to assemble, fixings included. Sturdy and reliable.
Size: 250L x 250W x 230cmH

RU16884

128

Code

Description

Inside HxWxD

Outside HxWxD

16881

Adult Swing Seat

89x38x41cm

99x51x46cm

16882

Youth Swing Seat

76x30x36cm

86x43x41cm

16883

Toddler Swing Seat

61x20x28cm

64x33x36cm

RU16881
RU16882
RU16883

Adult Swing Seat
Youth Swing Seat
Toddler Swing Seat
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Total
Versatility!

Suspension System
Eliminate the need for costly architects,
engineers and builders
The answer for therapists who cannot install a suitable ceiling support eye bolt or
who may move premises.
• Made from thick structural steel tubing 12.7cm x 7.6cm
• Solid, stable and free-standing
• Will support almost any piece of suspended equipment
• Stays in place even with rigorous activity
• Will not slip or slide
• Spacious standard system includes 3 forged eye bolts spaced 90cm apart on the
top beam
• Uprights and bases are heavily padded for added protection
• Easy to assemble and take apart for transportation
• Perfect for rooms where the ceiling is not strong enough to support SI equipment
• Working load approximately 600kg (1,340lbs)
• Weighs approximately 317.5kg (700lbs)
Size: 3 metres (10ft) high, 3.6 metres (12ft) long and 2.4 metres (8ft) deep at the
base.

Deluxe Vestibulator
Ideal for sensory integration therapy. Provides vertical stimulation, linear acceleration
and rotational experience. Height-adjustment assembly provides quick and easy
positioning. Includes: 1 Platform Swing (36 x 76cm), Flexidisk (51cm diameter), Roll
Swing (36cm diameter x 122cmL), Prone Net Swing, Net Swing with Positioning Seat,
Ropes, Mat (152 x 213 x 5cm) and Frame.
Working load: 227kg (500lbs)
Size: floor space required approx 3m x 2m; height approx 2.3m

RU19201

Mats and swings to be purchased separately (see pages 104, 130-137). Colours
may vary.
Please note: this product requires assembly by at least two people and appropriate
lifting equipment.

RU17687
Our Sensory Integration resources are sourced from all over the
world. We have shopped around so you don’t have to. Find all
the best Sensory Integration products in one place - ROMPA®!
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A Frame
Large free standing suspension system for up to 2 swings at once. Tubular steel with foam
padding on the legs. Can be installed indoors or out. Eliminates the need for permanent
structural fixings. Designed to handle a weight capacity of 300 kg. Simple assembly
required by up to 3 people. To be fixed to a suitable floor. Latex- and phthalate-free.
Colour as available.
Size: 518.1L x 190.6W x 232.5cmH

RU22948
RU22947
RU22949

Without mats

C Frame

With mats
Flexi Bolster (shown on left). Maximum weight supported: 136kg.

Size: 23cm diameter column x 80cm diameter disc base x 96cmH

RU22950

Hug ‘n’ Hold (shown on right). Maximum weight supported: 136kg.

Size: 118L x 29W x 100cmH (base 18cmH)

Free standing suspension system that eliminates the need for permanent structural
fixings. Easy to transport and assemble. Made from tubular steel with foam padding.
Could be fixed to the floor if necessary. Maximum weight supported: 150kg. Latex- and
phthalate-free. Colour as available.
Size: 233cmH; Base diameter 186cm

RU20781
RU22617
RU22619
RU22618

With single point head and mats
With triple point head, without mats
With triple point head and mats

Activity Bolster

O Frame
Free standing suspension system that eliminates the need for permanent structural
fixings. Easy to transport and assemble. Made from tubular steel with foam padding
and 3 suspension points. Could be fixed to the floor if necessary. Maximum weight
supported: 300kg. Latex- and phthalate-free. Colour as available.
Size: 220cmH, 235cm diameter at the floor

RU20782
RU22620

With single point head, without mats

Without mats
With mats

130

Designed to provide vestibular input, encourage good balance and improve weightshifting and co-ordination. With a flat surface unlike most Bolsters. Requires two
suspension points at a minimum height of 2.4m. Maximum working load: 136kg (300
lb). Includes safety snaps. Green unless specified otherwise (red or blue).
Size: 31.5W x 17cmH

RU22951
RU22952
RU22953

93cmL
126.5cmL
157cmL
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TheraGym® Flying Saucer
Swing
Ideal for providing an intense sensory
challenge. This substantially cushioned
swing is covered in smooth vinyl with a
firm circular base. Working load: 90kg
(200 lbs).

One
point of
attachment!

Size: 86cmH x 61cm diameter

RU21551

BOLSTER SWINGS - BENEFITS
• Made of easy to clean polyurethane vinyl
• With a sturdy core for safe use with children
and older users

Height
Adjustment
System sold
on page 127

TheraGym® Bolster Swing
A deluxe, versatile swing that can be used for a variety of progressive planning challenges.
Includes a textured rug for variable tactile input and safety snap for single point of
attachment. Weight capacity: 295kg (650 lbs)
Size: rope 198cmL; swing 120cmL x 25cm diameter

RU21560

One
point of
attachment!

Hanging Sausage by ROMPA®
These encourage plenty of movement and physical exercise and can be used as
punch bags, swings and climbing poles. Also order one Hanging Bracket. Competent
building advice to be taken on fixture as Hanging Bracket will only hold a maximum
of 450 kg. Safety Rotational Device recommended. Includes 450cm long rope. PVC please specify colour choice when ordering.

RU12639
RU12640

TheraGym® Economy Bolster Swing
This versatile nylon padded horizontal swing allows you to create a variety of progressive
balance and core exercise activities. Can be used with two points of attachment; 2 safety
snaps and 182cmL rope included. Working load: 136kg (300 lbs)

Size: 200cmL x 30cm dia

Size: 127cmL x 25cm diameter

Size: 150cmL x 30cm dia

RU21561
All suspended equipment must be used in conjunction with a Safety Rotational Device
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ROMPA® is proud to be the exclusive European provider of therapeutic products from
TheraGym®, a leading developer of the highest quality therapy solutions.

Sensory Integration is a
therapy that should be
carried out by suitably
trained and qualified
people. These swings are
intended for controlled
movements - they are not
toys.

TheraGym® Sling Swing
The Sling Swing provides stimulation in a prone or seated position with its versatile
aerial hammock suspension and quality construction. Safe for everyone from children
to adults. Includes one safety snap. Weight capacity: 136kg (300 lbs)
Size: 124.5cmL x 76cmW
“This can be hung from one suspension point, or two, and so both linear and
rotational vestibular input can be achieved. A fantastic swing to help develop
tonic extension and integrate retained primitive reflexes. This also makes
it very able to achieve supine positions. We also use this swing in Sensory
Attachment Interventions as it can provide a nurturing feedback when slowly
rocked, and can cocoon the person.”
Annie Doubleday, Emma Jerman, Occupational Therapists

RU21580
TheraGym® Therapy
Net Deluxe Swing
Provides
linear
and
rotational
movements
to
enhance
core
development and motor control. Whilst
some children seek the comfortable and
soft enclosure of a fabric swing like the
TheraGym® Tear Drop Swing, others
prefer the more open and visible space
provided by a net swing. Our Therapy
Net Deluxe Swing helps a child feel
secure whilst their vestibular system is
stimulated. This also provides a safe
haven for activities such as reading and
studying. A heavy-duty nylon cord unit
is suspended from welded steel rings.
Includes one safety snap. Vinyl-covered
birch board (58cm diameter) is optional.
Working load: 225kg (500 lbs)

TheraGym® Over the Moon Swing Sets
Provide many opportunities to experience multi-sensory input. Each set includes a half
moon-shaped support made of strong Baltic birch wood, a heavy-duty bar strap and
several options to secure these to your suspension system. Working load: 136kg (300
lbs). Colours and styles may vary.

RU21581

Set A Includes a Vertical Bouncer Kit (2 Single Bouncer units; 2 Double
Vertical Bouncer units; and 2 locking Safety Snaps); a Bouncing Swing (half moon bar; swing
seat and straps); Sling Swing (with 2 Safety Snaps); and an additional Safety Snap (i.e. 5

Size: 122cmH

RU21585
RU21586

Safety Snaps in total).

RU21583

Set B Includes an 81cm Trapeze Bar and a set of 2 Acrobat Rings (either can
be attached to the half-moon-shaped support with 91cm reinforced nylon straps) and 2
Safety Snaps to attach the straps to the wooden support.

All suspended equipment must be used in conjunction with a Safety Rotational Device

132

Optional Deluxe Net Swing

Accessory Board

Sensory Integration is a therapy that should be carried out by suitably trained
and qualified people.
These swings are intended for controlled movements - they are not toys.
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BENEFITS
• Colourful and appealing
• Fun and functional
• Cover provides comfort
and prevents access to air
valve
• Ideal for the many

TheraGym® Bubble Swing

children who do not like

Colourful and comfortable. Suspended from one point, the client can straddle the swing
and hold on with both hands. Suspend from 2 points and the client can lie on it prone
or straddle and glide. Filled with micro-fibre for a bean bag sensation. Includes 2 safety
snaps.

the sensation of rubber

Tube Swing
Multi-directional swing that is colourful and appealing. Sit on it or lie across it on your
tummy. Fun and functional. The heavy-duty and zipped polyamide cover is both inviting
and practical as this covers the air valve of the inner tube and makes the swing easier to
hold onto. Includes reinforced suspension bands. Requires inflation.

RU21893

Child
Maxi

Size: 104cmL

RU20530

Maximum weight supported: 80kg

Size: 50cm internal diameter; 85cm external diameter

RU21894

Working load: 159kg (350 lbs)

Maximum weight supported: 100kg

Size: 83cm internal diameter; 135cm external diameter

“Our new therapy is filled to the brim with Rompa® equipment
and resources but the most popular Rompa® equipment that the
children have just loved, has been the Beano Swing ... One recent
task was to use the Beano Swing to knock down a tower made from
the Soft Play, aiding a child seeking ‘crash and bump’ sensation and
then also using the Beano Swing to drop down into the up-turned
barrel helping motor planning and body awareness.”
Dominic Simpson, jigsaw Occupational Therapy Ltd
“The children love it and have given it many different names, such
as the ‘zip wire’ and ‘thunder bolt’! The Beano Swing requires good
core stability and tonic flexion as well as strength in the arms and
legs to hold on. The swing is a challenge to master and we grade
the activities to build up the child’s strength. We place a large
beanbag underneath until they are able to independently hold on.
This swing allows for accelerating linear movements that the child
creates himself or the swing is used for rotational movements. The
Beano Swing is an essential piece of equipment in our

Sensory Integration is a therapy that should be carried out by suitably trained
and qualified people. These swings are intended for controlled movements they are not toys.

Beano Swing
Improved design – softer rope for extra comfort to little hands!
A robust, waterproof polyester bag filled with polystyrene beans.
Swing on the Beano by gripping the swing between your thighs,
resting on the bean bag seat.
Working load 90kg (200 lbs). Colours may vary. Includes a built-in
plastic reinforced tear-shaped loop at the top of the rope to be
hung from your suspension system. The length of this rope makes
this swing unsuitable for use with the Suspension System 17687.
This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: seat 90cm circumference, 50cmL; rope approximately
140cmL

RU14113

S. I. clinic.”
Annie Doubleday, Emma Jerman, Occupational Therapists
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TheraGym® Tear Drop Swing
Provides a gentle swinging cocoon sensation. Features
include a machine-washable nylon mesh swing and a
Vertical Bouncer Kit (21567) to attach the swing to a secure
point of suspension. With a high opening to increase the
enclosed effect, please consider access into this swing e.g.
Soft Play Steps. Working load: 90kg (200 lbs)
Size: 162.5cmL x 61cmW

Sensory Integration is a
therapy that should be
carried out by suitably
trained and qualified
people. These swings are
intended for controlled
movements - they are not
toys.

“This swing instantly seems to attract attention from
the younger child, some of whom seem drawn to this
and want to feel cocooned. They love the sense of
safety that this provides, and feel secure in the swing.
With a smaller opening than other swings, this gives
a better sense of separation and physical boundary.
They have described it as their bubble. Our sessions
consider therapeutic space, such as activities working
in close proximity and tight space, and being able to
push against flexible boundaries feeling like ‘womb
space’. It has therefore been a valuable swing in our
Sensory Attachment Interventions too.”
Annie Doubleday, Emma Jerman, Occupational
Therapists

RU21555

Suspension Swing
Suitable for individuals with movement difficulties. The swing can also be
set in motion using the hands on the ground. Games such as picking up
bean bags, throwing at targets while swinging are also possible. Can be
used in all body positions such as lying face down, on the back or sitting up.
Even nervous users will soon gain confidence when using this swing. Height
adjustable. Cover: brushed canvas (100% cotton).

RU19234

100-150cm tall

Child Suitable for a child 3 years and over, approximately
Maximum load: 100kg Size: 98 x 75cm. Ropes 105cm long

RU22687

Adult

Maximum load: 200kg

Suitable for an adult approximately 150-200cm tall
Size: 153 x 79.5cm

TheraGym® Time-In Swing
Offers several options for vestibular input. Its
soft, supple and washable nylon mesh fabric
construction is perfect for gentle swinging
and relaxation. The stabilizing bottom board
acts as a solid flat floor for sitting or kneeling
and can be easily removed to create a more
snug sensation. Comes with an extra-strong
safety snap. Weight capacity: 90kg (200 lbs)
Size: 162.5cmL x 61cmW

RU21574
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Floating Cloth
A unique Sensory Integration resource for providing tactile, vestibular and
proprioceptive input. Encourages motor planning and co-ordination. Can
also help build muscle-tone. For balance and therapy or for relaxation. Can
be used outdoors (and then stored indoors). With four covered mounting
springs for dynamic movement. For suspension from four points or two (for
use as an enclosure). Includes cloth, springs with mounts and 8 safety snaps.
Washable polyamide with acrylic straps. Intended for use by an adult or a
child. Maximum load: 200kg.
Size: 250 x 250cm

RU22480

Cacoon
A relaxation shelter for adults and children. Nest-like, it provides a peaceful snug and personal
space to hide away in. Water-, UV- and mould-resistant fabric. To be suspended from one
point indoors or outdoors. Includes 5m rope, carabiner clip, aluminium ring and storage bag.
Store indoors after use. Washable cotton polyester mix. Maximum weight supported: 200kg.
Minimal assembly required. The door is to be purchased separately for users who want to
cover the opening for a completely enclosed Cacoon. Please note: this is not a swing and is not
intended for vigorous movement or spinning. Natural white, green, taupe or orange – please
specify colour choice on ordering.

Versatile
swing in

2 sizes!
TheraGym® Chillax Swing
A multi-use swing for proprioceptive and vestibular input, active play, or
peaceful relaxation. The swing can be hung by using the two included rails for
a hammock effect or without the rails for an increased deep pressure calming
feel. The small swing is constructed with four layers of heavy-duty Lycra for
extended durability and steady swinging motions. Comes with two precisely
milled wooden dowels, and two (2) Safety Snaps. Both have a weight capacity
of 90kg (200 lb)

RU21572
RU21604

Small

Size: 146cmL x 82.5cmW

Large

Size: 292cmL x 165 W

RU22881

Bonsai Cacoon For up to 2 children. Size: 120cm diameter; requires 250cmH

ideally (2.25m minimum)

RU22882

Single Cacoon For one adult or 2 children. Size: 150cm diameter; requires 260cmH

ideally (2.4m minimum)

RU22883

Double Cacoon For two adults or several children. Size: 180cm diameter; requires

270cmH ideally (2.45m minimum)

RU22884
RU22885
RU22886

Door for Single Cacoon
Door for Double Cacoon
Frame for Cacoon Powder-coated steel. Compatible with all sizes of Cacoon.
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SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT l Vestibular
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Jungle Bars
Each ‘bridge’ has its own level of difficulty allowing grading and a variety of challenges to
suit individual need. Exciting, inviting and enjoyable. Wonderful for providing vestibular and
proprioceptive input as well as fostering motor planning/skills, muscle-strengthening, spatial
awareness, co-ordination and balance. Suspend from 2 points for a more dynamic and testing
activity or from 4 points for more stable and controlled tasks. Maximum weight supported: 150kg
Size: 250cmL; adjustable suspension ropes 150cmL

RU22266

TheraGym® Adjustable Angle Swing with Foot Rests
Provides a comfortable swinging environment by adjusting the angle to suit your
needs. Features a deep hugging seat and durable steel construction. With a safety
strap that provides extra security and comfort for those with low or high muscle tone.
Working load: 159kg (350 lbs). For users 5’10” (178cm) or less.

Trapeze Swing
Includes the trapeze bar with two straps and two Safety Snaps. Working load: 225kg
(500 lbs)

Size: Seat is 104H x 58W x 46cmD; Outer hoop is 74 x 122cm

Size: bar 76cmL; straps 91cm

RU21566

RU21773
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Vestibular l SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT
ROMPA® is proud to be the exclusive European provider of therapeutic products from TheraGym®,
a leading developer of the highest quality therapy solutions.

TheraGym® Square Platform Swing
Provides many multi-sensory opportunities with extra stabilizing features: a hanging disk
to keep the swing moving uniformly and a carpeted platform to keep clients in place.
With one suspension point to allow the child to go in different planes of movement which
increases the vestibular input and challenge. This hardy swing has a solid Baltic Birch
wood base with a smooth edge for safety, and a soft removable carpet pad. Safety snap
included. Weight capacity: 360kg (800 lbs)
Size: 72 x 72cm
“The platform swing is an essential swing in our S. I. clinic, as it allows for the child to
work in different positions such as sitting, laying on their tummy or back. It is very
versatile and allows for the task to be graded. We love to use the Tube Swing inside
the platform to provide more postural support with gentle vestibular input. As the
child improves their posture through the use of S. I., the challenges can increase and
the child can lie or sit in different positions. The swing has ropes that the child can
hold on to for support and we encourage the child to start to self-propel and move
the swing themselves, as this is an excellent bilateral timing and coordination task,
and provides proprioceptive input.”
Annie Doubleday, Emma Jerman, Occupational Therapists

RU21549

3ings

TheraGym® Rectangle
Platform Swing
Allows the child to sit or lie down.
Large enough for the child to be
seated and still have space for
activities on the swing such as
building blocks, or beanbags to throw
at a target. Has a solid Baltic Birch
wooden base with rounded corners.
Includes the platform swing and a
Safety Snap. Excludes the carpet and
hanging disk of the square version.
Weight capacity: 360kg (800 lbs)
Size: 72 x 48cm; rope height approx.
140cm (not adjustable)

RU21599
Don’t forget
accessories for swings, such as for
throwing at targets
- Bean Bags (see page 246)
- Projectors (page 49 - 53)

sw ne!
in o

TheraGym® Seesaw Glider & Swing
This multipurpose vinyl-covered swing can be used in a variety of ways: as a
traditional glider; as a seesaw; or on an incline, providing significant versatility in
the therapy space. With three points of attachment for multiple functions, simply
adjust the height of the rungs by knotting the rope. Comes complete with 6 safety
snaps and a 182cm long rope. Working load: 180kg (400 lbs)
Size: 122cmL x 43cmW

RU21550
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SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT l Safety, Mats & Accessories

Raft Mat
Multi-purpose mat for pools. Use as a slide, path or float. Brilliant for
balance and co-ordination activities, games and co-operative play.
Connect multiple mats for larger combinations. Easy to use and suitable
for most ages and abilities. Each.
Size: 210 x 85 x 4cm

RU22686

01246 211 777

For sales and enquiries contact us today
ROMPA® Mats

This quality mat, covered in reinforced high quality durable Polyester or vinyl is ideal as
an exercise and gymnastic/aerobic mat. The mats are smooth in texture, constructed
Rompa® is een geregistreerd handelsmerk.
in fire retardent materials and easy to clean. This product has a zip for manufacturing
Nenko is de officiële dealer van Rompa® voor de Benelux en Frankrijk
purposes only. Each mat includes information regarding cleaning. Please specify colour
Airex Mats
required when ordering.
Manufactured from soft closed cell latex-free PVC foam which is lightweight, warm

013 - 48 01 55 (BE)

0418 - 82 00 82 (NL)

®
to the touch andRompa
has a ribbed
texture.
Non-slip, anti-bacterial,
and shock-absorbing
is een
geregistreerd
handelsmerk.
“Great item. The mat is perfect for our elderly fitness classes and the young
® to use beside the
so protecting against
injury.
to water,
so ideal
Nenko
is deImpervious
officiële dealer
vanand
Rompa
voor de Benelux en Frankrijk
children love them too!”
pool or in the water as a buoyancy aid. Information about cleaning included.
Laura W., Verified Buyer, Kidderminster

RU14600
RU14602
RU14601
RU14603

Coronella

Size: 185cm x 60cm x 1.5cm

Corona

Size: 185cm x 100cm x 1.5cm

RU12652

Small

Size: 183 x 91 x 4cm

®
®
ROMPA®Size:
et SNOEZELEN
des marques déposées de RompaRU
Ltd.
* = prixLarge
en baisseSize: 244 x 122 x 4cm
Hercules
200cm x 100cmsont
x 2.5cm
12653

Atlas

Size: 200cm x 125cm x 1.5cm

RU12658

ROMPA® et SNOEZELEN® sont des marques déposées de Rompa® Ltd. * = prix en baisse

04 82 81 00 80 (FR)

Prisene er ekskl./inkl. mva

62 95 06 10

Rompa® e Snoezelen® são marcas registadas OS PREÇOS INCLUEM IVA

232.415046

Aqualand Mat
Equally suitable for activities in the water or on land. Made from special

Контактный телефон

unbreakable hardwearing foam.
Size: 95 x 70 x 1.5cm

RU15876

013 - 48 01 55 (BE)

Non standard sizes supplied to order

Movivit® Mats

495 686 4047

Closed cell foam mats. Stain- and water-resistant. Fungicidal and anti-bacterial.
Phthalate- and latex-free. Easily rolled up. Wipe clean.

RU20451
RU20452
Rompa® y Snoezelen® son marcas registradas de Rompa® Ltd. RU22868

Weight: 1.9kg

Size: 140 x 60 x 1.5cm

Weight: 2.4kg

Size: 180 x 60 x 1.5cm

Weight: 3.2kg

Size: 180 x 120 x 1.5cm

91 - 1213000
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Safety, Mats & Accessories l SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT
Please specify
Colour choice

Octaband™
Participants pull on the resistance band ‘arms’ and receive proprioceptive feedback.
Offers the opportunity for interaction, co-operative play and social skills activities.
Suitable for most ages and abilities. Machine washable.

RU21367
RU21368

When used with foamfilled Floor Mats, the
movement of this product
provides a contrasting
sensation

8 arm Octaband™. For 2 – 8 people. Extends to 200cmL
16 arm Octaband™. For 4 – 16 people. Extends to 300cmL

Billowing Cushion by ROMPA®

Co-operband

www.rompa.com

A foam base with air cushion creates an exciting Billowing Cushion. Offers a number of
therapy opportunities for those with mobility and sensory issues. Lying or sitting on the
cushion provides vestibular stimulation which can be controlled by the user or another
person. Also provides proprioceptive and deep touch pressure input. Rolling on and off
the cushion is posturally-demanding, strengthening the core and trunk, whilst working on
antigravity flexion and righting reactions. Moving around the cushion facilitates gross
motor patterns and joint compression. Helps facilitate balance and promotes stability.
Useful in Snoezelen® and Sensory Integration environments, it is a safe depth and is
great for crashing on. When used with foam-filled Floor Mats, the movement of this
product provides a contrasting sensation. With other ROMPA® products, additional
engaging activities can be created around this cushion such as seeking out bean bags
placed round about or using in conjunction with a swing. The surface can be easily wiped
clean. Please state colour choice when ordering. Vinyl.

sales@rompa.com

Wonderful for all ages. A great way to warm up and to make exercise fun. The fabric is Size: 145 x 145cm
soft, stretchy, wrinkly and extremely appealing. The bright, bold colours are appropriate
RU12626
for older users. Can be used in schools for personal social health education as pupils
RU14649
Replacement Air Cushion
work co-operatively in a group. Suitable for creative play and learning about forces and
POA = Prijs op aanvraag NML = Niet meer leverbaar *= in prijs verlaagd
Alle prijzen zijn in EURO, exclusief BTW en administratie- en verzendkosten
rebound. Will hold six to twelve participants.

www.nenko.info

mail@nenko.be (BE)

Size: 160cm diameter (unexpanded), 6cmW

RU17409

www.nenko.info

mail@nenko.nl (NL)

POA = Prijs op aanvraag NML = Niet meer leverbaar *= in prijs verlaagd

Alle prijzen zijn in EURO, exclusief BTW en administratie- en verzendkosten

E)

www.nenko.info

mail@nenko.be

FR)

www.nenko.info

mail@nenko.fr

••

Rondo

www.klubben.no

Encourage fitness, group play and teamwork. No-fail, co-operation ensures collective
success. Can help encourage spatial awareness and creative movement. For children or
adults, seated, stood or lying. Stretchy and enveloping. High quality elastic single fabric
with viscose rayon. Colours may vary.

www.sembarreiras.pt

klubben@klubben.no
Concertina Mat
Practical, portable and available in a large range of colours. Folds away for easy
transportation and storage. Phthalate-free vinyl. Please specify colour required when
ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.

geral@sembarreiras.pt

Size: 140cmH, extends to approximately 4m

Size: 200L x 100W x 5cmH unfolded; 50L x 100W x 20cmH folded

RU20029

RU20034

Floor Mats

www.rehabmedical.ru

Don’t forget that our mats are ideal for Sensory Integration rooms too!
Floor Mats can be made with handles by special order. Should you need to regularly
remove floor mats (to allow wheelchair access for example), ROMPA® can make easy-

www.vialibre.es

info@rehabmedical.ru

to-move floor mats to suit your requirements.

We can also manufacture mats using foam of different densities. Should you require
firmer mats with less ‘give’, we can make mats with a choice of higher density foams.

vialibre.
accesibilidad@fundaciononce.es

Please contact us for further information.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT l Gross Motor - Bikes, Tricycles & Scooters

Didicar®
Propelled forward just by turning the
steering wheel to and fro. No batteries,
motors or pedals. Tough moulded plastic
is easily cleaned. Encourages exercise,
physical development, balance, coordination, spatial and speed awareness.
For 4 years and over. Colours may vary.
Supports up to 100kg. Requires minimal
assembly.
Weight: 3.8kg
Size: 80 x 30 x 25cm

Sportster

RU21340

The sportster has everything and more! ZF
Floating front axle, sports steering wheel,
rugged commercial chassis, ZF forward
and reverse hub, to name a few. Extremely
robust, can add an extra seat to the back.
Minimum age: 5-6 years. Seat is adjustable
to fit both an average-sized child and adult.
Maximum weight supported: 190kg
Weight: 42kg
Size: 153L x 79W x 92cmH

RU19175
RU19176

Sportster
Extra Seat

Connect-a-Scooter
Push Along

Probably the most versatile scooter we’ve seen!

Develops physical control, hand-eye coordination
and muscle control as well as encouraging children
to follow directions. Fun and inviting. For 18
months and over.

• With safety handles to help keep user in position and hands away from wheels

Size: 70cmH (wheel 18cm diameter)

RU23111
Scooter Board
Paddle
Encourages movement and can
help users manoeuvre their scooter
board. Scooter Board shown for
illustration purposes only. Each.
Design may vary subject to
availability.
Size: approx. 100cmL

RU22256

• Tongue and groove interlocking edges allow scooters to be joined
• Bold, bright colours
• Supports up to 90kg

• Excellent value! • Generously sized at 30.5cm square
Size: 30.5 x 30.5cm

“Simple and fantastic, this item has been the most sought after and well
used equipment we have introduced at the youth club.”
Lorraine K., Verified Buyer, Withernsea
“Great value for money! They have proved to be very popular with the
children in my classes.”
Helen D., Verified Buyer, Newport

RU17812
RU20771

Each
Set of 4

Square Scooter
Robust wooden scooter with vinyl bumpers in case of accidental knocks and central hole for rope attachment (rope not
included). For indoor use. Moves in all directions.
Supports up to 200kg.
Size: 41L x 41cmW
“Excellent. My 3 year old son loves this but my 7 year old daughter loves it too. I would definitely recommend
buying one.”
Amanda S., Verified Buyer, Sutton

RU18363
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Gross Motor - Bikes, Tricycles & Scooters l SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT

Adjustable Scooter Board
with Tow Strap by ROMPA®
For smaller clients simply use the smaller 35cm x 46cm Scooter Board. For larger clients,
unlock the Scooter Board, insert and lock the extra leaf in place, and you have a 35cm x
60cm Scooter Board. Special covered padded board for added comfort.
Made of varnished wood. Working Load 150lbs
Size: Length 45 - 60cm, 38cmW

Scooter Board Accessory Saver Pack
A wealth of imaginative ideas and resources to help you make the most of your
scooter board activities. Get your children moving, pulling, propelling, throwing,
retrieving, crashing … and really enjoying therapy sessions. Includes:
• 54 illustrated Activity Cards

RU13734

• Paddles
• Bean Bags
• Hoop
• Chiffon Squares
• Ball and balloon
• Rope
• Thera-Band™
• Bowling Pins
Contents may vary slightly according to availability

RU22255

Floor Surfer
An inviting roller board for play and therapy. Developed in partnership with
physiotherapists to ensure safe use by any child irrespective of motor skills. With nonsmudging and screened wheels to minimise the risk of running over fingers. Lightly
tapered at the front to allow increased freedom of movement for the child’s arms. The
raised front part supports the coccyx when the child is sitting and the sternum when
he/she is lying down. The narrowed sides at the centre act as handles. Maximum load:
100kg.
Weight: 2.9kg

Size: 56L x 37W x 14cmH

RU22647
“My son loves this
and so do we, he is
much more calm
after using the roller
board!”
Liza M., Verified
Buyer, Stirling
“Great quality.”
Ann-Marie B.,
Verified Buyer,
Bristol

Basic Roller Board
A Basic Roller Board which can be used sitting, lying or kneeling. Made of varnished
wood. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Supports approximately 150kg. Rope not included.
Size: 60 x 35 x 12cm

Rebound Roller
With impact protection, reboundability and easier holding-on thanks to its tyre surround.
Can be pulled in straight lines or spinned. Ball-bearing wheels are steerable. Supports up
to 150kg. Size: 75cm diameter
“Excellent sturdy board. Lots of sensory fun to be had.”
Liz W., Verified Buyer, Salisbury

RU16733
Don’t forget our Puzzle Block - great for crashing into and knocking down!

RU14589
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SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT l Gross Motor

TheraGym® Roller Slide Attachment
You’re in for a bumpy ride! Simply hooks onto the ladder bars of the TheraGym®
Climb and Go – Set of 2 (21554) as a horizontal bridge (using both) or as a slide
(using just one). Offers sensory stimulation (vibration), strengthening practice,
bilateral coordination and core stability. Rollers are vinyl-covered.
Working load: 90kg (200 lbs)

Size: 161L x 66W x 14.5cmH

RU21605

TheraGym® Climb and Go – Set of 2
Great for climbing, crawling and balancing. With a smooth platform top, ladder rung
sides and removable covers. Made from quality Baltic Birch. Can be combined with
the TheraGym® Roller Slide Attachment (21605) and the Scooter Board Attachment
(21602) at different heights to diversify your S.I. sessions. Perfect for home use.
Weight capacity: 90kg (200 lbs)
Size: each 53L x 61.5W x 73cmH

RU21554

TheraGym® Scooter Ramp
Ideal for promoting postural extension, motor coordination and fun activities.
The wide top platform allows users to turn smaller scooters around. Made from
extremely strong Baltic birch. Folds flat for easy storage. No tools are required
for assembly. Weight capacity: 113kg (250 lbs). Consider using bowling skittles
or soft play shapes as a target to knock down when as the child comes down the
ramp. Size: ramp 145cmL; platform 76 x 76 x 35.5cmH

RU21582

Slide and Hide
An all-in-one indoor unit to encourage a range of movements and motor skills for children
under 3 years. Useful for climbing, crawling, balancing and sliding, as well as turn-taking
and co-operative play. MDF with a maple finish. Flat pack – simple assembly required.
Weight: 39kg
Size: 85.5L x 139W x 59cmH

Scooter Board Attachment
Simply hooks onto the ladder bars of the Climb and Go – Set of 2 (21554) for a
scooter board ramp or a wooden slide.
Working load: 113kg (250 lbs)

RU21602

142

Size: 202L x 66.5W x 9cmH

“A great little unit. It was very easy to assemble, even on my own (despite the
recommendation being for 2 people to build it!). The instructions were clear and it
was very straight forward to put together. I was a little worried about how strong it
would be as we have several big, rather boisterous children, but I tested it first and
it easily takes my weight on it, never mind the children jumping on it. A few of our
bigger children have to squeeze to get into the hide underneath but it encouraged
their problem solving and they find a way. We’re going to experiment with different
light up toys/glow in the dark toys & stickers to put underneath next to inspire some
curiosity and exploration. The stairs are solid and are a good size (nice and deep but
not too high) ...”
Read more at www.rompa.com
Sarah, Deputy Manager, Nursery, Blyth

RU23173
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Gross Motor - Climbing l SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT

Convertible Climbing Wall
Requires floor cushioning of an appropriate depth for safety
Price given is for one Convertible Wall to be attached to a brick, concrete or ceramic
block wall. If you require Convertible Walls to be attached to Wood Stud walls and
Metal Stud Walls, please contact us for further information.
Working load: 113kg (250lbs)
For indoor use only.
• Encourages climbing which can be excellent for motor planning skills
• Made especially for lateral movements to encourage the use of both hands
simultaneously
• Angle adjustable - vertical to sloped
• Far more flexible than traditional statically mounted climbing walls
• Uses a unique sliding-rail system to facilitate climbing amongst a variety of abilities
• Made from robust, highest quality birch plywood
• Includes 63 hand-hold mounts for thousands of placement options
• Includes 20 hand-holds, colour-coded according to their difficulty level
• Hand-holds can be mounted several ways for greater variety
• Quick, straight forward set-up - easily anchored to walls
• Includes fixtures and fittings
• Several walls can be used side by side
Size: total 221H x 145W (made up of 3 equal sized panels)

RU17683

Sensory Circuits Saver Pack
Everything you need to help you create a sensory circuit.
Perfect for schools to energise and settle students at the start
of the day or after lunch in readiness for learning. Encourages
concentration and focus as well as improving sensory processing
skills. Motivating and engaging, sensory circuits can help improve
self-esteem, alertness, spatial awareness and physical well-being.
Includes activities for alerting (stimulation to prepare the brain
for learning e.g. spinning, bouncing, jumping), organising (using
motor sensory processing and timing skills for multi-tasking in
the correct order e.g. balancing, co-ordination activities) and
calming (last of all to avoid hyperactivity e.g. deep pressure and
rocking). Especially effective when purchased in multiples for
more students to enjoy. Contents may vary but pack typically
includes:
• Concertina Mat

• Sand Snake

• 2 PVC Hoops

• Gymnastics Ribbon

• Hop Ball

• Multi-Purpose Ball

• Spinning Cone

• Mini Rocking Board

• Lolo
• Tactodiscs

• Weight & Balance Cushions.

RU22481
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SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT l Balance
Build N’ Balance®
• Modular for multiple combinations

• Fun and challenging

• Fosters imaginative play

• Flexible – vary the difficulty level

• Height ranges from 10 to 24cm

• Encourages daring and confidence-building
Each great set is especially effective when bought in multiples for even more combinations and ever-varying challenges.
Description

Typical colour

Maximum load

Weight

Size

Plank

Plastic strengthened with steel bars. For 2-10 years

Blue

100kg

2.3kg

72L x 13W x 3cmH

Slack line

Steel-reinforced plastic. Polyester line and metal tightening mechanism. For 4-10 years

Purple & yellow

50kg

2.5kg

73L x 13W x 8cmH

Rocking Plank

Integrated rocking function. Moves 6cm as it rocks. Plastic. For 3-10 years

Green

50kg

1.9kg

72L x 13W x 10cmH

Log Plank

Curved surface. Plastic. For 4-10 years

Green

100kg

1.1kg

73L x 13W x 6cmH

Build N’ Balance® Starter Set

Build N’ Balance® Advanced Set

Includes 2 smaller tops, 3 larger tops and 5 planks.

Includes 6 smaller tops, 2 larger tops, 3 planks, 3 log planks, 2 bridge piers, 1 slack
line, 1 rocking plank, 1 bars & joints and 1 tilting disc.

RU22649

RU22653
Component parts available separately at www.rompa.com

Curved Walking Board - Set of 10 pieces
Simple or complex walking challenges can be designed with this wall. The brightly
coloured plastic components attach to each other forming a Walking Board which can be
up to 10 pieces long. The 5cm wide non-slip surfaces come in random colours. Pressure
tested to 600kg. Suitable footwear should be worn. Multiple sets shown with a 4-Way
Connector.
Size: 30cmL x 17cmH (Base 15cm)

RU15229
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Gross Motor l SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT

Hilltops – Set of 5
Provides opportunities to develop and stimulate gross motor skills, social skills and
creativity. Brilliant for imaginative play and motor planning as users assess the heights
and distances between the tops. With different heights and colours for variety and
gradeable challenges. The rubber rim helps prevent slipping and protects the floor.
Designed so they cannot overturn. Especially effective when used in multiples and when
combined with Riverstones 16736. Maximum load: 100kg
Weight: 4.8kg
Size: two at 36L x 36W x 8.5cmH; two at 40.5L x 40.5W x 17cmH and one at 42L x 42W
x 25.5cm

RU22644
Riverstones - Set of 6
Jump from ‘stone’ to ‘stone’ without
touching the floor. Move as quickly as
you can, imagining that the stones are
hot. Useful for co-ordination, balance,
spatial awareness and encouraging
confidence. Made of stable synthetic
material with a textured surface for
better grip. Set of six stones of two
sizes.
Size: approx 43 x 43 x 43cm x 9cmH
and 25 x 25 x 25 x 4cmH

RU16736

Step-A-Forest – Set of 24 pieces
Great for developing balance, co-ordination and motor skills. For individual use or
as a group for collaborative and imaginative play skills. Separate pieces as well as
a variety of shapes and heights allow the activity to be graded. Made from non-slip
durable polypropylene plastic for easy cleaning. Includes 6 leaves (26.5L x 18.7W
x 1.5cmH), 6 stumps (28.8L x 28W x 13.3cmH), 2 Y-shaped logs (46L x 37.4W x
6.4cmH), 8 logs (48L x 13.6W x 6.4cmH) and 2 storage bags.

RU21832

Bouncing Riverstone
Combines our ever-popular Riverstones with
the stimulation of bouncing for a greater
challenge. Stepping and jumping from stone
to stone is more physically demanding as
bouncing requires a different movement,
and strengthens the proprioceptive sense.
With a soft base and hard top supported by
3 strong steel springs. Especially effective
when purchased in multiples, and with our
other products such as Riverstones 16736
and Hilltops 22644. For 2 years and over.
Maximum load: 50kg Weight: 1.3kg

RU22660
RU22661

Each. Size: 37L x 37W x 10cmH
Set: 1 Bouncing and 4 Standard

Riverstones. Size: 37L x 37W x 18cmH

Mountain
An inviting mountain to crawl, climb and conquer! Move up and down it, use it as steps,
jump from it or sit on it. Challenging, stimulating, engaging and great for encouraging
movement as well as imaginative play. Users can experiment and gradually build up
their level of daring! Especially effective when used with Riverstones 16736 and Hilltops
22644. Maximum load: 100kg.
Weight: 2.3kg

Size: 65.5L x 49W x 32cmH

RU22645
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Retro Hopper
Ready, steady, bounce! For children over 4, and big kids who remember what brilliant fun
these were - and still are! Ready, steady, bounce!
Supplied deflated. Includes pump.
Size: 60cm diameter

Large Balance Dome
Excellent for balance, rehabilitation and sensory perception activities. Can be used either
way up. With a rigid base and a valve to adjust the pressure. Rubber. Especially valuable
when purchased in multiples. Colours may vary. Each.

RU19463

Weight: 4.3kg
Size: 45cm diameter x 23cmH

RU21481
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Lolo
Addictive balance challenge to get you moving, bouncing and enjoying gentle exercise.
With tactile footprint imprints as a foot positioning guide. Colours may vary. Supplied
inflated. Supports up to 100kg.
Size: approximately 35cm diameter (11cm rim)

Superb resource and great fun! Has a flexible squishy base for bouncing, rocking and
various movements. The top is flat with cut outs for gripping to stay seated and hold on
during use. Great for proprioceptive input.
Supports approximately 50kg. Colours may vary. Size: 30.5cm diameter x 20cmH

RU19472

RU18454

Hop Ball
Hoppers in bold, visually appealing colours. Attention-grabbing and inviting. For indoor
and outdoor use. Great for balance - they’re so much fun you’ll never notice you’re
exercising! Buy several for races and team play. Useful for alerting activities as part of
sensory circuits in schools at the start of the day - helps awaken some children and helps
others to use some energy to help them better focus on learning later in the classroom.
Supplied deflated.

RU17796
RU17814

Large For nine years and over

Size: 53cm diameter

Small

Size: 42cm diameter

146

Happy Hopperz
Bouncing, balancing fun! Wonderful inflatable creatures to encourage hand-eye coordination, spatial and bodily awareness, confidence, exercise and balancing skills. Childfriendly, and appealing. Includes pump. As an approximate guide, Medium Hopperz are
from 18 months and Large from 24 months. Supports up to 100kg.

RU23302
RU21136

Turquoise Unicorn Medium

49L x 21W x 43cmH

Green Dino

60L x 35W x 35cmH

Large
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Trampoline by ROMPA®
For jumping, bouncing, exercising and fun, this Trampoline comes complete with a hand
hold rail which can be removed when not required. Useful for alerting activities as part of
sensory circuits in schools at the start of the day - helps awaken some children and helps
others to use some energy to help them better focus on learning later in the classroom.
Can support weight up to 60kg (9st 6lb). For indoor use only.
Size: 120 x 120 x 33cmH; handrail 61cmH (floor to top)

RU13233

See page 92 for the TheraGym® Sensadome
’“Bouncy
fun.
My son likes to
bounce on it while
watching
TV,
good in a circuit”.
Daniel Q., Verified
Buyer, Newark

Bouncy Lily Pads

Hip Hop Jumping Mat
Children can safely let off steam by jumping on the mat, then rest and relax on it
afterwards. Fun and encourages movement and balance skills. Great as part of a sensory
circuit, or for a Soft Play environment. The suspension system is completely integrated
inside (no exposed springs nor hard frame) whilst a non-slip base provides stability. The
sides are made of easy-to –clean synthetic leather (polychloride, polyester and cotton
mix). The top has a dark grey woven fabric (acrylic, polychloride and polyester mix) which
can be steam-cleaned or cleaned with an upholstery cleaner.

RU23336 Small

Typically red. Maximum user weight: 40kg. Size: 107L x 70W x 17cmH

RU23285Large

Typically blue. Maximum user weight: 70kg. Size: 130L x 90W x 25cmH

Many children with sensory processing disorders and ASD enjoy jumping and
bouncing. These lily pads provide a safe place to bounce and an outlet for releasing
energy appropriately. Both options provide proprioceptive input and vestibular
activity that children with sensory processing problems can crave. These lily pads
can help improve flexibility, spatial awareness, confidence and co-ordination.
Particularly useful when combined with other balance products from ROMPA® to
create a sensory circuit. With heavy duty springs distributed evenly between two
layers of Baltic birch wood. Completely covered in easy to clean polyurethane vinyl
to prevent hands and feet getting pinched. With a non-slip rubber base for added
safety. Colours may vary.

RU21563

Large Lily Pad

Working load: 90kg (200 lbs)

Size: 16.5cmH x 77cm diameter

RU21569

Mini Lily Pads - Set of 4

Working load: 77kg (170 lbs)

Size: 11.5cmH x 35.5cm diameter

RU21571

Bouncy Lily Pond Set

Includes 2 Mini Lily Pads and 2 Large Lily Pads
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Collective Ball
Thanks to its six handles, two to six people can play with this ball together. Grab the
handles and pull! Develops social interaction and breaks down aggression. Colours may
vary. Supplied deflated - inflate with ball pump.
Size inflates to up to 55cm.

RU19301

Physio Roll
These Physio Rolls have been developed for use where clients experience difficulty
balancing on traditional therapy balls. Inflate with Electric Air Pump. Sizes are
approximate. Phthalate- and latex-free plastic. Maximum weight supported: 300kg

RU14581
RU14582
RU14583

Size: 40cm diameter x 65cmL
Size: 55cm diameter x 90cmL
Size: 70cm diameter x 115cmL

Popcorn Ball/Roll
Rompa® Play Rolls
These robust clear PVC ROMPA® playballs and playrolls are an excellent tool for
therapists. Inflate with Electric Air Pump.

RU12211
RU12212
RU17886

Size: 60cm dia x 150cm
Size: 45cm dia x 100cm
Set of 5 spare stoppers for Rompa® Play Rolls & Balls

Smaller balls contained inside the transparent outer create audible rewards,
additional movement and visual stimulation when the ball is in use. Encourages
movement, visual tracking, spatial awareness, listening skills and motor planning.
Inviting and engaging, to make therapy and exercise fun. Supplied deflated. For
users up to 120kg (270 lbs). For 5 years and over.

RU23060
RU23061

Popcorn Ball

Size: 50cm diameter

Popcorn Roll

Size: 90cmL x 55cm diameter

Eggball
Egg shaped therapy ball limits movement while providing a
secure and stable base for balance and postural activities.
Heavy duty, latex-free, roto-moulded Eggballs are ideal for
pediatric, geriatric, neurological and orthopedic clients. Inflate
with large valve inflator. Colours as available.
Inflate with Ball Pump/Electric Air Pump.
Size: 55cm

RU14864

Ball Stand
Ideal for keeping therapy balls in constant contact with the floor, and in a solid, stable
position. Also for clients who need more stability while working on therapy balls. Colours
and designs may vary. Non-toxic and latex-free.

See page 204 for our
Constellation Ball

Size: approx 50cm diameter

RU29150
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Bumpy Multi-Purpose Ball
A textured version of the ever-popular multi-purpose balls. The small bumps provide
additional tactile input that may foster circulation. Useful for physiotherapy,
rehabilitation, occupational therapy, exercise and massage. For users up to 120kg (270
lbs). Supplied deflated.

RU23058
RU23059

Typically green. Size: 65cm diameter
Typically red. Size: 100cm diameter

Multi-purpose Balls
Soft PVC multi-purpose balls for play, co-ordination and balance. With a lightly ribbed
surface (except the 120cm ball) to provide a sure grip, these balls are comfortable to the
touch. Supplied deflated.
Inflate with Electric Air Pump.
Made from soft PVC.

RU14571
RU14572
RU14573

Size: 45cm dia
Size: 55cm dia
Size: 65cm dia

14574
Size: 95cm dia
Size: 120cm dia

Soft Ball
A unique inflatable ball made from foamed vinyl. The Soft Ball is slow in flight and so
easy to play with. It does not hurt when it strikes the body. Inflate with Ball Pump/
Electric Air Pump. Colours may vary.

Tactile Roll
The tactile surface provides invigorating massage and tactile stimulation. Limited to
forward and backward movements. Comes deflated. Colours may vary.

Size: 40cm diameter

Size: 50cmD x 100cmL

RU14134

RU19290
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SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT l Balance
Balance Disc
Ideal for varied balance exercises. Coordination, balance and automatic leg,
buttocks and arm reactions are developed.
Ideal for neuro-physiological therapy. The
disc can also be used in water. The holes
in the disc allow the water to flow out at
a controlled rate, making doing exercises
while floating on the surface of the water or
at the bottom of the pool possible. Anti-slip
underlay and instructions included. Supports
up to 120kg.
Size: 40cm diameter x 9cmH

RU19224
Robo-Board
Trains weight transfer and dynamic balance, as well as providing proprioceptive
stimulation. Can help improve muscle coordination, controlled movement,
body awareness, rhythm and regulation of force in the legs. Move the board by
transferring weight from side to side – it rotates when the weight is on four of the
wheels on one side, and locks when the load is centred over the four central wheels.
Allows rotation in a circular movement of up to 360°. With practice, an experienced
user can get the board spinning and do tricks with it. Engaging design to appeal to
children of all ages, including teenagers. For users 4 years and over.
Maximum load: 75kg.

Weight: 1.25kg

Size: 50L x 16.5W x 8.5cmH

RU22654

Sit ‘n Gym Balls
Worm
The unique shape of this balance roll allows more movement possibilities and can
encourage imaginative play. Suited to younger children. For 12 months and over.
Supplied inflated. Colours may vary.
Size: 105L x 15cm diameter (approximately)

RU21471

Seesaw
A balancing classic in a unique design. Contemporary and appealing aesthetics. Pliable
synthetic rubber domes on the underside ends and on the base of the pivot provide
a softer, more dynamic movement and help protect the floor. Plastic, with a non-slip
surface. Maximum load: 75kg.
Weight: 1.4kg

RU22648
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Size: 52L x 22W x 14cmH

These comfortable balls are designed with little legs so that they can be sat on. They
can help to improve your posture as well as fostering attention and concentration, and
can be used in schools, offices and homes. Inflate with a ball pump/electric air pump.
Maximum weight supported: 120kg. For 5 years and over. Each.

RU23063
RU15223
RU15224
RU15225

Size: 35cm diameter
Size: 45cm diameter
Size: 55cm diameter
Size: 65cm diameter

Trace & Balance
Stand on the board with the feet on the foot prints, and use balance skills and core
muscles to roll a ball through the path. Helps develop motor skills and planning. Includes
wobble board and 4 wooden balls (small parts). For 3 years and over.
Size: 45L x 30W x 5cmH

RU23325
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Rocker ‘n’ Roll
Multi-play Arc
A bridge to tunnel under … a rocking chair … a shop counter … its uses are only limited
by your imagination. Deceptively useful wooden arc is perfect for nurseries and is a
valuable sensory integration tool for youngsters.
Size: 140L x 50W x 52cmH (30cm floor to bottom of arc)

Soft ‘U’ shape to crawl under or lie in. Several seated youngsters can rock together
to foster co-operation and team play. The less able can be gently rocked by
another person. Foam interior with phthalate-free vinyl exterior. Please specify
colour when ordering. This product has a zip for manufacturing purposes only.
Size: 100L x 100W x 50cmH

RU20046

“Simple yet fun. My 7 year old with autism and SPD loves this!
She has her iPad and rocks it back and forth.”
Patrice D., Verified Buyer

RU19904

Balanza® Seesaw
A wonderful portable seesaw to encourage movement, co-operative skills, social play and
team work. Helps build co-ordination and balance skills, and an awareness of rhythm.
Use indoors or out. The unique design attracts attention and draws youngsters to it.
Birchwood with resilient Ruton balls and leather handles. Each ball can be individually
adjusted with a pump and needle (included). Maximum weight supported: 150kg.
Size: 120 x 50 x 41cm

RU21934
TeeterPopper™
Fabulous rocker to encourage movement
and to provide multi-sensory input and
physical fun. The 14 suction cups on
the underside make an awesome noise
as they become unstuck for auditory
stimulation, whilst the different textures
on the top of the suction cups and at
each end provide tactile input. Wonderful
for children who crave intensive sensory
input. With 2 integral handles at each end
so the child can hold on and push down
to rock. Stand or sit astride or inside the
rocker. Made from rigid and easy to clean
plastic. Winner of the 2014 Best Toys for
Kids ASTRA award. Colours may vary. For
3 years and over.

Balanza® Ballstep®
The air-filled ball at each corner makes this no ordinary balance board. Suitable for a
wide variety of ages and abilities. Helps build co-ordination and motor skills, as well
as improving overall fitness. Each ball can be adjusted using a pump and needle
allowing variations and new balance challenges. Wooden and sturdy. Maximum weight
supported: 200kg. Weight: 5.15kg.
Size: 89 x 43 x 14cm

RU21933

Rocker Convertor – Set of 2

User weight limit: 50kg (110lbs)

Cleverly adapts static objects into more flexible, moving variants. Position your chair,
wheelchair, pram etc onto the wooden rails to safely rock them. Upturned ends help keep
objects in place. Wood. Pair.

Size: 76L x 45cmW

Size: 100cmL x 5.5cmW

RU22082

RU19553
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SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT l Gross Motor

Mini Rocking Board
This is a smaller version of the Rocking Board. It is suitable for sensory stimulation. Used
for balancing and rocking while sitting, standing or kneeling. Wooden frame with nonslip surface. Maximum weight supported: 56kg.

Inverted Fungi by ROMPA®
Rocking and rolling from side to side in this upturned mushroom shape in Polyester is
great fun. Can also be used for passive therapy when gently rocked by a therapist.
Provides an excellent opportunity for vestibular therapy.

Size: 50 x 50 x 10cm

RU15505

Size: 60cm x 150cm diameter

RU16053

Spin & Explore Garden Gym™
Colourful, inviting mat with detachable, rotating, cushioned support. Lots to discover,
explore and enjoy. Each petal has a unique feature. Visual, tactile and audible. Baby can
be turned round 360°. Washable. From birth onwards.
Maximum weight supported: 22 lbs, 10 kg

2

Size: 68cm diameter mat, 30cmL platform

units in
one!

RU19721

TheraGym® Step Rocking Boat
Two units in one!
A great vestibular activity for two children, turn it over and the rocking boat becomes
a sturdy set of stairs to use for motor planning activities.
Size: 119L x 61W x 30cmH

RU29775
Bilibo
Sit in and rock, spin, or climb on, so many options are possible. The soft, round shapes
stimulate the senses and can help develop motor skills and a sense of balance. Can be
used in or outdoor. For 2-7 years. Colours may vary. Made from durable high density
polyethylene. Non- toxic. Weight 800g.
Size: 39 x 39 x 22cm

Balance Sphere
Wooden, circular balance board with non-slip top. Plywood. It is recommended that
socks/shoes be worn as surface is intentionally bristly.
Size: 33.5cm diameter x 7cmH

RU19586

152

“Very versatile. Great bit of kit for very relatively little money - so many
ways to use it!”

Britt B., Verified Buyer, London

RU19506
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Balance Saucer
A sturdy saucer for swaying
and balancing activities. The
removable cover means it can
be used in sitting or standing
positions. Suitable for indoor
and outdoor use.
Supports up to 60kg.
Size: 76cm dia x 14.5cmH

RU15861

Giant Saucer
Spinning Cone
A versatile piece of equipment which can be used to generate balance, coordination and general mobility. Made of impact proof plastic and can be used
for active general play or for therapeutic exercises. ‘Alerting’ activities involving
spinning, bouncing, jumping and skipping can be used in sensory circuits at the
start of the day to energise children in readiness for learning. Can be used by up to
two children. For 3-10 years. Maximum weight supported 100kg.

Wow, wow woppa! Movement and balance on a BIG scale! Large enough
for large adults or up to four children. Perfect for sharing activities to foster
confidence and group work. Maximum weight supported: 150kg
Size: 140cm diameter x 40cmH

RU19557

Size: 80cm diameter, 40cmD

RU14412

Mini Top
Promotes motor skills control and development, balance and the vestibular sense. Invites
younger children to teeter, swing and spin – at first with the help of an adult and then by
themselves. Carefully designed shape and size so that user fits comfortably inside with
head and fingers protected. The tilting motion gradually slows down and prevents the
user from tipping over at the same time. For infants 0-4 years. Maximum load: 50kg.
Weight: 1.6kg
Size: 68cm diameter x 26.5cmH

RU22640
RU22641

Mini Top
Soft Cushion for Mini Top. Quilted fabric with anti-slip RUbber dots on the

bottom side. Size: 64cm diameter

RU22643

Mini Top and Cushion Saver Pack. Buy the Mini Top and a Soft Cushion and

save more compared with individual purchases.

Sit and Spin
Useful for hand-eye co-ordination, gross motor skills and exercise. Provides vestibular
input that some children with sensory processing problems can crave. Fun and practical,
this may help children to self-regulate, manage their behaviours and improve their
confidence. Compact enough to be portable, and could be used outdoors (then stored
inside). Maximum weight supported: 45kg. For 3 years and over. Minimal assembly
required.
Size: 55cm diameter x 30cmH

RU21834
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SENSORY INTEGRATION & MOVEMENT l Gross Motor
Roll Tunnel
Great for practising motor planning skills! Encourage clients
to roll, rock, balance and turn. Colourful and inviting. Outer
tunnel made of foam and vinyl. Assembles in a couple of
minutes. Can be quickly dismantled for flat storage. Weight
limit: 75kg.
Size: approximately 46cmW
“Better than expected … Colourful and robust. My son has
cerebral palsy, so we need to roll the tunnel for him. The
tunnel comes in two sizes and we are going to purchase the
smaller size also.”
Giles H., Verified Buyer, Surrey

RU20077
RU20078

86cm diameter
107cm diameter

PVC Hoop

Multi-Purpose Tunnel
Used to develop body awareness and motor skills. Large objects such as therapy balls
can be passed through the tunnel, or clients can move through it. Also useful for building
emotional skills, such as preparing for the transition into new situations. With handles
to help keep the tunnel openings accessible. Wipe clean with a damp cloth. Colours may
vary.
Size: 4.5mL

A well-bonded, waterproof hoop that is easy to grip. Useful for all sorts of activities,
including throwung games. Available in red, blue, yellow, green. Please specify colour
choice when ordering. Each.
Size: 70cm diameter

RU15322

RU21587

Obstacles - Set of 4
Move on leaps and bounds with this fab set!
Go over or under the bars. May help improve
co-ordination. Child-friendly foam bases.
Varying lengths and heights for varying
challenges. Light weight and portable.

154

Fun Tunnel
Hours of fun are possible with this heavy duty tunnel. Wriggle through it, roll over in it
and peer through the transparent sides. Encourages gross motor skills. Fire retardant.
Colours may vary.

Size: Heights: 25, 30, 35, 40cm, approx 75cmL

Size when extended: 182L x 60cm dia

RU17421

RU19747
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23235

23237
23236
Body Wheel
Multi-Way Balance Set
Rock, climb, crawl … re-configure this versatile set to encourage different movements
and skills. Includes two climbing plywood arches with hardwood rungs and a board with
cut-outs on the underside for attaching this to the arches. For 3 years and over. Load
capacity: 100kg. Made to order – allow up to 8 weeks for manufacture.

An activity challenge for children. Easy to set in motion, the wheel allows exercise
opportunities to practise body agility, strength and balance. Use the wheel to roll while
lying on the back/stomach or while standing. Especially effective when purchased in
multiples, to create towers or tunnels. Encourages a range of movements including
crawling, reaching and climbing. Made from fibreglass reinforced plastic with a soft
rubber rim to protect fingers and floors.

Size: arches 72L x 72W x 62cmH; board 180L x 35cmW

For 3 years and over.

RU23314

RU23235
RU23236
RU23237

Large Body Wheel Each. Size: 29W x 59cm diameter
Small Body Wheel Each. Size: 30W x 46cm diameter
Set of 2 Body Wheels – 1 Large, 1 Small

Fun Tyre from ROMPA®

Wheelchair Tunnel

Useful for balance and co-ordination games, turn-taking and to encourage movement.
Buy multiples for further play opportunities, such as colour matching, stepping in and
out of tyres in a double row and understanding prepositions (in, out, over, behind etc).
High density polyethylene. PVC- and phthalate-free. Each. Colours may vary.

Encourages inclusive activities – wheelchair users can go through the tunnel as can the
more able bodied. Easy to assemble (pole system with fabric cover) and colourful. With
nylon and see-through mesh panels. Great for spatial awareness and gross motor skills.
Light-weight.

Size: 58cm outside diameter (33cm internal diameter) x 17cmW

Size: approx 295L x 100W x 160cmH

RU18859

RU20528
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LED Shadow
Voice-activated LED UV black light. Maintenance-free as no delicate UV tubes. Features
blackout/static/dimmer/strobe, built-in automatic programs and additional power
output for daisy-chaining units together. Use with your white and fluorescent products.
90V-240V. Weight: 2.2kg
Size: 36L x 25W x 17cmH

RU20714

Glow Starry Night Parachute
Glow in the dark fluorescent stars shine brightly against the navy blue nylon ‘sky’
background. Provides visual stimulation and opportunities for social activity and
interaction. Handles make the parachute easier to hold and move. Requires a UV light
(to be purchased separately).
Size: 365cm diameter (12ft)

RU17637

2 lights in 1!

UV LED Light Strip System
Flexible, practical and easy to install. Includes 5m of self-adhesive UV LED Light Strip and
12V power supply. No need for UV tube or bulb changes. Can be cut to a different length
if required. Can be used in water environments (professional installation recommended).

RU21462

UV Lantern with Torch
Economical and portable lantern. Fitted with a 6W 10cm UV tube with reflector for
maximum light output. With large sliding ON/OFF switch and cord handle for ease of
use. Includes 4 AA batteries. This is not a toy.
Size: 16L x 5.5W x 2cmD

RU18888
Disclaimer

LED Blacklight
Use with fluorescent and glow products to enhance the visual effect. 30W. 220-240V.

Ultra Violet Lights

Weight: 0.8kg

Over exposure to UV light can cause eye problems. Limit exposure to UV
light accordingly.

RU22970

Size: 51L x 6 x 5cm
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Star Seat
Cosmically comfy! Use flat for several children or against a wall for back support for an
individual. UV-reflective star print adds visual interest and can be used to theme a room
or prompt conversation. Especially effective when used next to acrylic wall mirrors. Filled
with fire-retardant bead. Hard-wearing polyester is water-resistant and can be wiped
clean. For indoor or outdoor use (store inside). Blue-green blend as standard. Bead and
fabric tested separately for fire-retardancy.
Size: 125L x 100cmW

RU23400

Oogi Glow
A fabulous fidget family! Each one is tactile, visual and his suction cups can be used to
create audible feedback and to ‘stick’ to smooth surfaces. Pliable, poseable and stretchy.
Great for imaginative play – spot him doing yoga, floating in the bath or exploring his
reflection in mirrors. Glows in the dark – ‘charge’ under a bright light first. Made from
high-quality food-grade silicone rubber. Durable and easy to clean. Especially effective
when purchased in multiples. For 3 years and over.

RU23262
RU23263

Oogi Glow

Size: 13cmH

Oogi Glow Junior

Size: 8cm

Glow Koosh Ball
Tactile and visual – it glows
when exposed to UV light.
Great to explore in darkened
environments, and a lovely
fidget. Typically green. Rubber.
For 3 years and over. Each.
Weight: approx. 135g

UV Scarves - Set of 3
Provides additional visual
appeal to juggling, dancing,
throwing and catching. Light
enough for the frailest hands.
Watch them float gracefully
down.
Colours may vary.
Nylon.

Size: 10cm diameter

RU23122

Size: 65 x 65cm

RU18979

UV Dance Sack
Following the popularity of our Dance Sack, here’s a glow version for drama in the dark! Neon yellow
material is luminous and especially visually appealing in ultra violet light. Highly elastic, highly
enjoyable. Machine washable at 40°C. Each. Closed up by a zip - the user will be enclosed so please
make sure that the user is comfortable with this. Open and close the zip with care to avoid fabric
being caught in the zip/the zip puller becoming detached. Regularly inspect the Dance Sack for signs
of fraying and repair/replace as necessary.
“Really cool. Fantastic place to hide away or to use dance around under UV light. Fab
product.”
Alexandra, Verified Buyer, Shrewsbury

RU20051
RU20052
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L: 6 – 13 years (140 x 70cm)
XL: Adults (160 x 70cm)
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Glow in the Dark l VISUAL

UV Mat
Glows intensely under UV light for visual stimulation whilst woven structure
offers tactile interest. Place on the floor, table top or wall-mount. Safe to handle
with bound edges for a smooth finish. PVC. Easy to clean, durable and highly
decorative. Phthalate-free.
Size: 100 x 100cm

RU19513
UV Carpet Mat
This colourful high quality carpet mat glows in vivid fluorescent colours when under ultra
violet lights. Lay the carpet on existing floor/cushioning or attach to a wall. Light sources
19210 and 21452 not required.
Size: 182cm x 91cm

RU20278

Neon Carpet Tiles - Set of 5
With patterns that glow under UV light (to be purchased separately). Appropriate for a
variety of ages. Light sources 19210 and 21452 not required
Size: 46L x 30cmW (each tile)

RU21374

UV Textured Mat
A nobbly bobbly version of the popular UV mat. Woven structure now has the added
tactile appeal of bumps. Easy to clean PVC. With bound edges. Compact size fits
comfortably on a lap or table top. Phthalate-free.
Size: 30 x 30cm

RU20480

Ultra Violet Reactive Fabric Vibrant yellow that glows under UV light! Perfect for adding a visual boost to your Soft Play areas! Look out for our UV logo
tells you which products can be made with this fantastic fabric.
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VISUAL l Ultra Violet

Ultra Violet Waterfall
Visual and tactile, this curtain of UVresponsive, latex-free and phthalatefree PVC strips stimulates the senses
and provides a glowing focal point in
a darkened room. To be wall-mounted
using the incorporated cantilever
bracket (additional appropriate fixtures
may need to be purchased separately).
Radiant in daylight, but we recommend
the use a UV light to best appreciate
the neon effect (not included). Not
intended to be pulled, swung on or
vigorously handled.
Weight: 3.9kg

Linelite

Size: 100W x 200cmH

Linelite is flexible plastic tubing which glows in vivid fluorescent colours when held
under ultra violet light. Install an ultra violet light over a display of hanging tubing
in a corridor or corner of a room. The glowing tubes are fun to touch, tie together
and generally explore.

RU22260

Linelite is priced by the metre. Please state lengths required for each colour and
diameter. The ultra violet light is not included. Colours may vary.
4mm Diameter

Linelite Shower
Stand amongst or move through
the multi-coloured linelite strands.
Simple yet engaging design. Install
in a darkened environment with an
ultra violet light nearby to make the
strands glow most vividly. With bells
for auditory appeal.
Size: top wooden disc: 20cm diameter

RU13820
RU13821
RU13822
RU13823
RU13824
RU13825
RU13826
RU13827
RU13828
RU13829

Clear/White
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Clear/White
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

Strands: approximately 140cmL and
4mm diameter

RU18312

Linelite Door Panel
Brighten up your doorway with
this Linelite! Install in a darkened
environment with an Ultra Violet
light nearby to make the strands glow
most vividly. With bells for auditory
appeal. This product contains wood.
Size: approx 144cm

RU19248
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UV Twister Rope
It’s Linelite – but not as we know it! Flexible, textured ‘rope’ that glows under UV
light. Tactile, visual and phthalate-free for the ultimate in safety. UV light to be
purchased separately. Priced by the metre. Please state lengths required for each
colour. Latex-free.
Size: approx 8mm diameter

RU20464
RU20465
RU20466
RU20467
RU20468
RU20469
RU20470
RU20471

Orange
Red
Pink
Purple
Yellow
Green
White
Blue
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Glow in the Dark l VISUAL

Sensory Den
Dark ‘tent’ that can be easily assembled and taken apart then compactly stored
away in just a few minutes. Provides a cosy hideaway to provide a calming and
safe retreat free of distractions or a dark space to use for visual stimulation and
exploration with your own lights and glow products. A flap over the entrance (and
window on the Standard size) blocks light from entering when down, or can be left
open to maintain contact/supervision. Portable and potentially useful for holidays or
where permanently available space is restricted. Includes storage bag.

RU23304
RU23305

Standard. Size: 100 x 100 x 100cm
Giant. Size: 120 x 120 x 180cmH

SensaHut

Ultra Violet Abstract Tactile
Panel by ROMPA®
All the tactile appeal of this popular panel with the increased visual appeal of ultraviolet-responsive features. An engaging combination of textures, touch experiences,
temperature contrasts and eye-catching focal points. Install in a darkened environment
with an UV light nearby. To be wall-mounted. Please purchase fixings appropriate to the
construction of your wall. Wooden frame.
Weight: 17kg
Size: 115 x 115 x 5cm (3cmD frame)

RU22588

Folds flat
in bag

The perfect sensory haven in which to explore glow in the dark resources. Once
zipped closed, the inside is completely blacked out. Also has a mesh door to allow for
those children who do not like total darkness. Pops up for easy set up and packing
away. See our website www.rompa.com for product video.
Size: 110D x 150W x 80cmH

RU20999

Mesh door
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VISUAL l Glow in the Dark

Glow Cushion
Soft, brushed nylon cushion with a trim that glows in darkened environments. The safe glow effect is recharged by exposure to light/sun. The red cushion offers auditory as well as
visual and tactile stimulation. Includes light pen (mini torch). Each.

RU23394
RU23395

Red

Size: 25L x 25W x 8cmH

Blue

Size: 52L x 32W x 10cmH

Textured Glow Bangle
Great chew and fidget aid. Visual
and tactile – the tread detail adds
extra sensory input. Convenient
and cool design. Robust and
intended for more aggressive
chewers. One size (child).
Size: 5.5cm diameter x 1.5cmH

RU23280
Glow Gloves
Excellent for sign-language users in the dark. Practical outside at night, they also engage
youngsters inside in darkened environments and can help children focus on the signing.
‘Charged up’ from the sun or a bright light, they glow for up to 2 hours each time. One
size fits all.

Glow Twister Bangle

RU20423

Suitable for mild chewers with
a twist effect for texture. Made
from soft and flexible silicone. The
glow in the dark effect adds to the
stimulation, making this visual and
tactile. One size – for children.
Size: 5.5cm diameter x 1cmH

RU23295

Glostars
Fascinating glow in the dark
stars. 3 different sizes. Reusable. Includes 16 stars and
adhesive pads. Latex-free.
Size: 4.5cm, 7.5cm, 11cmW

RU16293

Glow in the Dark
Sensory Ball
Tactile, visual and inviting. Soft
with a bumpy surface. Supplied
inflated. For 6 months and over.
Size: 18cm diameter

RU22132
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Spotty Spinner Ball
Bounce the ball and watch it
glow! The ball spins around the
plastic case, while the spots
change different colours.
Size: 4.5cm diameter

RU19159
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Ultra Violet l VISUAL
These durable resources are soundly made from safe, high quality materials such as
birch ply and acrylic Perspex. They offer a lot of reward for minimal effort. Specifically
designed for special needs users, they assist with motivation, co-ordination and
concentration.

Fluorescent Linelite Wand
Flexible and easy to handle this reflective wand is a useful addition to a sensory room.
Seven strands of colour flow from a wooden handle. When waved under UV lighting
changing patterns are created.
Size: Handle 11cm, Strands 30cm

RU15676

Fluorescent Tube Drum
Watch the coloured beads move and hear the beautiful, gentle sounds as you turn the
drum. Drum turns smoothly with minimal effort. With a solid 2cm thick base to keep
the drum steady. Especially effective under UV lighting.
Size: 27 x 20 x 20cmH

RU16330

Magic Wands - Set of 8
A set of 8 acrylic wands which glow in vivid fluorescent colours when held under ultra
violet light.
Use in conjunction with linelite.
Size: 4 wands x 2cm.

4 wands x 1.5cm.

RU14020

Fluorescent Tube Ladder
Each tube can be turned at the slightest touch. Visually and audibly appealing. Wellmade with no loose parts. Especially effective under UV lighting.
Size: 23 x 16 x 27cmH

RU15950

Free room
design
Call email us
to start your
project now!

Fluorescent Mirror Chimeabout
Turn to hear the bells on the glowing Perspex strips jingle as they move. Strips have
safety mirror on one side and fluorescent perspex on other. Bright colours for extra
visual appeal. Especially stunning under UV light.
Size: 24cmH Base: 20cm Dia

RU15673
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VISUAL l Mirrors

ROMPA® Mirror Frame

Reflective Balls - Set of 4
Visually stimulating, these silver-coloured balls offer a distorted reflection that is
fascinating and amusing. Great for imaginative play. Hard-wearing stainless steel
that is smooth and cold to the touch. Use indoors or out. Enjoy passively as beautiful
decorations in your garden, or explore these for comparative concepts, early science as
well as for social and emotional development (self-awareness and confidence). From
birth onwards. To be used under supervision – not suitable for those with behavioural
problems. For 3 years and over.

The large hand grips encourage play with the mirror which excites and amuses children
and adults. Latex-free.
Size: 34 x 19cm

RU13006

Each

Size: 6cm, 8cm, 10cm, 15cm diameter
Winner of the 2015 Highly Commended Nursery World Award for Equipment
& Resources Birth to Fives category AND the 2015 PPS Bronze Award for Toys
& Games, 0-3 Years category
“Suitable from birth, the Silver Sensory Reflective Balls provide a rich array of
opportunities for babies and young children to experience multi-sensory play
and engage in creative exploratory play and thinking. As children roll and
move the mirrored spheres, they observe different effects, encouraging them
to question and seek explanation for what they see. Made from hard wearing
stainless steel, the balls range from 60 to 150mm in diameter and can be
used inside and out. Teaching assistant Steph Virgo from Weald Community
Primary School in Kent says they first used the balls on a sunny day outside
and the children were fascinated by their reflective qualities, which lead to
discussion about reflection and properties of light.”
Nursery World Awards testers

RU21925

Mirror Tray
Soft EVA foam surround makes this acrylic mirror comfortable to hold and use. Position
vertically or horizontally with your own objects placed on top. Wood effect surround
looks appropriate for all ages. For all ages (from 0 months onwards). Objects shown on
mirror are for illustration purposes only and are not included.
Size: 38 x 28 x 4cm

RU20393

Circular Wall Mirror
Colourful and decorative. With a safe
acrylic mirror and a tough EVA foam
frame. Can be wall mounted (sticky
pads included) or used on a table top.
Supports learning through encouraging
observation, and personal development
through self-awareness. For all ages and
suitable from birth.
Size: 32cm diameter

RU23328

Magic Mirrors - Set of 2
Safe and colourful mirrors that float and stick to smooth surfaces when wet. When gently
bent, the mirror distorts giving additional visual interest. Set typically includes fish and
crab although contents may vary. For 12 months and over.
Size: approximately 23 x 23cm

RU21144
Acrylic Splash Mirror
Make a splash without splashing out!
Dramatic looking mirror that really is
worth another look!
Weight: 1kg Size: 60 x 60 x 0.3cm (loose
splashes approx 14 x 8 x 0.3cm)

RU20511
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Colour Acrylic Mirrors
– Set of 6
Double the visual appeal – reflective
and colourful. Makes exploration and
discovery even more engaging.
Size: 15 x 15 x 0.15cmD

RU20510
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Mirrors l VISUAL
Mirror with
Cushioned Frame

Mirror Pentagon
A versatile way with mirrors! Close the vinyl covered foam triangles up and you have a
mirror pentagon with all sorts of possible uses; open it up and a child can sit or lie inside
surrounded by mirrors. Use for encouraging movement and vocalisation.

Your favourite safety mirror
with a soft surround. Extensive
range of vinyl colours available
– from white or cream for your
Snoezelen® environment or bold
colours to compliment your Soft
Play area (please specify choice
when ordering). Adds even further
visual interest to these highly
popular decorative features. This
product contains wood. Weight:
approximately 12kg.
Size: approximately 115 x 115 x
10cm

RU20795

Standard (Flat)

Closed size: 30 x 30cm

RU15823
See page 35 for Acrylic Mirrors - these are perfect partners to your bubble
tubes, ball pools, water mattresses and more …

Infinity Lights Mirror
Creates the illusion of coloured lights beyond the depth of the mirror. Functions as
a mirror when switched off. Economical yet extremely visually effective. Requires 3
AA batteries (to be purchased separately) or can be powered through the included
USB cable. With a keyhole in the back for wall-mounting. Not a toy – this is for
decorative purposes only and is not intended for vigorous handling or play.
Weight: 400g
Size: 22.5cm diameter x 4.6cmD

RU23114

Contrast Sensory Mirror
Stunning, textured mirror for tactile and visual appeal. Made from impact resistant
safety plastic with a 5cm thick padded frame in visually contrasting colours.
Especially effective when mounted in multiples. For wall-mounting – appropriate
fixtures to be purchased separately.
Size: 84 x 84cm

RU22482

Mystery Balls - Set of 6
They look the same but have different contents, so they sound, feel and roll differently.
The shiny and smooth mirror surface draws attention and provides a curious, distorted
reflection. Useful for sensory exploration, comparative concepts, language development,
fostering hand-eye coordination and motor skills and for imaginative play. Stainless
steel. Suitable from birth, but appealing to all ages.

Soft Frame Bubble Mirror
Look into the nine mirror bubbles and see the reflection nine times over. Move and
see the reflection change shape and size. Encourages activity and visual perception
experiences for all ages. Easily wall mounted.

Size: 10cm diameter

Size: 85cm x 85cm Mirror Bubbles: 23cm diameter

RU23121

RU15825
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VISUAL l Exploration & Creativity
Spiral Tube – Set of 3
Turn them upside down and watch the
contents move. Captivating, fascinating
and curious. Encourages motor skills and an
understanding of cause and effect as well as
early science. Calming for individuals who
enjoy repetitive motions. Polycarbonate
tubes containing mineral oil and water.
Not intended for vigorous handling nor for
challenging behaviours. For 3 years and
over.
Size: 5cm diameter x 15cmH

Transparent Numbers – Set of 10

RU23130

Strong, soft and flexible silicone numbers with multiple uses:
• Sensory exploration (especially effective when used with a Light Panel or Colour
Changing Table)
• Simple maths, sequencing and counting skills
• Sand and water play
• Comparative skills

• Hand-writing and tracing

• Eye-catching displays

Dishwasher-cleanable. Purchasing multiple sets is recommended to form more/higher
numbers.
Size: 12cmH

RU22811
RU22812
RU22814

Yellow with lines
Green with dots
Transparent Numbers Saver Pack - Set of 40

Includes 2 sets of each colour.

More economical than individual purchases

Sensory Ooze Tube - Set of 3
Captivating, fascinating and an ideal resource for quiet focus. Inspires curiosity,
interaction and an understanding of cause and effect. Can help develop creative
language and an understanding of simple science. Contain colourful mineral oil and
water which produce a variety of intriguing effects when the tubes are turned over.
Polycarbonate tubes. Handle with care. Not suitable for individuals with challenging
behaviours. For 3 years and over.
Size: 5cm diameter x 12cmH

RU23112

Giant Chiffon Squares
Feather-light and floaty. Encourage creative movement and exploration. Suitable for all
ages. Colours may vary. Washable. Each.

Rainbow Glitter Balls – Set of 7

Size: 140 x 140cm

The sparkling glitter swirls around the inside of the balls as they are moved.
Fascinating, captivating, colourful and appealing to sensory seekers of all ages.
Useful for improving concentration skills, hand-eye co-ordination and motor
skills and for imaginative play. Winner of a Gold 2017 Practical Pre-School
Award. For 3 years and over. Size: 6.5cm diameter

RU20449

RU23098

Colour Changing Egg
Slowly and passively changes colour
in sequence. Safe, soothing and softlighting. Colour-lock button allows you
to keep your favourite colour on all the
time instead of fazing effect. Includes 3 x
button cell (AG13) batteries. Each.

Chiffon Squares - Set of 3
Simple, colourful, light and easy
to handle. Effortless movement
can make the square float slowly
through the air. An ideal addition
to movement activities or for use in
Snoezelen® rooms.
Size: 60 x 60cm

RU16266

Size: 9.5cmH

RU20149
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Exploration & Creativity l VISUAL

LED Light Panel
Lights up objects from beneath, encouraging exploration and investigation. Especially
effective with translucent and transparent objects. Slim, light-weight (2.25kg) and very
portable. Uses low energy and long lasting LED strip technology, and has rounded edges.
With 3 levels of brightness. Objects shown on mirror are for illustration purposes only and
are not included. Size: 48 x 35 x 1cm (lit area 41 x 28.5cm)

RU18663

Transparent Linking People – Set of 36
Fun and flexible families with a multitude of uses:
• Colour recognition • Sensory exploration (especially when used with a Light Panel or
Colour Changing Table) • Story-telling and imaginative play
• Language development and communication • Building fine motor skills
• Emotional understanding, social skills and expression
• Mathematical sorting and sequencing • Pattern making and creative play
• Science learning (life cycles, material properties) • Fidgets
Soft silicone that can be cleaned in soapy water or in a dishwasher.
Size: 10cmH (largest figure)

RU22810

Colour Changing Table
A softly-lit table for sensory exploration. Hollow yet strong plastic.
Aesthetically pleasing shape and colours. Especially effective in a darkened
environment. Includes small remote control to choose from 16 colours or
to select the fade mode through a spectrum of shades. The colour spreads
evenly through the whole shape. Includes a low voltage mains supply for
charging the table. Once charged for 8 hours, the power supply can be
detached and the table can be used inside or out, providing an average
of 5-10 hours of light (depending on program setting). A+ energy rating.
The items shown are for illustration purposes and are not included. Water
resistant and IP65 rated. Tested up to 80kg of load.
Size: 70cm diameter x 40cmH
See this product in action at www.rompa.com

RU22259
’Winner of 2017 PPS Silver Award for Teacher Resources, Equipment &
Tools. Testers said:
“Would be brilliant to use in a permanently dark area such as a sensory
room.”
Winner of 2017 Early Years Excellence 5* Winner for SEN Resources.
Testers said:
“The children were fascinated with the table. There was immediate use of
language about colours and interest in putting items on top. It’s highly
original in the way it is constructed, the variations in lights and patterns,
and the sturdy but pleasing shape.”

Splats
Colourful acrylic pieces to explore, compare, contrast, talk about or use for
decorative purposes. Especially effective when used on our LED Light Panel
18663 or Colour Changing Table 22259 to observe and investigate pattern,
colour mixing, light, shadow for early science. Inviting, these encourage motor
skills and conversation (e.g. descriptive language). Each piece has a small
hole and so could be suspended with clear nylon to make a delightful mobile,
especially in an area where arts and crafts take place. Includes transparent
pieces (1 red, 1 orange, 1 yellow, 1 blue, 1 purple, 1 no colour, 1 green) and
opaque pieces (1 double-sided mirror, 1 black, 1 white). For 3 years and over.
Size: approx. 12cm diameter
“An absolutely amazing product and was used all the time. The ‘splats’
themselves are a brilliant size for small fingers to hold, helping to encourage fine motor skills. They make learning colours great fun. The splats
were used to explore the world around us in different colours by holding
it up to the child’s eye; this was great to give different perspectives and
made learning fun. They are brilliant if used with a light box as the colours are very vibrant. They kept the children engaged and focused so they
were unaware that they were learning. They feel great quality and clean
well.”
Jane, Mum and active member of a local special needs group

Transparent Soft Bricks – Set of 24
Made from colourful and flexible silicone, so pliable and engaging. Especially effective
when used with the Light Panel or Colour Changing Table. Great for:
• Sorting and stacking
• Colour recognition
• Imaginative work

• Simple maths, counting and sequencing
• Sand and water play

• Construction and creative play

• Individual/group play

Dishwasher-cleanable. For 18 months and over.

See this product in action at www.rompa.com

Size: 7.5L x 3.7W x 2.5cmH

RU22259

RU22813
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VISUAL l Light and Colour

Flashing Textured Balls – Set of 4
Each ball has its own tactile surface and lights up or flashes when bounced. Lovely for
sensory exploration, fine motor skills, hand-eye co-ordination and co-operative play. For
3 years and over.
Size: 10cm diameter

Flashing Rainbow Knot Ball
You’ve seen our Rainbow Knot Ball now we’ve got one that flashes! The flashing lights are
activated for 10-15 seconds with each bounce. Eye-catching and fun.
Size: 7cm diameter

See this product in action at www.rompa.com

“Great ball, really gets my son’s attention.” Nadine, Verified Buyer, Skelmersdale

RU22818

RU19613
RU20195

Set of 5

Blinking Meteor Ball
Highly visual and tactile, this
delightfully bumpy ball lights up
and flashes when bounced. Colours
may vary. The enclosed batteries are
inaccessible.
Size: 6.5cm diameter

RU23014

Impact Lightning
Ball
Lighting up on impact, this fantastic
ball can make tracking easier
for the visually impaired. Great
for encouraging movement and
understanding of cause and effect.
Colours and designs may vary. With
integral LED.

Fusilly Ball

Approximate size: 6cm diameter

The ball with it all! Stretchy, tactile,
squishy, colourful and it even lights
up! Squeeze it or drop it to activate
the flashing coloured lights. Oodles
of fun!

RU17777

For 3 years and over. Colours may
vary. Not suitable for those who
mouth.
Size: 13cm diameter

RU18714

Spiky Rainbow Ball - set of 3
Great to touch! Great to bounce! Lights
up on impact! Useful for encouraging
interaction and hand-eye co-ordination.
Deceptively soft. Not suitable for those
who mouth. For 3 years and over.
Size: 6cm diameter.

RU19238

Transparent Colour Sheets – Set of 5
Perfect for use with 22259 Colour Changing Table (page 167), 18663 LED Light Panel
(page 167) and 22336 Create Your Own Effect Wheel (page 51). Ideal for:
• Early science, exploration of colours
• Art and creative activities
• Making customised effect wheels for projectors
Size: 30 x 21cm

RU23118
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Flashing Multi-Colour
Knobbly Ball
Drop or bounce this highly tactile ball
to activate the pulsing light. Inviting,
inexpensive and great for sensoryseekers. The enclosed batteries are
inaccessible. For 6 months and over.
Size: 9cm diameter

RU23012
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Optical Illusions l VISUAL

Diffraction Tube Drum
Rotates at the slightest touch.
The diffraction tubes sparkle with colour encouraging further interaction.

Roly Poly Drum

Size: 24 x 22cm

Spin the drum and watch the light reflect different colours from the diffraction mirrors.
This visually stimulating drum also makes a rewarding clatter as it rotates, giving a
distinct auditory sound.

See this product in action at www.rompa.com

RU14348

Size: 13 x 4 x 16cm
See this product in action at www.rompa.com

RU14212

Spiral Glitter Wand - Set of 4
Visually appealing - turn them over and watch the cascading contents sparkle! For 3
years and over. Handle with care and use under supervision.
Size: 29.5 cmL x 1.5cm diameter

RU17960

Mini Paddle Wheel
A colourful paddle wheel on a sturdy base. Encourages hand dexterity and colour
recognition while creating an interesting visual focus.
Size: Base 24 x 22cm

RU14352

Diffraction Tube Roller/Shaker
Infinity Light Wand - Set of 4
Captivating LED light effect. Powerful in darkened environments. Hand-held and
compact. Inexpensive but visually effective. Model may vary subject to availability. For 3
years and over. Non-returnable.

RU19851

Roll in the palm of hand or shake for sound. Movement will provide visual stimulation as
light is reflected and diffracted.
Encourages grip and hand flexibility. Latex-free.
Size: 22cmL
See this product in action at www.rompa.com

RU14347
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VISUAL l Finishing Touches

Bird Mobile
Pull the bead and release to make the wings flap. Hang in the path of a beam of light to
create a shadow on the wall. Very soothing and restful movement. Decorative, this is not
a toy and is not intended for vigorous handling.
Size: 76cm wing span

RU13003
Sensory Blocks - Set of 16
Colourful wooden blocks to look through while you build! Good for colour stimulation
and shape recognition. Includes 4 each of rectangles, squares, triangles and half moons.
Centres are bead, coloured acrylic, glitter in coloured liquid and coloured sand (4 of each).
Finalist in the 2018 Teach Early Years Awards. For 12 months and over.
Size: half moon 14L x 7H x 3.5cmD, square 7 x 7 x 3.5cmD, triangle 14 x 12 x 3.5cmD,
rectangle 14 x 7 x 3.5cm

RU20580

Rainbow Wall
Stickers Set
Adds visual interest without the
expense of a mural. Easy to apply
to the wall. Made up of 4 pre-cut
pieces on one sheet. Especially
effective with White Clouds Wall
Stickers 23356.
Size: 107 x 56cm assembled.

RU23354
Under The Sea Peel & Stick Border
Visual and great for encouraging imaginative play. A quick and inexpensive way of
brightening a wall and theming a room. Can be removed several times without damaging
your surface or the border. Clean and dry your surface before application.
Size: 457L x 12.7cmW
Combine with our Water Effects Saver Pack and our Aquatic Bubble Tube for an ‘under
water’ multi-sensory environment!

Slinky
Excellent fiddle device. Visually
appealing and amusing – watch
it go down steps or balance it
in both hands. Larger size suits
adult hands too.
Size: 10.5cm

RU20427

RU21827

Wall Sticker Sets
Colourful finishing touches. Brighten up and refresh any room. Simple way of adding visual interest, as well as lifting mood. Great for theming areas, decorating nurseries and
personalising bedrooms. Easy to apply to indoor walls, windows, furniture or mirrors. Removable and reusable, without damaging the wall surface. Clean and dry your surface
before application. Typically supplied on 4 sheets. See www.rompa.com for more images and information.

RU21828
RU21829
RU23351
RU23352
RU23355
RU23356
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Fish 24 stickers. Size: 3.2 x 1.9cm to 22.9 x 22.2cm
Butterflies

26 stickers, supplied on 2 sheets.

Primary Dots

31 elements on 4 sheets.

Size: 5.1 x 2.5cm to 11.4 to 7.6cm

Size: 4.5 to 22.9cm diameter

Animal Alphabet

43 cheerful stickers.

Size: 3 x 3cm to 10 x 13cm

Primary Numbers

Lovely for learning. Reposition the 48 elements to create new combinations as required. Size: 4.5 to 22.9cm

White Clouds Calming, soothing and visually effective, especially on blue walls and ceilings. 19 elements. Size: 9.5 x 5cm to 28 x 17cm
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Oibo – Set of 3
Stackable, squeezable, squashable and rollable silicone rubber shapes. A teething toy for
babies and easy to grip, throw, catch for children. Bounces, rolls and can be used like a
ball, or used for building like blocks. Promotes hand-eye co-ordination, fine motor skills as
well as colour and shape recognition. BPA- and latex-free. Durable and dishwasher-safe.
Compatible with the Oogi (page 158) for imaginative play. Suitable from birth.
Size: 8 x 8 x 8cm

RU23329
RU23330

Primary Colours
Monochrome

Visual Contrast & Sound
Sensory Mat Set
Stimulating, soft, fun and flexible multi-sensory set. Visual (contrasting colours and
mirrors), tactile (textures) and audible (squeakers and facility to record your own
sounds). The mats can be arranged in different combinations on the floor e.g. pathways,
rectangles etc. or wall-mounted (fixtures to be purchased separately). Designed for
children from 9 months old with a wide range of abilities and at different stages of
development. Intended to encourage communication and conversation (e.g. describing
words, prepositions). Includes:
• 4 mats (each made up of 3 squares)

• Storage sack

• 4 play disks

• Wipe clean waterproof 80cm square coated fabric sheet
• 1 sound recording device (up to 10 seconds, loose)

• Velcro® to join the mats

For use and storage indoors.
Size: each mat 120L x 40W x 4cmH

RU23227

Rib-It-Ball
Light-weight enough for those with limited muscle strength and easy to grab for even
small hands. Unique design means ball stays within reach, avoiding frustration. Crisp
fabric makes a crinkle sound when handled. Highly contrasting colours make this
brilliant ball perfect for the visually impaired. Great for encouraging motor skills and
planning, hand-eye co-ordination and spatial awareness. Includes ball cover, balloon
inserts and reusable balloon tie.
Size: 46cm diameter

RU19502

Echo Elephant
A multi-sensory, comforting friend. With
oversized engaging eyes and a warm smile,
Echo is truly inviting. With high contrast
colours and different textures, she is ideal
for individuals with visual impairments.
Her stimulating features such as soft fur,
large crinkle ears, bumps, noise-maker
in her trunk, Velcro® flap and vibration
through her pullable tail encourage tactile
exploration. Helps develop fine motor
skills, tactile discrimination skills, handeye co-ordination and imaginative play.
Surface-washable only. For 6 months and
over.
Size: approx. 45cmH

22765

Sensory Squares - Set of 12
A useful addition to the sensory library. With multisensory appeal.
•Bright, colourful appliqué motifs on one side - flower, tree, dog, car, crab, strawberry
•Black and white patterns on the reverse for shape recognition
•Different fillings and thicknesses for contrasting textures and weights
•Different sounds
Polyester cotton.

•Can be used individually and in games.
Size: 10 x 10cm

RU16634

Space Blanket
Visual, tactile and audible. As supplied inside the Crinkle Blankets. Each.

RU21137
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le
es
Musical Abstract Tactile Panel
Visual, tactile – and especially audible.
Stimulating sounds, engaging activity
and inviting textures. Lovely for exploring,
comparing, learning and enjoying.
Promotes social skills (conversation,
listening skills and turn-taking) as well
as imaginative and creative interaction.
Colours and features may vary.

Abstract Tactile Panel by ROMPA®

Size: 115 x 115cm

Size: 115 x 115cm

RU22959

RU20940

Aesthetically charming as well as highly tactile. A large variety of fluid shapes, raised
and recessed areas as well as contrasting textures make this contemporary looking panel
as pleasing to the touch as to the eye. Textures have been carefully chosen to offer a
range of temperatures, softness/hardness, smoothness/coarseness and include fabric,
tile, carpet, synthetic turf and safety mirror. To be wall mounted. Wooden frame. Colours
and features may vary.

Fibre Optic Abstract Tactile Panel
Tactile, visual and thoroughly attractive. Lots to touch and feel with the
added benefit of lights. Stimulating, engaging, motivating and interactive
– wirelessly control the colour of the lights using one of ROMPA®’s Wi Fi
controllers (to be purchased separately). To be wall-mounted. Mainspowered (contains a ROMPA® Light Source). Colours and features may
vary slightly.
Size: 115L x 115H x 10.5cmD

RU22748

r
s
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Sensory Pictures
Wonderfully decorative features to brighten your walls. Created to suit individual interests
and preferences, these are brilliant finishing touches to a variety of environments such
as Snoezelen® MSEs, bedrooms, classrooms, corridors and waiting areas. For personcentred care, these can be comforting and an easy way to personalise an indoor space.
The 3 pictures listed below show just 3 ideas. Contact us to discuss your requirements
– other sizes, motifs, backgrounds and colours are available.

Midi Abstract Tactile Panel
Ideal for smaller spaces and budgets, without compromising on texture, aesthetics or
purpose. To be wall-mounted. Colours and features may vary.
Size: 57.5L x 115H x 3.5cmD

RU21942
RU21943
RU21945
RU22124

Dog Sensory Picture (green)

Size: 54 x 40 x 2.5cm

Footballer Sensory Picture

Size: 54 x 40 x 2.5cm

Custom-Made Sensory Picture e.g. butterfly, train ...
Happy Hound Sensory Picture (with moveable ear) Size: 42 x 30 x 2.5cm

RU22839

ROMPA® Tactile Panels
have many uses including:
• exploration of the textures for
enjoyment, not as part of a goalorientated activity so there is no pressure
to achieve
• tracing lines and visual tracking
• stimulating conversation and an
awareness of preferences e.g. the different
sounds can encourage discussion about
musical likes and dislikes, the different
fabrics can facilitate an understanding of
clothing needs
• musical or imaginative play - touch the
corresponding texture or instrument as it
is mentioned in a story …
• for orientation - as tactile signposting
along corridors for those with visual
impairments
(Also see page 177)
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Tactile Totem by ROMPA®
Tremendous touchy tower! Fabulous feely feature! Perfect palpable pillar! Lots
to feel, discover and explore. Cushioned platform allows people to sit comfortably
whilst exploring the textures. PVC - please specify colour of platform required. This
product contains wood.
Size: 110W x 110L x 30cmH platform (30cm square tactile boards)

RU21010

Quiet Activity Centre
Double sided for use on the floor or table by one or two people. 4 different items
each side. Items include rotating mirror, bell roller and in-built carrying handle.
Offers a range of gentle sounds to encourage concentration. Latex free.
Size: 38H x 61cmL, base 25.5cm

RU13058

The ROMPA® Activity Board
This is a single sided board with a very useful selection of activities. It offers a range of
sounds and volume whilst encouraging fine hand movements.
Size: 97 x 7 x 47cmH

RU13224
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Aeroplane Activity Wall Panel
Eye-catching panel to explore. Attractive and useful. Encourages hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills, social interaction, problem-solving, early maths skills
(shape, time, counting) and conversation. Made up of fully-assembled 5 pieces.
Includes:
• Clock with moving hands
• Shape maze

• Bead maze

• Magnetic ‘pens’

• Interlocking gears

To be wall-mounted indoors. For 12 months and over
Size: 180L x 60W x 5cmD

RU23125

Animal Activity Wall Panel
Provides a range of manipulative activities for youngsters, including groups. Inviting, visual and tactile. The Crocodile is also audible, having percussion instruments.
Develops hand-eye co-ordination, dexterity, fine motor skills, reasoning, problem-solving and language development (describing activities). Great for imaginative and
collaborative play (social skills e.g. turn-taking). To be wall-mounted indoors. For 12 months and over.

RU23126
RU23127

Crocodile
Bear

Size: 174.5L in total (5 sections) Head 36L, front/hind legs and middle 34.7L, tail 34.4cmL

Size: 91L x 32cmH

Activity Board For Wall Mounting
This board has 10 different visual, tactile and auditory activities with a range of sounds
and volumes. It encourages motor movement, co-ordination and sensory skills. Wall
mount to encourage stretching abilities.
Size: 114L x 71H x 8cmD

RU14350
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Tracking Panel
Coming soon!
Marvellous for motor skills and a range of movements, this wallmountable panel is purposeful, engaging and colourful.
With chunky pegs, handles on the gears and contrasting
colours for ease of use. With a variety of shapes and lines to
encourage visual and auditory tracking, reasoning, hand-eye
coordination and an understanding of early STEM.
Size: approximately 115W x 115H x 8.3cmD
Sign up now at productnews@rompa.com to be notified as
soon as this product is available

RU23419
handy storage
box for the
chunky pegs

Coming
soon!
Knocker Panel
Coming soon!
Lots to explore, feel, manoeuvre and discover! With multiple textures and fasteners to produce
different noises and to encourage investigation, learning and motor skills. With handles, locks, latches
and a brick maze to stimulate and foster curiosity. To be wall-mounted.
Size: approximately 185W x 157H x 20cmD
Sign up now at productnews@rompa.com to be notified as soon as this product is available

RU23420

Bespoke Wall Panels - let us design a customised Tactile Panel for you (Also see page 174)
Aircraft Tactile
Panel as featured at
Gatwick Airport

Wavy Tactile Panel as
featured in the
Snoezelen® MultiSensory Vehicle and
sensory environment
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Rotating Sound Panel

For sales and enquiries contact us today

Following the popularity of the Rotating ‘Rainfall’ Panels, we have added 2 new
versions to the family! Equally audible and visual, and just as great for encouraging
interaction and an understanding of cause and effect. Each includes a wallmountable wooden rotator so the panel can be carefully spun.
Size: 48cm diameter

RU23151

01246 211 777

Rolling Square Delightful visual effects are captivating and rewarding.

013 - 48 01 55 (BE)

Rompa® is een geregistreerd handelsmerk.
RU23152
Nenko is de officiële dealer van Rompa® voor de Benelux en Frankrijk

Whirl Turn in either direction and compare the effect

0418 - 82 00 82 (NL)

is een geregistreerd
Large Double Rompa
Sided®Activity
Centre handelsmerk.

®
de officiële
dealer of
van
Rompaand
voor
de Benelux
en Frankrijk
Large free standingNenko
activityisboard
with a variety
colourful
interactive
elements.
Designed to encourage group play and sharing. Suitable for both children and adults.

Size: 76 x 29 x 44cmH

RU13183

ROMPA® et SNOEZELEN® sont des marques déposées de Rompa® Ltd. * = prix en baisse

013 - 48 01 55 (BE)

ROMPA® et SNOEZELEN® sont des marques déposées de Rompa® Ltd. * = prix en baisse

04 82 81 00 80 (FR)

Prisene er ekskl./inkl. mva

62 95 06 10

Rompa® e Snoezelen® são marcas registadas OS PREÇOS INCLUEM IVA

232.415046

Mini Rotating Sound Panel
Music ActivityКонтактный
Centre

телефон

Large wedge shaped wooden board includes a xylophone, knocker, and bell pull etc.. It
incorporates opportunities for sound discrimination with added colour recognition. Can
be used on a table or on the floor when lying in a prone position.

Smaller options for those with less space and budget. Still engaging, responsive and
multi-sensory, just more compact and bijou! Each includes a wall-mountable wooden
rotator so the panel can be carefully spun.

495 686 4047

Size: 25 x 25cm

RU23153

Size: 46 x 76 x 25cmH
RU23154
Rompa® y Snoezelen® son marcas registradas de Rompa® Ltd.

RU22000

RU23155

Water Wheel
Rainfall Square
Labyrinth

91 - 1213000
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20785

20786

Wallmounted
rotator

20784

20787

“Superb. Excellent
quality. We have
one in his SEN school
… He loves it.”

www.rompa.com
www.rompa.com
www.rompa.com

sales@rompa.com
sales@rompa.com
sales@rompa.com

Rotating ‘Rainfall’ Panels

Jo M., Verified Buyer,
Ashton under Lyne

Visual and audible – the encased beads make a delightful ‘rain’ sound as they fall. Bright
colours and eye-catching when moved. Each includes a wall-mountable wooden rotator
so the panel can be carefully spun. Easily detaches from the wall if required for table
top/lap use. Encourage motor skills and hand-eye co-ordination. For indoor use only. For
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Size: 48L x 45W x 5cmH (without rotator)

www.nenko.info
www.nenko.info
www.nenko.info
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(NL)
mail@nenko.nl(NL)
(NL)
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further
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Its very mesmerizing,
It is one of the items
RU20784 Water Wheel Panel
that is kept going back
to, Pleased I purchased.
RU20785 Butterfly Panel
Very easy and quick to
RU20786 Labyrinth Panel
change sides all in all
RU20787 Flower Panel
great buy.”

www.nenko.info
www.nenko.info
www.nenko.info

mail@nenko.be
mail@nenko.be
mail@nenko.be

Christine C., Verified
Buyer, Gateshead

www.nenko.info
www.nenko.info
www.nenko.info

mail@nenko.frmail@nenko.fr
mail@nenko.fr

20787 Flower Panel

“Excellent item. Bought this for my sons for Christmas and both love it.

Spin
‘n’ Stare
www.klubben.no
www.klubben.no
www.klubben.no

Double-sided, boldly-coloured circular panel for optical illusions and visual marvels!
Quickly and easily reversed. Minimal strength required to rotate the panel. For wallmounting - fixtures included. Well made from 12mm thick MDF. Perfect for corridors
to amuse passers-by of all ages.

Easy to mount … and made
to last. Easy to spin and nice bright colours.”
klubben@klubben.no
klubben@klubben.no
klubben@klubben.no
Tina, Verified Buyer, Chichester

www.sembarreiras.pt
www.sembarreiras.pt
www.sembarreiras.pt
Size: 63cm diameter

20784 Water Wheel Panel

RU18297
RU23050

Emma H., Verified Buyer, Bewdley

Blue Spiral/Red Flower
Blue Rounded Squares/Red Concentric Circles

www.rehabmedical.ru
www.rehabmedical.ru
www.rehabmedical.ru

geral@sembarreiras.pt
geral@sembarreiras.pt
geral@sembarreiras.pt

“This is brilliant, really interactive and robust. Keeps my son’s attention.
Highly recommend. Easy to fit to wall. 5 *****.”

info@rehabmedical.ru
info@rehabmedical.ru
info@rehabmedical.ru

20785 Butterfly Panel

Spin ‘n’ Stare Saver Pack

Buy both types of Spin ‘n’ Stare and save more.

“Good quality made to last … My sons love this, it has plenty of beads in to
make a good noise.”

RU23051

Tina L., Verified Buyer

www.vialibre.eswww.vialibre.es
www.vialibre.es

vialibre.
vialibre.
vialibre.
accesibilidad@fundaciononce.es
accesibilidad@fundaciononce.es
accesibilidad@fundaciononce.es
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TACTILE l Tactile Squares
Reminiscence Tactile Squares
Our Tactile Squares are wonderful for sensory exploration as well as for encouraging
interaction and motor skills. These squares are equally tactile and visual, as well as
offering shared and individual activities with a memory and nostalgia focus. Designed
by an Occupational Therapist, they are meaningful, with each one having its own ageappropriate theme. They provide an opportunity for discussion, reminiscence and for
carers to learn more about their residents/family members. Components may vary
subject to availability.
Size: 29.6 x 29.6cm

21449

21450

“I have tried 3 of the 4 boards and I am impressed at how good they are. I
feel they are beneficial for a specialised group as the boards are easy for the
members to relate to. All members joined in with the conversation and the
activity … then I carried the activity on with a quiz.”
Julie Lewis, Chesterfield Care Group (service users have different stages of
Dementia)

RU21447
RU21448
RU21449
RU21450

21447

DIY
Trains
Gardening
Seaside

21448

20833
Wooden Frame
RU20833
RU20834

Standard Frame Size: 120 x 48cm
Cloud Frame

Size: 120 x 48cm

20834

Peg Boards
Move the peg(s) around the track to improve hand-eye coordination, tracking and motor skills. For wall-mounting. Birch
plywood board and balls.
Size: 48 x 48cm

RU20989
RU20990
RU20991

180

Geometric Shapes
Spiral Square
Snail
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21791

20809
20810
20807

21792

20829

21793

Tactile Squares
Lovely wooden and textured resources that can be used on your lap, table top or slotted into one of three wall-mounted frames. All the same size, these can be quickly
interchanged in the frames to instantly change and update a sensory wall. Many also feature sound, colour and movement. They encourage reach, exploration and use of
different grips, fine motor skills and hand-eye co-ordination whilst providing opportunity for repetitive, soothing motions and texture discrimination. Practical - most can be
used any way up. An extensive range from the very simple to multi-coloured, moving designs. To be used with care, under supervision. Colours and styles may vary subject
to availability.
Size: 29.6 x 29.6cm

RU21791
RU20807
RU21792
RU20809
RU20810
RU21793
RU20829

Strands, Sounds & Spring
Harlequin
Colour Springy Spider (small)
Metallic
Fuzzy
Springy Trio
Bells Abacus
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21794

20823

20813

21797

22515

22516

RU21794
RU20813
RU20822
RU20823
RU21797
RU22515
RU22516

182

Balls Abacus

20822

Magic Rods
Spiky Balls
Brushes
UV Carpet
Swiss Cheese
Dips and Domes
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20825

20822

21798

21792

21798

20831

22514
22513

RU22513
RU22514
RU20825
RU21798
RU20831

Grooves and Stripes
Surf and Turf
Linelite
Spin, Ring, Boing
Bells
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Memory Box with Locks
Help build memory skills and fine motor skills. Try to remember what’s inside the 3
internal compartments and practice fastening/unfastening different locks. With 10 doors
and an easy to grip handle. Koosh Ball for illustration purposes only (not included).
Size: 30L x 13W x 14cmH

RU21378

Ruff ’s House
Reach into Ruff’s kennel and find a bone that matches the textured bone in front of
you. Smooth, bumpy, rough, ridged ... and more - contrasting colours and textures add
sensory appeal to this lovely game. Includes 20 bones (fabric and rubber), kennel, dog
and activity guide.
Size: kennel approx. 12 x 12cm; bones 5cmL

RU20951

Touch & Guess Wooden Box
Identification, investigation, discrimination - stimulation!
Recognition through touch! What’s in the box? Put your hands through the holes and
find out! Birch plywood with clear varnish finish. Shapes not included.
Size: 36L x 30W x 16cmH, 9cm diameter holes

RU17595

Tastaro
Matching game that promotes visual and tactile shape recognition as well as memory
skills. Several game options allow various degrees of difficulty grading and progression.
For 4 years and over. Includes 8 wooden shapes, 32 wooden cards and 3 cotton pouches.
Size: wooden cards 4.5 x 4.5 x 0.4cm

RU20395

Touch Memory

Tactile Matching
Match the variety of tactile surfaces, including fabric, foam, foil and many more...
Excellent choice for the visually impaired. Includes bag and 32 counters.

The combination of colour and texture make this an excellent choice for visual and
tactile perception. Ideal for the visually impaired. For individuals or pairs of players.
Includes 10 counters and wooden board to place them on.

Size: Bag 33 x 21cm. Size of counters: 4cm diameter

Size: Wooden board: 28.5 x 13cm. Counters: 4cm diameter.

RU19257

RU19258
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• Educatio
nal
• Innovat
ive
• Empowe
ring
• Inclusiv
e
• Multi-se
nsory

Tactile Patch Match – Set of 20
10 pairs of textured squares to match by touch (or colour). Includes storage bag. The
contrasting materials include corduroy, fur, Velcro®, mesh, poly cotton and silk. Some
are soft and slippery, others are rough and scratchy … A nice way to prompt discussions
about likes and dislikes. For younger learners, these can help to develop descriptive
vocabulary and communication skills. For older adults with more advanced Dementia,
the contents can be enjoyed for their sensory appeal, gently passing the squares over the
hands. For 3 years and over.
Size: squares 8 x 8cm, bag 27 x 17cm

RU23084

Reach and Match Learning Kit
• Educational • Innovative • Empowering • Inclusive • Multi-sensory

Teaching Tac-Tiles™
Provides activities to develop tactile awareness, shape identification, fine motor skills and
descriptive language for individuals and groups. Includes 20 colourful and washable
textured tiles, drawstring bag, 10 double-sided cards and multilingual game suggestions.
Match tiles to each other/cards by shape/texture. For 3 years and over
Size: shapes 5cm; bag 22 x 18cm

Double-sided, award-winning resource for individuals and groups. Helps develop
cognitive, motor, social and communication skills as it encourages movement and
learning. Useful for tracking, tactile perception, sensory discrimination, matching,
listening and literacy activities as well as exploratory, creative and physical play.
With braille and print forms for visually impaired and sighted users to enjoy together.
Inviting with bright colours and distinct sounds in each of the 4 different tile shapes.
The mats can be combined in different configurations according to need. The large
circular cushion provides a storage space and another textural variation. Made from
high quality foam for safety. Especially effective when two or more sets are used
together. Size: each tile approx. 80x80cm

RU22511
“A very thoughtful inclusive tool, its unique features and concepts help all
children to develop literacy and essential skills in a fun way.”
Dr. Penny Round, Monash University

RU23085
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TACTILE l Table Top
Liquid Floor Tile
Step or press on the non-slip square to move the gel that’s sealed inside, and so create
different patterns. Especially effective when used in multiples. Encourages movement,
exploration and fine motor skills. Will comfortably support the weight of a large adult.
Each. For 3 years and over.
Size: 50 x 50cm

RU22832
RU22833
RU22834
RU22835
RU22836
RU22837

Blue and White
Green and Yellow
Orange and Red
Pink and Yellow
Purple
Red

Liquid Floor Tile Saver Pack - Set of 6
Buy all six together and save more. Colours may vary.

RU23132

Glitter Gel Shapes – Set of 5
Sure to be a ‘hands on’ favourite! Provide tactile and visual stimulation as well as helping
colour and shape recognition. Enjoy the feel of the gel as you push it with your finger tips.
Includes one square, circle, triangle, hexagon and rectangle. Colours may vary.
Size: approx 15cm

Touchy Feely Saver Pack

RU20092

Set tiny fingers a-tingle with these terrific tactile treats! Feelies, cubes, cuddlies,
vibration pillow, sand snake, massage products, balls, rattle and a storage tub.
Contrasting contents to explore by touch. Enough to keep many youngsters engaged
at once. Contents may vary.
Some of these components are for 3 years and over. This pack may contain some
small parts. Some of these products will require batteries.

RU19114

Gel Fish - Set of 4

Not suitable for clients who mouth nor for rigorous handling. Use under supervision.
Each.

Each fish contains 2 colours (water, oil) and glitter that moves when the fish is gently
pressed or squeezed. Visual and pleasant to touch. Encourages fine motor skills,
imaginative play and an understanding of cause and effect. Handle with care - not for
vigorous handling, mouthing nor for those with challenging behaviours. For 3 years and
over. Colours and styles may vary.

Approximate size: 12cmL

Size: 18 x 8 x 0.2cmH/15.5 x 9.5 x 0.2cmH

RU17121

RU23123

Water Wiggly
Catch one if you can! Squeeze it for super fun! Colours may vary.
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Free Standing l TACTILE

Tactile Street

Tactodiscs
Explore with fingers or toes to match the textures of the large discs to their corresponding
smaller versions hidden in the bag. Alternatively match by colour. Easy to clean and use.
Rubber tops. Includes 5 large and 5 small discs, drawstring storage bag and blindfold.
Great in sensory circuits in schools at the start of the day to help children focus their
concentration ready for learning. Useful as stepping stones for balance and coordination
activities (‘organising’ activities) in these sensory circuits.
Size: large discs 26.5cm diameter x 3.5cmH, small discs 11cm diameter x 1cmH, bag 29
x 24cm

RU18296
RU19989

Set I
Set II

Textured delights for the feet - and fingers! Arrange the plates in straight or jagged
lines on the floor or wall-mount for exploration for hands. Each set of 6 offers a
variety of textures offering tactile, colour and temperature contrasts. Each high
quality plate has a wooden frame with cork pads on the underside to protect your
surfaces. Buy all three sets at a special price.
Size: 31.5 x 36cm (external dimensions); 24 x 28cm (internal dimensions)

RU19873

Set 1

Includes sandpaper, RUbber, artificial turf, cork, carpet, plastic.

RU19874

Set 2

Includes cobblestone, soft mat, board, tiles, wire mesh, willow

RU19875

Set 3

Includes roughened wood, tiles, sloped wood, fur, metal, loofah

Tactile Street Saver Pack
Buy all three sets and save more!
“This is used in our playroom and sensory room; the plates are well made and
sturdy and offer a lovely variety of textures for the children to feel with their
feet or hands.”
Caroline Jones, Grant Co-ordinator, Gloucestershire

RU19969

Balance Hedgehogs – Set of 6
Encourage co-ordination, movement and body awareness. Can
help strengthen the leg muscles. Great for games and for sensory
circuits. With bumpy surface and a valve to adjust air pressure.
Assorted colours. Soft rubber.

RU21478
RU21479

Size: 16.5cm diameter x 8cmH
Mini Balance Hedgehogs – Set of 6

Size: 10cm diameter x 4.5cmH

Sensory Circles – Set of 10
Flexible, feely and fabulous!

Ideal for massaging aching feet and stimulating reflexology zones. Perfect for use in the
SNOEZELEN® environment. The ‘spikes’ give tactile stimulation. Use in a standing or
seated position. Phthalate- and latex-free vinyl PVC. Set of two halves.

5 textured pairs (1 large and 1 small circle per pair) of soft silicone discs. Match them
by sight (colour) or touch (using hands or feet - each has its own texture). Excellent
for sensory circuits and games, developing language and comparative skills, balance,
movement and imaginative play. Dishwasher-cleanable and non-slip. Includes
drawstring bag for the smaller circles.

Assembled size: 28 x 23 x 4cm

Size: 8cm and 35cm diameter

RU15057

RU22821

Foot Massage Mat
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TACTILE l Cushions & Comforters
SENSORY CUSHIONS AND BLANKETS
A generous choice of sensory cushions and blankets from
ROMPA®!
• Portable - many fold up for compact storage
• Easy to clean • A range of textures, sounds and weights

Texture Squares Cushion - Set of 4
Visual and tactile with contrasting colours and textures. Brightens a reading corner of a
classroom, seating in reception areas or cushioning in sensory rooms. Pleasant to cuddle,
stroke and lean against. Textures include faux suede, faux leather and corduroy.
Size: 65 x 65cm

Crinkle Blanket
Fantastic ‘crinkle’ sounds produced when you squirm over them or under them.
Removable washable cover with a zip allows you to add your own contents for different
sounds. Colours may vary. Comprises 1 outer and 2 inners.

RU23150

Size: 115L x 75cmW (folds to approx 30 x 20 x 4cm)

RU17075
RU21137

Sensory Cushions – Set of 6
Different textures and colours provide a lovely sensory experience for all ages.
Includes storage bag with handles strong enough for the bag to be hung up.
Machine washable. Simple yet really appealing.
Size: two 35 x 35cm; four 20 x 20cm

RU19946

Space Blanket As supplied inside the Crinkle Blankets. Each

Cushtie™
Squishy, squashy, snuggly and the softest cushion imaginable! Light weight, portable
and highly cuddly. Very pleasant to lean on or just to move around in your hands.
Polyester exterior with polystyrene bead filling. Meets appropriate fire retardancy
requirements. Exterior can be hand washed. Colours may vary. For 3 years and over.
Size: 35L x 16cm diameter

RU20374

Tree Cushion
Mood Light Comforter Panda
Soft, cuddly and reassuring. The colour of the light in his belly and face gently changes
colour, providing a calming and soothing light. Press his paw to stop and start the
light (switches off automatically after 5 minutes). Child-friendly face. Requires 3 AAA
batteries (included). Surface washable only. Suitable from birth.

Ideal for nature-themed spaces. Adds visual and tactile interest. Polyester. Hand wash
only. Each.

RU22418
RU22419

Size: 16W x 15D x 21cmH when sat (28cmH overall)

RU23197

Slice: 39cm diameter x 7cmH
Log: 18cm diameter x 48cmL

See page 214 for Huggabuddies
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Vibration & Massage l TACTILE

Massage Rolls
Two soft plastic rolls which stimulate blood circulation, have a revitalising effect and
encourage general relaxation. Appropriate stress reliever and assists with tactile
stimulation. Colours may vary. Pair.
Size: 14L x 6cm diameter

Brush & Touch Stimulation Set
A wide range of tactile experiences for sensory stimulation. Includes brushes, sponge,
loofah, mitt and massagers. Contents and colours may vary.

RU17949

RU14466

Tact-O
Squashable,
touchable,
gripable, throwable … tactile
and can be used in water.
Simple but very valuable. For
all ages. Red. Each.
Weight: 168g
Size: 15.5cm diameter

RU19589

Tactile Brush
Compact, portable resource to provide tactile stimulation. Tickles the imagination and
the hands – provides a gentle massage and textural contrast. Also visually appealing,
cheerful and lovely for sand and water play. Unique shapes, with smaller bristle grouping
than most brushes to help target defined areas. Made of ABS and Nylon. For 12 months
and over.

RU23270
RU23271

Cloud

Size: 6W x 7cmH

Sun

Size: 9cm diameter

Sensaring
Large, easy to grip, ring covered
with soft spikes. Can be used for
throwing, catching or tactile activity.
Colours may vary. Each.
Size: 18cm diameter

RU14434

Hedgehog Ball
These colourful balls have a relaxing yet tactilely stimulating effect. They stimulate hand
nerves and assist in grip exercise. Also suitable for use in water. Latex-free. Likely colours
indicated below, although colours may vary.

Tactile Scrub Brushes – Set of 10
These soft bristled tactile brushes offer tactile proprioceptive stimulation. Made of
polyurethane foam, polyethylene and ABS.

RU21568

RU22602
RU22604
RU15397
RU13719
RU22607
RU13721

5.5cm
6cm

Orange
Pink

7cm

Green

8cm

Yellow

9cm

Red

10cm

Blue
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TACTILE l Vibration & Massage

Vibrating Neck Cushion
A comfortable crescent-shaped massager for the neck and shoulders. Bead-filled, this
vibrating cushion massages the neck from three sides. Particularly effective when used
lying on the back. Relaxing and soothing. Perfect for home use and when travelling.
Cover: 84% polyamide, 16% elastane. Requires two 1.5V AA batteries (to be purchased
separately)
Size: 35 x 27 x 9cm

RU19958

Senseez® Vibrating Cushions
Can help calm hyperactivity, helps focus and concentration, soothes
anxiety, reduces stress and relieve aches and pains. Especially valuable
for individuals with Autism, ADHD or sensory processing problems. Some
of the covers are textured for added tactile input. Visually appealing
designs to appeal to children and adults. Compact and portable for
stressful situations like car/plane journeys, hairdressers, restaurants, dentist etc. Multiple award-winner including Dr. Toys, Brain Child, Able Play
and Creative Child Product of the Year Award. Requires 2 AA batteries (to
be purchased separately). Spot clean only. For 3 years and over.
Size: 25.5cmW/diameter x 8cmH

RU23091
RU23092
RU23093
RU23094
RU23095
RU23096
RU23097

Vibrating Neck Roll
This tactile pillow features a soft corduroy outer with a thick polyurethane foam filling.
Requires 2 D batteries (to be purchased separately). Colours may vary.
Size: 30L x 12cm diameter

RU21372

Blue Square
Orange Circle
Red Octagon
Football
Furry Cow
Plushy Jelly
Bumpy Turtle

“I keep two Senseez in my office as I see clients who range in age
from 7 through 20 who present with ADHD or a higher-verbal autism
spectrum diagnosis. The sensory input provided by vibration has truly
helps my clients be able to focus while we’re working on social and
self-regulation skills. Some clients enjoy squeezing it while others enjoy resting it upon their back. I appreciate the fact that each Senseez
is visually appealing and blends into my office environment.”
Ryan Wexelblatt, Director, Center for ADHD

Vibrating Cushtie Cushion
Comfortable microbead cushion with a vibration function to provide a relaxing massage.
With an elastic strap to fit the cushion to a seatback/ headrest. Portable. Requires 3
AA batteries (to be purchased separately). Press the integral button to activate/switch
off. Black. Sponge-clean only.
Size: 30.5 x 22.5 x 11.5cm

RU23301
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Vibration & Massage l TACTILE

Portable Mini Massager
Hand-held facial massager. Provides tactile sensory input, increasing awareness around
the mouth exterior, across the cheeks and lips and can improve facial muscle tone.
Includes two interchangeable heads with different textures, 1 AA battery and storage
bag. After use, clean the interchangeable heads with mild soap and water. For supervised
use (not a toy). For 3 years and over (small parts).
Size: 11cmL

RU56144

Singing Bowl
Sound massage for a deeply relaxing experience!
Place the bowl on the body and beat it softly and rhythmically. Harmonious tones,
beautiful resonance and a symphony of vibrations combine to envelop the user in a
feeling of wonderful calm. Includes beater.
Sizes may vary as bowls are hand-beaten and sold by weight.

RU19896

600g Singing Bowl

Best
Seller
Massage Tube
An excellent flexible massager which makes vibration fun to explore. Lightweight and
fully portable, the 115cm long massager may also give soothing and penetrating relief
to aching muscles. A special Velcro® fastener is included for hands-free massaging.
Operates on 2xC size batteries at 2 speeds. Now with a ribbed texture.
Batteries not included. Made of synthetic rubber and PVC. Contains latex. Each.

RU14010

Stiivii® Pro Professional Massage Tool
An evidence-based, non-invasive massage tool recommended by notable healthcare
institutions to deliver vibrations reaching 6cm deep into tissue. Input can be easily quickly
increased/decreased with 2 frequency settings. For use through clothing or directly on
skin. Two different sized and shaped interchangeable heads for different areas. Intended
to help increase blood circulation and metabolism, regulate muscle tension, provide
sensory tactile stimulation and offer a non-pharmacological way of providing effective
pain relief. Beneficial for interventions for voice and swallowing disorders, scar treatment,
spasticity, facial palsy, arthritis, tennis elbow, acupressure, heel spur etc. Useful for SLT’s,
Physio’s, OT’s, pain management, neuro-rehabilitation, osteotherapy teams and other
therapeutic practitioners.
Size: approx 19.5cmL; head 8cmD x 5cm diameter

RU56024

Big Bug Massager
Squiggle Ball
Interest is immediately caught by the motorised sensation of this ball. The powerful
vibration provides excellent tactile stimulation. The ball can also be placed on the floor
as it will move around by itself - this can be visually or physically tracked. Requires 1 x AA
battery (not included). Latex free. Colours may vary. Transparent.
Size: approx 8cm diameter

RU15684

Non-threatening plastic pal
provides
an
invigorating
massage. Perfect for the back,
neck, shoulders, arms and legs.
Easy to operate, just push the
button to turn on/off. Requires
2 AA batteries (not included).
Colours may vary.
Size: 12.7cmL x 15cmW x 15cmD

RU17603
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TACTILE l Messy Play

Sensory Stones
Tactile and multi-purpose. Use these on their own for exploration of shapes, early
number skills, comparative concepts and to encourage descriptive language, or as part
of messy play with sand, soil, play dough or paint. Pleasant to touch and suitable for a
range of ages and abilities. Includes storage tub and activity ideas. For 3 years and over.

RU21333

Interlocking Sensory Stones – Set of 8 4 raised and indented pairs to match

and lock together. Size: 7.5cmW

RU21334

Sensory Stones – Set of 8 4 raised and 4 indented stones each with its own
pattern. Winner of the 2013 Silver Practical Pre-School Award. Size: 7.5cmW

Sparkly Play Foam – Set of 4

RU21335

Mess–free creative play fun! Shape it into anything in your imagination before squashing
it and starting again. Does not stick to hands, clothes or carpet and never dries out.
Good for grip, dexterity, strength, tactile awareness, fine motor skill development. The
bead-like structure promotes sensory perception and the vibrant colours can be mixed to
create multi-coloured shades. Non-toxic and safe. For 3 years and over.

shape and size concepts. Size: 5 – 8cmW

Sensory Shapes – Set of 12 6 shapes, each in 2 sizes and depths to explore

Each bowl: 3H x 6.5cm diameter

RU20954
RU23086
RU23087

Standard colours - Set of 4
Glow in the Dark - Set of 4
Standard colours - Set of 20

Putty - Set of 4
Includes a soft (yellow), light (red),
medium (green) and firm (blue) tub
of putty, each containing 50g (2oz).
Non-toxic, latex-free and brilliant for
therapy.

RU21386
See page 238 for more putty

Waterproof Overalls
Made in proofed nylon to a quality
not normally found in these overalls.
Fully protective with elasticated
sleeves and hanging loop, with
Velcro® fastenings. Wipe clean or
hand wash in cold water and air dry.
Blue.

Magic Sand
Sand for indoor play that feels amazing. This stunning kinetic sand is made up of 98%
pure sand and a special binding agent to give this a unique texture. Soft and easy
to form. Makes sand play safe, stress-reducing and therapeutic. Great for fostering
creativity and imaginative play, or just to enjoy the tactile sensation through your
fingers. For 3 years and over.

RU21869
RU21870

1kg box
5kg box

192

RU13746
RU13748
RU13749

Child Size: Chest 100cm x 65cmL
Adult Size: Chest 120cm x 80cmL
Adult Size: Chest 140cm x 100cmL
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Messy Play l TACTILE

Natural Tactile Set
A tactile, visual and aromatic collection of naturally beautiful objects to explore, discuss
and stimulate memories. Contents may vary subject to availability, but typically include
pine cones, pebbles, lavender, rosebuds, citrus slices, leaves and branch pieces. Some
small pieces - use under supervision.

RU55694

Magical Sand Playset
This high quality sand tray will provide hours of stimulation using the variety of easy to
handle tools provided. Race the magnetic bugs or create imaginative designs. Made
from safety toughened glass.
Includes
•Handles for portability

•Wooden feet for stability

•Bag of fine sand

•Two magnetic bugs

•Spiky ball

•Sand levelling tool

•Sand pen

Size: 65 x 50 x 5cm

RU16228

Mini Sand Play Tray
Following the popularity of the Magical Sand Playset, here’s the Mini Sand Play Tray!
Smaller box allows individual use and use on the lap. With safety toughened glass base
and solid wood frame. Use hands, feet or fingers to draw or write in the sand (500g
included). Stackable for easy storage. Tools not included.
Size: 37L x 27W x 5cmH

RU18086
See page 46 for Interactive
Projection Sand Box

Exploration Tray
Clear and strong polycarbonate tray remains rigid when lifted. Can be used over the
LED Light Panel to illuminate objects placed inside. Useful with translucent items,
sand, water, paint, dried foods (rice, lentils, semolina etc.) and more. An A3 sheet of
paper will fit inside.
Size: 56.5L x 44W x 10cmH

Play Tray
For use with sand, putty or Sparkly
Play Foam. Keeps these contained
for minimal mess. Non-slip to avoid
damage to your surface. Colours
may vary.
Size: 28L x 28W x 6.5cmH

RU21866

RU22816
Exploration Saver Pack
Contents may vary but typically includes:
• Exploration Tray

• LED Light Panel

• Natural objects – sand, feathers and leaves

• Chiffon Squares – Set of 3
• Translucent Soft Bricks

More economical than individual purchases

RU22817
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TACTILE l Fidgets & Balls

Ball Match - Set of 18
9 pairs of tactile and visual balls to match by texture or colour. Encourages sensory
exploration, early maths, language development (e.g. descriptive vocabulary), sorting
and logical thinking. Also useful for pattern play in sand. Not suitable for water play.
Includes a bag for matching by touch alone. For 12 months and over.
Size: balls approx. 5.5cm diameter; bag 34 x 30cm

RU23327

Pocket Fidget
Fits comfortably in your palm and pocket. Provides stimulation and sensory input. With
contrasting colours and textures. Squeeze it, or spin and twiddle the bumpy ball around
the central bar. BPA-free silicone. Suitable for moderate chewing (replace once worn).
For 3 years and over.
Size: 5.5cm diameter x 1.5cmH

Super Mondo Ball
This ball appears to be a simple round ball - till you flip it inside out! Provides an amazing
visual and tactile sensation. Ultra-fun with super-soft spikes. Squishy texture that’s cool
to the touch. Throw it, stretch it, bounce it - never tire of it! Easy to manipulate, even for
small or arthritic hands. Perfect for all ages. Colours may vary. Latex-free.
Size: 10cm diameter. Expands to over 30cmL

RU23278

RU18951

Koosh Balls - Set of 4

Odd Balls - Set of 3

Ultra-tactile balls! Easy to catch, soft and perfect for hand-eye co-ordination activities.
Stimulating, fascinating and ever-popular! Colours as available. Latex free. The strands
are typically secured via a central metal clip.

Tactile and very amusing! Not suitable for clients who mouth nor for vigorous handling.
Avoid contact with sharp, jagged or pointed objects (including fingernails). Use under
supervision. Handle with appropriate care. Designs and colours may vary.

Size: approximately 7.5cm diameter

Size: approx 5cm diameter

RU54198

RU17123
Focus Fidgety™
Practical hand fidget for children and adults.
Helps encourage focus to increase attention
and calmness, as well as being a stressrelieving squeeze tool.
With convenient
latex-free elastic wrist strap and finger loop
to help prevent the fidget from being dropped
or thrown. Age-appropriate for adults as it
does not look like a toy. Navy blue cotton
corduroy with enclosed phthalate-free pellets.
Machine-washable.

RU22478

Small

Size: 7.6 x 10.2cm

RU22479

Large

Size: 7.6 x 12.7cm

Rainbow Tactile Ball
Easy to catch, hold and throw. They can be easily inflated, are easy to grip thanks to the
knobbly structure. Also suitable for use in water. Supplied inflated. Weight: 180g.
Size: 18cm diameter

RU19223
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Fidgets & Balls l TACTILE

Oogi Pilla
Distinctive fidget for occupying restless hands and for inspiring imaginative play and
fantastic stories. The tactile elastic material and suction cup invite exploration and
multi-sensory activity. Equally at home in the bath as on a desk, he’s a fascinating critter.
Age-appropriate for older individuals too, not just for children. Each. For 3 years and over.
Size: 16cmL

RU23264

Fiddle Kit
A wonderful collection of ‘fiddle objects’ for those who enjoy keeping their hands
occupied. Ideal for youngsters with sensory processing problems. An excellent visual,
tactile, audible and aromatic collection. Portable. Contents may vary, but typically
include:
• Hedgehog Balls
• Foam Balls

• 3 Flashing Rainbow Knot Balls

• Scented Crystal Bell Balls - Set of 6

• Feely Hand Ball
• Koosh Ball

• Buggies

Contents may vary subject to availability.

RU18703

Oogi Bongo
Unique, tactile and pliable fidget intended to inspire imaginative play, exploration and
creative story-telling. With suction cups to provide sound and resistance when adhered
to surfaces such as table tops. Can be used in water for fun water play and distraction
during bath time. For 3 years and over
Size: 10cmH

RU23265

Tactile Balls – Set of 6
Soft plastic balls each with its own colour and texture. Easy to hold and lift up. Perfect
for comparative work, as well as matching if purchased in multiples. Very tactile, each
ball can be squeezed. Also useful for pattern-making in sand. For 12 months and over.
Size: 11cm diameter

RU21833

Mox – Set of 3

Buggie

Squidgie Ball

Flexible friend, fantastic fidget and super stacker. Suitable for all ages over 12 months,
Mox is an age appropriate tactile toy for teens and adults who need to keep fingers busy
in order to focus, as well as for youngsters to use as a shaker – make Mox gobble marbles
or coins then hear them rumble in his tummy! Great for inventive play, juggling, rolling,
throwing and catching, balancing and stacking.

Curious creature with huge eyes and an
abundance of rubbery ‘hair’. Appealing
to the eyes and fingers, this mini beast
is squishy, stretchy and super sensory!
Colours may vary.

Soft and very tactile. Light-weight rubber.
For indoor and outdoor use, and in water.
For 3 years and over. Colours may vary.
Each.

Size: 5cm diameter

Size: 26cmL

RU23267

RU20500

Size: 8cm diameter

RU19539
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System

CDs

Musical
Instruments

Saver
Packs
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16220
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Music Systems l AUDITORY

Hi-Fi Audio System with Bluetooth
Simple Music Player
Many individuals with Dementia want to listen to music but are unable to use conventional
music players because they find these too complicated to operate. This version is
designed to overcome these problems as it helps to provide people with Dementia with
music they remember in a way they can independently access themselves. Operated by
lifting the lid, which automatically switches the unit on and plays a tune. If a new tune is
desired, a single large button allows the individual to skip to the next track. Family, carers
or friends set the volume (which is intentionally not easy to change by accident), as well
as downloading tunes onto the player (easily via a USB link from a Windows, Apple or
Linux PC).

Features include:
• Bluetooth

• 50W Speakers

• Headphone Output

• DAB, FM Tuner

• USB Port

• Analog Audio Input

• Remote Control

• CD Player

Model may vary – contact us for the latest specification.
Size: 29 x 22 x 10cmH

RU21986

Size: 30 x 19 x 11cm

RU22113

Walnut

One Button Radio
Retro-style analogue radio that offers an easy way to listen to your favourite stations
without the need to retune and change the volume. Perfect for those who enjoy the same
station all day, every day, or for those who find multiple controls difficult or confusing.
Great for individuals with memory problems or Dementia, dexterity problems or visual
impairments. Includes 2 main control dials - volume and frequency. Once easily tuned to
your required AM/FM station and the volume chosen, you can turn the radio on and off
by pressing the large button on the top. The control knobs can be removed and placed
in the rear compartment of the radio for safe storage and the magnetic panel covers the
buttons to keep your settings in the right place. Mains or battery powered (6 x C batteries
to be purchased separately).
Size: 33L x 15W x 19cmH

RU55786
Bluetooth Water
Speakers – Set of 2
Enjoy an LED light water display whilst you
listen to your favourite music. These USB
powered speakers are filled with water
that jets upwards to create a colourful
fountain in time with the music. Pleasant
to watch, these add a visual dimension
to your auditory experience. Compatible
with most MP3 devices and Smartphones.
3W. Includes USB cable. Does not require
batteries. Model may vary according to
availability.

Nostalgia Music Centre
It may look like something from the past but its features are contemporary!
Features: 33/45/78 rpm turntable, draw loading CD player, MW-FM Stereo Radio,
Cassette Player, Line Out Socket and Line In Socket. Mains operated. Oak-look finish.
Model may vary slightly subject to availability.
Size: 29W x 34D x 23cmH
“Excellent sound, design and build qualities, would certainly recommend
this product.”

Verified Buyer

RU20525
Portable CD
Cassette Player
Features:
• CD player
• Single cassette deck
• Headphone socket

Size: approximately 22H x 8cm diameter

• FM/MW radio tuner

RU21929

• Mains/battery operation

For more speaker options, see our Aroma Lamp with Speaker on page 213 and
our Ocean Sound and Light Projector on page 48

Model may vary subject to availability

RU50993
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AUDITORY l CDs

Music is an essential ingredient of SNOEZELEN®. Our range
of hearing can be stimulated by the pitch, tone and rhythm of
combinations of tunes and auditory experiences. Atmosphere is
all important in creating a feeling of safety and tranquility. In this
section ROMPA® have used the knowledge of others to present a
wide range of auditory experiences that will bring pleasure to the
SNOEZELEN® user.

Classics by the Sea
Piano and guitar accompany the calming
sounds of the sea. Includes Bach, Mozart,
Satie, Beethoven and Debussy.

All CDs are non - returnable

RUCD672

The Way of the Dolphin
Haunting melodies, superb
instrumentation and the moving song of
the Dolphin and Whale.

RUCD220

Pure Relaxation

The Sea

Inspired by the beauty of nature, this
beautiful music takes us beyond our own
world into wide open spaces with a sense
of inner strength and calm.

Piano by the Sea

As timeless, rhythmical and soothing as
the sea itself.

These beautiful solo piano melodies ebb
and flow with the serene sounds of the
ocean.

RUCD626

RUCD662

RUCD633

Music For Children

Mother & Baby

And So To Dream

Pure Tranquility

The
soft, soothing sounds of this
instrumental music have been especially
composed to calm children and babies.
It is equally relaxing and refreshing for
adults.

Recommended
by
leading
child
development experts, the music of Mozart
for a pure tranquil experience for mum
and baby alike.

This sensitive style distills the most
poignant of human feelings into music.
The compositions
reflective.

RUCD632

RUCD511

So soothing and restful to transport you
across summer meadows to a shady
haven where time moves slowly and the
outside world plays no part in disturbing
the peace.

Aromatherapy

Birdsong

Eternal Forest

Relaxation Zen

Switch on the aroma diffuser and float
away. A perfect companion for ROMPA®’s
aromatherapy products.

Early morning, deep in the countryside,
glorious birdsong fills the air.

A haven of serenity with spellbinding
sounds of nature.

Intended to promote feelings of serenity
and relieve stress.

RUCD621

RUCD656

RUCD663

RUCD270

RUCD666

are

restful

and

RUCD634
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Snoezelen® CD

De-Stress

Themed music for relaxation and
Snoezelen® sessions. Includes ‘bubble
tubes’, ‘listening’ and ‘light’. Approx 53
minutes.

Help reduce the stresses and strains of
life. Relax and unwind …

Best of Nature
6 atmospheric tracks: Sea, Rainforest, Thunderstorm, Stream, Ice Cave, Meadow.

RUCD630

RUCD671

Ocean Waves at Sunset

Celtic Spirit

Best of Wildlife

Musical Quiz CD

Enjoy the tranquillity of the moment. Feel
totally and utterly relaxed as the power of
the ocean vibrates through your body.

A vibrant blend of Celtic melodies
featuring authentic instrumentation.

6 exhilarating soundscapes highlighting
many of the planets’ most amazing
species and habitats. From the jungle
to Antartica – great for theming your
Snoezelen® MSE and promoting listening
skills in the classroom.

-Ideal for reminiscence, group discussions
and team games. The CD contains 80
classic favourites. The first few bars of
each song are played twice and the pack
includes an answer sheet and notes for
guidance.

RUCD673

RU51763

RUCD625

RUCD230

“Great CD”
Cari B., Verified Buyer, Swansea

RUCD623

Edge of Dreams

Ultimate Relaxation

Tranquillity

CD Saver Pack

Bright melodies develop from gentle
strings, soothing harps, a haunting oboe
and a distant Chinese gong.

Combines the calming sounds of the sea
with gentle keyboard melodies.

A gentle stream of music that floats upon
one’s consciousness with barely a ripple.

Buy any six CDs and save more. Please
specify CDs required when ordering.

RUCD674

RUCD204

RU19739

RUCD142

By the Sea CD Saver
Pack

Harp by the Sea
7 tracks that merge relaxing harp music
with the sublime sounds of the sea.

RUCD667

Guitar by the Sea
10 tracks that combine stunning classical
guitar interpretations and relaxing
sounds of the sea.

Typically includes Piano
by the Sea, Harp by the
Sea, Guitar by the Sea and
Classics by the Sea. More
economical than individual
purchases.

RU22627

RUCD668
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AUDITORY l Wooden Sound Wonders

Rotating Bell Spiral

Rotating Sound Tree

Turn the wheel to move the enclosed marbles and to create a delightful visual effect.
Simple, multi-sensory, no-fail and rewarding. Encourages fine motor skills, grip, visual
tracking and listening skills. Appropriate for all ages.

Rotate the disc to make the colourful cylinders move and make a knocking sound.
Visual and auditory. Simple yet effective and rewarding. Encourages movement
and an understanding of cause and effect. Robust and well-made.

Size: base 25L x 20W x 1.8cmH; overall 34cmH

Size: base 25L x 20W x 1.8cmH; overall 34cmH

RU23042

RU23043

Rotating Bell Flower
Push a petal to set the integral bells in motion to make a delightful sound. A pleasant
reward for minimal effort. Visual and auditory. Encourages fine motor skills, focus and
an understanding of cause and effect. With a sturdy base for stability. Lovely quality.
Perfect for those who find repetitive motions soothing. The flower is 2.5cmW (including
the clear acrylic front) and so there is a substantial target area to reach for.
Size: base 25L x 20W x 1.8cmH; overall 34cmH

RU23041

Flip Fingers
5 revolving hollow wooden tubes mounted on a frame. Each tube has bells inside it. This
product combines colour and sound effects with gross hand and fine finger movements.
Size: 32 x 15 x 38cmH
See this product in action at www.rompa.com

RU13188

Musical Bear
Never was a xylophone so cute! Colourful
keys on an easy to hold base. Pleasing
sounds. Winner of a Right Start Best Toy
Award. Includes 2 beaters. For 3 years
and over.
Size: 32.5L x 21W x 4cmH

RU19597

Dondina
Music to your ears! Good quality, loud, clear, easily-produced sounds. Pre-tuned. Suitable
for any age. With easy-grip, non-slip tops. No-fail - even crude movements can make
beautiful sounds. Simple but extremely effective. Encourages interaction.
Size: 59L x 13W x 14cmH

RU17648
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Clacking Windmill
Strong wooden base and uprights hold a pair of four rotating arms with balls
at the ends. Each arm has a pair of sliding half balls on each rod that ‘clack’
together as the windmills spin around, giving a “reward” sound after making
contact.
Size: 24 x 20 x 32cmH

Sight and Sound Tube Drum
Stimulating and multi-sensory. Visual, audible and tactile. The 5 tubes contain different
materials, creating different sounds as they turn. Rotates at the slightest touch giving
maximum reward for minimum movement. Sturdy and well-made.
See this product in action at www.rompa.com

Base size: 26 x 22cm

RU21690

RU13221

Mini Rotating Drum
This Mini Rotating Drum is filled with coloured balls. The design has stood the test
of time due to its intrinsic rewards from the sounds and movement created.

Chime Frame And Beater

“My granddaughter is blind and cannot sit up, so this drum we place by

Six colourful wooden chimes suspended within a strong frame. Complete with beater
which is attached to the frame to prevent loss. Recommended for use in auditory
feedback with visually impaired people.

her feet and she can feel it and turn it around to hear the balls inside it

Size: 37 x 27cmH

move.”

RU13219

Base size: 23 x 22cm

Sara H., Verified Buyer

See this product in action at www.rompa.com

RU14557

Mirror Chimeabout
Mounted on a wooden stand, the strips of
mirror-faced coloured acrylic are revolved
by hand to give an attractive effect
of light and colour together with the
pleasant sound of the bells. Contact gives
an immediate visual and auditory reward.
Size: 20cm dia. x 24cmH
See this product in action at
www.rompa.com

RU13184

Mirror Marble Wheel
Rotate the wheel and make the
coloured marbles clatter around.
The mirrored backing makes the
wheel visually stimulating. A good
visual and auditory reward whilst
encouraging movement.
Size: 25 x 20 x 33cmH
See this product in action at
www.rompa.com

RU14215
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AUDITORY l Fun, Games & Activities

Rhythm In A Bag
The perfect portable percussion!

Sounds Kit Deluxe
Includes lots of musical instruments and noisy novelties for auditory activities. Also
includes Talking Tins for you to record your own sounds.

RU21984

With 19 instruments and 4 beaters. Multi-pocket bag can be suspended open. A good
variety of instruments with a range of tones. Includes 2 tambourines (15 and 20cm
diameter), 5 triangles (10-20cm), 2 wooden maracas, guiro and scraper, 2 tone blocks,
wooden block, 2 castanets, 1 castanet with handle, 1 wooden tone block, 1 pair of claves
and 1 metal shaker. For 3 years and over. This pack may contain some small parts.

Sounds Kit Budget

Size: closed bag 42 x 40 x 40cm

Includes musical instruments and noisy novelties as well as a Talking Tin.

RU20688

RU21985

Lights & Sounds Answer Buzzers - Set of 4

Sounds Set
Complete set to stimulate the sense of hearing and for musical and auditory perception
activities. Typically includes Scented Crystal Bell Balls, Groan Tube, Mini Rainstick,
Thunder Eggs, CD, Animal Sound Tins, Voice Changer, Tambourine, Drum and a Wiggly
Giggly Ball. Contents may vary. Recommended for use with the Storage Tower 21801
(to be purchased separately). For 3 years and over. This set may contain some small
parts.

RU21803

A multi-sensory version of our popular Buzzers. Interactive and engaging. Makes a
laser, siren, buzz or charge sound AND its light flashes when pressed. Wonderful for
sensory seekers of all ages, the patterned tops provide additional visual input. Great
for encouraging an understanding of cause and effect, promoting listening skills and
participation in group activities such as quizzes. Each requires 2 AAA batteries (to be
purchased separately). For 3 years and over.
Size: 9cm diameter

RU23089

Buzzers - Set of 4
Fun cause and effect tools. Press to obtain a sound honking horn, doorbell, boxing bell and boing. Similar
to switches, without the need for a separate switchadapted device. Engaging and interactive. Each
requires 2 AAA batteries (to be purchased separately).
For 4 years and over.
Size: 9cm diameter

RU20955
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Music Trolley
Large enough to store and compactly display the 24 instruments included. Space-saving,
money saving and extremely practical. Trolley is beech with 3 drawers, a hinged lid and
wheels. Instruments include: metallophone, 10 plastic chime bars, pair of claves, tone
block with handle, 2 guiros, wooden block, 2 jingle sticks, jingle tree, 2 hand bells with
leather strap, bell stick, 2 triangles, pair of castanets, pair of maracas, pair of finger
cymbals, 4 cymbals, cymbal stand and 2 tambourines.
For 3 years and over. This pack may contain some small parts.
Size: 55L x 27D x 65cmH

Paletto

RU20450

Wonderful for cause and effect exercises and for encouraging listening skills,
concentration and recognition. With 64 pre-recorded sounds - some will make you
laugh, some will evoke memories and some will stimulate the imagination. Sounds
can be associated with stories you relate - use them to set the scene and provide an
audible backdrop to your narration. Clients of all abilities can join in.
Pre-recorded sounds are divided into 8 groups: people, hygiene, indoor, animal,
vehicles, city, who’s job? and various. Sounds include: telephone, nose blowing,
whistling, burping, applause, cuckoo, cow, pig, doorbell, ship, car, church bells,
conversation and fireworks.
• Supplied with a microphone to record your own sounds, words or music
• Compact shape

Music Activity Board by ROMPA

®

A well made music activity centre with good quality musical sounds. It creates different
volumes and rhythms to encourage discrimination.

• With a replaceable memory card
• With LEDs above each switch for visual as well as audible feedback
• Compatible with loud speakers and amplifiers

Size: 96 x 45cm

• Incorporates automatic and manual scanning

RU22013

• Low voltage

Musical Abstract
Tactile Panel
Visual, tactile – and especially
audible. Stimulating sounds,
engaging activity and inviting
textures. Lovely for exploring,
comparing, learning and
enjoying.
Promotes social
skills (conversation, listening
skills and turn-taking) as well
as imaginative and creative
interaction.
Colours and
features may vary.
Size: 115 x 115cm

• Includes magnetic button tops for easy personalisation, your own matching
activities and visual prompting

RU16792
RU16220

Wall Paletto

Size: 122L x 86W x 8.5cmD

Table Top Paletto

Size: 53L x 40W x 6.5cmH

’Within our school we have children on different levels and with various
needs. Paletto has given us new ideas to practice communication,
understanding and co-operation, individually as well as in a group of
children. Paletto awakens curiosity, joy and brings out imagination.
Everyone finds a way to work and play with Paletto’
Lena Möller, teacher of language and communication skills
‘The Wall Paletto is useful for sound location and sound matching’
Diana Hunter, member of staff at Special School, Leeds

RU22959
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Bell Ball
Audible, tactile and brightly
coloured. The bells inside ring
loudly when the ball is moved
whilst large evenly-spaced holes
allow the ball to be easily handled.
Brilliant for all ages and abilities.
Colours may vary.
Size: 15cm diameter

RU19936

Big Soft Bell Ball
Jingly jangly jumbo ball!
Brightly coloured, soft ball to throw, catch, explore and bury your hands inside. The
bell is safely housed inside a segment of the ball. Brilliant for all ages. Washable.
Size: 36cm diameter

RU18374

Wiggly Giggly Ball
Guaranteed to make you giggle!
•Interactive

•Wiggles when pushed

•For indoor and outdoor use

•Giggles and gurgles as it is rolled along

•Encourages gross-motor skills

•Soft

•Suitable for all ages •No batteries needed, nothing to wind - a sense of fun is all that’s
needed to make this great ball come alive! Latex free. Each.
Size: 17cm diameter approx

RU16627
Clear Jingle
Bell Ball
This musical ball contains 4 ringing bells. It
is used for auditory tracking for people who
have sight impairment. Supplied deflated inflate with Ball Pump.
Size: 55cm diameter

RU14935

Mini Wiggly Giggly
All the fun of the larger Wiggly Giggly but half the size! Just as much gurgling, giggling
and fun! Colours may vary. Latex free. For 6 months and over. Each.
Size: 11cm diameter

RU16966
Ringing Football

Large, transparent with a subtlety textured surface. Audible too – the thousands of tiny
colourful plastic beads contained inside rattle as the ball is pushed and rolled. Lovely
for gentle, multi-sensory and controlled play. Supports hand-eye co-ordination, motor
skills and collaborative interaction. Also valuable for improving focus and concentration
during quiet periods. Supplied deflated. For 0 months onwards.

Wonderful ball for the visually impaired highly contrasting black and white whilst
jingle bell inside ‘rings’ when the ball is in
motion. Will enhance the visually impaired
player’s confidence, development of ball
handling skills and enjoyment of the game.
Same durable construction and size as
standard athletic balls. Supplied deflated,
inflate with ball pump. Rubber.

Size: approx. 31cm diameter

Size: approx 20cm dia

RU22824

RU14842

Constellation Ball
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♫♬
Musical Mat

It may look like a piano, but this musical mat plays 7 other instruments including:
trumpet, saxophone, violin, guitar, banjo, oboe and vibraphone. Record up to 38 notes
using any combination of instruments and them play them back. Also includes 10 demo
nursery rhymes. Latex-free. Requires 4 AA batteries.
Size: approx 180cmL x 75cmW x 20cmD

Skoog

RU19187
We have many musical and auditory products throughout this catalogue.
Look again at these inclusive resources that make enjoyment of music
accessible to all
Interactive Lighting System

Hip Hop Activity Box™

See pages 42 to 43

See page 103

Motivating music-making! Accessible, fun, enabling, inclusive and easy to play.
Like a 5 note keyboard, press each side or top of this wireless Bluetooth midi
device to make a sound. Responsive and extremely personalisable, choose your
own tracks and instruments. Works with iPad so you can play, jam and create
music like a rock star! Use the free App that works with Apple Music, Spotify or
your music streaming service. Sensitivity-adjustable and self-tuning. Encourages
participation, alertness, learning and experimentation with, as well as enjoyment
of, music for everyone, regardless of ability. Boosts self-esteem and provides relief
and a creative outlet. Suitable for early years to older adults – use can be as simple
or as involved as you wish. Rubber exterior and ABS base are easy to wipe clean.
Rechargeable (charge 6 hours for up to 12 hours of use). Includes a quick install
guide – user videos at www.rompa.com
Size: 14 x 14 x 14cm

RU23388

18870

Blue!
non-slip underside

20402
Talking Cube and Mini Talking
Cube by ROMPA®
“Amazing product. Would
highly recommend it. Works
really well … you can record
your own voice over each side.”
Perianne W., Verified Buyer,
Southport
See page 25 for full description

18870

RE

D

Balance Sound Steps – Set of 6
Step or jump on or off these soft pads to activate a sound. Provides proprioceptive and
auditory stimulation. Visual and colourful, these can also be used for colour recognition
and sequencing. Inviting and useful for balance, stability and motor planning activities.
PU surface with a non-slip underside and foam filling. Same sound in all (squeak).
Batteries not required.
Size: 25cm diameter x 5cmH

RU23196
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Spectacular Rainstick
Tumbling beads catch the light creating a holographic effect and increasing the visual
appeal of this modern version of an old idea. Easy to handle with an instant sound and
visual reward. Latex free.
Size: 41cmH x 5cm diameter

RU15780
RU17241

Mini Spectacular Rainstick

Size: 20cmL

Sensory Tubes - Set of 4
Develop sensory exploration and awareness. Supplied empty for you to fill so you can
match content to need and preferences. For example, create sound shakers and rattles,
glittery sand tubes for visual tracking or aroma tubes with flower petals … Tubes are freestanding and the securely fitting lids can be opened at each end. Also great for early
science. Includes 4 tubes, 8 solid lids, 4 vented lids. For 2 years and over. Use under
supervision. Not suitable for those who mouth.
Size: 30H x 6cm diameter

RU23088

Musical Shape Shakes - Set of 3
Twirly Whirly Rainmaker
Beautiful rain sounds now with a twist - literally! As the colourful beads drop inside the
tube they twist the vortex and flip the pinwheels. Great sounds with oodles of visual
appeal too! Tube thins towards the centre for easier gripping.
Size: 30cmH, 7.5cm diameter

RU17367

Funky, chunky and easy to grip instruments!
Excellent range of sounds to encourage
creativity and musical development skills.
Safe and durable. Colours may vary.
Includes:
•Rattle Triangle with colourful beads
•Bell Circle
•Ratchet Roll Square
Size: 9.5cmH each

RU18379

Diddy
Rainboshaker™

Rain Tube
Turn the rain tube to make the long sounds of a rain storm. These hypnotic and
enchanting sounds can be used to create an atmosphere for scene-setting or simply
enjoyed as beautiful music. An easy percussion instrument to use – minimal movement
provides a great reward. Entirely natural, the exterior is made of cactus wood which
houses the integral beads.
Size: 25cmL x 4cm diameter

RU21880

Strong yet light. Marvellous for small or weak
and frailer hands. Colourful with a lovely
sound. Easy to play.
Size: 9cmH

RU18892
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Animal Sound Tins - Set of 3
Great sound reward for minimal movement. Simple to use - just turn the can. Wonderful
cause and effect tool for your sensory box. Each tin plays the same noise (depicted design
on top does not represent the noise being made). For 18 months and over.
Size: 5.5cm diameter x 6.2cmH

RU22963

Sound Prisms - Set of 12
Each of the 6 pairs of wooden prisms makes a different sound when shaken. Encourages
listening, simple sound-making, fine motor skills and auditory-matching. Colour-coded
musical notes are on one end of the prism for visual matching. Age-appropriate for
adults too. For 18 months and over.
Size: 6 x 5cm

Tambourine

RU22705

The design of the Tambourine puts
the player’s hand within the frame’s
overall centre of gravity. This balances
the instrument so that less effort is
required to control it, allowing greater
freedom to play. Easy to hold. Made
from durable plastic. Colours may vary.
Size: 27 x 22 x 5cm

RU13031

PipSquigz – Set of 3
Fun little suckers! Tactile, audible, visually stimulating and super-inviting. Each one
rattles when shaken, and has its own texture. Colourful and easy to hold, transport
and clean. Push the PipSquigz’s suction cup down on a smooth surface to keep
it in place – and pull it up to feel resistance and for a popping sound. Great for
exploration, kinaesthetic learning, an understanding of cause and effect and for
play. Can be used in water. Dishwasher-safe and BPA-free silicone. For 6 months
and over.
Size: 7 to 10cmH; suction cups 5.5cm diameter

Egg Shaker - Set of 4

RU22079

Lovely to hold, feel, see and hear. Fit comfortably in the hand. Produce pleasant sounds
from minimal effort. Tactile, the bumps are also coloured for visual interest. Colours may
vary. For 6 months and over.
Size: 4W x 5.5cmH

RU22131
Shape Shakers
– Set of 6
Easy to handle, colourful shape boxes
that rattle when shaken. Can be used
to gain attention and to encourage
grip and finger dexterity.
With
rounded corners for safety. Colours/
shapes may vary. For 6 months and
over.

Rhythm Pals – Set of 4
A unique set of complementary instruments with specially moulded handles to encourage
a strong, firm grip. Attractive colours, interesting shapes and textures to motivate
exploration of touch and sound. Suitable for individual use or group play. Colours may
vary. For 6 months and over.

Size: 5cm approx.

Size: 12 x 10.5cm

RU19895

RU22788
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Maracas
Tough bodied Maracas made from durable plastic supplied in matching pairs.

Musical Bells - Set of 8
Colourful bells to shake or press. Two easy ways to play them for wonderful group music
sessions. Colour-coded to correspond to Boomwhackers. Excellent tone and tuning.
Notes C64-C76 (C1, D2, E3, F4, G5, A6, B7, C8). The bell section is mild steel - the handle
and bell push are plastic.

Size: 25cmL

RU13025

Size: 15cmH x 9cm diameter

RU18423

Clatterpillar
Fun and easy to play
Move the Clatterpillar at different speeds for different sounds. Pliable and durable.
Assorted colours.
Size: 26L x 8cmW

RU17113

Bendy Bells - Set of 4
For wrist and ankle wear. High quality bells for a clear, bright resonant tone. Adjustable
fastenings. Set of four. Colours may vary.
Size: 22cmL

RU17114

Voice Changer
Encourage vocalisation with this
fun contraption. Makes a variety of
amusing mechanoid effect when you
speak into it. Amplifies and distorts.
With flashing LED lights. Colours may
vary. Requires a 9V battery.
Size: approx 15cm

RU20391

Peek A Boo
Bunny

Chrome plated bells fitted to a strip incorporating a handle.

Press her back paw to hear bunny’s baby
laugh and make her cover her eyes with
her paws. Visual, tactile, rewarding
and wonderful for an understanding of
cause and effect. Surface washable only.
Includes 2 AA batteries. For 10 months+.

Chrome plated bells with a natural wood finish handle.

Size: 17W x 15D x 22cmH

Chrome plated bells attached to a wooden handle.

RU23200

Musical Bells
These sleigh bells encourage differing wrist movements:

RU14637
RU13086
RU14636
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Instruments l AUDITORY

Lollipop Drum
Fun design with quality sounds and integral handle. Includes soft-tipped beater.
Size: 20L x 2.5cmH

RU17488

Surf Drum
Make the soothing sound of waves hitting the shore. Hold this double sided,
frame drum in your hands, tilt slightly and through the drum head watch as
hundreds of tiny steel pellets cascade from one side to the other, creating
hypnotic water rhythms. Model may vary subject to availability.
Size: 35cm dia, 8cmH
“We have the opportunity to relax before going back into the classroom,
listen to soft relaxing music, or play with the surf drum. The children
enjoy it when we lay down, close our eyes and pretend we are laid on a
hot beach and we can hear the ocean.”
Amie Fiddler, Positive Play, Creswell Junior School

RU14920
Baby Dholak
Beautiful, traditional, authentic Indian
percussion instrument. Delightful to
see, play and hear. Fabulous colours
and sounds.

Diatonic Boomwhackers - Set of 8
Strike the Boomwhacker to strike a chord! Tuned tubes that everyone can play. Robust
and colourful. The instrument of the new century!

Size: 15cm diameter x 20cmH

RU17969

Includes C, D, E, F, G, A, B and C.
Size: 30 to 62cmL

RU17119

Groggy Groan Tube
Musical Sorter
Correctly insert the shapes and be rewarded with funny sounds! Push button on top for
music. Includes sorter and stackable shapes. With handles and flexible base for ease of
use and shape-retrieval. Requires 2 AA batteries. For 9 months and over.
Size: 15H x 21cmW (including handles; 19W excluding handles)

RU20380

Turn the tube to make it groan. Provides an audible reward for movement. Fun and
almost irresistible if not a little infuriating!
Size: 40cmL
“My little boy loves noises and music and I know he will love this. Cheap
and cheerful!”
Carly, Verified Buyer, London

See page 79 for Outdoor Congas and Rainbow Drums

RU18973
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Aroma Kits l AROMA
10 Reasons to choose ROMPA®’s Aromatherapy Kit
1. Choice

This comprehensive kit includes 12 different aromas, from Grapefruit
and Bergamot, to Tea Tree and Lavender

2. Longevity

As you only need to use a couple of drops each time, this kit typically
lasts for 2 to 3 years, if not longer. Oils are bottled just before they
are despatched to us

3. Natural

The oils are essential oils – high quality, natural oils - not synthetic,
water-based alternatives

4. Ethical

The oils are ethically sourced from all over the world – our supplier
has established strong relationships with producers for many years,
often through travelling to sites to maintain these links
Aromatherapy Kit by ROMPA®

5. Tested

The oils are tested for quality and a MSDS is available on our website

6. Multi-purpose

Useful for stimulating
memories, encouraging
appetite, massage, bathing,
freshening rooms and masking
less pleasant odours … these
oils can be used in many
different ways. Using an oil in
a fan-operated diffuser is both
simple and safe.

An easy to use compact kit with its own attractive, wooden case that allows the user to
store the 12 oils upright. Suitable for a wide range of uses - with the Interactive Aroma
Panel, an aroma diffuser, in massage blends or in the bath. Note: it is recommended that
this kit be used by someone who has attended an aromatherapy course (such as ISPA or
IFA) and has sufficient knowledge for its safe application.
Box - 15L x 11.5W x 9cmH
“A smart little wooden box with a good selection of scented oils. Perfect for
introducing aromatherapy to our sensory room.”
Mark D., Verified Buyer

RU14032

7. Sensory

Despite having the quickest and most direct route to the brain of all
the senses, our sense of smell is often over-looked as many of us use
our sense of sight as our primary sense. In order for Multi-Sensory
Environments to be truly multi-sensory, aroma should be considered
with the other senses, including the vestibular and proprioceptive
senses

8. Comforting

Our sense of smell is not only
very sensitive and powerful, it is
connected to mood, emotions and
feelings. Aromas can transport
us to our childhood and stimulate
memories of loved ones and happy
times. Aromas can also be used
to distract during treatment and
to help maintain connections with
individuals when incorporated into
massage.

Aromatherapy
Blends Kit by ROMPA®
A practical and easy to use collection of aroma blends. Each blend has its own purpose.
Ideal for individuals who are not confident which pure essential oil best suits their need.
Use in our Aroma Panel, in diffusers, in massage blends or in the bath. Contents may
vary, but typically includes handy storage box to keep bottles upright and twelve 10ml
glass bottles of relaxing and alerting blends, including Equilibrium, Mobility, Prevention,
Refresh and De-Stress.
Size: Box 15L x 11.5W x 9cmH

RU23246

9. Alternative

Akin to the values of Snoezelen®, aromatherapy can be used
effectively as an alternative to medication. For example, essential
oils such as Lavender and Vetiver can be used to help encourage
sleep – safe avenues to explore before resorting to sedatives

10. On trend

Aromatherapy is coming back into vogue, notably in the USA, but
also in the UK. Some perfume houses are consciously choosing
to use more essential oils in their perfumes to avoid the use of
preservatives.

Aroma Oil Blends – Set of 4
A great starter set containing both calming and invigorating aromas. 10ml glass bottles.
Includes: • Refresh – uplifting and elevating • Relaxation – soothing and restorative
• Daybreak – rejuvenating citrus

• De-Stress – provides respite from daily tensions

RU23250
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AROMA l Aroma Diffusers

Aroma Roll
More able individuals can roll the blend onto wrists, temples or pulse points – this
can provide distraction as well as scent. For less independent users, these are
great for the back of the hands for massage – a lovely way for a carer, therapist or
relative to maintain a connection with an individual. The delightful scents provide
a positive and pleasant fragrance which may disguise ‘background’ smells. Not to
be ingested. 10ml glass bottle. Size: 1.5cm diameter x 8cmH
RU23251 Lavender – relaxing (100% organic)

Oasis Aroma and Sound Diffuser
Scent and sound combined for an ultra-relaxing sensation! 7 sounds including Heart
Beat, Ocean, Fountain, Summer Night, White Noise, Bird Song, Spring Rain. With volume
control, Automatic timer (15, 30 or 45 minutes) and 4 pots of Aroma Beads for different
moods: Energising, Relaxing, Inhalation, Revitalise. Battery or mains operated (batteries
to be purchased separately). Compact - requires minimal space.

RU23252
RU23253

Goodnight – to help rest and unwind (97% organic)
Relaxation – to help soothe and unwind (97% organic)

Size: 19L x 10W x 12cmH

RU18051
RU18052

Additional Aroma Beads for Oasis Aroma and Sound Diffuser

Aroma Mouse
Diffuse on the move! Compact, light and portable. Use in the car, or where space is
limited. Battery or mains operated. Quiet yet highly effective internal fan. Safe to use no heat nor spillages. Includes 5 refill pads. Requires 4 x AA batteries and essential oils
(both to be purchased separately).
Size: 14L x 9W x 7cmH

RU17047
Refill pads for Aroma Mouse
Pack of 10 refill pads for Aroma Mouse

RU17048

Aroma Diffuser Professional
Diffuses essential oils effectively, naturally and quietly. Fan not flame operated. Two
power settings for normal and boost applications. Uses minimal electricity and can be
left unattended overnight. Includes one easy to change/top-up cartridge.
Size: 16H x 11.5cm diameter
“Very happy with this purchase, great product & very pleased with the
price for what it does.”
Rachel N., Verified Buyer

RU15410
RU16562

Happy Meal Times Essential Oils – Set of 3
A great set purposefully chosen to encourage mealtimes to be positive and enjoyable
experiences. Mood-lifting, these oils may also encourage appetite. Inexpensive and
accessible. For use in diffusers – not to be ingested. 10ml glass bottles. Includes:
• Distilled lime - refreshing, uplifting, stimulating and activating with a citrus, bitter-sweet
aroma. Considered good for digestive problems.
• Mandarin – uplifting and calming. Sweet, gentle and tangy.

Replacement Cartridge One cartridge to fit the Aroma Diffuser Professional.

• Palmarosa – a popular appetite-stimulant that works well with the citrus oils.

RU23249
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Aroma Diffusers l AROMA

Aromatic Epsom Salts – Set of 5
Composed of Magnesium Sulphate which has long been believed to have beneficial
effects on health and well-being. Add approximately half a tub to your bath under hot
running water to help relax the nervous system and soothe the skin. Soak for 20-40
minutes to obtain maximum effects. Includes one tub each of De-Stress, Lavender,
Mobility, Detox and Relaxation. Not to be ingested. 300g each.
Size: 9cm diameter x 6cmH

RU23254

Interactive Aroma Panel by ROMPA®
Activate smells, colours, sounds and breezes for aromatic, visual, audible and tactile
stimulation. LED lights indicate which aroma is being diffused. Compatible with Sensory
Magic® and our ever-improving range of Wi Fi controllers, this panel can be controlled
easily and remotely. Includes 4 aromas (more available separately). The integral fans
have 2 speed settings. The shaped buttons are identifiable by touch for those with visual
impairments. To be wall-mounted (horizontally or vertically). Frosted opal finish only.
Size: 60 x 25 x 10.5cm

3-in-1 Aroma Lamp with Speaker
Multi-sensory and marvellous! Compact and modern design.

RU20943
RU21788 Additional / Spare set of aromas for the Interactive Aroma Panel by ROMPA®

Includes 2 packs of aroma beads, 2 aroma sachets,4 bottled blends and 20 cotton wool pads.
Aromas will vary according to availability.

• Colour changing atmospheric mood lamp
• Aroma diffuser with humidifier (mist effect)
• Wirelessly plays music (compatible with Android and iPhone through Bluetooth)
Mains powered (24V AC adapter included).
Size: 14cm diameter x 11.5cmH

RU23116

Smell Box
A collection of 12 different aromas to
encourage reminiscence and evoke
memories amongst a wide range
of people. Brilliant way to prompt
conversation. Aromas includes: carnation,
lemon, dentist, apple, pear drops, newlycut grass, lily of the valley, leather,
marzipan, hyacinth, germolene, lavender.
With storage box. Bottles have dropdispenser tops.

Aroma Mist
Diffuser
Stylish and contemporary diffuser for use
with essential oils and blends to fragrance
your surroundings within a 10-20m range.
Ultrasonic, so not heat or flame operated.
With mood lighting – choose colour
phrasing or a single colour to create a
relaxing or reviving atmosphere. Includes
auto shut-off, mini humidifier and low
energy consumption features. Power
adapter (24V DC, rated power 12W) and
filling cup included. For aromatic purposes
– not intended to be handled.
Size: 9cm diameter x 17cmH

RU23247

Includes free Refresh blend

Size: box 14.5L x 12W x 7.5cmH, bottles
6.5cmH

RU23248

Includes free Goodnight

RU52084

blend
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AROMA l Aroma Activities

Everyday Aroma
Activity Game
The set comes complete with colour cards to match the aromas for visual identification.
The sense of smell promotes visual recognition. This stimulation encourages hand
movements to place the diffuser on the correct picture. Rules included. The scents
include lemon, coconut, soap, rose and firewood. 5 game cards (17cm x 11cm)

Scented Crystal Bell Balls - Set of 6
A delight to see, hear, smell, touch, throw, bounce and squeeze. These sparkling, low
bounce, hollow balls have a lively jingle bell inside. Made from fused plastic pellets, they
are easy to grip. Assorted colours. Size: 6cm diameter

30 sealed aroma flasks. Size: box 34 x 28 x 4cm

“Great product. Ordered more straight away!”

RU14924

Nadine, Verified Buyer, Skelmersdale

RU15227

Aroma Huggabuddies
Super soft and super sensory! Tactile, visual and aromatic. Cuddly and can be
warmed in the microwave. Pleasantly heavy – sits in the small of your arm like a
baby. Can be ‘posed’ to imply emotions. Pleasant lavender aroma. For 3 years and
over. Not suitable for those who mouth. Huggabuddies may vary slightly from those
shown.

Aroma Balls - Set of 4

Size: approximately 21H x 16W x 20cmL

Size: 5.5cm diameter

RU21503
RU21504
RU22291

RU17590

Elephant

Scented balls that fit comfortably in the palm of the hand. Colour and scent co-ordinated.
Soft, squeezable and great to manipulate for hand exercise. Perfect too for games,
especially when bought in multiple sets. Includes one each of orange, rose, lemon, apple.
Supplied inflated. Latex-, phtalates-, lead- and chrome-free.

Giraffe
Cat

Scented
Sound Die
Multi-sensory die - tactile, aromatic
and with a bell inside for auditory
appeal. Colours/aromas include green/
mint, pink/strawberry, blue/aniseed and
yellow/lemon. Colours and aroma may
vary. Each. Size: 15 x 15 x 15cm

Smell Pots – Set of 10

RU18478

RU22823

Plastic pots with holes in the lids to allow you to add your own scented items. A lovely size
for smaller hands to hold, whilst being large enough to hold a variety of contents safely
out of direct reach. Dishwasher-safe (up to 80°C).
Size: 8L x 4cm diameter
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MohDoh™
Tactile and aromatic, each scented dough has its own colour and purpose. A wonderful
‘fidget’ which is portable, inexpensive and suitable for children and adults. Using only
the purest natural oils, MohDoh™ can improve emotional and physical well-being
as it is kneaded (helping improve motor skills and co-ordination) and the fragrances
can improve mood. Non-toxic and EN71-compliant (toy safety). Non-returnable once
opened. Lasts for approximately 30 ten minute uses. 50g pot. Not suitable for those
who mouth (not intended to be ingested).

RU22250

Travel Can help provide relief from travel sickness and the anxiety and

stress that accompanies that

RU22252
RU22253
RU22254

Calm A fun and effective way to help individuals to relax and unwind
Unwind Intended to provide relief from stress and anxiety
Think Great for learners. Stimulating to help students regain lost focus and

n t e d!

4 densities

Sleep Relaxing to promote gentle and natural sleep for those who have

insomnia or who are restless or agitated

RU22251

ce

s
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Aroma Activities l AROMA

Cando® Scented Theraputty – Set of 4 tubs
Helps develop grip strength and provides a pleasant multi-sensory experience. Each set
contains a tub of vanilla (XX-soft), banana (X-soft), cherry (soft) and apple (medium)
putty.
50g (2oz)

RU21385

improve concentration

Soothersack
Luxury wheat filled band that contains carefully selected oils to help calm your physical
and mental state, relieve stress, tension, muscle spasm and insomnia. Can be cooled
overnight in a freezer and used as a cold compress, or when warmed gently in an oven
or microwave the sack will remain warm for up to an hour. A high quality, totally natural
and organic product. Supplied with a hygienic, fully machine washable sleeve. Existing
oils last at least 3 months.
Size: 49 x 16cm

RU16610
RU16607

Green/Calming Soothersack
Top Up Oil for 16610

Natural Aroma Room Spray
Provides a pleasant aroma in your room or vehicle. Easy to use and
effective. Intended to fragrance the air, not furnishings nor objects. Not
to be ingested. 30ml glass bottle.
Size: 2.6cm diameter x 11cmH

RU23255
RU23256
RU23257
RU23258

Lavender
Lemon
Relaxation
Noel
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Comfort, Companionship & Relationships l LIFE SKILLS & REHABILITATION
Johan
Life-like character to care for and cuddle.
With a captivating facial expression and
large endearing eyes. Reassuring and
comforting, Johan can provide a sense
of purpose and commitment to an older
person with Dementia or to an adult with
learning difficulties. For children, Johan can
be stimulating and encourage imaginative
play. Because of his realistic size, weight
and appearance he can awaken emotions
and memories. Johan can be dressed and
used with the Heart or with an aroma
placed in cotton wool in the pocket in his
back for added sensory input.
Size: 65cmH

RU21862

Newborns
Soft, adorable and a delight to cuddle. Realistic size and ‘feel’. Even their little heads
need supporting like a newborn. With beautiful attention to detail and a Velcrosealable pouch in the back for the Heart (20327). Includes babygrow and hat, but will
fit into standard newborn sized baby clothes. Hand-washable. Weight: 0.8kg
Size: 46L x 42cmW (finger tip to finger tip)

RU20330
RU20331
Emelie
Doll Therapy can be valuable amongst people with Dementia as having something to
care for can imbue a rewarding sense of purpose and usefulness, as well as helping to
reduce anxiety. Emelie is dressable, cuddleable and comforting. When held like a real
infant in your left arm, it is as though she is lovingly looking up at you. An appropriate
weight (1.4kg) which can in itself be calming. With a pouch on her side, the Heart and
aromas can be added. Her hair is lovely to stroke, and she may help stimulate memories
of parenthood and happy family moments.
Size: 65cmH

RU20340

Lilly, Girl
Elias, Boy

Lilly “We initially purchased one of the dolls for a Lady living with
Dementia in the home who was always talking about ‘the babies’. Her
reaction to the doll was overwhelming, her communication skills improved
as she would sit and converse with the doll and also sing Nursery rhymes.
Something that she may not have done or that we would have thought
she was able to do. Subsequently we purchased a further 3 and they have
had a really positive impact for our Ladies and Gentlemen living in the
home, giving them the opportunity to still be able to nurture and create
a sense of comfort and well-being. We also purchased a beautiful Silver
Cross pram for the dolls and this encouraged people to go outside for
walks in the fresh air. They are really soft and durable but also they are
the weight of an average baby. Clothes are interchangeable and this helps
people keep occupied with looking after them.”
Ruth Abbs, Registered Home Manager, Birmingham
Lilly “Maureen really enjoyed the Newborns and interacted well. She
was talking and singing to them, especially to the girl Lilly. Maureen was
initially agitated, but saw these dolls and immediately took to them and
seemed happier.”
Helen Longdon, Service Day Worker, Chesterfield
Tom “Perfect doll. Much appreciated by the lady we gave it to - a real hit!”
Eleanor D., Verified Buyer

Tom
A lovable baby boy to care for and cuddle. With his own character and cheerful
expression, he is comforting and can provide a sense of purpose and commitment to an
older person with Dementia or to an adult with learning difficulties. For children, Tom
can be stimulating and encourage imaginative play. Because of his realistic size, weight
and appearance he can awaken emotions and memories. Tom can be dressed and used
with the Heart or with an aroma placed in cotton wool in the pocket in his side for added
sensory input. Washable.
Size: 50cmH

Heart
A relaxing rhythm of approximately
60 beats a minute. The gentle
vibration and subtle sound adds
further sensory interest. Requires 2 x
LR44 batteries (not included).
Size: 6.5 x 6.5 x 2cm

RU20327

RU21863
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LIFE SKILLS & REHABILITATION l Comfort, Companionship & Relationships

48cmL

B
See page 118 for the Weighted Cat

A

C

22194

22191

B
Empathy Cat

A
Precious Pet Puppy
22190

22187

Lifelike, ‘breathing’ little bundle of joy.
This virtual pet offers the best of owning
an animal without the hassle or continual
expense. His back subtly rises and falls
as if softly napping. Adorable! Suitable
for stroking and enjoying the experience
of having a comforting weight on the
lap, rather than for cuddling or hugging.
Breeds may vary subject to availability.
Requires 1 D battery.

22192

20397

Size: 30L x 18W x 30cmH

RU19924

22189

Size: approx. 24L x18W x 10cmH

RU20397
RU22187
RU22188
RU22189
RU22190
RU22191
RU22192
RU22194

A comforting, ‘virtual’ pet to stroke. A
soothing companion and weighted tactile
pal. Loved by all ages, from children to
older adults with dementia. A seriously
cuddleable moggie! Hand-washable.

Chocolate Labrador
Beagle
Black Labrador
Cavalier King Charles
Cocker Spaniel

22188

C

Golden Retriever

Precious Pet Kitten

Pug

Similar in shape, size and function to the
Puppy.

Yorkie

Size: approx. 24L x18W x 10cmH

RU19744

Kitten
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Comfort, Companionship & Relationships l LIFE SKILLS & REHABILITATION

Meow...
I move!

D

F

E

A
F

D

Companion Pet Tabby Cat

Pedigree Pal

D

Pat and stroke these soft dogs with
expressive faces. The Labrador is a
good height to place next to a chair
whilst the Terrier sits comfortably on the
lap. For 3 years and over.

RU23367
Labrador

Black
Size: 88cmH

RU23368

Jack RUssell

Size: 48cmL

88cmH

E

Engaging, multi-sensory and interactive
tabby to enhance meaningful connections,
calm and promote happiness. Realisticlooking, sounding and feeling feline.
Responsive to your movement for added
realism. Impactful and affordable. Brings
the purpose associated with owning a
pet without the responsibility. Developed
following extensive research with older
adults to help provide a person-centred
approach, enjoyment, improved quality
of life, whilst reducing loneliness and the
need for pharmaceutical interventions.
Used widely in memory care, therapy, care
and independent settings. Includes 4 C
batteries.

Lop Eared Rabbit

Size: 40L x 21W x 21cmH

With beautiful attention to detail.
Realistic-looking and soft to stroke,
this furry friend can be soothing
and calming for former pet-owners,
especially when cradled and caressed
in an individual’s lap. Colours may vary.
Each.

RU23287

Size: 30cmL

RU22288
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LIFE SKILLS & REHABILITATION l Comfort, Coping & Emotional Well-Being

Cozy Caterpillar™ Compression Tube
Made from stretchable fabric to provide a unique proprioceptive and deep pressure
touch experience. Provides a gentle and comforting hug for a feeling of calmness. Very
effective for improved focus and calm for adults and children with anxiety, stress, ADHD,
Autism Spectrum Disorders, Sensory Processing Dysfunction. To be worn around the
shoulders and over the knees whilst sitting. The user’s head (and feet) remain free so he/
she can still see what is going on around them. Open at both ends for convenience and
safety. Made from triple-stitched Spandex for durability. Royal blue only.

RU22473
RU22474
RU22475
RU22476
RU22477

Extra Small For users 10-20kg

Size: 76 x 25cm

Small

For users 21-32kg

Size: 97 x 33cm

Medium

For users 32-50kg

Size: 112 x 43cm

Large

For users 50-73kg

Extra Large For users 73kg+

Display Frame
Easy way to display signage, information, timetables, schedules, menus, cards, posters,
photographs and creative artwork. Practical for orientation and sequencing purposes as
well as decorative and uplifting. Allows the visual stimulation in a room to be repeatedly
and regularly refreshed and updated. Simply slide your information or imagery into the
slot and change this as often as required without removing the frame from the wall.
Especially effective when used in multiples. To be wall-mounted. White.

RU22465
RU22466
RU22467

Size: 127 x 46cm
Size: 137 x 56cm

Single A4

Size: 35 x 30cm

Double A4

Size: 35 x 52cm

Triple A4

Size: 35 x 76cm

See www.rompa.com for our
Platzmat™ and specialised
cups and utensils

Menu Book
Care Sector Book
Developed to help alleviate communication problems, this book helps to bridge the
gap between carers and residents. Colourful images of day to day tasks provide an
effective way to communicate when language is an issue. Ticks and crosses on the left
page of each section enable users to express ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to a question. By pointing
discreetly at a picture the user is able to communicate their requirements. This book
also includes two wipe clean boards to write your own messages and a wipe clean
clock face.
Size: 21 x 15cm. 52 pages. Ring-bound.

RU21407

An essential tool that helps bridge the gap between carers and residents. This easy
to understand book helps reduce frustration and misunderstanding by removing
language as a barrier, letting the pictures do the talking. Colourful images of
commonly eaten dishes provide an effective way of expressing menu choices at a
time when communication can often be difficult. Each selection contains pictures of
everyday meals, drinks and snacks. By pointing at the dishes on the menu choices are
clear, giving people control over their menu selections. This book also includes three
wipe-clean boards to write your own messages and menu choices. 21 pages. Ringbound.
Size: 21 x 15cm

RU21408

zero-rated

Hello!

zero-rated

Talking Photo
Album
Bring memories to life, record reassuring messages, save visual and audible practical
prompts and reminders, encourage discussion and reminiscence … its uses are limited
only by your imagination. Includes built-in flash memory, volume control, built-in
microphone and USB cable – you can pre-record each page with high quality sound
files from your PC. Approximately 48 hours recording time (4GB memory). 20 pages for
12.7x17.8cm (5x7”) photos. Requires 3 AAA batteries (to be purchased separately). For
3 years and over.
Size: approx 22.5 x 17.5 x 3.5cm

RU20364
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Buddies
Contemporary-looking puppets with real character!
With moveable mouths and room for a small or adult
hand, these well-made friends will delight youngsters.
Lovely textures and great attention to detail.
For 3 years and over.
Size: approximately 40cmH

RU19987
RU19988

Gossiping Gareth
Gabby Gabrielle

Sock Puppets
Fun, knitted, long arm puppets with squeakers in their
tongues. Will fit a child’s and an adult’s arm. Ideal for
imaginative play. For 3 years and over.
Size: approximately 39cmH

RU19531
RU19532

Noddle - blue
Doddle - yellow

Positive Play Support
Programme Saver Pack
The Positive Play Support Programme is a unique early intervention
programme designed to raise the self-esteem and emotional wellbeing
of shy, timid, disaffected and challenging children and young people.
This Saver Pack enables you to create a “Magic Corner” - essential when
supporting children and young people on the Programme in a one to one
session. Contents may vary but typically include Portable CD Player, 2
CDs (CD632 Mozart for Mother and Baby; CD633 Pure Relaxation; CD270
Music for Children are recommended), Aroma Mouse and aromatherapy
oils, Mr Face, Mirror Frame, Soft Light & Bright Ball, Fibre Optic UFO,
Glostars, Cosmic Effect Net, Mini Spectacular Rainstick and a selection of
sensory balls.

“There is statistically supported evidence that positive behaviour change occurs in children who have participated specifically
in the Positive Play Support Intervention”.
Evaluation study by Sheffield Hallam University

Sock Puppets Saver Pack
Buy Noddle and Doddle together for a saving!

RU19533

Positive Play Support Programme
Saver Pack

Dinosaur Hand Puppets
With smooth velvet bodies and moving mouths that make a satisfying “snap” when
closed shut. Excellent for imaginative play, story-telling, developing communication
skills, learning and expanding vocabulary as well as encouraging articulation practice.
Handwashable. For 3 years and over.
Size: 37cmH x 41cmW

RU56178
RU56179

Pterodactyl

The Starter Pack enables you to create a “Magic Corner” - essential when
supporting children and young people on the Programme in a One to One session.
Includes:
• Portable CD Player
• 2 CDs*
• Aroma Mouse and aromatherapy oils
• Mr Face
• Mirror Frame
• Soft Light & Bright Ball
• Fibre Optic UFO
• Glostars
• AromaPlay™ Play Dough
• Super Mondo Ball
• Cosmic Effect Net
• Spiky Balls
• Mini Spectacular Rainstick
• Boing Ball
* The Positive Play Support Programme recommends the following titles: CD632
Mozart for Mother and Baby; CD633 Pure Relaxation; CD270 Music for Children

RU20677

Triceratops
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23298
23279

Emotions Chew Bangle
Simple yet multi-purpose and effective – chewable
for sensory input and a communication aid. Flip it
around to show the side representing your mood.
Green – all is good; red – give me some space.
Accessible yet discreet, it looks like a wrist band.
Medical-grade, BPA- and latex-free silicone.

Aggression Bat
Ideal means of releasing tension amongst those who struggle to express their frustration
verbally. These foam bats offer the chance to physically release pent up anger in a
harmless way. Tough yet will not cause injury if used appropriately. Extensively used by
therapists and increasingly in schools. Cotton cover. Weight: 520g. Each. Sold individually,
not as a pair.

Size: 1.6cmW, 5mm thick

RU23279

Size: 56L x 15cm diameter.

Adult size Internal diameter 6.5cm

approx.

RU18992

RU23298
Punch Balls - Set of 12

55911

Better by the dozen!

Child size Internal diameter 5.5cm

approx.

RU55911

Mood Wrist Bands - Set of 2 (for

visual purposes, not for chewing)

Heavy-duty rubber balloons with elastic bands. Ideal
for encouraging movement and hand-eye coordination
as well as developing timing. These are intended to be
struck with the palm of your hand or a fist - not kicked
or struck by a pointed object. Colours may vary. Cheap
and cheerful alternatives to Hanging Sausages. Supplied
deflated. Non-returnable.

Chewimoji
4 linked, double-sided and chewable
silicone tags. Multi-purpose - great
to chew and useful as a visual
display of mood for those who find
communication a challenge.
The
8 emotions include: happy, sad,
excited, anxious, tired, bored, angry
and content. Tags are not removable
(pliable joined connecting ring) to
avoid loss. Washable.

Size: 66cm diameter

RU18359

Size: each tag 7.5W x 7.5H x 0.8cmD

RU23300
See page 161 for
more dens and tents

Table Tent
Quickly transform an ordinary table into a hideaway. Provides a reassuring refuge for
those overwhelmed by the sensory overload of the classroom. Youngsters can retreat
into this haven to calm and compose themselves, or just use the cover to create a fun
den. Colourful – handy and practical. With a Velcro® fastening opening in each short end
to peek out of.
Size: approx 120L x 80W x 58cmH
“Very pleased. Perfect as a Christmas present.”
Carla C., Verified Buyer

RU19907

Contrast Comforter
Soft, sensory and multi-purpose. One side has soft bumps; the other is smooth with
faces and words portraying different emotions. The ribbon tags at the side provide
additional texture and visual interest. Great to fidget with, stroke or suck on. Use the
graphics to help explain and express emotions. Polyester. Machine wash cold cycle.
Size: 43 x 35 x 0.5cm

RU23276
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D
A
E
B

C

Brick Sticks™ Chew Wear (E)

Wave Bangle (C)
Pliable and soft, with a delightful shape to manipulate. A great chew bangle for
moderate chewers and nail-biters – the peaks of the zig-zag design provides added
touch input. One size – fits most children and adults as it will stretch. Especially effective
in multiples as these stack.
Size: 7.5cm external diameter, 6cm internal diameter; 0.8cm thick

RU23293
Bumpy Chew Bangle (B)
Looks like beads, but safer as one piece. With stippled bumps of different sizes for
added texture and interest. A wonderful teether for babies as well as funky, pliable and
chewable jewellery for adults. Medical-grade, BPA-free silicone. Clean in a dishwasher,
steriliser or by hand in hot soapy water. Orange.
Size: approx. 6.3cm internal diameter

RU23281
More chewable jewellery available at www.rompa.com

Enable self-management during stressful situations, providing a safe alternative to
biting, sucking, nibbling on clothing, fingers, pencils etc. Red are for mild/moderate
chewing; Green are for moderate chewing; Blue are the firmest for avid chewing. Not
recommended for aggressive biting/chewing. Supervise use and replace when necessary.
Lead-, phthalate-, PVC-, BPA- and latex-free. For 5 years and over.
• Pendant: Long enough to reach the back molars with large bumps to one side and little
ones on the reverse.
Adjustable-length breakaway neck cord is approx. 91cmL. Size: approx 6.4L x 1.6W x
1.3cmD.
• Bracelet: Has a twist-on/off design, eliminating the need for clasps. Flexible and can
be used as fine motor fiddle tools. Size: 1cmD x 7.7cm ext. diameter; 5.3cm int. diameter

RU56629
RU56630
RU56631
RU56632
RU56633
RU56634

Bracelet - Red, Standard resistance
Bracelet - Green, X Tough
Bracelet - Blue, XX Tough
Necklace - Red, Standard resistance
Necklace - Green, X Tough
Necklace - Blue, XX Tough

Chew Pendants (A)
Great for those who require more or less oral awareness. Choose from different shapes
to increase/decrease the input. Safe. Made from 100% food-grade silicon. Brilliant
for home, school and when out and about. Designed by an Occupational Therapist.
Contemporary-looking and relatively discreet. Each pendant requires a lanyard 21145.
For 3 years and over. Must be used under appropriate supervision.
Size: approx 1cm thick

Chew Bracelets – Set of 7
Perfect for stimulating the muscles of the
mouth. Helps prevent clients from biting on
their clothes. Non-toxic, colourful and stretchy.
Size: 6cm diameter

RU21892
Chew Wrist Band (D)
Hard-wearing flexible bracelet to provide sensory input from biting or chewing. Made of
anti-bacterial thermoplastic. Washable in soap and water. BPA-, phthalate-, cadmium-,
lead- and latex-free. Suitable from birth onwards. Colours may vary.
Size: 3-5.5cmW
“Excellent! He no longer chews at his wrist and hurts himself. When he goes
to chew he takes it off and chews on it in his mouth. Hard wearing too he is
a strong chewer and there are no dents in it at all!”
Rebecca O., Verified Buyer

RU21689

RU21141
RU21142

Rectangle PendantSize: 4.5W x 6.5cmH
Hexagon PendantSize: 1cmW at top (2.5cmW at bottom) x 4cmL
(longest edge)

RU21143
RU21145

Circular PendantSize: 4cmW x 5cmH
Lanyard

Hexichew
A fidget, toy and chew. Easy to
grip, with an attractive shape.
The 3 balls and 3 loops at the
end of the arms allow multiple
hexichews to be linked together,
or the one product to be reshaped. Intended for moderate
chewers. Medical-grade, BPA-free
silicone. Clean in a dishwasher,
steriliser or by hand in hot soapy
water. For 18 months and over.
Size: 13.5cm diameter x 2.5cm
diameter at widest point

RU23277
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Z-Vibe® & Z-Grabber™
Tools for therapists for professional use (these are not
chews)
Most people are either auditory or visual learners, but
sometimes these senses are not enough and we need
to consider the sense of touch. Speech and Language
Therapists have been trained to use tactile input to
teach clients how to lateralise their tongue, elevate
their tongue tip, make a tongue bowl, close their lips,
learn a rotary chew, position the articulators for sound
production and other oral motor skills. Vibration provides
a new level of sensory stimulation to increase awareness
and to draw more acute attention to the articulators.
Vibration can also be calming and organizing.
All these products are lead-, latex-, PVC-, BPA- and
phthalate-free, and are for supervised use under the
guidance of a therapist or trained carer. Change the Tips
for work on speech and feeding skills. All Tips require a
Z-Vibe® or Z-Grabber™. The Soft options are made from
a softer, more resilient material
for those with a bite reflex and/or
sensory issues.

Animal Tips – Set of 3
Friendly faces to engage, improve concentration and increase willingness to participate in therapy. Each tip has a
variety of shapes and textures for oral stimulation and sensory input both within the oral cavity and around the lips
and face. Use the textured ears as spoons to decrease texture aversion, or use the bite blocks on the back to practice
jaw grading and stability. Useful to work on biting skills, coordination of movement, discrimination and play therapy.
Includes 1 each of Cat, Mouse and Dog.
Size: 4.5W x 8H x 3cmD (Cat); 7.5W x 7.5H x 3cmD (Mouse); 7W x 6H x 3.5cmD (Dog)

RU21314
RU21319

Soft Tips
Hard Tips

Preefer Tip
Similar to the Probe, and requested by therapists
who wanted a round end instead of the rectangular
end of the Probe. With long striations around the
circumference of its tip that are useful when a ‘rolling
action’ is required. Use to stimulate the gums, palate,
cheek and tongue through stroking and by applying
pressure. The textured surfaces provide tactile
awareness and sensation. Each.

Z-Vibe®
A sensory oral motor tool that vibrates. Intended for
oral motor exercises and sensory stimulation. Use it to
provide input to the lips, tongue, cheeks and jaw. This
tactile input may help increase oral awareness and
tone, decrease oral defensiveness, encourage texture
acceptance and improve a variety of speech, feeding and
sensory skills. The lightweight handle has gentle bumps
for a non-slip grip. Battery and a Probe Tip included.
Size: approx 16.5L x 1cmW

RU21307
RU21308
RU21318

Royal Blue
Magenta

Size: 6cmL x 1cm diameter

Fine Tips – Set of 2

RU21310

Intended to isolate a specific spot, the thin tip narrows
to about the size of a pencil tip in diameter. Includes
1 Hard and 1 Soft Fine Tip (the softer option for those
with a strong bite reflex). Colours may vary.

RU21313

Battery

Mini Tip

Z-Grabber™
The Z-Vibe® with a chewable grab loop handle. For
clients who crave the vibration and sensory stimulation
of the Z-Vibe, use this to transition them into working on
biting and chewing skills. Also valuable with the vibration
switched off. Includes 1 Textured Bite-n-Chew Tip XL and
1 Switch Tip. Battery included

RU21315
RU21318

Battery

Probe Tip
Use for oral motor assessment and development.
Designed by a speech and language therapist. With a
rectangular tip that is bumpy on one side, striated on
the other, and smooth along the edges. These textured
surfaces provide tactile input, awareness and sensation.
Use to stimulate the gums, palate, cheek and tongue
through stroking and by applying pressure. Each.

RU21309

A smaller version of the Probe Tip for babies and toddlers
up to 2½ years (depending on the size of the oral
cavity). The rectangular shape has 3 different surfaces:
bumpy, striated and smooth. It provides a varied
sensory experience when stroking and applying gentle
pressure to the gums, palate, cheeks, tongue and lips.
This may increase oral awareness for individuals with
hyposensitivities, or may decrease oral defensiveness
and food aversions for those with hypersensitivities.
Can be used to provide targeted tactile cues during oral
motor therapy. Each.
Size: approx 1 x 1 x 6cm

RU21311
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Y-Chew – Set of 4
To exercise the lips, tongue, cheeks and especially the jaw, allowing the mouth to
learn and grow strong through oral motor exploration. Also useful as oral fidgets
for sensory seekers, to decrease thumb/finger/knuckle sucking and to decrease oral
sensitivities, oral defensiveness and food aversions. The blue and yellow chews
are soft and chewy. The orange and turquoise are chewy and resilient, but extra
tough and firmer for those who exert more jaw pressure. Use as a sampler pack
to assess the suitability of each, or to grade these to gradually build oral strength.
Lead–, latex–, PVC–, BPA– and phthalate-free, and are for supervised use under the
guidance of a therapist or trained carer. Replace once worn.

RU21316

Oral Motor Skills Kit
Acquiring and developing oral motor movements, strength and control are
considered important for speech and for feeding skills. This kit includes a variety
of engaging tools to help the therapist to encourage sucking, chewing, oral motor
awareness and so on. Contents may vary but typically include blowing musical
instruments, feathers, straws, drinking bottle and chewing resources.

RU21326

21655

Chewy Tubes
Innovative oral motor device designed to provide a resilient, non-food, chewable surface
for practising biting and chewing skills. Originally designed to be used with the Jaw
Rehabilitation Program. Safe, non-toxic, latex- and lead-free. The little bumps on the
surface of the Green Knobbly Chewy Tube provide tactile stimulation for the mouth. Red
Chewy Tubes offer a slightly larger stem than the yellow, providing greater resistance. The
Blue Chewy Tube provides the greatest resistance. Available in sets of 2 and 6.
Size: 8L x 6cmW

RU54152
RU54153
RU54190
RU54189
RU54188
RU54187
RU54186
RU54185

21654

Chewstixx® Flavoured Chewable Fidget
Tactile and designed by therapists for those who crave sensory input. The textures
simulate the constantly changing feel of food to assist those who have sensory issues
when certain textures are in their mouth. Not a toy - supervise use at all times. Replace
at first signs of wear. BP-, latex- and phthalate-free material. Dishwasher safe.

RU21655
RU21654

Orange flavour
Chocolate flavour

Blue - Set of 6
Blue - Set of 2

Diameter: 1.5cm

Green - Set of 6
Green - Set of 2

Diameter: 1.2cm

Yellow - Set of 6
Yellow - Set of 2 Diameter: 0.9cm
Red - Set of 6
Red - Set of 2

Diameter: 1.2cm

Tri Chew
With ridges and bumps to provide
sensory input for the lips, gums and
tongue and increase oral awareness
whilst providing a safe object to bite
down upon and chew. Jaw movement
and pressure is experienced through
the varied textures of the ends, which
enable grading for individual need. Soft
– may provide comfort for teething tots.
Triangular shape is easy to hold. Not
recommended for aggressive chewing.

Pencil Toppers – Set of 3
Perfect for classroom use. Made from 100% food grade silicon, these slip easily over
the top of most pens and pencils. Provides great safe oral input for those who chew
on their pens and pencils. Colours may vary. For 3 years and over. These items are not
toys. Must be used under appropriate supervision. BPA-free, phthalate-free, lead-free
and dishwasher safe. Check these regularly for wear and dispose of them once pierced.
Not to be trimmed.

Size: approximately 13 x 14 x 1.5cm

Size: 10cmL

RU21028

RU21146
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One Button Switch Box
Simple (non-electrical) switch with a
2m cable and a 6.35mm jack plug.
Chunky, robust box with a large round
push button in the centre. Easily
wiped clean. Button colour may vary.
Available in black or white to match
your colour choice for your ROMPA®
panels - please specify when ordering.

See pages 23 and 35
for more switches

Size: 15L x 10W x 6.5cmH

RU19600
Lollipop Switch
Touch the lightly textured surface to engage the switch and operate any adapted
item. Non slip base.
Size: 1.5H x 9.5cm diameter, cable: 175cmL

RU16751
RU16752
RU16753

Orange
Yellow
Green

Lollipop Switch Saver Pack
Set of 3 switches. Save more compared with individual purchases.

RU22965
Pressure Mat
This slimline Pressure Mat is ideal for those who are less dextrous. Large enough
to be activated by feet or hands. Colours may vary. Supplied with a 6.35mm
adapter.
Size: 65L x 20W x 0.3cmH

RU14692

Gooseneck Soft Switch
Bend it, shape it, clamp it! Can be positioned on a wheel chair, desk or table. The switch
mechanism is embedded in a foam pillow and can be comfortably placed next to cheek,
forehead, upper arm, leg, finger, shoulder, elbow or chin. Soft cover prevents moisture
penetrating the foam pillow. Apply pressure to the pillow to activate. Includes 6.35mm
connector and 3.175mm adapter.
Size: Maximum height 55cm; Foam Pillow 7.5cm dia

Bubbles!

RU16667

The stuff of dreams! A machine that blows glorious bubbles at the press of your switch.
Rewarding, delighting and appealing. Includes bubble mixture. Requires 2 AA batteries
and a switch.

Big Red® Twist Switch
Now includes an extra three
interchangeable tops!
Large sensitive surface is ideal
for users with visual or motor skill
impairments. With feedback click
and fixture holes in the base for
mounting. Includes adapter.
Size: 13cm diameter activation
area, 16cm diameter overall, cable
160cmL

RU19459

Approximate size: 14cmH

RU23010

Jack Adapters
Push this adapter onto the end of your switch jack to ensure your switch is compatible
with your switch-adapted device.

RU20987
RU20988

3.5 to 6.35mm
6.35 to 3.5mm
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Switch Activated Animal Massager
Non-threatening plastic pal provides an invigorating massage. Perfect for the back, neck,
shoulders, arms and legs. Switch activated. Requires 2 AA batteries and a switch (both to
be purchased separately). Colours may vary.
Size: 12.7cmL x 15cmW x 15cmD

RU19220

Big Bug

Switch-Activated Spinner
Encourage people of all ages and differing abilities to enjoy interactive games
together. Great for inclusion, this is large scale and accessible. Perfect for those
who are unable to hold and throw traditional dice, and for those with visual
impairments who cannot see the dots on a standard die face. Either press the red
button on the front, or connect and activate your own switch to make the central
arrow spin. Use in turn-taking to select random numbers instead of shaking one
or two dice. Also excellent for early maths skills – add, subtract or multiply the
numbers from both dice together, work out probabilities and use in matching
games. Especially valuable in small groups as the spinner can be stood up on
a table (using the integral fold-down legs) for everyone to see at once. For the
less able, activation helps understanding of choice as well as of cause and effect
as well as providing a multi-sensory reward – the spin is audible and produces a
pleasant visual effect. Requires 2 AA batteries and a switch (both to be purchased
separately). For 3 years and over.
Size: 34 x 34 x 6cmD (16cmD with the legs extended); display 29.5cm diameter;
red button 3.4cm diameter

RU21413

Standard Fibre Optic Lamp on page 40

Switch-Adapted Fibre Optic Lamp
Very visual and appealing to all ages. Momentary operation – whilst your switch is
activated, so is the beautiful light. Base lights up, as do the tips of the fibres. Can also be
used without a switch. Requires 3 AAA batteries.
Size: base 8.5H x 8cm diameter; overall height 31cm

RU20709

Switch Activated Massage Tube
An excellent flexible massager which makes vibration fun to explore. Lightweight and
fully portable, the 115cm long massager may also give soothing and penetrating relief to
aching muscles. A special Velcro® fastener is included for hands-free massaging. Switch
adapted. Requires 2xC size batteries and a switch (both to be purchased separately).
Made of synthetic rubber and PVC. Contains latex. Each.

RU19221

Standard Massage Tube on page 191
More switch adapted products available at www.rompa.com
All these switch adapted items should be used under close supervision.
These are intended for learning and are not toys. Most have long cables
which could be a hazard if used inappropriately.

Singing Elephant
Activate your first switch to make this gorgeous elephant play peek-a-boo and
use a second switch to hear the song “Do Your Ears Hang Low” in a cute child’s
voice. Latched operation (activate your switch once to start the effect and a
second time to stop it). Functions with only one switch connected, but most
meaningful if two are used as this encourages listening skills, choice, co-operative play and turn-taking. Audible, visual and tactile, with ears that flap.
Requires 3 AA batteries and up to two switches (to be purchased separately).
Can also be activated by pressing the feet.
Size: 30L x 29W x 28cmH

RU22809

Floppy Bunny
He hops, sits, moves his nose and ears and
makes a delightful sound when activated.
Supplied with an integral 3.5mm jack
socket adapter for switch operation.
Momentary operation. Requires 2 x
AA batteries. Switch to be purchased
separately. Colours may vary.
Size: 21L x 12W x 19cmH

RU15449
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Long-Loop Scissors
A good design which enables the user to use the strength of the whole hand to operate
the scissors, rather than finger and thumb only. The extended loop of these scissors
allows the middle, ring and little finger to be used, giving increased strength and control
for the cutting action, whilst the index finger is placed outside the long loop to provide
guidance and additional control. Assists children with weak grip/strength, tremors and/
or poor motor control, including those with Dyspraxia.

Handy Scoopers
– Set of 4
A fun way to develop fine motor skills and build the muscles required for cutting with
scissors. With easy to grip handles, transparent scoops and a storage tub. The scoops
have holes in them to help release the chosen contents e.g. sand.

RU13308
RU13309

Left Hand
Right Hand

Size: 15cmL

RU21384
Scissors
The learning of scissor skills plays an important role in the
development of manual dexterity which in turn ultimately benefits
handwriting, dressing skills and confidence. ROMPA® offers a
comprehensive range of scissors,
for both left- and right-handed users (blue = right hand; green = left).
Dual Control Training Scissors
Dual Control Scissors with rounded ends. Left or right hand models available.

RU13315
RU13314

Left Hand
Right Hand

Table Top Scissors
A strong, self-opening pair of scissors fixed to a plastic non-slip base for greater
stability. Suitable for children and adults who have very limited strength and
control or with only one functional hand. Simply push the paper along the base
and cut by depressing the large ‘T’ shaped handle. A hidden spring automatically
reopens the scissors ready for the net cut. Useful for those with a weak grip/
strength, poor hand control, tremors and/or one-handed users. Includes a zipped
transparent storage case.

RU13307

Easi-Grip® Scissors
Suitable for use with left or right hand. Round ended blades fitted with safety blade
protectors.

RU13316
RU15933

Right Hand (blue)
Left Hand (green)

Easy Grip Tweezers
– Set of 12
Small Table Top Scissors
Table Top Scissors with strong plastic handles
and rounded ends.

RU13313

For fine motor skills fun! Ergonomically placed
depressions in the handles encourage children to
grip correctly. Supplied in a storage tub. Intended
for teachers, specialists and Occupational
Therapists. 2 each of 6 different colours. For 3
years and over.
Size: 15cmL

RU20952
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Bilibo Mini – Set of 6
Multi-use and versatile resource. Nest, stack, slide and spin them; use them as scoops
in sand, water or snow; or as storage containers on a desk. Place two together for use
as a shaker. Useful for imaginative play, put your fingers through the holes to make a
tortoise or as a pretend phone. Uses are only limited by your imagination. Durable and
encourages movement. For 12 months and over. Size: 12cm diameter x 6cmH

Time Tracker
Visual and audible way to indicate how long you have left for your activities. With lights,
sounds, auto set function and LCD display showing time remaining. Easily programmed.
Requires 4 AA batteries.
Size: 13L x 13.5W x 27cmH

RU20388

“Wow what a fantastic and versatile product … adored by children and parents
alike. The uses and possibilities were endless and it was used time and time
again, by children of all ages with varying levels of learning difficulties and
disabilities. The vibrancy of the colours made them incredibly appealing
and the interesting shapes made them stand out. Due to the shape of them
children with problems with fine motor skills, were able to play with them and
hold them easily … “
Visit www.rompa.com to read more

RU23266

Audible Time Timer
Versatile timer for individual and group applications. Includes base for free standing use.
Has an optional audible signal when time has expired. High contrast colours means a
quick look suffices to see how much time is left. Perfect for use in 4R environments and for
classrooms. Allows user to develop a self-sufficient awareness of time.
Size: 20cm x 20cm

RU19444

Writing Slope
Clear Perspex® slope to develop handwriting skills and to encourage users to write
at the correct angle, more comfortably (some individuals struggle to write on a flat
surface, which can impact negatively on posture and motor skills). Durable, portable
and practical. With a 20 degree angle, non-slip bar at the bottom and groove for
pencil. The surface is intentionally slippery to encourage use of both hands – to hold
the paper and to write. Useful for home, school, office etc.
Size: 33L x 35cmW

RU23117
Writing Slope Saver Pack - Set of 10
More economical than individual purchases.

RU23313

Springy People

Talking Tin
Record (and re-record) and play back messages, music or sound effects. Engaging way
to encourage vocalisation and listening. Speedy means of capturing spoken words.
Compact. Fun and practical - originally designed to help the visually impaired to identify
the contents of tinned foods. Magnetic - will sit on top of steel tins. Includes 3 AG13
(LR44) batteries. For 3 years and over.
Size: 7.9cm diameter x 2.2cm

RU20363
RU20362

Yellow

20 seconds recording

Red

40 seconds recording

Four people fitted into spring loaded
tubes bounce up and down at the
slightest touch.
Encourages reach,
touch and concentration with a reward.
Size: 30 x 10 x 21cm
See this product in action at www.
rompa.com

RU13195
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Discovery Dressing Cube
Soft cube providing motor skills and dressing practice. Various fasteners keep
fingers busy. Colourful, inviting and full of tactile features. Materials include
polyester, brushed cotton, plastic press studs and webbed nylon. Hand-washable.
Size: approx 20 x 20cm

RU20030

Magnetic Dressing Board
Double-sided and magnetic board, each with nine items of clothing. Dress the character to
learn about sequencing and as a tool to discuss getting ready and individual preferences
(e.g. textures of clothes, temperature). Also useful for motor skills and imaginative play.
Can be useful as a visual prompt for dressing as part of understanding activities of daily
living. Language-free and colourful to appeal to children.
Size: 27 x 19.5 x 0.6cm

RU21848
RU21849

Basic Skills Board

Boy

Nearly-bare bear needs help!

Girl

Buckle, lace, zip, button and snap fastener – delightful puzzle with a dressing element.
Place the pieces correctly, then tackle the fastenings. Multi-level challenge in a highly
attractive design. For 3 years and over.
Size: 40 x 30 x 2cmH

RU20016

Baseball Cap
More than just a cool hat!

Folding Multi-Purpose Mirror
Made of special shatterproof acrylic, this foldable mirror encourages independence, selfcare and self-awareness. Folds away discretely after use. Designed to help individuals
examine the soles of their own feet, such as those with diabetes, but useful for a variety
of needs, including speech and language therapy. Perfect for holidays, home use and
peripatetic therapists.
Size: folds to just 26.5 x 18.5 x 2cm

RU56122

Non-stigmatizing solution for those at risk
of head injury.
With chin strap. Cotton exterior; polyester
elastane interior. Please specify size when
ordering.
Size: S/M 53-58cm; L/XL 59-65cm

RU23183
RU23184

Navy
Red
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Ear Defenders
Help avoid sensory overload
and audible distractions and so
encourage focus and concentration.
Colour may vary. SNR: 25. One size
(best suited to older children and
adults).
Size: the bar across the top of the
head typically extends from 3047cm (subject to model)

RU19663

Pluggies
Earplugs can be useful for children with ADHD, ADD and ASD as some individuals can
find it difficult to concentrate on school work. With special filters, Pluggies muffle sound
whilst allowing the child to retain some hearing, reducing any sense of isolation. Made
of a soft material that fits comfortably in the ear. For children approximately 4 to 12
years.

RU21873
Pluggies for Adults
Developed for music lovers, these reusable noise plugs retain the music quality, only
the volume is lower. Helps prevent hearing loss and ringing in the ears. Conversations
remain audible, so there is no feeling of isolation. Silicone-free so non-irritant.

RU23009
Ribcap
Modern, fashionable and non-stigmatizing head protection. Embedded with unique
absorbing foam to reduce the force of impact. Discrete soft headgear that children and
adults will want to wear. Designed to reduce the risk of traumatic brain injury for people
with medical challenges, special needs and others at risk during work and play activities.
Water- and dirt-resistant, cooling, washable and quick drying and foldable.

Ear Muffs (Young
Children)
Noise can be overwhelming for
some individuals which can cause
loss of concentration, stress and a
lack of sleep. Designed for small
children’s ears to encourage focus
for improved learning at school
and home. Sturdy, comfortable
and visually appealing. Made from
high quality plastic and fabric.
Adjustable for continued use as the
child grows. For 2 to 5 years.

RU21874

Lenny
Popular beanie with chin strap. Merino wool and acrylic exterior; polyester elastane
interior. Please specify S, M or L when ordering.
Size: Small 53-55cm diameter; Medium 56-58cm diameter; Large 59-61cm diameter

RU23179
RU23180
RU23181

Grey
Marine
Bordeaux

Ear Muffs (Children/Teens)
Lenny Kids
Anthracite.
ordering.

Please specify size when

Size: ear cushions 8W x 10.5cmH (padding height 1.3cm)

Size: Mini 47-49cm diameter; Midi 5052cm diameter

RU23182

Minimizes noise and distraction, facilitates concentration and may help to reduce
hearing damage. Adapts to virtually any head shape – from children with smaller
heads to teenagers. The lateral height can be adjusted quickly and easily. Foldable
for compact storage and portability. Plastic headband with faux leather ear cushions.

zero-rated

RU23020
RU23021
RU23022

Blue
Green
Pink
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Fractions Shape Match Puzzle

A set of three boards with colourful, easy fitting shapes. The boards are at three basic
levels of difficulty, and all the shapes have a knob for easy handling.

Multi-purpose activity. Match shapes, colours and numbers. Challenging on several
levels, the difficulty can be graded by using some parts of the wooden puzzle before
attempting all of it e.g. one piece circle, then the two halves of the triangle etc. Helps
develop fine motor skills, dexterity, early maths skills and colour, shape and number
recognition. For 3 years and over – includes some small pieces.

2 shapes 24 x 11cm,

Size: board 38.5L x 22.5W x 3cmH; image boards 7 x 5.3 x 0.8cmH; shapes: 2.1cmH

Inset Shape Boards

3 shapes 35 x 11cm,

4 shapes 24 x 24cm

RU13428

RU21776
Sensory Snap Beads
– Set of 14
Chunky, funky and flexible!
Multi-sensory and multi-purpose. Push the
large, soft, visual and tactile beads together
to encourage fine motor skills, logic and
reasoning, and hand-eye co-ordination. Build
early maths skills, sequencing skills, listening
and concentration skills (following spoken
instructions) and creativity. Without the need
for laces, these are safe, practical and easy
to wipe clean. Includes storage jar. For 12
months and over. Colours may vary.
Size: jar 15cm diameter x 19cmH; beads
approx. 8 x 5 x 4cm

Shape Peg Puzzle

RU23049

Simple but bright inset puzzle with large pegs for easier handling. Match each
colour to its shape. Good for motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Made from
replenishable wood.
Size: 25L x 25W x 6.5Hcm.

RU19148

Caterpillar Cogs
Colourful critter for matching, STEM, fine motor skills and understanding cause and
effect. Remove and re-arrange the cogs to make a big bug or short slug.
For 18 months and over.
Size: 37cmL

RU23372

Colour Peg Puzzle
Geometric Shape Puzzle
Colourful, inviting and great for encouraging fine motor skills, shape recognition and
shape matching. With easy-grip pegs and matching pictures underneath the chunky
pieces to facilitate successful matching. For 12 months and over.
Size: 39 x 30.5cm

Simple but bright inset puzzle with
large pegs for easier handling. Match
each everyday object to its main
colour. Well-made from wood yet
inexpensive.
Size: 22 x 22 x 0.7cm

RU23374

RU18865
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Big Building Blocks - Set of 50
Foam Play Building Blocks
Fun for indoor and outdoor use. Realistic appearance for imaginative and role play. Helps
encourage motor skills and motor planning. Excellent for crashing through on scooters
for Sensory Integration activities or as props for drama. Durable EVA foam. Especially
effective when purchased in multiples to create larger structures. May be appropriate for
older children/adults as less childish-looking than traditional coloured blocks.

RU23119
RU23120

Bricks – Set of 25

Unique soft blocks that are ideal for small hands. Incredibly durable and lightweight.
They are non-toxic, washable and guaranteed hours of safe, constructive play.
Size 11.5 x 11.5 x 9 cm.

RU21036

Size: 20L x 9W x 6.2cmH

Breeze Blocks – Set of 20

Size: 19.2L x 9.5W x 6.3cmH

Suction Stackers – Set of 28
Attach the beads to each other using the sucker on each. Great for encouraging a range
of movements, motor planning, creativity, reasoning and colour matching. Includes 6
red, 6 yellow, 6 blue, 6 green and 4 pink beads and storage jar. Educational, recreational
and useful for therapy. For 3 years and over.

Tobbles™

Size: 5.5cm beads

An innovative stacker like no other! Inviting, engaging and with endless possibilities.
Spin, wobble and compare the vibrant and uniquely weighted spheres, or stack them
in all sorts of clever combinations. Great for understanding of balance, proportion,
sequencing, colour and structure whilst encouraging sensory exploration, hand-eye coordination and visual-spatial awareness. The two textures of the spheres adds to the
tactile input. No fail, individuals of all ages can enjoy this captivating and fun product.

RU23062

For 2 years and over.
Size: base 11.5cm diameter, spheres 5cm to 9.5cm diameter

RU22080
Sensory Stackers
– Set of 6
Sort ‘n’ stack … compare ‘n’ contrast …
build ‘n’ balance!
Multi-use blocks, each with its own colour,
texture and size. Use to encourage
early maths concepts, motor skills,
reasoning, hand-eye co-ordination, visual
discrimination and logical thinking. Great
for a wide range of ages and abilities. For
6 months and over.
Size: 6 to 11.5cm

RU23045

Popoids
A snap together construction system for fine motor development, sequencing and coordination. Stimulates the imagination. Bendable and extendible. 70 piece set. Includes
tray with lid and suggestions booklet. Some small parts - use under supervision.
Size: Popoids - 4.5 to 12cmL, Tray - 43L x 31W x 10cmH

RU16942
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Sorting & Posting Box
Several challenges in one set. Simple in appearance yet deceptively useful. Match the
shape to the correct recess, post the shape through the correct slot (2 on each long
side) and retrieve the shapes from inside the box (the lid slides out). Encourages logical
thinking, reasoning, motor planning, hand-eye co-ordination and sequencing skills.
Ideal for those who enjoy repetitive movements. Age-appropriate wood and colours.
Size: box 26.5L x 23W x 5cmH; shapes approx. 3.5, 5 and 7cm

RU23082

Hix – Set of 4 pieces
Flexible construction activity. Made from durable, high quality, food-grade elastic silicone
rubber, these are smart building blocks that can be nested and stacked in a myriad of
configurations, and knocked down without making a loud noise. Use with Oogi Bongo
23265 (to be purchased separately) for further creative possibilities. For all ages (from
birth).
Size: 9.2 x 14.5cm

RU23268

Nello – Set of 9 Pieces
Open-ended activity with lots of uses, both indoors and out. Great for colour/size
matching; nesting; as a balance ring (when used with a marble or small ball – not
included), throwing like a frisbee or as a target for your own bean bags; pretend play
(e.g. a steering wheel, peep hole into another universe); sand/water play; floating in the
bath, spinning and so on. Encourages fine motor skills, logical thinking and reasoning,
comparative concepts, social skills and problem-solving. Made from recyclable high
quality, food grade HD-PE. For 12 months and over.

Sorting Set
An inviting set to encourage sorting by colour, shape or size. Gives the user a
sense of purpose (completing a helpful task of tidying away) whilst encouraging
motor skills and reasoning. Contents may vary, but set typically includes:

Size: 4.5, 14.5 and 24cm diameter

RU23269

• Multi-section round tray (32.5cm diameter)
• Set of 90 assorted large buttons (4.1 to 5cm)
• Set of 10 wooden cotton reels (3.5cm diameter)
• Set of 100 assorted colour plastic cotton reels (3cm diameter)
Also useful for stacking and balance games; counting and simple maths
activities; arts and crafts; threading and lacing (shoe laces/string to be purchased
separately)

RU22707

Shape Sorting Cube
Twelve chunky and vibrantly-coloured shapes
that make a satisfying thud as they are pushed
into the natural-finished hardwood cube. Remove
the lid and start again! For 2 years and over.
Size: 14 x 14 x 14cm

RU20015

See page 209 for the Musical Sorter
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Giant Colourful
‘Marble’ Run
Beautiful to look at - and
to listen to. Encourages
reaching, motor skills
and tracking. Wonderful
for understanding of
cause and effect. Made
from white maple and
birch
ply.
Includes
wooden balls. Minimal
assembly
required
(supplied flat pack).

Tube Trail

Size: 150cmH

A single tube in a wooden tray. Easier to track than the trails with multiple tubes. Includes
ten balls. Perfect for use on a floor or table. Portable. Includes 10 balls.

RU20948

Size: 75cmH; tray 29W x 50D x 7cmH (balls 6cm diameter)

RU19736
RU17550

Set of 3 spare balls

Tube Trails

Tubular Trail
The six coloured balls disappear and reappear again as they travel through the ribbed
transparent tubes creating a tactilely rewarding vibration and auditory stimulation. This
repeatable activity also encourages hand/eye co-ordination.

Place the balls in the colourful rings and watch them disappear down
the tube and emerge at the bottom. Visual and audible. Encourages
anticipation, motor skills and turn-taking. Perfect for tracking – and lots
of fun! Inviting and engaging. Several options available – there’s one to
suit everybody!

Size: 54 x 23 x 37cmH
See this product in action at www.rompa.com

RU15680
RU12185

Set of 6 plastic balls for Tubular Trail Size: 3.5cm diameter

Twist Trail
The smallest Tube Trail and one of the easiest to track. Can be held or rested on a lap.
Includes three balls. Compact design allows the user to get closer to the tube and so see,
feel and hear the movement of the balls more easily.
Size: 30L x 28H x 20cmD (balls 6cm diameter)

RU19738
RU17550

Set of 3 spare balls

Duo Tube Trail
A free-standing alternative to the Wall Mountable Tube Trail. Includes ten balls and a
wooden tray. Great for taking turns and races!
Size: 75cmH; tray 32W x 45D x 7cmH (balls 6cm diameter)

RU19737
RU17550

Set of 3 spare balls
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String Threader
The needle encourages grip and manual
dexterity. The beads are attractive and
comfortable to hold.
Approximate sixes: Needle: 7cm; Shapes:
3.5cm

RU15247

Threading Rings
Designed for threading the rings onto the bar either in a horizontal position for lateral
movement - right or left hand, or in a vertical position for up and down movement. Good
for concentration and hand-eye co-ordination.
Size: 30 x 27 x 20cm

RU13189

Threading Hands
These multi purpose threading hands are not only fun but also educational as
well! Develops fine motor skills, hand eye co-ordination, maths and counting skills.
Includes 72 plastic hands, 6 laces and one plastic storage box.
Size: Hands 5.5H x 4cmW approx

Sequencing Game

RU19315

Test concentration, fine motor skills and hand-eye co-ordination as well as memory and
communication skills. Try to put the beads in a particular order, or match colours and
shapes. Includes storage box, 10 wooden playing cards, threading string and rods, 72
beads, die and instructions. Made from natural wood with non-toxic varnish. For 1-6
players, 3 years and over.
Size: 33 x 33cm

RU17541
Work Cards for Threading Hands – Set of 16
Double-sided, with colour on one side and black and white images on the reverse.
Prompts activities using the Threading Hands that pose different challenges, from
simple lacing to more complex addition. Great for sequencing, reasoning, problemsolving and motor planning.
Size: 16 x 6cm

RU23080
Threading Hands and Work Cards
Saver Pack
Buy the hands and cards together and save more.

RU23081

Threading Fruits - Set of 24
Includes 24 fruits and 3 laces. Each lace has a toggle on one end (to avoid the frustration
of fruits sliding off the bottom) and a ‘needle’ on the other. Some fruits have flat sides to
help keep them steady when threading. Well made from wood from sustained sources.
Lovely attention to detail. For 3 years and over.
Size: lace 145cmL including ‘needle’; fruits 4-5cmH (bananas 12.5cmL)

RU19570

Lacing Cheese
Thread the chunky mouse ‘needle’ through
the Emmental. Encourages motor skills and
planning as well as dexterity.
Size: approx 14 x 8cm

RU20394
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Nut & Bolt Board
Assorted sized screw threads set into a board with nuts for sorting and screwing on and
off. The board has insets for sorting nuts into. Great for hand-eye co-ordination, fine
motor movements, grip and manual dexterity.
Product may vary slightly from that illustrated.
Size: 31 x 19 x 6cm

RU15946

Large Wall/Tabletop Rotational Disc Puzzle
Large and lovely – big enough for two people to enjoy at one time, and great for those
with visual impairments. Manoeuvre the 4 discs across the bar and over the short and
long bumps to challenge motor skills, bilateral co-ordination, logical thinking, reasoning
and hand-eye co-ordination. To be wall-mounted horizontally or vertically (please
purchase fixings appropriate your wall). Not intended to be used as a support/handle.
Size: back 75 x 30 x 1.6cm; overall 23cmH; discs 18cm diameter

RU23044

Nuts and Bolts - Set of 64
A colourful and engaging multi-purpose activity. Great for sorting, matching (nuts match
bolts by shape), sequencing, early maths as well as improving fine motor skills, hand-eye
co-ordination and colour and shape recognition. Also excellent as quiet and portable
fidgets, and for imaginative and role-play. Includes 32 nuts and 32 bolts in 4 bold colours
and a storage box.
Size: bolts 6.5cmH; tub: 36L x 23W x 15.5cmH

RU23228

Horizontal Disc Puzzle
Encourages practice of motor skills, problem-solving skills and hand-eye coordination. Rotate the discs so they pass across the bar. The discs cannot be
removed to avoid loss. From birth onwards.
Size: 57L x 13.5W x 18cmH; discs 14cm diameter

RU22962

Rotating Disc Puzzle

Giant Pegs and Pegboard Set
Ideal for developing fine motor skills, dexterity, counting skills, shape and colour
recognition, sorting and pattern creation. Includes 36 stackable giant pegs in 6 colours
and 3 shapes, square base board and 3 laces. For 3 years and over – includes some small
pieces.
Size: board 21 x 21cm
See this product in action at www.rompa.com

Consists of a central column
with a series of cross pieces set
at different angles and a set of
5 brightly coloured discs with
corresponding slots. Rotate the
disks to move them up and off the
central column and back again.
Designed to improve hand-eye
co-ordination and concentration.
Size: 14cm diameter x 30cmH

RU18294

RU21777
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4
densities

scented!

Cando® Scented Theraputty – Set of 4 tubs
Helps develop grip strength and provides a pleasant multi-sensory experience.
Each set contains a tub of vanilla (XX-soft), banana (X-soft), cherry (soft) and
apple (medium) putty. 50g (2oz)

RU21385

Peculiar Putty
Super sensory putty with visual appeal. Non-drying, tactile and portable. Great for stressrelief as well as encouraging hand exercise. Inviting, each one can help maintain interest
and add new opportunities to putty-based activities. The Thermo-Reactive options
change colour from the warmth of your hands, whilst the Neon putty glows in the dark.
Approx. 88g of putty per tin.

RU22889
RU22890
RU22891

Squeezy Balls - Set of 6
Offers little resistance when squeezed and quickly regains its original shape. Soft and
super squeezy! Contains latex. Assorted colours.
Size: 7.5cm diameter

RU17423

Neon Yellow Putty
Thermo-Reactive Putty Purple
Thermo-Reactive Putty Red

Feely Hand Ball
This solid rubber ball has excellent gripping
qualities. Ideal for hand exercises. The
knotted aspect of the ball makes it an
interesting tactile experience and provides
unpredictable movement when bounced.
Colour and shape may vary subject to
availability. For 3 years and over.
Size: 7cm diameter

RU15498

Magic Ball
Rehab Peanuts - Set of 3
Flexible exercise tools to improve hand strength and dexterity. Set includes one soft,
one medium and one strong peanut to offer a variety of resistances. Made of latex-free
polyurethane.
Weight: 40g

RU18427

Size: 17.5cmL

Fold down the three ‘leaves’ to transform
the ball. Soft, sensory and super! With
rattle and crinkle fabric. Lovely way to
encourage fine motor skills.
Size: approx 12cm diameter

RU20396
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Putty - Set of 4

3
levels of

difficulty
Gripmaster - Set of 3
Conforms to the shape of your hand and provides greater comfort by dispersing pressure
across the entire palm. With removable soft rubber base. Develops isolated finger
strength, flexibility and co-ordination as it builds hand and forearm strength. Each
finger can be challenged with its own individually spring-loaded button. Finger pressure
is carefully calibrated providing the therapist with a quantitive tool for evaluation. Three
strengths: Blue - Easy, Red - Medium, Black - Strong. Latex-free.
Approximate size: 9cmL x 7cmH

RU15860

Includes a soft (yellow), light (red), medium (green) and firm (blue) tub of putty, each
containing 50g (2oz). Non-toxic, latex-free and brilliant for therapy.

RU21386
Weighted Ball (Medicine Ball)
Created for use by physiotherapists as a
rehabilitation tool, this ball is invaluable for
exercise and controlled movement under
professional supervision. Great for heavy
work to help those with sensory processing
difficulties to feel centred.
Helps build
muscle and develop strength, as well as
improving balance, coordination, posture and
proprioception. Also excellent for exploration
as its liquid centre (distilled water) offers a
unique tactile experience. The soft elastic
rubber layer provides a quiet rebound and a
pleasant feel. Supplied inflated. Two sizes/
weights allow grading up or down.
Round shape means
• Each fits nicely in the hand without the
tension caused by gripping a dumbbell
• Ball can be rolled by a therapist to a client, or
by the client along a line of tape on the floor
• Less risk of injury that with a dumbbell if
dropped

Thera-Band™
Tones muscles, increases agility and improves co-ordination. Unlimited possibilities.
Approved by therapists. May be useful in rehabilitation after certain injuries. The
different colours represent different resistance. Can be cut and so individually adjusted
to suit your own needs. Made from natural rubber latex. Phthalate-, PVC- and lead-free.

RU17363

Size: 12cm diameter Weight: 1kg

RU19317

Size: 16cm diameter Weight: 2kg

Size: 550cmL (in total), 15cmW

RU15364
RU15365
RU15366
RU15367

Yellow Mini
Red Medium
Green Strong
Blue Extra Strong

Chair Yoga - DVD
Seated exercises for health and wellbeing.
With voiceover instructions and onscreen
demonstrations, this DVD guides the
viewer through two 40-minute chair
yoga routines, which can be practiced by
virtually anyone to stimulate physical and
mental wellbeing. This versatile form of
yoga is specially designed for those with
limited mobility through age, illness, injury
or physical disability.

RU22464

Eggsercizers
- Set of 3
A tactile hand exercise device
offering consistent resistance
while returning to its original
shape. The egg shape matches
the natural contours of the hand
promoting effective hand, finger
and arm massage. Improves
hand dexterity and flexibility, and
reduces stress. Feels like putty but
leaves no messy residue on hands
or clothes. The solid shape has
nothing inside to leak out. The
Eggsercizer comes in sets of 3 each
a different colour and resistance
strength.
Size: 6.5cmL

RU15003
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Animal Bingo
Designed for people in the early and later stages of Dementia, but equally valuable for all
ages. Intended to help improve cognitive functions and social participation, this game
is fun and inviting. Accessible and inclusive, people of all abilities can play – both by
hearing and by sight. For younger players, this can encourage listening and matching
skills, as well as concentration. Potentially easier to play than traditional bingo games,
this is unique as it includes a large flip book that displays the animal to match the sound
from the included CD. Beautifully illustrated and inviting. For up to 12 players. Includes
12 bingo cards, 1 CD, 1 Flip book, 128 counters (in a drawstring bag) and 1 bingo caller
card. For 3 years and over (some small parts)
Size: box 26L x 27W x 7cm; counters 3.5cm diameter x 3cmH

Reminiscence Games Saver Pack
Pastimes of yesterday brought together in this excellent value collection. Rekindle happy
memories of youth, invoke discussion or just pass a rainy afternoon enjoying some fun
quality time. Typical pack includes 4 Knitting Dolls with wool, 1 Humming Top, 2 Tinkle
Tonks, 3 Cup & Balls, 6 Victorian Flick Books, 6 Turn Me Around Books and 6 Bags of
Marbles.
Contents may vary subject to availability. For 3 years and over. This pack may contain
some small parts.

RU19994

RU22070
Bingo Cage
Produces a random selection of
numbers. One turn of the handle
deposits a single ball in the chute.
Includes 90 colourful bingo balls.
The balls are small parts - use
under supervision.
Size: approx 32cmH; base 33 x
33cm; balls approximately 2cm
diameter

RU51178

Jumbo Ludo
Lovely wooden version of a classic. With chunky pegs and a large playing area that could
be helpful for visually impaired players. In neutral colours, and so age-appropriate for
the whole family, including older adults. Encourages turn taking, counting and numeracy
skills, social interaction and co-operative play. Some small parts - for 3 years and over.
Size: board 50cm diameter x 2.8cmH

Bingo Tickets
Books of tickets identical to those found in a typical bingo hall. Each pack contains over
4,000 tickets – enough to keep even the keenest bingo players happy for months!

RU21854

RU51182

Low Vision
Playing Cards
Normal pictures and card
suit symbols have been
replaced by 5cm high x
2.5cm wide number and
letters. Each suit is colourcoded to ease recognition.

Mammoth Cards
Extra large playing cards for fun and games for all ages. ‘Proper’ cards so age-appropriate.
Excellent for those with manual, visual and dexterity problems. Wonderful for group
activities.

A set of 2 decks.

Size: 28 x 20.5cm

RU14620

RU17926
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Pattern Pictures
Replicate the designs on the boards by matching shapes and colours, or create your own
patterns on a flat surface. Re-usable and allows mess-free creativity. Includes 5 doublesided boards, 120 shapes and storage tray. Designs include boat, snail, butterfly, dog,
rabbit, plant and fish. Wood. For 3 years and over (small parts).
Size: tray 33 x 21.5 x 3.5cmH; shapes 0.5cmH (e.g. diamonds 4.5L x 1.3W; triangles 2.5
x 2.5cm)

RU23373

exclusive!

Aquapaint
Unique and reusable. Developed with people with Dementia, this provides a
creative and achievable activity that helps promote independence and instils
a sense of satisfaction and pride. Paint water onto the sheets and watch the
image appear. Each set includes 5 different images, each carefully selected to
help start conversation once the painting is complete. As the water dries the
image fades ready to be used again. Brushes to be purchased separately.
Size: 26 x 21cm

More available at www.olderadults.co.uk
RU21906 Natural World: butterfly, peacock, goldfish, cat, horse
RU21907 Days Out: visit to the beach, hot air balloon, ballroom dancing, royal guard,
sailing boat

RU21908
RU22410
RU22411

Loves: football, flowers, sewing, cars, outdoors
At the Seaside
In The Garden

“The Aquapaint could not be a bigger hit with our residents. One of our
friends is a successful artist, but dementia has robbed her of that talent.
She loves creating these bright works of art.”
Activity Co-ordinator

Leaves Rubbing
Plates – Set of 16
Place a piece of paper over the
wipeable plastic ‘plates’ and rub
with crayons, chalks or pencils.
Includes sycamore, oak, elm and
birch. Light-weight and easy to
handle. With rounded corners.
Plates only – please purchase
paper, crayons etc separately.
Colours may vary.
Size: 13.5 x 10cm

RU20334

Colouring Cards
These nostalgic themes have been specially designed to be age appropriate.
They cover a variety of interests, are fun to decorate and make ideal gifts as
pictures or calendar headings. 50 cards in a box. 6 different designs. Size: A4

RU19105

Request a free copy of our Meaningful Activities for Older Adults
catalogue for many more resources like these
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Aximo!
Slide the rolls into place to copy the patterns on the cards supplied or to create your own
designs. Encourages fine motor skills, imagination and logical thinking. Equally effective
from either side of the frame. Large scale pieces are extra safe and easy-to-handle.
Aximo Frame requires Aximo rolls. For 4 years and over. Please note: multiple sets of Rolls
have been used to create the pattern shown on both sides of the Frame.

RU17600

Hardwood frame with lacquer finish. Requires 100 Aximo rolls to fill.

Animal Match Game
14 pairs of beech plywood tiles beautifully illustrated with photographs. Match the
adult animals to their young. Chunky pieces are easy to grip and manipulate. Great for
memory games, prompting conversation, encouraging the use of language and learning
activities. Valuable for youngsters and older people, as well as for individual use or in
groups for turn-taking and social skills. Animals include pets and farm animals. Includes
multi-lingual identification guide. For 12 months and over.

Size: 39L x 10D x 42cmH

Size: 7 x 7 x 1cmH each

RU17601

RU23326

Aximo! Rolls, 300 pieces in mixed colours to make 150 rolls. Size: 3.5cm

diameter

Colourful Wooden Pattern Cubes – Set of 100
Build 2- or 3-D colourful combinations of your choice. Multi-purpose - great for
imaginative activity, early maths, sorting, matching or balancing games. Promotes
hand-eye co-ordination, spatial awareness, fine motor skills, reasoning, planning and
turn-taking. Colours may vary. Small parts - not suitable for those who mouth.
Size: 2 x 2 x 2cm

RU23033

Mosaic
Create wonderful patterns and imaginative pictures – again and again. Can be useful
for understanding geometric shapes and reflections. Includes board and 350 squares in
12 colours. Plastic.
Size: board 39 x 39cm; squares 2.3 x 2.3cm

RU20347
Activity Cards for Mosaic – Set
of 6

Colourful Pattern Cards – Set of 16

Colourful Wooden Pattern Cubes and Cards Saver Pack

Illustrated examples of mosaics to foster
independent use of the Mosaic (to be purchased
separately). A great starting point to build users’
confidence to then create their own designs.
Double-sided: 12 designs in total - 4 for use with
a mirror (for symmetry), 4 to replicate and 4 to
complete.

Buy both the cubes and the cards and save more.

Size: 16 x 16cm

RU23035

RU23028

Designed for use with Colourful Wooden Pattern Cubes. Double-sided. Colour on one
side, colour-coded black and white on the other. Various difficulty levels.
Size: 16 x 12cm

RU23034

“A lovely project for families to enjoy together and
to introduce children to gardening. Quick to set
up – the images in the booklet are easy to follow.
The frame sits nicely on the windowsill and so
would be perfect for people with no garden. The
built in water trough and rope wicks hidden inside
make watering a doddle. As the included seeds
sprout in just a few days, we won’t have to wait
long to reap the rewards of our efforts. A nice
pack which we will add to over time with our own
seeds and compost.”
Kate, Mum, Chesterfield

Root–Vue Farm®
Great set to encourage planting and an understanding of early
biology. Suitable for all ages over 3 years. Allows you to see plants
grow both above and below ground. Includes all you need:
• Frame with transparent viewing window and integral water reservoir
• Compacted soil wafers (expand when watered)
• Carrot, radish and onion seeds
• Wicks to help watering • Markers (to identify plants)
• Illustrated Instructions and Suggestions Booklet
Size: 41W x 23cmH

RU15572
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Mini Beasts Wooden Jigsaw - Set of 8
Chunky jigsaws that have been hand-cut using traditional methods. With large
pieces for easier handling. With varying number of pieces to allow grading
(progression to more challenging puzzles or choosing a puzzle with fewer pieces).
Boxed. Includes:
• Spider, 9 pieces

• Caterpillar, 9 pieces

• Dragonfly, 12 pieces

• Worm, 12 pieces

• Ladybird, 15 pieces

• Bee, 15 pieces

• Ant, 18 pieces

• Fly, 18 pieces

Homes Wooden Jigsaw – Set of 8
Great for supporting a person-centred care approach, these large scale pieced puzzles
provide an opportunity to discuss where individuals have previously lived or stayed.
Useful as an activity and as memory-prompts. City, town, village and rural housing is
shown, as are traditional and modern homes to appeal to a wide range of people. With
different numbers of pieces to suit different abilities and to encourage progression to
more difficult puzzles. Boxed. Includes:
• Mobile (caravan), 9 pieces

• Flats , 9 pieces

• Thatched cottage, 12 pieces

• Semi-detached, 15 pieces

• Terraced, 18 pieces

For 3 years and over.

• Bungalow, 12 pieces
• Detached, 15 pieces

• Eco, 18 pieces

For 3 years and over.

Size: 19.2W x 14.7H x 0.6cm thick

Size: 19.8W x 14.7H x 0.6cm thick

RU22075

RU22090

Wildlife Wooden Jigsaw - Set of 8
Chunky jigsaws that have been hand-cut using traditional methods. With large pieces
for easier handling. With varying number of pieces to allow grading (progression to
more challenging puzzles). Boxed. Includes:

Pets Wooden Jigsaw - Set of 6

• Squirrel, 9 pieces

• Robin, 9 pieces

• Badger, 12 pieces

Chunky jigsaws with large pieces for easier handling. With varying number of
pieces to allow grading (progression to more challenging puzzles) and group
use. Lovely for animal lovers and those who have enjoyed keeping pets. Boxed.
Includes:

• Red Kite, 12 pieces

• Red Deer, 15 pieces

• Puffin, 15 pieces

• Kitten, 2 pieces

• Dog, 2 pieces

• Fish, 3 pieces

• Swan, 18 pieces

• Grey Seal, 18 pieces

• Rabbit, 3 pieces

• Bird, 4 pieces

• Guinea pig, 4 pieces

For 3 years and over.

For 3 years and over.

Size: 19.2W x 14.7H x 0.6cm thick

Size: 9.8W x 9.8H x 0.6cm thick

RU22074

RU22088
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22786

22787

20019

23319

22785
22784
Creative Magnetic Scene

20020

Place the magnetic pieces wherever you wish on the board. Great for adults who
struggle to pick up jigsaw pieces and place them correctly as their dementia
progresses. No-fail and frustration-free to give a sense of achievement. Equally
valuable for conversation-prompting, improving dexterity and encouraging fine
motor skills. Beautifully illustrated with age-appropriate content. Durable plastic
that meets infection control standards. 15 pieces. Small pieces.
Size: 36 x 25 x 0.85cm

20021

RU22784
RU22785
RU22786
RU22787

The Sewing Box
The Tool Shed
The Allotment
The Baking Cupboard

20018

Sound Puzzles
Place the pieces correctly to be rewarded with a corresponding sound! Audible bonuses
for correctly doing the puzzle. For 2 years and over. Matching picture under each piece.
AAA batteries to be purchased separately.
Size: 29.5 x 21.5cm

RU23319
RU20018
RU20019
RU20020
RU20021

Musical InstRUments
Vehicles
Pets

22722

Zoo
Farm

“This puzzle was a great size. It was brilliantly made and felt nice in the hands.
The vibrant colours made it attractive to the children and helped to encourage
them to engage with it. The pieces were good sizes for children who struggle
with dexterity to hold onto, which made them excellent for helping encourage
independent playing. The sounds were fantastic and incredibly engaging and
educational. One child who played with it had behavioural problems and a short
attention span; at the age of 5 he had never completed a puzzle in his life. Due
to the puzzle giving auditory feedback he was able to sit on his own and matched
every single picture, this reduced his mother to tears as she never believed he
would be able to complete a puzzle. This was a truly incredible moment for the
child and the caregiver.”
Jane, Mum and active member of a local special needs group

22720

Nostalgia Jigsaw
Intended for people with Dementia. Designed to allow users with mid to late stage
Dementia to complete the puzzle independently. The images have been carefully chosen
to allow for visual impairment, to stimulate memories and conversation, and to give the
user a valuable sense of achievement and pride. Can help improve dexterity and fine
motor skills. Durable and easy to clean plastic.
Size: 36 x 25 x 1.8cm

RU22720
RU22722

Bikini Sunshine

13-Piece

Sea View

24-Piece
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Throwing Scarves
- Set of 6
Bean bags meets scarves for a
marvellous mutation! Colours
compliment many of our
parachutes. Use to liven up
throwing games and target
practice.
Size: scarf diameter approx 38cm

RU20458
Floor Target
A large floor mat with a multiple score target. Supplied with 4 Bean Bags.
Size: 167 x 124cm

RU14443
RU14438

Set of 12 Bean Bags

Emotions Balls Set of 6

Size: approximately 13 x 13cm

Fab for pretend play, fun and
games or to explore emotions.
Colourful and excellent value.
Supplied deflated. Latex free.
Size: 15cm diameter

proud .... glad .... dizzy ....
mad ....
sicky ..... sad .... !
RU18718

Foam Dice
- Set of 3
These Foam Dice have insert dots
and are fun and safe to play with.
Size: 16cm3

RU14568

Target Play
Ready, aim, throw! Bulls eye! Different rings have different points. Encourages motor
skills, turn taking, maths skills and group play. Includes target mat, 4 plastic ‘pins’ to
secure mat and 3 discs. Folds away compactly after use. For 3 years and over.
Size: mat approx 210cm diameter; discs 23cm diameter

RU19922

‘Just wanted to tell you how much we have enjoyed using the giant foam dice we
ordered from ROMPA®. We host ten Music, Rhythm and Rhyme sessions each week
for pre-school children in our four libraries. A great deal of learning through fun goes
on, and the giant dice are the latest resource to be included in our session plans.
Each child can join in at their own pace and develop their numeracy skills - whatever
their age!’
Kathie, Bookstart Co-ordinator, Torquay

Customisable Cubes - Set of 3
Quoits
Great throwing game for all ages. Fosters social skills, co-ordination and motor planning.
Colour-matching components for more game options. Useful for maths challenges,
seated activity and portable games. Minimal assembly required. Colours may vary.
Wood with rope rings. For 3 years and over.
Size: 45 x 45 x 19.5cmH

RU22876

Includes 3 cubes, 36 re-useable circles
and an erasable felt-tip pen for you to
create your own dice, games or activities.
Versatile - draw simple symbols or write
names, words, letters etc.
Size: 3.5cm

RU56931
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Basket Ball Stand

Bean Bag Activity Set
Engaging and promotes physical activity. Reinforces early maths skills; shape, colour
and number recognition; gross motor skills and turn-taking. Play by colour, number,
shape or how you like. Includes wipe-clean vinyl board, 12 canvas bean bags and multi-lingual activity suggestions. Easily stored flat and transportable. For 3 years and over.
Size: folds flat to 60 x 50cm.

Intended to be a comfortable height for adults
and children, including seated players. Useful
for encouraging improve hand-eye co-ordination,
motor skills, social skills, collaborative activity, gentle
exercise and turn-taking. Free-standing tubular steel
hoop with a nylon rope net. Weather-proofed and
so for indoor and outdoor use. Finalist in Nursery
World Awards. Minimal assembly required. Ball not
included (our 21833 shown). For 3 years and over.
Size: 40cm diameter hoop x 86cmH

RU23204

RU20335

Dart Ball Game

Floor Basketball Set

Throw the balls at the brightly coloured target and count your score. Encourages gross
motor skills and hand/eye co-ordination. Made from brightly coloured wipeable fabric
and strong velcro. With several handles for it to be easily hung up and carried. Removable
cover and deflatable cushion for storage. Latex-free. Colours may vary.

Fun for everyone. Specially designed for wheelchair users and seated players, all ages
and ability levels will enjoy this popular game. Encourages physical exercise and helps
develop a sense of competition.
23cm ball included (supplied deflated). May vary slightly from illustration.

Target: 65cm dia, 12cmD

Size: 40cmH, 36cm diameter ring

RU16687

RU16244

Soft Tip Darts

Interactive
Basket Ball Set by Rompa®

A complete set ideal for safe indoor play for
young and old alike. Needs some force to
get darts into board. With all the standard
features of traditional darts - doubles, trebles
and of course bullseye! - but none of the
danger. Includes six darts. Model may vary.
For 14 years and older.
Size: 45cm diameter

RU17432

Rewards you with a clap or cheer when the ball is
successfully thrown into hoop! Fun for all ages and
abilities, specially designed for wheelchair users
or seated players. Encourages physical exercise.
23 cm ball included (supplied deflated) May vary
slightly from illustration.
Size: 40cmH, 36 cm Diameter ring.

RU19211
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Ten Pin Bowling
Enjoy the fun and excitement of
bowling, indoors and out. Set of
10 lightweight, unbreakable pins,
regulation size 37.5cm high, 170g
(6oz) each. One 1.8kg (4lb) rubber
bowling ball, set up pattern sheet
and score pad.
Size: pins 37.5cmH
“Excellent set of skittles and bowling
ball. Just the right weight.”
Jacqui M., Verified Buyer,
Isle of Barra

RU14674

Bowling Ball Ramp
With the ramp in position, the bowler only needs to give the slightest push to roll the ball
forward. Can be used standing or seated. Chrome plated steel pipe frame with rubber
feet.
Size: 109L x 62.5cmH

RU14675

Beginners Bowling Set
Portable, colourful set includes ten pins, two balls and storage bag. Made of durable,
light-weight and easy-to-clean plastic. Wonderful for care home lounge games. Colours
may vary.
Size: pins 30.5cmH

Jungle Bowling
Sounding as good as it looks, this fab set includes 6 soft pins and a ball. Each piece has
a rattle in it for audible stimulation. Colourful and appealing. Includes storage bag. For
12 months and over.
Size: 18cmH pins and 8cm diameter ball

RU18354

RU19508

Starter Bowling Set

Bowls

Great set for indoor and outdoor use. Includes 10 pins, 2 balls and a storage bag. All the
components are covered by high density rubber foam and so are slightly softer (in touch
and sound when knocked over) than conventional pins. Store inside.

This popular game can be played virtually anywhere. 8 wooden balls in a practical
carrier box. Suitable group activity encouraging hand-eye co-ordination.
4 colours with jack. Weight: jack 50g; each ball 300g.

Size: pins 29cmH; balls 16cm diameter

Size: 8cm diameter

RU23027

RU15163
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Wooden Four In A Row
A popular game in an unusual format – wood. Much more sturdy than the well-known
plastic versions, this can be used on the floor or on a table top. The chunky discs are
easy to hold and pick up – this large scale may also help visually-impaired players to
participate. Includes frame and 30 discs. Colours may vary.
Size: 58L x 23W x 51cm; discs 7.5cm diameter x 2cmD

RU20354

Mega Four In A Row
Big bold chunky discs and a sturdy frame. Try to get four in a row before your opponent!
Frame can be dismantled for ease of storage. Great for both indoor and outdoor games.
Ideal for people who are wheelchair bound. Includes 42 discs (21 of each colour).
Size: 121L x 45W x 117cmH

RU16644

Sensory 7-in-1 Ball
Unusual design with multiple tactile and visual elements. Encourages motor skills as
the smaller balls can be removed from, and nestled in, the indents of the larger bumpy
ball. Plastic so easy to clean. Great for sensory exploration and comparative concepts
(different colours, textures, patterns, size). For 12 months and over.
Size: large ball approx. 18cm; small balls approx. 6cm

RU23067
RU23324

Additional/spare small balls for Sensory 7-in-1 Ball

Giant Jenga
How high can you go? Take turns to remove blocks from the tower without it
toppling down. Fun on a giant scale! Large pieces are easier to hold for the less
dextrous. 58 pine blocks create a tower over 90cm high. Includes storage bag. For
3 years and over.
Size: each 18 x 6 x 4.5cm

RU20556

Maths Ball
Tin Can Crash
Brings the fun of the fayre to your own home. Play indoors or out to encourage
movement, hand-eye co-ordination, motor planning, gentle exercise and social
interaction. With numbers on the ‘cans’ to encourage early numeracy skills and gentle
competition. Popular for children and adults alike. Includes 10 ‘cans’ (10H x 6cm
diameter) and 3 bean bags.

RU21853

This fab 12-sided ball has a number on
each face. Brighten up your maths, P.E.
and counting games with this ingenious
ball. Uniquely shaped for a slightly irregular
bounce and roll. Vinyl covered foam. Includes
activity guide.
Size: 25cm diameter

RU17807
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Mini Parachute
Superchute™ Parachute
The 2.5cm diameter foam sewn inside the rim allows a better and more comfortable
grip and so greater participation and more productive activity time. This innovative
design replaces the need for handles. Resistant and flame-retardant. Washable nylon.
With mesh-covered central air-release hole. Foldable and includes storage bag.

RU18343
RU18457

180cm diameter

With brightly coloured sections, this parachute is ideal for group activities. From use
in kindergartens to centres for older adults, this is a useful product for all ages. Several
people can manoeuvre the parachute to throw, aim, catch, and carry a variety of objects.
Polyester.
Size: 150cm diameter

RU16735

365cm diameter

White Parachute
Ideal for promoting movement and group co-operation. Infinite activities possible: lift
it up and watch its gentle billowing folds drop to the floor, feel the breeze created as
the parachute floats downwards, run underneath and swap places with someone on the
other side or sit underneath and rock from side to side. With handles. 100% polyester.
Size: 300cm diameter

RU15884

Rainbow Chute
Infinite game possibilities with this ten-section fun parachute. Superb for team-building,
co-operative play, language activities, counting practice and gentle exercise. Includes
12 hollow plastic balls with holes (one shown) and a 15cm dia foam coated ball to aim
into the ten target nets. Bright colours and original, attractive design. Suitable for all
ages. Size: 365cm diameter

RU17429
Colour Tennis Balls
- Set of 6
Colourful take on tennis balls. Not just
for tennis, these versatile balls are ideal
for throwing, catching, games and colourco-ordinated activities. Pressureless, they
keep their bounce after multiple uses. One
each of blue, green, red, yellow, orange and
purple.

Colour Jumbo Golf Balls - Set of 6
Colourful, versatile and over-sized tactile golf balls. Made from low-density foam so soft
and safe. The bright colours make visual tracking easier whilst the larger size increases
the likelihood of success. Use with the Colour Tennis Balls and Parachutes for colour-coordinated activities. One each of blue, green, red, yellow, orange and purple.

Size: 7.6cm diameter

Size: 7.6cm diameter

RU18333

RU18331
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Octaband™
Participants pull on the resistance band ‘arms’ and receive proprioceptive feedback.
Offers the opportunity for interaction, co-operative play and social skills activities.
Suitable for most ages and abilities. Machine washable.

RU21367
RU21368

8 arm Octaband™. For 2 – 8 people. Extends to 200cmL
16 arm Octaband™. For 4 – 16 people. Extends to 300cmL

Parachutes
Manufactured from tear proof nylon with reinforced edge and handles.
Comes with storage bag.
Colours may vary according to availability.

RU18129
RU13540
RU14848
RU18131

Rondo
Encourage fitness, group play and teamwork. No-fail, co-operation ensures collective
success. Can help encourage spatial awareness and creative movement. For children or
adults, seated, stood or lying. Stretchy and enveloping. High quality elastic single fabric
with viscose rayon. Colours may vary.
Size: 140cmH, extends to approximately 4m

RU20029

Size: 185cm diameter - 8 handles
Size: 300cm diameter - 8 handles
Size: 400cm diameter - 12 handles
Size: 730cm diameter - 20 handles

Co-operband
Wonderful for all ages. A great way to warm up and to make exercise fun. The fabric is
soft, stretchy, wrinkly and extremely appealing. The bright, bold colours are appropriate
for older users. Can be used in schools for personal social health education as pupils
work co-operatively in a group. Suitable for creative play and learning about forces and
rebound. Will hold six to twelve participants.
Size: 160cm diameter (unexpanded), 6cmW

RU17409

Pastel Parachute
A subtly coloured variant of
an ever-popular resource. The
softer tones may be more
appropriate for adults. Great
for group games, gentle
exercise, co-operative activities
and social games. Equally
lovely for youngsters to make
imaginative spaces (e.g. drape
over chairs), or for circle time
play during baby sensory
sessions. With a 20cm central
vent and 8 strong stitched
handles. For 3 years and over.
Size: 345cm diameter

RU23013
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LEISURE l Balls
Soft, Light & Bright
Balls - Set of 6

Slow Motion Ball

These super soft balls have a tantalising
tactile feel, and can be inflated from 1526cm diameter. They are feather-light
and cause no harm if thrown at someone.
Caution: Not suitable for use with people
who mouth, as the soft skin will puncture
and tear. Supplied deflated. Latex Free.

As its name suggests, the slower
movement of this ball makes it easier
to handle. Bright, lightweight and
bouncable. Colours may vary. Supplied
deflated, re-inflate with ball pump.
Excellent value.

Size: 15-26cm diameter

Size: 28cm diameter

RU14284

RU14851

O-Ball

Odd Balls - Set of 4
With its unusual shapes and different textures/colours, this fun set encourages motor
skills, hand-eye co-ordination, group activity, reasoning and gentle exercise. The
irregular shapes make the balls bounce and roll in unpredictable directions, challenging
expectations and surprising users. Supplied deflated. Suitable for all ages.
Size: blue bumpy rugby 25cmL, green pyramid 18cmL, purple multi-sided 22cm diameter,
clear spiky 15cm

The ball for everyone! A great ball for all ages, playing indoors and outdoors. You can kick,
press and throw the O-Ball but it keeps its original shape. Put a balloon inside the ball
and blow it up and you have more uses still, including in the water. Made from flexible
plastic. Colours may vary.

RU20074

10cm diameter

RU23109
Play Rings - Set of 5
For games and target practice. Ribbed. With
valve for inflation top-up. Supplied inflated.
Purchase multiple sets for sequencing and
matching. Colours may vary and may be
repeated.

Foam Football
Colourful and washable. Firm,
dense foam ball - no inflation
required. Excellent value.

Size: 18cm diameter

Size: 26cm diameter

RU17487

RU18350

Soft Flying Saucer
Giant Balloon
Non-threatening, lightweight, magic
action balloon is very big and not
like anything you have seen before!
Lightweight, these are excellent for
encouraging pushing and catching
skills, hand / eye co-ordination, motor
skills, body awareness and muscle
control. Not to be used in robust ball
games. Inflate with a pump.

RU14605

This Soft Flying Saucer is easy
to throw and safe to use. Each.
Size: 25cm diameter

RU14567

Size: 80cm diameter
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Balls l LEISURE

Sensory Balls - Set of 20
A variety of balls with different textures, colours, densities and bounce properties.
Portable, practical and suitable for children and adults. Useful for encouraging
motor skills, descriptive and comparative language, colour recognition, group
activity and turn-taking. For 3 years and over.
Size: 5 to 7.5cm
See this product in action at www.rompa.com

RU23110

Deluxe Kit
Contents: Colour Tennis Balls, Fusilly Balls, Scented Crystal Bell Balls, O-Ball, Rainbow
Knot Ball, Emotions Balls, Tact-Os, Squeezy Balls, Play Rings, Juggling Balls, Hedgehog
Balls, Spiky Balls, Sensarings, Bizi Ball, Bean Bags, Maths Ball, Maths Ball, Dart Ball Game,
Big Soft Bell Ball, Multicolour Basketball and Foam Dice. What a woppa! Over 70 brilliant
balls and rings! Offers a considerable saving compared against individual purchases.
For 3 years and over. This pack may contain some small parts.

RU20171

Starter Kit
Contents: Colour Tennis
Balls, Fusilly Ball, Scented
Crystal Bell Balls, O-Ball,
Rainbow Knot Ball, Emotions
Balls, Tact-O, Squeezy Balls,
Play Rings, Juggling Balls,
Hedgehog Ball, Spiky Ball
and Sensaring.

Sensory Shapes & Balls – Set of 9
A wonderful selection of shapes, sizes, colours and textures. One ball contains beads
for audible input too. Wonderful for encouraging movement, hand-eye co-ordination,
sensory exploration, comparative concepts, massage, games and social interaction
activities. For 6 months and over.

For 3 years and over. This
pack may contain some
small parts.

RU20172

Size: 9 to 17cm

RU23048
Balls - Set of 6
Great for PE and Maths - use for explaining
comparative concepts by finding the small,
medium, large balls. Match the balls by size
and colour attributes. Buy multiple sets for
sequencing activities. Light and colourful,
these balls get attention. Encourage handeye co-ordination and catching through a
fun physical activity. Contents may vary
slightly subject to availability. PU exterior
with PU foam interior. Sizes: 7cm to 20cm

Extra Value Kit

RU17486

RU20170

Contents: Colour Tennis Balls, Fusilly Ball, Scented Crystal Bell Balls, Rainbow Knot Ball,
Emotions Balls, Play Rings, Hedgehog Balls, Spiky Ball and a Sensaring. Over 25 pieces
at a bargain price!
For 3 years and over. This pack may contain some small parts.
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LEISURE l Throwing and Juggling

Hoberman Sphere
A favourite of children and adults. Encourages movement and fosters an understanding
of cause and effect. Gently pull the ball to make it expand. Ideal for those who find
repetitive motions soothing. Can also be used as a mobile.
Size: 23cm (expands to 76cm)

RU21930
RU21931

Glow in the Dark Hoberman Sphere For 4 years and over
Rainbow Hoberman Sphere For 3 years and over.

Gymnastic Ribbon
Colourful, ever-popular gymnastic ribbon. Encourages gross arm and body movements
whilst creating visual patterns that give students control. Used with music, they can form
the basis of one to one or group activity. Colours may vary.
Size: 4mL

RU16285
Kit Bag
Spacious, reliable bag for storing
and transporting your equipment,
games, balls and other favourite
products. Tough heavy weight
polyester fabric with shower-proof
backing and virtually rip-proof
straps. Can be wheeled along and
folded flat. Colours may vary.
Size: approx 71 x 31 x 33cm

RU17887
Irregular Balls – Set of 3

Juggling Balls
- Set of 9

Quirky shapes and unpredictable movements when rolled. The red ball is off-centre and
tips to one side; the yellow has weights inside and goes in a ‘Z’ direction; blue is ridged
and moves more slowly and smoothly. Tactile and easy grip. Encourages reasoning,
logical thinking, hand-eye co-ordination and exploration. For 6 months and over.
Supplied inflated. Makes a subtle squeaking noise when squeezed.
Size: approx. 11cm diameter

Bright and safe, highly visual balls. Excellent for all
ages. Perfect weight - not too heavy or too light.
Wonderful for hand-eye co-ordination. Colours may
vary.

RU23047

Weight: 72g each.
Size: 6cm diameter

RU17987
Diabolo
Mix co-ordination with fun. Buy
two for pair-work and throw the
Diabolo to a partner. Great for
children and adults. For 6 years
and over. Colours may vary.
Size: Sticks 38cmL, Diabolo 11cmL
x 10cm diameter

Ball Pump

RU17988

Inexpensive and economical
hand pump. Steel.
Size: 35cmL x 2.8cm diameter

RU18141
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Index l ROMPA®
2-Port Light Source
3-in-1 Aroma Lamp with Speaker
8 Colour Wirefree Controller

36
213
23

A Frame
130
Abstract Tactile Panel
173
Acrylic Mirror Panels
35
Activity Board For Wall Mounting
176
Activity Bolster
130
Adjustable Angle Swing with Foot Rests 136
Aeroplane Activity Wall Panel
176
Aggression Bat
222
Airex Mats
138
Akadinda
78
Animal Bingo
241
Animal Match Game
243
Animal Sound Tins
207
App
25
Aqua Mood Light
74
Aqualand Mat
138
Aquapaint
242
Aquatic Bubble Tubes
32-33
Arched Bridge
83
Archway
84
Aroma
61, 73, 211-215
Aroma Kit
61
At Home Family / Starter Saver Pack
70
Audible Time Timer
229
Aura Projector
51
Aximo!
243
Baby Sensory Saver Packs
66, 115
Bags
106, 254
Balance
92, 118, 144-155, 187, 205
Balance Sound Steps
205
Balanza®
151
Ball Blanket
123
Ball Bubble Tubes
32-33
Ball Stand
148
Ballpools
106-107, 111
Balls
34, 106, 111, 119, 146-150, 158,
162-169, 171, 189, 194-195, 204, 214, 222,
235, 239, 241, 246-249, 252-254
Barrel Roll
101
Baseball Cap
230
Basic Skills Board
230
Basketball
247
Battery-Operated Motor Set
56
BCB Water Treatment Fluid
34
Bean Bags (seats)
94-97
Bean Bags (throwing)
118, 246-247
Beano Swing
133
Bear Activity Wall Panel
176
Bedside Lighting Tablet
73
Bespoke Bubble Water Walls
18
Big Bug Massager
191, 227
Bikes
140
Bilibo
152, 229
Billowing Cushion
139
Bingo
241
Binni-Sofa™
121
Blankets
72, 117, 123, 171, 188
Body Roller
123
Body Wheel
155
Bolster Swings
130-131
Boomwhackers
209
Bouncing Riverstone
145
Bouncy Lily Pads
147
Bowling/Bowls
248
Brushes
189
Bubble Swing
133
Bubble Tubes
30-35, 63, 71
Bubble Walls
18
Bubbles!
226
Buggie
195
Build N’ Balance Sets
144
Bullseye!
83
Bumpas
22, 103
Bumpy Multi-Purpose Ball
149
Butterfly Wall Stickers
170
Buzzers
202
C Frame
130
Cabins
113
Cacoon Swing
135
Care Sector Book
220
Carpet
41, 159
Caterpillar Cogs
232
Cavatina
77
CDs (Music)
198-199
Ceiling-Mounted Interactive Floor/Wall
Projection
44-45
Chalk Board
81
Chatsworth Range
87-89
Chewing
162, 222-225
Chiffon Squares
166
Chime Frame And Beater
201

Chimes
78, 84, 163, 201
Chunkies
96
Clacking Windmill
201
Climbing Frame
83
Cloud Nine
94
Collar
34
Colour Acrylic Mirrors
164
Colour Catch Combo™
19
Colour Changing Egg
75, 166
Colour Changing Table
167
Colour Command Centre™
14
Colourful Wooden Pattern Cubes
243
Colouring Cards
242
Compact Mobile Interactive Floor Projection
46
Companion Tabby
218
Complete Snoezelen® Wagon
29
Concertina Mat
139
Congas
79
Contrast Sensory Mirror
165
Convertible Climbing Wall
143
Co-operband
139, 251
Corner Stairs
110
Cosmic Effect Net
59
Cost-Conscious Mobile Interactive Floor
Projection
46
Cozy Caterpillar™
220
Crawl and Roll
112
Create Your Own Effect Wheel
51
Creative Magnetic Scene
245
Crocodile Activity Wall Panel
176
Cube Chair
93
Cube Tube
112
Cubes
34, 243
Curved Fibre Optic Comb
40
Curvy Castle Constructors
115
Cushioned Platforms/Seats
35
Cushions/Pillows
88, 92-93, 100, 119,
163, 188, 190
Cushtie™
188, 190
D.V.D.s (Exercise)
48-49, 239
D.V.D.s (Relaxation)
48-49
Dance Sacks
158
Darts
247
De-escalation Rooms
98
Deep Pressure Vest
120
Deluxe Massage Chair
90
Deluxe Snoezelen® Sensory Corner Kit
71
Deluxe Wi Fi Cabin
113
Deluxe Vestibulator
129
Dens
113, 161
Diablo
254
Dice
81, 227, 246
Didicar®
140
Diffraction Tube Drum
169
Disc Swing
82
Display Frame
220
Dondina
200
Double Bubble Bonanza™
18
Double Mirror Set
114
Dressing
230
Drums
78-79, 163, 169, 201, 209
Dynair Balance Seat
92
Ear Defenders/Muffs
231
Echo Elephant
171
Edge Block
104
Effect Wheels
52-55
Egg Shaker
207
Eggball
148
Eggsercizers
239
Emelie
217
Emotions
221-223
Empathy Cat
218
Everyday Aroma Activity Game
214
Exploration Saver Pack/Tray
81, 193
Exploring the Senses Kits
61
Extra Large Cushion
93
Feely Hand Ball
238
Fibre Optic Ceiling Kit
37
Fibre Optic Chandelier / Cloud
37
Fibre Optic Abstract Tactile Panel
173
Fibre Optic Torch
40
Fibre Optic UFO
40
Fibre Optics
36-41, 75, 173, 227
Fiddle Kit, Fidgets
194-195
Fireworks Extravaganza™
16
Fish & Sea Creatures
34
Fish Tank
58
Fish Wall Stickers
170
Flashing Lights Swing
82
Flexicushion
97
Floating Cloth
135
Floor Basketball
247
Floor Mats
104-105, 138-139, 147
Floor Surfer
141

Floor Target
Floppy Island
Fluorescent Tube Drum
Flying Saucer Swing
Foam Play Building Blocks
Fold Up Massage Mattress
Folding Mat
Folding Multi-Purpose Mirror
Foot Massage
Fruit & Veg Bean Bags
Fun Tyre
Furniture

246
95
163
131
233
90
139
230
187
96
155
86-101

Gardens
75-85, 135, 246-254
Gel Fish
186
Giant Colourful ‘Marble’ Run
235
Giant Jenga
249
Giant Maxi Bubble Tube
32-33
Giant Pegs
237
Giant Saucer
153
Giants Causeway
110
Glitter Gel Shapes
186
Glow Cushion
163
Glow in the Dark
156-163
Gloves
162
Gooseneck Soft Switch
226
Grass Sofa
76
Grasshopper® Multi System
101
Gripmaster
239
Haley’s Joy®
Handy Scoopers
Hanging Bracket
Hanging Sausage
Happy Hopperz
Happy Meal Times Oils
Hat
Heart
Hedgehog Ball
Height Adjustment System
Hilltops
Hip Hop Activity Box™
Hip Hop Jumping Cushion
Hix
Hoberman Sphere
Home Projector Set
Horseshoe
Illuminated Cabin
Illuminated Ballpool
Infinity Light Wand
Infinity Lights Mirror
Inset Shape Boards
Interactive Aroma Panel
Interactive Projection Sand Box
Inverted Fungi
Interactive Mats
Jack Adapters
Jellyfish Tank
Jewellery
Jigsaws
Johan
Jumbo ‘Bamboo’ Fibre Optics
Jumbo Ludo
Jumping Seat
Jungle Bars

124-127
228
127
109, 131
146
212
231
217
189
127
145
105
147
234
254
49
90
113
107
169
165
232
213
47
152
41
226
58
162, 222-223
245
217
39
241
146
136

Kit Bag
254
Kopjie Wedge
109
Koosh Ball
158, 194
KornerKurve Ballpool
106
Lacing Cheese
236
Lap Pad Set
122
Large Babel Drum
78
Large Colour Changing Egg/Pebble/Ball Lights
75
Large Double Sided Activity Centre
178
Large Wall and Tabletop Rotational Disc Puzzle
237
Laser Sky Projector
51
Laser Sphere Projector
50
Leaf Chair
128
LED Blacklight
157
LED Ceiling Panels
59
LED Light Panel
167
LED Projectors
53, 75
LED Rope Light
57
LED Shadow
157
LED Spotlight
56
LED Waterless Rainbow Tube
32-33
Lenny
231
Light Diffraction Panels
59
Light Sources
36
Lights & Sounds Answer Buzzers
202
Linelite
160
Liquid Floor Tile
186

Liquid (Mood) Wheels
Locking Safety Snap
Locomotive
Lollipop Switches
Lolo
Low Registration Packs

Made-To-Measure Mat
104, 138
Magic Wands
163
Magical Sand Playset
193
Magnetic Adapter
52
Magnetic Puzzles
230, 245
Making Music with Mummy Pack
66
Manhattan II
26
Massage Chair
90
Massage Mattress
90
Massage Tube
191
Massage Rolls
189
Mattress
91, 99
Mats
41, 103-104, 111, 130, 138-139,
159, 171, 187, 205
Maxi Bubble Tubes
30-33
Mega Four In A Row
249
Memory Box with Locks
184
Menu Book
220
Messy Play
80-81, 192-193
Microphone
24, 91
Midi Bubble Tube
30-33, 63
Midi Abstract Tactile Panel
174
Milky Way Mat
41
Mini Fish Tank
58
Mini Rotating Drum
201
Mini Sand Play Tray
193
Mini Sensory Saver Pack
63
Mini Talking Cube
25
Mini Top
153
Mirror Ball
56
Mirror Chimeabout
163, 201
Mirror Marble Wheel
201
Mirrors
35, 85, 164-165, 230
Mishu™
122
Mobile Interactive Floor Projection
46-47
Mobile Interactive Wall Projection
44
Mobiles
84, 170
MohDoh™
215
Mood Light Comforter Panda
188
Mosaic
243
Motor
56
Mountain
145
Moving with Mummy Pack
66
Mox
195
Mud Digging Bed/Kitchen/Potting Table
80
Multi-Colour Star Projector
50
Multi-Play Arc
151
Multi-Purpose Balls
149
Multi-Purpose Tunnel
154
Multi-Way Balance Set
155
Multifinity Explorer™
15
Mushroom Table & Chairs
76
Music Activity Board/Centre
178, 203
Music Book
Music System
Music Trolley
Musical Mat
Musical Positioning Cushion
Musical Water Bed
Mystery Sensory Balls

77
197
203
205
90
91
165

Natural Room Spray
Neck Wraps
Nello
Neon Carpet Tiles
Newborns
Nostalgia Music Centre
Nursery Bean Bag
Nuts and Bolts
O Frame
Os and Xs
Oasis Aroma and Sound Diffuser
Obstacles
Ocean Wave Projector
Octoband™
Odd Balls
Oibo
Olly Owl
One Button Radio
Oogi Bongo/Glow/Pilla
Optimusic
Oral Motor Skills Kit
Outdoor Projector Set
Outdoor Storage Centre
Over the Moon Swing Sets
P V C Hoop
Paletto
Panel Porter
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215
122
234
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217
197
94
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85
212
154
49
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197
158, 195
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225
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132
154
203
15
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ROMPA® l Index
Panoramic Rotator
52
Parachutes
250-251
Pastel Parachute
251
Pattern Pictures
242
Peek A Boo Bunny
208
Peg Boards
237
Pencil Toppers
225
Pentatonic Chimes
78
Physio Roll
148
PipSquigz
207
Pirate Boat
106
Planter
80
Platform
35, 91, 108-109
Platform Swings
137
Playing Cards
241
Playshapes
114
Pluggies
231
Pocket & Mirror Trail
114
Popcorn Ball / Roll
148
Popoids
233
Portable CD Player
197
Portable Midi Bubble Tube
63
Portable Mini Massager
191
Portable Sensory Magic™
20-21
Porter
15, 29
Pos-Pods™
100
Positioner
90
Positive Play
221
Precious Pets
218-219
Pressure Mat
226
Primary Chair/Square
96
Projectors
44-55, 84
Pumps
34, 254
Puppets
221
Push Along
140
Putty
192, 215, 238-239
Puzzle Block/Square
114-115
Puzzles
114-115, 232, 237, 245
Quiet Activity Centre
Quoits

175
246

Rabbit
218
Raft Mat
138
Rainbow Drums
79
Rainbow In My Room
50
Rainbow Trio Ensemble
79
Rainmakers/sticks/tubes
206
Reach and Match
185
Rebound Roller
141
Reflective Balls
164
Reflective Foil
58
Rehab Peanuts
238
Relaxer Bubble Tube
32-33
Relaxer™ Travel Size Weighted Blanket
117
Reminiscence
68-69, 180, 241
Reminiscence Tactile Squares
180
Remote Control Candles
58
Retaining Walls
104
Retro Rocking Chair
68-69, 93
Rhythm In A Bag
202
Rhythm Pals
207
Rib-It-Ball
171
Rings
189
Riverstones
145
Robo-Board
150
Rockers
93, 112, 151-152
Roller Tunnel
112
Roly Poly Drum
169
Roly Poly Logs
109
ROMPA® Activity Board
175
ROMPA® Interactive Lighting System 42-43
ROMPA® Rainbow Bumpas
103
ROMPA® Waterless Rainbow Tube
32-33
ROMPA® Wi Fi App Control Box
25
ROMPA® Wi Fi Colour Control Bumpas
22
Rondo
139, 251
Root-Vue Farm
243
Rope Ladder
82
Rotating Bell Flower / Spiral
200
Rotating ‘Rainfall’ / Sound Panels
178-179
Rotating Sound Tree
200
Rubbing Plates
242
Ruff’s House
184
Rustic Play Hut
81
Safety Rotational Device/Safety Snap
127
Sand play
47, 80, 192-193
Sand Snake
119
Scented Crystal Bell Balls
214
Schwimmi Swim Collar
74
School Sensory Spaces Saver Pack
67
Scissors
228
Scooters
140-142
Seclusion Furniture
99
Secondary Beanbag/Slab
94
See and Stimulate Pack
66
Seesaw
137, 150

SensaHut
161
Sensaring
189
Sensations E Chair, The
90
Senseez® Vibrating Cushion
190
Sensory 7-in-1 Ball
249
Sensory Avoider Packs
60
Sensory Blocks
170
Sensory Circles
187
Sensory Circuits Saver Pack
143
Sensory Cuddle
95
Sensory Den
161
Sensory Exploration Table
81
Sensory Gym Saver Pack
67
Sensory Ooze Tube
166
Sensory Magic™
20-21
Sensory Pictures
174
Sensory Profile Packs
60
Sensory Seeking/Sensitive Packs
60
Sensory Shapes ‘n Balls
253
Sensory Snap Beads
232
Sensory Squares
171
Sensory Stackers
233
Sensory Stones
192
Sensory Tubes
206
SenStation™
27
Sequencing Game
236
Shimmering Curtain
40
Sights Set
63
Singing Bowl
191
Sit ‘n Gym Balls
150
Sit and Spin
153
Skoog
205
Sleep Hygiene
72-73
Sleep Tight™ Weighted Blanket
72
Sleeper Table & Benches
76
Slide and Hide
142
Sling Swing
132
Slinky
170
Smell Box
213
Smell Pots
214
Smells Set
63
Snoezelen® in a Bag
28
Snoezelen® Mobile Saver Pack
29
Snoezelen® Sensory Corner Kit
71
Snoezelen® Storage Sets
63
Snoezelen® Wagon
29
Soft Frame Bubble Mirror
165
Soft Play
102-115
Soothersack
215
Sorting
209, 234
Sound to Sight Showtime™
17
Sound-responsive
17, 24
Sounds Kit/Set
61, 63, 202
Spa Lights
74
Space Blanket
171
Space Projector
50
Sparkling Tunnel
113
Sparkly Play Foam
192
Speakers
49, 197, 213
Spin & Explore Garden Gym™
152
Spin ‘n’ Stare
179
Spinning Cone
153
Spiral Glitter Wand
169
Spiral Play Set
110
Spiral Tube - Set of 3
166
Splats
167
Splodge, The
95
Sportster
140
Spotlights
56
Springy People
229
Squashy Seat
97
Squease Vest
121
Squeezer
123
Squorner
97
Star Ceiling Circle
37
Star Seat
158
Starlight Projector
50
Step-A-Forest
145
Stepping Stones
105
Steps
110-112
Stiivii® Pro
191
Suction Stackers
233
Supa Squashy Sofa
95
Super Interactive Switch Box
35
Super Safe Plastic Fibre Optics
39
Super Switch – Deluxe 8 Colour Wirefree
Controller
23
Support Chair
93
Suspension Swing
134
Suspension System
129
Swings
124-137
Switches
23, 35, 226-227
Table Tent
Tact-O
Tactile Kit
Tactile Matching
Tactile Multi-Purpose Cushion

222
189
61, 193
184
92

Tactile Panels
161, 173-178
Tactile Patch Match
185
Tactile Scrub Brushes
189
Tactile Squares
180-183
Tactile Street
187
Tactile Totem
175
Tactile Tunnel
113
Tactile Wedges
92
Tactodiscs
187
Talking Cube
25
Talking Photo Album/Tin
220/229
246
Target Play
Tastaro
184
Teaching Tac-Tiles
185
TeeterPopper™
151
Texture Squares Cushion
188
Thera-Band™
239
TheraGym®
92, 132-137, 152
TheraGym® Chillax Swing
135
TheraGym® Climb and Go
142
TheraGym® Roller Slide Attachment
142
TheraGym® SensaDome
92
TheraGym® Step Rocking Boat
152
TheraGym® Tear Drop Swing
134
Therapy Dolls
217
Therapy Net Deluxe Swing
132
Threading
236
Throwing Scarves
246
Timers
229
Tin Can Crash
249
Tobbles™
233
Tom
217
Torch
40, 157
Touch & Guess Wooden Box
184
Touch Memory
184
Touch Set
63
Touchy Feely Saver Pack
186
Trace & Balance
150
Trampoline
104, 147
Translucent Beads
34
Transparent Bricks/Numbers/People
166-167
Trapeze Swing
82
Tree Cushion
188
Trolleys/wagons
26-29, 203
Tube Swing
133
Tube Trails
235
Tubular Bells
78
Tumble Forms 2®
101
Tunnels
108-109, 111-113, 154-155
Ultra Violet
10-11, 156-163
Umbrella
52
Under The Sea Peel & Stick Border
170
Universal Sidelyer
101
UV LED Light Strip System
157
Variable Speed Rotator
52
Vertical Bouncer Kit
127
Vibrating Floor
91
Vibrating furniture
87-91, 97
Vibrating Neck Roll
190
Vibration Pillows
190-191
Vibro Tub
106
Visual Contrast & Sound Sensory Mat
171
Visual Kit
61
Voice Changer
208
Voice Responsive Dome
58
Wagon
29
Wall Bracket
(34) 56
Wall Mats
103
Wall Panels
14-19
Wall Stickers
170
Water beds/mattresses
91
Water Effects Projector
49
Water environments
74-75, 84
Water-free tubes
32-33
Water Wiggly
186
Waterproof Bean Bag
97
Waterproof Overalls
192
Waves
109
Wedges
92, 96, 108-109
Weighted Animals/Ball
118-119
Weighted Blankets (Covers)
72, 117
Weighted Sensory Cushion
119
Weighted Vests
120
Well-Being At Work Saver Pack
70
Wheel Rotator
52
Wheelchair Tunnel
155
White Projection Umbrella
52
Wi Fi App
25
Wi Fi Colour Wall Controller
57
Wi Fi Interactive Stepping Stones
105
Wi Fi LED Cube
84
Wi Fi LED Spotlight
56
Wi Fi LED Strip Light System
57
Wi F Microphone
24

Wi Fi Override Transmitter
24
Wi Fi Starry Sky Panel
37
Wiggly Giggly Ball
204
Wipe-Clean™ Waterproof Weighted Blanket
117
Wireless controllers
14, 20-25
Wooden Four In A Row
249
Worm
150
Wristful Fidget™
118
Writing Slope
229
Y-Chew

225

Z-Grabber™/Z-Vibe®

224

Important
information
Care of your products
We want you to be happy with your
purchases from this catalogue. To
help you to buy products that are
suitable, appropriate and that
meet the needs of your clients, we
aim to include as much product
information in this catalogue as
possible. This includes safety age
guidelines (e.g. ‘For 3 years and
over’) and practical information such
as dimensions (e.g. ‘Small parts’)
and material information (e.g. fur
with long fibres, glass). For further
information, please visit our website
and refer to the product descriptions
there, along with the instructions for
those products (where applicable).
All of our products are intended to
be used appropriately, under the
supervision of a responsible adult.
Some products, such as those
intended for Sensory Integration
therapy, should be used by suitably
trained professionals only.
Always install and use products
safely, seeking advice from suitably
qualified professionals as necessary.
Always supervise the use of all of
our products.
Whilst we make every effort to
provide products that are sturdy and
appropriate, it is your responsibility
to check their suitability for
your clients, and to use them
appropriately. For example, not
all our products are suitable for
those who mouth, or for those with
challenging behaviours.
Some
products are intended for decorative
purposes rather than for handling.
Some are intended for indoor use
only, and some will require specific
on-going checks and maintenance.
Our products are selected for their
robustness and durability. However,
they will not withstand misuse or
abuse. Please use our products
with care, following the care and
maintenance advice provided.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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For sales and enquiries contact us today
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Order Form

CUSTOMER INFORMATION:
Date of order:

Simply send your enquiry listing the products you are wanting to buy. Please give a
telephone or Fax number so one of our customer sales advisors can confirm your order.

Your Order no:

INVOICE ADDRESS

DELIVERY ADDRESS (if different)

Contact:

Contact:

Position:

Position:

Tel:

Tel:

Establishment:

Establishment:

Address:

Address:

CODE

DESCRIPTION

COLOUR/FABRIC

PRICE

QTY

TOTAL

ROMP A

••

DATE:
NAME:

44 1246 211777

Our friendly customer sales advisors
will help you to place your order.

Fax 44 1246 221802
Fax direct using
the order form

SIGNATURE:
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GOODS TOTAL
e-mail

worldwide@rompa.com

BY POST

ROMPA, GOYT SIDE ROAD, CHESTERFIELD,
DERBYSHIRE S40 2PH UNITED KINGDOM

Thank you for your order
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DATE:
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GOODS TOTAL
e-mail

worldwide@rompa.com

BY POST

ROMPA, GOYT SIDE ROAD, CHESTERFIELD,
DERBYSHIRE S40 2PH UNITED KINGDOM
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FAUX SUEDE

FAUX SUEDE

POLYESTER

POLYESTER

CARAMEL

GREEN

WHITE

LIGHT GREEN

RED

SAGE

YELLOW

DARK GREEN

CLARET

REGENT BLUE

ORANGE

BLUE

RED

DARK BLUE

TAN

Faux Suede
Arguably the softest of our fabrics, and is similar in texture to suede. More akin to fabrics
used in domestic furniture, this supple fabric is water-resistant, extremely comfortable,
stain-resistant and antibacterial. Available in subtler shades of colour than PVC and
Polyester, this fabric may be more age-appropriate for older adults. Although durable,
this fabric has a short pile and is less hard-wearing than PVC. As such, it should not be
chosen for areas of heavy use such as step treads or floor cushioning.
Ideal For:
• Sensations E Chair

• Supa Squashy Sofa

• Positioner

BLACK

Polyester
Slightly warmer to the touch than PVC, and more flexible. This makes Polyester bestsuited to products which allow clients to sink into them and which mould to the user’s
shape.
Ideal For:
• Splodges

FAUX LEATHER
AMBER

AUBERGINE

LIGHT GREEN

CHESTNUT

ZINC

• Mini Floppy Islands

• Squashy Seating

• Sensory Cuddles

• Bean Bags

TEXTURED FABRIC
AZURE

BISCOTTI

HESSIAN

PEWTER

Faux Leather Fabric

Textured Fabric

Available in striking modern colours, this subtly-textured fabric is as hard wearing as it is
stylish. Vibrant yet tasteful, this strong fabric is a combination of PVC, Cotton, Polyester
and PU. Fire-retardant, phthalate-free, anti-microbial and REACH compliant. The fabric
itself is waterproof, although seams are not due to the nature of stitching.

Contemporary yet classy colours with a blend of texture and softness to suit every indoor
environment. Beautiful, tactile and practical. Fire-retardant, stain-resistant, phthalatefree and REACH compliant. The fabric itself is waterproof, although seams are not due
to the nature of stitching. All the colour options are anti-microbial.

Faux Leather Fabric can be found in the Chatsworth Furniture range. Whole pieces of
Chatsworth furniture can be made in up to two colours of Faux Leather, or one colour can
be selected with one colour of Textured Fabric on the sides.

Textured Fabric can be found in the Chatsworth Furniture range. The sides of these
products can be made in Textured Fabric, whilst the remainder (e.g. seat and cushions)
is typically in Faux Leather.

Ideal For: • Chatsworth Furniture

Please note: due to printing techniques colours may not show correctly on the pages, ask for a Fabric
swatch for accurate colour choices
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PVC

PVC

PVC

PVC

ORANGE

WHITE

YELLOW

DARK BLUE

RED

CREAM

LIGHT GREEN

TURQUOISE

PINK

CARAMEL

GREEN

PURPLE

CERISE

BROWN

ICE BLUE

LILAC

BLACK

SKY BLUE

UV FLUORESCENT YELLOW

We are proud to be British manufacturers. This enables us to offer you bespoke solutions.
Many of the products in the Snoezelen®, Soft Play and Furniture sections are made by ROMPA® at our Chesterfield premises. These items can be made in
a variety of fabrics and colours. Look out for this symbol

throughout the catalogue that indicates that a colour choice is available.

ROMPA® Fabrics and Colours

Fabrics used by ROMPA® have been selected for their high quality, reliability,
durability and suitability for our marketplace. Our fabrics are complimented
by the use of high quality fillings such as bead and foams of various densities
to allow us to manufacture an extensive range of soft and pliable or firm and
supportive products. All our fabrics (and the products made from these and
our fillings) meet appropriate fire-retardancy standards.

Our attention to detail is second to none – from our high quality non-slip fabric
to the colour-matched threads that are used to hand-finish our products,
ROMPA® has earned its reputation for consistently excellent standards.
This applies to our standard products, as well as to any bespoke solution
requested by our customers. The colours shown here are from our standard
range but we will gladly accommodate special requests for further colour
options. Contact us for a fabric swatch to help you make your fabric and
colour choices.

ROMPA® manufactures matting, furniture and soft play in a large range of fabrics and colours.
These include:

PVC (Vinyl)
The most durable, and popular, of all our fabrics. Extremely hard-wearing, PVC is easy
to clean, water-resistant and treated with fungicide. Latex- and phthalate-free, this
strong fabric has a polymer coating on both sides, making it rigid and helping products
to maintain their shape. Our PVC has a ‘Cape’ or subtly textured and fungicidal finish,
and is available in a huge spectrum of colours and tones. This extensive choice lends
itself well to two-tone finishes, such as purple with lilac accents, or sky blue and light blue
combinations. We can also print a range of motifs onto PVC, including your own imagery
for bespoke solutions.

Polytran
Extremely pleasant to the touch, this soft, matt-finish fabric is perfect for products used
for long periods of time. Latex- and –phthalate-free, as well as flexible, this fabric is a
knitted polyester with a polyurethane coating. This fabric has been specially selected for
our Pos-Pod™ Modular Multi-System.
Products typically made in Polytran include wedges,
rolls and cushions intended for positioning.

Ideal For:
• Wall and Floor Mats • Ballpools and Wedges • Soft Play Products
• Water Beds and Furniture

www.rompa.com
www.rompa.com
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Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Vehicle
Our Rompa® Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Vehicle was a huge hit last
year and means that we can deliver Snoezelen® to your doorstep. If
you are holding an event, fundraising for a Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory
Environment or want to try Snoezelen® then our Snoezelen® MultiSensory Vehicle is the answer!

A Sensory
Room on
Wheels!

What’s in it?
The vehicle contains all the typical components of a typical Rompa®
multi-sensory room but this one is installed in a large vehicle that we
can take to shows and events up and down the country.
We think this will prove a great way to bring the concept of Snoezelen®
sensory environments to a wider audience and demonstrate the
immersive quality of a Rompa® sensory room.
Our Snoezelen® Multi-Sensory Vehicle is available to book out and
bring to your event.

Visit www.rompa.com/snoezelen-multi-sensory-vehicle to enquire NOW.

Who we work with...

At home

Our products and Snoezelen rooms are for all ages and abilities, we
supply to individuals, families, schools, hospitals, hospices, charities,
airports, hotels, cruises, football clubs and many more. We not only
distribute and install in the UK but internationally too.
®

Here are some of our customers:

NHS

ROMPA® is on the NHS Supply Chain Network for Multi-Sensory.
Framework reference: 2016/S 041-066764.

• Gatwick Airport
• Notts County Football Club
• Help For Heroes • Meadowhall
• Chesterfield Football Club
• Brunel University of London • senSI
• College of Occupational Therapists • Parenting Additional Needs
• Kids in Sync
• NewLife

... As well as further afield

Showroom & Reminiscence Room

Like what you see, but still not sure? Come and visit us,
we’d be happy to see you. Bookings required.
Please contact us to visit our Snoezelen® or Reminiscence
Showroom. Our Showrooms are based at our Head Office
in Derbyshire.
Rompa®, Goyt Side Road, Chesterfield,
Derbyshire, S40 2PH

ROMPA® is at the heart of a global network of providers of multisensory environments. As well as serving our valued UK customers, we
have partners and distributors in over 40 countries across the world.
Through our international customers we have access to new ideas,
developing therapies and a wide breath of experience.

Large enough to count but small enough to care
As a responsible supplier and manufacturer we have continuously
updated ethical and environmental policies. As just one example, we
review and report packaging and waste.

Wonkey Donkey

Rompa® are proud to work in partnership with the Wonkey Donkey Visitors Centre. They not
only provide sanctuary for donkeys but recognise the role that these beautiful animals can
play for people aiding rehabilitation for illness and support those with disabilities. If you are
in the area why not pay them a visit…

www.wonkey-donkey.co.uk

call: 01977 219924

The Wonkey Donkey Visitors Centre, Little Oakes Farm,
Cobercroft Lane, Cridling Stubbs, Notingley, WF11 0AZ

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Life Changing Sensory Solutions For All

ALL OUR TRUSTED
BRANDS IN ONE
CATALOGUE

Life Changing Sensory Solutions For All

The official registered trademark of Rompa Ltd
®

Life Changing Sensory Solutions For All

HUNDREDS OF NEW
PRODUCTS INSIDE

www.rompa.com

2020
WE HAVE A NETWORK
OF INTERNATIONAL
DEDICATED PARTNERS
2020

01246 211777
www.rompa.com
sales@rompa.com
FREEPOST Rompa
The official registered trademark of Rompa® Ltd
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